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"Finite to fail, infinite to venture. 8	Emily Dickinson
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SUMMARY
AIM	 To investigate mathematically able adolescents' conceptions of
the basic notions behind the Calculus:	 infinity (including the
infinitely large, the infinitely small and infinite aggregates);
limits (of sequences, series and functions); and real numbers. To
observe the effect, if any, on these conceptions, of a one year
calculus course.
EXPERIMENTS Pilot interviews and questionnaires helped identify
areas on which to focus the study. A questionnaire was administered to
Lower Sixth Form students with 0-level mathematics passes. The
questionnaire was administered twice, once in September and again the
following May. The A-level mathematicians had received instruction in
most of the techniques of the Calculus by May.
Interviews, to clarify ambiguities, elicit reasoning behind the
responses and probe typicality and atypicality, were conducted in the
month following each administration.
A second questionnaire, an amended version of the first, was
administered to a larger but similar audience. The responses were
analysed in the light of hypotheses formulated in the analysis of data
from the first 5ample.
PRINCIPAL FINDINGS Subjects have a concept of infinity. It exists
mainly as a process, anything that goes on and on. It may exist as an
object, as a large number or the cardinality of a set, but in these
forms it is a vague and indeterminate form. The concept of infinity is
inherently contradictory and labile.
Recurring decimals are perceived as dynamic, not static, entities
and are not proper numbers. Similar attitudes exist towards
infinitesimals when they are seen to exist. Subjects' conception of
the continuum do not conform to classical or nonstandard paradigms.
Convergence / divergence properties are generally noted with
infinite sequences and functions. With infinite series, however,
convergence / divergence properties, when observed, are seen as
secondary to the fact that any infinite series goes on indefinitely
and is thus similar to any other infinite series.
The concept that the hut is the saue type of entitiy as the
finite tens	 is strong in subjects' thoughts. We coin the term
generic hiuit for this phenomenon. The generic limit of 0.9, 0.99,
is 0.9, not 1. Similarly the reasoning scheme that whatever holds for
the finite holds for the infinite has widespread application. We coin
the term generic law for this scheme.
Many of the phrases used in calculus courses (in particular hut,
tends to, approaches and converges) have everyday meanings that
conflict with their mathematical definitions.
Numeric/geometric, counting/measuring and static/dynamic contextual
influences were observed in some areas.
The first year of a calculus course has a negligible effect on
students conceptions of limits, infinity and real numbers.
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING On introducing limits teachers should
encourage full class discussion to ensure that potential cognitive
obstacles are brought out into the open. Teachers should take great
care that their use of language is understood. A-level courses should
devote more of their time to studying the continuum. Nonstandard
analysis is an unsuitable tool for introducing elementary calculus.
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In this chapter we present the aims and tnethDds of this research.
We then outline the content of subsequent chapters and state the main
theses of the study.
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Calculus is, for the majority of pupils at 16+, the beginning of
higher mathematics. Extreme difficulties are often faced and often
never overcome. This is not unnatural. What has taken the greatest
mathematical minds centuries to perfect is unlikely to be taught
without problems. The task for the teacher is to make the learning of
calculus as problem free as possible. We take it as unnecessary for
research to state that this will not consist of teachers proving
theorems learnt in analysis courses at university.
Behind calculus are the concepts of a limit, of infinity and of
real numbers. Although many students experience great difficulty with
the algebraic manipulation involved in a first calculus course it is
with these concepts that the real cognitive difficulties lie. They
embody mathematics of a new type - no longer are finite deductions and
equations sufficient.
Our work is to make clear the problems that students have with
these concepts. To do this we do not examine students mastery of the
details taught in a first course but look behind the course at the
intuitive ideas students have and how these are affected by a taught
course.
METHODOLOGY
Pilot studies and a review of relevant literature determined the
concepts eventually examined. The period of the pilot studies was one
of continuously formulating and testing hypotheses.
After the pilot studies our experiments partook of features of both
cross-sectional and longitudinal methods. Control and experimental
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groups of Lower Sixth Form students with 0-level mathematics passes
completed a questionnaire. The control group were not doing A-level
mathematics, the experimental group were doing A-level mathematics.
The questionnaire was administered twice, once in September and again
the following May. The A-level mathematicians had received instruction
in mast of the techniques of the Calculus by May.
Interviews, to clarify ambiguities, elicit reasoning behind the
responses and probe typicality and atypicality, were conducted in the
month following each administration of the questionnaire.
The data was then analysed and hypotheses formulated. In the June
of the next year a second questionnaire, an amended version of the
first, was administered to a larger but similar audience. The
responses were analysed in the light of hypotheses formulated from the
earlier data.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CHAPTERS
Chapter Two sketches a history of the infinite in mathematics and
philosophy, and a history of the calculus. The purpose of this is to
provide mathematical, philosophical and pedagagic touchstones that can
be referred to in subsequent chapters.
Chapter Three reviews the relevant cognitive research in this area
that has been available to	 he author. Considering the extensive
research that has gone on in many areas of mathematics education,
research in this area is surprisingly scant.
Chapter Four describes the two main pilot studies in some detail
(the first a series of interviews, the second a questionnaire). Both
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were important in the maturation of the theses arrived at and are,
thus, integral to the complete study. Another two early experiments
are described in less detail.
Chapter Five details the reason for the inclusion of items in the
questionnaires and the wording, method of presentation and the samples
used.
Chapter Six presents
	 and	 analyses	 the	 results	 of	 the
questionnaires. Conclusions are not attempted at this point but many
of the theses are evaluated.
Chapter Seven details the purpose of the interviews, the expected
behaviours to be examined, the method of interviewing and the
rationale for the selection of subjects for interviews.
Chapter Eight takes up many of the points of Chapter Seven but this
time from the point of view of individual subjects instead of overall
group response.
Chapter Nine takes up the theses presented in Chapter One, this
time evaluating them in terms of the evidence obtained from the
questionnaires and interviews.
Chapter Ten outlines the major achievements of the study, considers
the implications for teaching and suggests areas where further
research would be useful.
THESES
We present the main theses of this study in their barest outline
(as advance	 organisers). We shall return to them in Chapter Nine and
examine the evidence for and against them in the light of the complete
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study. The word subject clearly means someone who has taken part in
the data collection. Our theses pertain to our subjects who are
mathematically capable (i.e. have passed 0-level mathematics) and are
taking A-level courses in British schools. We believe that our
findings relate to a much wider population but, by the nature of our
samples, we cannot confirm this.
We use the terms generic hut and generic law in the remainder of
this work. The generic law is the principle that what holds for finite
cases also holds for infinite cases. By the generic law the limit of a
convergent series of continuous functions is continuous. A less
esoteric example exists in the case of 0.9 and 1. 0.9 is the limit of
0.9, 0.99, ... Each term is less than 1, thus 0.9 is less than 1. This
example illustrates the ideaof a generic limit. The generic limit of
the above sequence is 0.9, not 1. 0.9 is the infinite term of the
sequence but is qualitatively similar to the finite terms (it is made
up of nines) whereas 1 is qualitatively different. In forming these
terms we are not claiming that subjects consciously hold them,
understand the word hut or that the two are inseparable (although
the generic law is used to establish the generic limit the generic law
can also be used in non generic limit contexts, e.g. in determining
that the number of decimal numbers between 0 and 10 is larger than the
number between 0 and 1).
We present the theses under eleven headings. This is done to
simplify the communication and discussion of the theses. The theses
themselves are interrelated and the ideas embodied in them should not
be seen as peculiar to a single heading.
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1) SUBJECTS HAVE A CONCEPT OF INFINITY.
i) This is manifested by subjects' cognizance of nonterininating
processes (infinite subdivision of a line, infinite sequences and
series, and, in general, infinite continuation of an operationQ
ii) This is further manifested by3ubjects' cognizance of collections
containing more than any given finite number of elements.
2)	 INFINITY AS A PROCESS AND AS AN OBJECT.
i) Infinity exists as a process, and as an object.
ii) Infinity means going on and on and, as such, is used as an
evaluatory scheme for judging whether a question determines an
infinite answer.
iii) Subjects reveal an understanding of infinity as an object in
that they display a cognizance of a number at the end of the number
line and of the cardinality of infinite sets
3)	 INFINITY AS A NUMBER
i) Infinity as a number is an indeterminant form, a generalization
of a large number.
ii) Although there is general recognition of infinity as the largest
number cognitive belief in the existence of this number is low.
iii) Infinite numbers need not be numerically large. Recurring
decimals and infinitesimals may also be granted the title infinite
nuibers because they go on and on.
iv) Subjects' concepts of infinity do not conform to infinite cardinal
or ordinal paradigms.
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4)	 INPINITESIMALS
i) Infinitesimals are not generally accepted but may be seen as
useful fictions. When they are accepted they are seen as dynamic
entities that exist in the process of a sequence of numbers, or a
function, decreasing. Static infinitesimals do not conform to
subjects conceptions. A cognitive framework ripe for the introduction
of the concepts of nonstandard analysis does not exist amongst
subjects.
ii) Willingness to accept approximations is strong with small
numbers.
5)	 INFINITE SEQIJENCESAND SERIES.
i) Basic convergence/divergence properties of infinite sequences are
generally noted though subjects often focus on mathematically
unimportant features such as oscillations in evaluating convergence.
ii) The generic limit concept is dominant in subjects conceptions of
the limit of an infinite sequence. There is a small shift to the
mathematicians limit concept amongst A-level mathematicians.
iii) The convergence or divergence of an infinite series is not
generally seen as its most important feature. Theoretical, physical
and temporal problems of any infinite summation often override them as
important features.
6)	 REAL NUMBERS
i)	 Subjects	 ontological framework includes infinite recurring
decimals but they are interpreted in a dynamic context and seen as
qualitatively different from finite decimals. This leads to an
-8—
inconsistent model and, ultimately, to cognitive conflict.
ii)	 Subjects' concepts of the continuum do not correspond to mature
mathematicians' models of the continuum.
7)	 LANGUAGE
i) Phrases such as g ets to and goes on forever suggest impossible
situations.
ii) The phrases tends to, approaches, converges and 1iit have every-
day connotations that affect subjects' mathematical interpretations.
8)	 'REASONING
Reasoning schemes peculiar to problems dealing with limits and
infinity are infinity as a process and the generic iai. Both schemes
have widespread application. Subjects may switch from one scheme to
the other in response to similar questions.
10)	 CONTEXTS
Subjects' responses are affected by the context of a question. There
are three notable divisions
i) Numeric and geometric. Subjects' sense of the existence of a
limit of a convergent function, presented graphically, is stronger
than their sense of the existence of a limit of a convergent numeric
sequence. Also, generic limit ideas appear less pronounced in
geometric contexts.
ii) Counting and measuring.	 A measuring context entourages
subjects to ascribe a greater cardinality to the superset 	 in
cardinality questions.
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iii)	 Static and dynamic.	 A dynamic interpretation of recurring
decimals leads subjects to a view of the continuum which is often at
odds with the static real complete continuum of higher mathematics. A
dynamic interpretation of series often leads subjects to overlook the
convergence and divergence of series and see them as similar because
they both go on and on. Such interpretations also lead to physical and
temporal factors affecting subjects considerations of series.
11)	 SUBJECTS' CONCEPTIONS OF LIMITS AND INFINITY ARE CONTRADICTORY
AND LABILE.
i) Subjects' conceptions of limits and infinity are contradictory in
that subjects are drawn to two opposing views, e.g. infinity is the
largest number but you can't have a largest number, the limit of a
sequence is the final number in the list but there is no final number,
there are more natural than even numbers but there are the same
(infinite) number of each.
ii) Sub j ects' responses are often not stated with great confidence
and may be easily changed by conte>:t, reasoning and suggestion.
11)	 THE EFFECT OF TEACHING.
The first year of an A-level mathematics course which includes an
introduction to all the basic ideas of calculus does not, generally,
affect subjects' conceptions of limits, infinity or real numbers.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INFINITE IN MATHEMATICS
AND PHILOSOPHY AND OF THE CALCULUS
The substance of this section is worthy of many volumes. Our
intention is, however, merely to establish mathematical, philosophical
and pedagogic touchstones that can be referred to in the main body of
the work. We thus limit the discussion to what we feel is relevant to
adolescents conception of infinity, limits and real numbers.
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The infinite is a particularly interesting concept in which to look
at the history of mathematics since, over the millennia, the three
crises and debates in mathematics that assume particular importance
have all been concerned with the infinite. They are Zenos paradoxes,
the introduction of infinitesimals, and the	 debate	 over	 the
foundations of mathematics at the turn of the century.
The purpose of Zeno's arguments remain a matter of controversy. The
effect of the paradoxes was to prevent Greek mathematical thought
dealing with motion. The most famous example of this occurs with
Archimedes who anticipated the early methods, and many of the early
results, of infinitesimal calculus (though without a 17th century view
of number) yet deliberately recast his proofs in a static form.
Mathematicians today prefer static (arithmetized) forms of proof in
calculus despite the fact that, as we shall see, students' view the
limit concept in a dynamic (motion orientated).context. Historically
the dynamic potential infinite has, especially since Arisitotle (who
argued that it was the correct interpretation), vied with the actual
infinite	 for	 the	 philosophical	 and	 mathematical	 correct
interpretation. Only really in this century has the actual infinite
won the debate.
The main forerunners to the calculus used methods that logically
required the calculation of that most curious of ratios, 0/0.
Interestingly both Leibniz and Newton used inlinitesimals to overcome
this problem (with different descriptions and notations, however) in
their formulations of the calculus. The problems inherent in this
approach were clear to contemporary mathematicians. Berkeleys famous
rejection of infinitesimals as gho5ts of departed quantities was
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justified at the time, even if the odd theory of sense perception that
accompanied it was not. As Rotman has said, (1980, Chapter 4, p.9):
In a sense, infinitesimals were Zeno's revenge, the price
Renaissance mathematics paid for studying motion.
Both Newton and Leibniz vacillated in their interpretation of
infinitesimals. Neither appears to have philosophical priority over
the other, though Leibniz was a more public proponent. He formulated
the law of continuity that:
In any supposed transition, ending in any terminus, it is
permissible to institute a general reasoning, in which the
terminus may also be included. (see Keisler, 1976, p.873)
In other words what holds for infinitesiaals holds with real number
arquaents. This law is too vague for mathematics but it can be made
precise and be shown to be true in nonstandard analysis. We must,
however, posit the existence of infinitesimals. We must enlarge our
ontology to include numbers with their properties. This is a problem
for philosophers and mathematics teachers for not only are classical
existence arguments required but also an examination of what Tall
(1980c), calls cognitive existence, that is the extent to which a
subject can believe in the reality of a posited entity.
	 Tall	 (ibid.)
found that University mathematics students warmed, with familiarity,
to systems that included infinitesimals. The present work found, with
some qualifications, that Sixth Form pupils did not accept
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infinitesimals.
Leibniz'	 disciple	 LHospital	 (1696)	 presented	 a	 partial
axiomatizatiori of the system;
1) We call variables those quantities that continually increase
or decrease.
2) The infinitely small amount by which a variable continually
increases or decreases is called its difference.
3) Any two quantities may be replaced by one another if they
differ from each other by no more than an infinitely small
amount.
A problem Leibniz did not correctly solve was how to deal with
higher order infinitesimals Cauchy formulated an acceptable account.
Slightly amended, his account survived to this century;
If the limit of v/u tm be finite and not zero, v is said to be an
infinitesimal of the mth order, the standard being u. C Lamb,
1897, p.61)
Nevertheless, the	 problems	 associated	 with	 infinitesimals
eventually resulted in their rejection. Several unsuccessful attempts
were made in the 18th century to put the calculus on a firm foundation
(D'Alembert with limits and Lagrange with Taylor series expansion) but
the first step to success only really came with Cauchy.
We must be careful with Cauchy's formulations. Boyer remarks that:
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With Cauchy, it may safely be said, the fundamental concepts of
the calculus received a rigorous formulation. 	 (1949, p.282)
Lakatos (1978), however, has shown that Cauchy did not possess the
modern notion of the continuum (he accepted the post-Leibnizian ideas
of an extended number system including infinitesimals). Cauchy placed
limits at the heart of analysis but used infinitesimals to define
limi ts
variable is a quantity which is thought to receive successively
different values.., when the successive numerical values of a
variable decrease indefinitely so as to become smaller than any
given	 number,	 this	 variable	 becomes what is called an
infinitesimal...when the successive values attributed to 	 a
variable approach, indefinitely, a fixed value so as to end by
differing from it by as little as one wishes, this last is called
the limit of all the others. (quotes found in Robinson, 1966 and
Rotman, 1980)
The last act in the establishment of a rigorous foundation for
analysis was to establish a non-geometric definition of number, as
Dedekind, Cantor and others did, and more or less refranie Cauchy's
results in this context, as Weierstrass did:
If Cauchy's ideas of a limit got rid of the ostensive reference
to motion in the Newton-Leibniz formulation of Calculus, Dedekind
wished to remove any ostention from mathematics' idea of the
-15-
continuum. (Rotman, 1980, Chapter 4, p.11)
It is important for mathematics teachers to realize that their
sophisticated Weierstrassian concepts are at odds with 	 dynamic
continuum concepts. The latter, as we shall see, are often the
pictures of the continuum held by pupils. As Tall (1975, p.3) 	 points
out, teachers so trained find they must reject the concepts of
analysis when teaching calculus and, thus, may pass on consistency
fears to their pupils. 	 If a remedy for this situation can be found
then it will be of benefit to millions. We must as teachers, get over
the optimum understanding of the continuum relative to students'
present and future learning needs to make the learning of the calculus
a meaningful experience.
Another revolution occurred with Cantor's discovery or, some would
prefer, invention of transfiriite numbers. 	 The paradise, as Hubert
called it, created by Cantor has become the establishment theory
(accepted by all except a minority of constructivist mathematicians).
For 80 years, until Robinson's formulation of nonstandard analysis in
1960, they became the paradigm of infinite numbers; so much so that
infinitesimals could be rejected, not just in use but in also in
theory, because they could not be obtained from dividing ordinal or
cardinal numbers; so much so that considering nonstandard models in
the Sixth Form or undergraduate class is considered unnecessarily
radical.
With Cantor and the acceptance of the actual infinite came the
third crisis in maths, that of its foundations. Put simply it is the
problem of resolving the contradiction involved in calling anything
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of the form <x:F(x)>, a set. The accepted resolutions have been
axiomatizations. These have left the mathematical world with many of
its most important results relative to this or that axiom. An
alternative is to accept a constructivist solution. The quotation
below, our interviews would suggest, is much more likely to be
accepted by students than arguments expounding the Axiom of Choice.
This is, of course, not in itself an argument for constructivism in
mathematics but should make us, as teachers, open to alternatives to a
Cantorian universe:
Generation of terms in accordance with a rule yields terms
endlessly; it does not yield an endless extension. ... Laws of
construction	 indefinitely	 can	 be	 included	 in	 finitist
mathematics, since there is no need to interpret them as laws for
the construction of an endless whole	 Thus	 the class of
integers' and 'the expansion of pi' will be unobjectionable if
one	 takes them to refer to a law for constructing them
indefinitely. (Ambrose, 1980, p.65)
NONSTANDARD ANALYSIS
Remaining with classical set theory and logic one can construct a
continuum very like that of Leibniz, with noncardinal infinite numbers
and their reciprocals, infinitesimals. How is this done ?
One of the first results in Model Theory (the work of Skolem in
1933) was:
-17-
If a first order theory of arithmetic
	 (with identity) has its
intended model, then it also has a model with the usual
interpretation of identity that is not isomorphic to its intended
model.
Such a model is called a nonstandard wodel. One can, in a variety
of ways, construct a nonstandard model of the real number system which
includes infinite and infinitesimal elements. Robinson first did this
using a complicated type theory. Easier ultraproduct formulations have
since been presented (see Luxemburg, 1973 and Stroyan, 1976 ) but
these are still over technical to explain here. More relevant to the
present work is the fact that several approaches have been presented
that do not rely on hard theorems from mathematical logic and which
could be presented to school students or undergraduates (see Henle &
Kleinberg 1979, Keisler 1976a and 1976b, Tall 1980a and 1981). We turn
briefly to these now, noting that they open up the possibility of
using infinitesimals without fear and would seem to be approaches
worth investigating. This idea was the main impetus to the present
study. The main ideas of all formulations are the same: we embed the
real number field R in a necessarily non-Archimedian ordered field R*
(containing infinite and infinitesimal elements) and establish that a
statement is true in R if and only if it is true in R*. Around each
element of R is a neighbourhood of infinitesimals. We now have
infinitesimal, finite and infinite elements of R'. Each finite element
of R
	 is either an element of R or of the form a+e where a is a real
number and e is an infinitesimal. In this case we write
	
ast(a+e)
and say that a is the standard part of a,Le. Typically difficult
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definitions and theorems from ordinary analysis become remarkably easy,
e.g. a function f is continuous in an open interval I of R if and
only if fCst(x))=st(f(x)) for every xeR* such that st(x) El.	 More
pertinent to A-level mathematics is the easy defintion of the
derivative of a function f, f'(x)st((fCx+e)-f(x))/e).
Keisler's formulation,	 (1976a and 1976b), proceeds 	 via	 an
axiomatization of Re which includes an existence axiom
There exists a positive infinitesimal number
and a rather strange form of Leibniz' law of continuity:
If two systems of formulas have exactly the same solutions
in R, they have exactly the same solutions in Re.
Keisler utilizes an attractive feature of focusing on infinite and
infinitesimal parts of a graph in Re by using Infinite telescopes and
infinitesimal microscopes (19Th, p.28). An infinite telescope allows
the examination of infinite portions of R* while	 an	 infinite
microscope allows an infinitely small portion of R e
 to be examined.
Henle and Kleinberg (1979) do more or less the same thing but spend
more time discussing language and logic and simply state that:
The same sentences are true in Re as are in R.
Both	 texts	 acknowledge	 that R e
	is	 not unique but do not,
understandably, go into great detail. Both texts then proceed to
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develop infinitesimal calculus in the style of a modern Leibniz and
are arguably suitable for Sixth Form audiences.
Tall	 (1980a and 1981) differs from the rest in that one of the
systems he develops is actually weaker, it will only handle analytic
functions (which is enough for an A-level course). This system is
considerably easier to construct than the others. Tall uses the well
known fact (see E. Moise, 1963, Chapter 28) that the field of rational
polynomial	 expressions	 with real coefficients form an ordered
non-Archimedean field (an ordering is induced by defining f>O if there
exists cR such that f(x))O, for all x>c, and defining f<g by, there
exits a c€R such that f(x)<g(x) for all xR such that O<x<c). It is a
simple matter to show that f(x)x takes the role of an infinitesimal
in this system (it is interesting to note that Moise defines f<g 	 if
there exists a c€R s.t. f(x)<g(x), for every x>c and thus f(x)x is
infinitely large with respect to g(x)a 	 but infinitely small with
respect to g(x)=x 2 ). Having obtained infinitesimals Tall constructs
his number system R* by means of power series, with real coefficients,
on an infinitesimal. Tall then proceeds to define standard parts and
develop calculus, like the others, in a Leibnizian fashion.
Keisler's approach has been tested at college level by Sullivan
(1976). Such approaches gained some favour in America for Freshman
courses, for a short time, but quickly fell from grace. No other
pedagogic investigations, that we are aware of, have continued her
study. Sullivan addressed herself to the questions
Will the student buy the idea of infinitely small ? 	 Will the
instructor need to have a background in nonstandard analysis ?
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Will the student acquire the basic calculus skills ?
	
Will they
really understand the fundamental concepts any differently ?
How difficult will it be for them to make the transition into
standard analysis courses if they want to study more mathematics?
Is the nonstandard approach only	 suitable	 for	 gifted
mathematics students ?
Sullivan used a control and an experimental group, both of 68
pre-university, mathematically able, college students from	 five
colleges. She tested them after a one year course. She found the
experimental group scored at least as well in all the tested areas
(defining basic concepts, computing limits, producing proofs and
applying basic concepts), were able to appreciate the standard methods
and, in the opinion of their teachers, had a deeper understanding of
calculus. She stresses, as all involved in such work have stressed,
that this is not calculus wade easy.
Sullivan's was an instructional investigation, not a psychological
one. There is need in this area for both types. The present work was
conceived as a instructional thesis but changed during investigations
when the questions being asked changed from
	 Can this wethod bring
iwproved results and understanding ?
	
to	 Nhat are students
intuitions of the basic ideas behind these aethods ? Sullivan claims
the nonstandard analysis approach is closer to students	 intuitions
but does not investigate what these intuitions are. The results of the
present work show that students do not intuitively accept classical
infinitesimals. Sullivans claim need not be totally
	 rejected,
however. One can easily accept a statement even if it is not intuitive.
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For example I intuitively believe that time is a continuous quantity,
but if an eminent scientist told me on the basis of verifiable
experiment that time is actually a discrete phenomena then I would
accept this and find it an easy concept to handle in evaluating
statements dealing with time. Thus, although infinitesimals may not be
intuitive, once they are accepted, mathematics using them may be
easier than mathematics without them. Moreover, one aspect of the
process of education is to replace unfruitful intuitive beliefs by
more coherent and useful ideas. In several uncontrolled experiments I
have asked classes of Sixth Form mathematicians whether they accepted
j 1 as a legitimate mathematical entity. All said 'No' before being
taught complex numbers but the majority said 'Yes' after a month's
exposure (and, as the present work shows, Ii is seen as being as
unbelievable as Ik'o to the uninitiated).
While nonstandard analysis undoubtably has its advocates in
elementary calculus and advanced analysis (complex analysis, measure
theory, topology, etc. can all be developed in a nonstandard way) 	 it
also has its critics, and not j ust constructivists who disapprove of
any mathematics dependent on the Axiom of Choice or similar tools. At
a post graduate or research level it is difficult to see, apart from
conservatism, why classical	 mathematicians	 should	 object	 to
nonstandard analysis Cit has been shown that anything true in a non
standard space is true in its imbedded standard space, so if a result
is true in a nonstandard space we have a standard result) but
arguments against its introduction at a lower level can be suasive.
Schwarzenberger has considered the problem in two papers (1978 and
1980). In the 1980 paper Schwarzenberger attacks all, standard and
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nonstandard mathematicians, who would make
	 calculus	 easy	 (by
shortcuts) and defends all who would give a relational understanding
of the calculus to their pupils. Calculus is not easy because R (and
thus also R t ) is simultaneously an ordered field, a complete ordered
field, a metric space and a norined vector space. Attempts to make it
easy, at a low or high level, omit one or more of R's aspects.
Schwarzenberger's main criticism (in the 1978 paper) of a nonstandard
analysis approach in schools in that unlike the reals there is not a
unique model for Re:
If it is objected that these disadvantages stem merely from the
relative unfamiliarity of the hyperreals as compared with the
reals, then it must be said clearly in reply that the familiarity
and assurance with which we handle the real numbers stem largely
from the uniqueness of R. Until mathematicians agree on a unique
model for Re there can be little hope of making R as familiar to
pupils as R.
How many mathematicians are able to describe the construction of R by
Cauchy sequences or Dedekind cuts ? I would wager very few. What we
know is that we have seen this done (or know this can be done). It may
be that we can work in nonstandard analysis without getting involved
in the higher reaches of model and set theory that govern the
structure of its models ? Moreover, as we shall see, students are very
unfamiliar with the actual structure of R. This, however, is not an
argument for introducing nonstandard numbers.
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OTHER STUDIES AND REPORTS ON CALCULUS
It is a great pity that there are so few investigations into the
understanding of the basic concepts behind the calculus and of the
cognitive effects of learning calculus. There is a wealth of articles
giving armchair expositions of calculus topics to 	 explore	 or
approaches that can be taken, (see Brown, 1970 for a good example).
There have been several British theses. The only one to shed
insight into areas concerned with here, however, is the thesis of
Orton (1980a).
Orton examined students	 understanding of the basic ideas of
calculus in 110 pupils in Sixth Forms and colleges of Higher
Education. Tasks were designed to test:
The	 understanding of limits in a variety of mathematical
situations independent of the calculus.
The idea of integration as measuring area.
Rates of change ... leading to differentiation
A number of simple applications 	 (Orton, 1980b)
Information was collected by interviews and was reclassified as
items relating to a single aspect of elementary calculus. The 38 items
resulting form an excellent calculus skills list and the mean scores
certainly give us information on the ability of students to perform
these skills. Orton classifies responses according to a Piagetian
heirarchy to obtain a measure of cognitive demand of each item.
Whatever ones reservations about the use of Piagetian heirarchies or
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about absolute measures of a correct response in the calculus his
results give us details hitherto only surinized, not tested, by
mathematics educators. They are that:
Care needs to be taken that difficulties with algebra do not
stand in the way of the development of students' understanding of
calculus ... rates of change was poorly understood ... limits ha
been somewhat neglected as an idea to be developed throughout the
main school mathematics programme ... some students had learned
the rudiments of elementary calculus in an abbreviated and even
an algorithmic way and may not have been taken back to reconsider
any underlying mathematics (ibid.)
Such studies have great worth in establishing dimensions of
difficulty but they do not get to the cognitive heart of the matter.
To do this we must ask - Hhat are pupils intuitions of liits and
infinity, how do they interact and develop and how can we use this
knowledge to design better calculus courses?
Recent ma j or British reports Mathematics Counts, (Cockcroft, 1982),
and Mathematics in the Sixth Form, (HMI/DES 1982), discuss a range
of social and curricular problems surrounding Sixth Form mathematics
but do not enter debates on cognitive development in particular
topics. Other reports, 	 (Math.	 Assoc.,	 1982; SCIJE/CNAA, 1978; SMP,
1980), go into details on the inclusion and structuring of topics
within A-level syllabi but again do not cover cognitive aspects of
A-level work. Content orientated reports (Math. Assoc., 	 1967),
examiners' reports and groups such as SMP, MEl and Continuing
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Mathematics go into details about errors (and ways to avoid them) and
alternative approaches to topics but have again provided no cognitive
or assessment work in the concepts behind the calculus.
Older reports, the Spens Report of 1938 and the Jeffr.y Report of
1944, as Orton (1985) has pointed out, argued that calculus should be
taught from graphical origins and should reach a wider proportion of
pupils. They do not, however, back their opinions with cognitive data.
These reports may be seen as a prelude to a lobby of mathematics
educators motivating the introduction of calculus lower down the
school in the 60s and 70s:
The importance of the teaching of analysis in the secondary
school continues to increase in many countries and nowhere has it
decreased. One can thus say that there is a universal trend in
reinforcing the teaching of analysis ... analysis could soon play
the role in the fundamental mathematical education which has been
attributed for a long time to geometry. (UNESCO 1972)
These words ring less true now, in Britain at least. This trend is
going out of favour and is clearly at odds with the ideas of the 16+
system in that more problem solving and practical work on non calculus
mathematics is stressed in 16+ criteria.
Whatever the stage of introducing the calculus in the future the
words of the Mathematical Associations report (1951) are still valid
There is no part of mathematics for which the methods of approach
and development are more important thaq the calculus, partly on
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account of the novelty of the notation, but chiefly on account of
intrinsic difficulties. These occur at the start and more acutely
at the start than at any later stage. For this reason the early
development must be gradual: any rushing of the introduction will
lead to chaos.
The purpose of the preceding paragraphs was to emphasize what the
reports left out - cognitive investigations. In our next section we
examine those that have been carried out.
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The	 previous	 chapter examined mathematical, philosophic arid
pedagogic thought relevant to this work. The present chapter reviews
the cognitive research relevant to this study. The borderline between
pedagogic and cognitive research is extremely fuzzy. Some authors
researches are re-examined from a cognitive viewpoint. Much of the
present works initial direction was as a direct result of influences
reported in the following pages. For this reason work that came to the
present authors attention towards the end of this research is
reported under a separate section at the end of this chapter.
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Piaget continues to influence cognitive debate in the Western world
because, paraphrasing Whitehead on Plato, Educational Psychology is
still expanding his footnotes. Another reason is that broad acceptance
of Piaget s analysis firmly places one in a non behavioural school of
thought.	 It is possible to call oneself a post-Piagetian while
remaining highly critical of his use of the propositional calculus and
group theory, of his stage theory and of his clinical method. Since
the subjects in this study should be in the formal operational stage,
it is useful to briefly consider criticisms of Piaget's stages. 	 In
Chapter Seven we consider his clinical method.
Ausubel & Ausubel C 1966, p.405) sum up criticisms of Piagets theory:
They (American psychologists) argue that the transition between
these stages occurs	 gradually	 rather	 than	 abruptly	 or
discontinuously; that variability exists both between different
cultures and within a given culture with respect to the age at
which the transition takes place; that fluctuations occur over
time in the level of cognitive functioning manifested by a given
child; that the transition to the formal stage occurs at
different ages both for different subject matter fields and for
component	 subareas	 within	 a	 particular field; and that
environmental as well as endogenous factors have a demonstrable
influence on the rate of cognitive development.
Piaget's account of the modes of reasoning characteristic of each
stage can also be criticized. Child (1973, p.l29) observes that young
children preconceptual) do form and apply concepts. Of more relevance
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to this study is the nature of formal operational thought. In a study
examining how intelligent
	 adults	 test	 hypotheses	 Wason	 arid
Johnson-Laird (1972, p.IBB) found that
Highly intelligent adults fail to treat a rule as a rule, in the
sense that they do not readily grasp all the consequences which
follow from it. Indeed, those sub j ects who fail to gain any
insight justify the reason for their selection in terms which, by
any standard, are of a primitive kind.
Differentiating sharply between causal 	 (practical) reasoning and
logical reasoning (where truth and falsity are crucial) and noting
that the framework in which problems are posed is an important factor,
they go on to say (ibid., p.l93)
One answer would be that formal operational thought is less
general than Piaget supposes, and that it may, in fact, be
specific to a wide variety of tasks in which a causal and a
logical analysis coincide. A rather different, and much more
speculative answer would be that the novelty of our problem, when
presented in abstract terms may induce a temporary regression to
earlier modes of cognitive functioning ... The first answer is
much more plausible.	 (ibid., p.193)
Related to the second, less plausible answer, is the very plausible
thesis that;
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6enerally mature students tend to function at a relatively
concrete level when confronted with a particularly new subject
area.	 (Ausubel & Ausubel, 1966, p.410)
More startling is the claim that few mature students actually function
at the formal operational level. Ausubel, Novak & Hanesian 	 (1968,
p.238) report a study in which 156"/. of American junior-high school
students, 13.27. of high school students and 22l of college students
examined were at this stage of development.
The point of these reports for us is that although we shall broadly
work in a post-Piagetian framework, we shall not relate our findings
to his description of the formal operational stage.
CONCEPTS
Cognitive science (or, rather, prescience for it is not yet in a
state to be properly called a science) has not yet given a generally
accepted definition of a concept. Concepts are generally recognized,
however, as vehicles of thought. Following Child (1973, p.115) we note
the	 following	 characteristics	 of	 concepts:	 Concepts	 are
generalizations built up by abstraction; are dependent upon previous
experience; have a symbolic function; form horizontal (e.g. different
types of birds) and vertical (hierarchies) organizations; can function
extentionally (public use) or intensionally (private use); can be
irrational	 (e.g. superstitions or accepted dicta); and may be formed
without our conscious awareness. We must further note that concepts
may come immediately from sense experience (like hot) or may be built
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up from other concepts (like function).
The meaningful, as opposed to rote acquisition of concepts (see
Ausubel, 1966, p.158) or the relational, as opposed to instrumental
(see Skemp, 1976), may occur at two levels: through concept formation,
where the criterial attributes of concepts are discovered inductively
(either naturally or by experience conditions); or through concept
assimilation, where the criterial attributes of concepts are presented
through a medium of instruction. The role of language as an agent in
the acquisition of concepts is much more prominant in concept
assimilation. Ausubel holds that:
When an individual uses language to acquire a concept, he is not
merely labelling a newly learned generic idea; he is also using
it in the process of concept attainment to acquire a concept that
transcends by far ... the level of concept acquisition that can
be achieved without the use of language. (Ausubel, 1966, p.165)
To Piaget the basic concepts that characterize the period of
concrete	 operations	 are	 those	 of	 conservation,	 seriation,
classification, number, space and time. With the onset of formal
operational thought comes a fuller understanding of the concept of
proportion (considered by Piaget as variation between two magnitudes)
and an ability to conceive of infinite subdivision. With regard to the
latter, Piaget found that in the pre-operational stage children could
not continue subdivision very far. In the concrete operational stage
they could continue a large but finite number of divisions. Only in
the period of formal operations could they continue indefinitely. It
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is in this last stage, according to Piaget, that a child can imagine
the limit of a shape as a point (NB Our subjects were more or less
equally divided on this). He notes:
Not until he reaches this stage does the child envisage the
ultimate elements of continuity in this way. That is, as purely
hypothetical points which can be neither seen nor touched but can
be mentally separated and combined to the limits of infinity.
(1956, p.145)
Useful as this first study was it is worth noting that Piaget
thought he was investigating the childs conception of continuity (as
evidence for his thesis that childrens' intrinsic geometry is first of
all topological, then projective and then Euclidean). As Darke points
out, however:
Continuity may be founded upon limit in a formal exposition but
from the point of view of both heuristics and the history of
mathematics, continuity is not nec sarily dependent upon limits.
(1982, p.l36)
Three post-Piagetian studies went further into these issues: Thomas
(1975) and Orton (see Lovell 1975) on the concept of function and
Taback (1975) on the concept of limit. Both studies on the concept of
function were concerned with the modern notion of function and both
shared the conclusion that although some aspects of the concept could
be grasped by children in the period of concrete operations
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(interpreting arithmetic rules and using functions that produce
straight line graphs, and thus involve a law of proportion), children
must be in the period of formal operational thought before coming to
terms with problems on domains, ranges and inversion. Moreover,
children must be well established in this stage before they can tackle
problems dealing with composition of functions and general function
notation.
Taback, in his study of childrens concept of limit, investigated
rule of correspondence; convergence (divergence); neighbourhood; and
limit point. The sub j ects were intellectually mature for their ages
8, 10 and 12 year olds) and the concepts were investigated at concrete
and abstract levels. Taback found that eight year olds could do little
more than follow a simple rule of correspondence; 10 year aids were
similar, in performance, to 12 year olds; and the older children who
understood convergence at a concrete level understood it at an
abstract level. Only one 10 year old and eight 12 year olds (out of 25
from each age group) could conceive of infinitely many points in an
open circle neighbourhood. Moreover, he found (1975, p.l38)
Even at the 12 year old age level only 207. of the subjects could
conceptualize the infinite division of a line segment.
Useful as these studies were (especially in such a relatively
unexplored field) they did not hit at the heart of the matter because
they inherited from Piaget an attempt to classify concepts in a
framework where the childreris concepts were seen as hierarchical and
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internally consistent at each stage when many of the concepts held by
the children were inherently contradictory. The three main reseachers
in the 1970s, while working in a post-Piagetian framework, took the
contradictory nature of subjects concepts of limits and infinity as
fundamental to their analyses. They are Fischbein and colleagues in
Israel, Tall in Britain and Corriu in France. We shall examine each of
their contributions in turn.
MODERN STUDIES
The examination of subjects 	 intuitions, in addition to their
information processing abilities, played an important role in these
studies. Like many psychological terms intuition is not easy to
define. We accept the rather loose but useful characterizations of
Fischbein et al. and Tall:
We use the term intuition for direct, self evident forms of
knowledge	 (Fischbein et al., 1979, p.5)
The central property of intuition: the global amalgam of local
mental processes using existing cognitive struc-
ture, as stimulated by a novel situation. (Tall, 1980d)
Intuitive knowledge is determined by the confluence of two
factors: level of confidence and obviousness
	
(Fischbein et al.,
1981, p.493)
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Fischbein et al. developed a method of measuring the intuitive
acceptance of a mathematical statement by asking a set of check
questions after each mathematical question was put which probed the
subjects' levels of confidence and obviousness. The present study is
not concerned with analysing intuitions per se but in classifying
subjects' intuitions of infinity to find what principles lay behind
them. For example it is the case that the vast majority of intelligent
people do not believe there is a largest number and this is, to them,
a direct and self evident fact. This intuition, however, comes from
their conception of the number system that includes the property that
any number can be incremented. Clearly people do not subconsciously
hold millions of propositions in their mind that they are waiting to
affirm intuitively but rather these affirmations are deductions
derived	 from	 deep rooted cognitive principles. What separates
intuitions from beliefs gained by information processing is the length
of these deductions, they are very short. These short deductions are
often at variance with each other and with deductions obtained via
information processing. Here lies the essence of cognitive conflict.We
shall return to these issues later.
Fischbein et al. differentiate between intuitions and concepts.
Intuitions are what we really feel (1979, p.33) whereas concepts are
the result of logical, explicit analysis. Thus the concept of infinity
may change under instruction but the intuition may remain stable. This
is an interesting idea that we believe holds but the fuzzy boundary
between a concept and an intuition is not clear and we shall not use
this as a formal distinction between concepts and intuitions. We shall
use the word concept to include both concepts and intuitions, as
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defined by Fischbein et al., but reserve intuition for the immediate,
self evident form of knowledge.
The main paper on infinity by Fischbein et al. (1979) attempted to
take Piaget's work further by using older subjects, asking questions
based on denumerable and nondenumerable sets and by trying to
determine the relationship between responses to questions on infinity
and school attainment level of the subjects (their sample consisted of
470 children of both sexes and of all abilities between 10 and 15
years of ageJ.
The main hypothesis developed in this paper is that our intuition
of infinity is intrinsically contradictory because our logical schemes
are naturally adapted to finite objects and events. Evidence for this
thesis is offered in the form of large discrepancies in responses
between infinitist reasoning	 accepting infinite divisibility of a
line and, in general, infinite continuation of an operation) and
finitist	 reasoning	 (not accepting infinite continuation of an
operation or using finite logical schemes, e.g. the whole iast be
greater than the part) in responses to questions
The lability of the intuition of infinity can be explained if
admitting its intrinsic contradictory nature as a psychological
reality.	 (1979, p.lO)
Fischbein et al. note that both finitist and infinitist responses
may be supported by concrete or abstract arguments. This prevents an
easy dichotomy of responses. Moreover, intuition is very sensitive to
context. They found that the intuition of infinity is relatively
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stable, with respect to age, from 12 years onward. The effect of
teaching, they found, was varied, contributing to both finitist arid
infinitist responses. This further confirmed his main thesis:
What explains the contradictory behaviour of the intuition of
infinity is the fact that we tend to think on infinite sets of
(sic) resorting to our usual logical schemes which are adapted to
finite realities ... For nonstandard questions for which the
pupils did not get specific information, we must expect high
percentages of finitist (wrong) reactions even in spite of his
more advanced general mathematical training (and sometimes as an
indirect effect of just this mathematical training).	 (1979,
p.37)
The work of Fischbein et al. was important and original (and we
take up some of his points in the following chapters) but was
restricted in not considering the related concept of limit, not
examining these intuitions more fully in the context of arithmetic and
in not examining the effect of language. For these we turn to the work
of Tall and Cornu.
Tall has written more than any other author on students	 concepts
of limits and infinity. His subjects have generally been students at
British universities and his
	 interest	 is	 largely	 in	 their
understanding of calculus. To appreciate his contributions we must
start with his ideas on cognition.
Tall began his work in the mid 70s in a post-Piagetian position
strongly influenced by 6kemps ideas on Schematic Learning and
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Instrumental and Relational understanding. An early and retained
interest was in cognitive conflict arising in calculus ideas,	 in
particular with the concepts of limits and infinity (1/3 = 0.3, 1/3 x
3=1, 0.
	 x 3=0.9 but O.	 = 1, conflict). Early models to account for
this conflict were based on ideas from Catastrophe theory (Tall,
1977). This was in vogue at the time, especially at 	 Warwick
University. This was not awfully successful in that the sophisticated
theory constructed was only loosely connected with the data obtained
and was by no means tested by that data.	 It was, as is much
educational theory, top heavy.
Tall soon dropped the Catastrophe theoretic framework in his work
but retained the conflict aspects of this model in future papers. With
Schwarzenberger	 (Schwarzenberger	 and	 Tall,	 1978) he developed
pragmatic ideas for a conflict free approach to the teaching of real
numbers and limits. Here they noted that conflict may arise from the
interference of everyday language meanings	 in	 a	 mathematical
framework, from confusing ideas from separate but related areas of
mathematics (e.g. sequences and series) and from students confusing
ideas from their total mathematical experience.
Tall went on from here to develop, with Vinner (Tall and Vinner,
1981), a theory of conflict image and concept definition:
We must formulate a distinction between the mathematical concepts
as formally defined and the cognitive processes by which they are
conceived. ... We use the term concept iaage to describe the
total cognitive structure which is associated to the concept.
We shall call the portion of the concept image which is activated
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at	 a particular time the evoked concept iaqe. Only when
conflicting aspects are evoked simultaneously need there be any
sense of conflict or confusion. 	 .. We shall regard the concept
definition to be the farm of words used to specify that concept.
It may be the form of wards the student uses far his
explanation of the concept image he has. We shall call a part of
the concept image or concept definition which may conflict with
another part a potential conflict factor .. if they are evoked
the factors concerned will then be called cognitive conflict
factors.
Tall has argued that final year mathematics students at university
with a clear acceptance of the concept definition of the actual
infinite have a concept image of the potential infinite (Tall, l9BOd).
With other students of his, who would have met the conventional
definition of the limit of a sequence, his investigations indicate
that the concept image includes the fact that S,. —) S precludes the
possibility that S=S. Perhaps most important, in terms of practical
curriculum factors, is his suggestion that students' concept image of
a limit is of a dynamic process (related to the concept of a potential
infinity)	 rather	 than	 a	 numerical	 quantity.	 Tall has not,
unfortunately, presented a case study of the interactions between
concept images and definitions.
Such a theory is difficult to verify in that it encourages analysis
of facts already established rather than allowing predictions to be
made but it does allow an explanation of facts to be placed in a
context that permits classification and generalization (and it is this
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type of analysis that is often of most use in educational, as opposed
to psychological, research).
The other main aspect of Tall's work is, like that of Fischbein et
al., the cognitive aspects of students' mathematical intuitions. This
is closely bound up with the study of students' conflicts.	 Intuitions
are particularly important in the study of limits and infinity for
Tall because of his work, described in the previous chapter , on
nonstandard	 interpretations of infinity. Tall argues, students'
intuition of infinity are often consonant with nonstandard infinite
concepts rather than the standard Cantorian concepts, though neither
is totally appropriate. We shall return to this paint in our
conclusions.
Tall describes intuition as:
The global amalgam of local mental processes using existing
cognitive structure,as stimulated by a novel situation. 	 ... The
concept of infinity varies from one individual to another and
need not be globally coherent. C1980d)
Tall argues in (t980b) that vieirg cuXren's responses to questions
on	 infinity	 through	 cardinal	 interpretations	 distorts	 our
understanding of their conceptions. Moreover:
...different finite experiences (measuring 	 as	 opposed	 to
counting) can lead to different notions of infinity, giving a
concept image containing potential conflicts. (1980d)
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All of these aspects of Tall's work (the concept image / concept
defin'ition conflict model and the view that several legitimate
interpretations of infinity hold arid that children's intuition should
not be weighed against any single one) have been incorporated into the
present work along with his practice of examining infinity and limits
together rather than isolating them.
We now turn to the third important field worker in this domain,
Cornu, whose work is presented in a research report (Corriu, 1980) and
in his Ph.D. thesis (Cornu, 1983).
Cornu, like Tall, is interested in students' problems with limits
and infinity at the level of a first course in calculus and at the
classe de preaiere/university interface.	 Again,	 like Tall,	 he is
interested	 in	 conflicts	 and	 the	 interference of intuitions
(conceptions spontanes) and pupils' own conceptions (conceptions
propres) with the taught concepts. His style of approach is
continental in that he views the problem as one of dialectics - the
continual synthesis of intuitive thesis and taught antithesis.
Cornu	 utilizes Tall and Vinner's concept image and concept
definition but adds to this Bachelard's notion of obstacles:
Un obstacle est tine connaisance: ii	 fait	 partie	 de	 la
connaissance de l'ële've,. Cette connaissance	 a en genéral	 tê
satisfaisante	 tine certaine poqtze, et pour resoudre certains
problènes. C'est précisuient cet aspect saUsfaisant qui a ancr
la connaissance et en a fait tin obstacle. Cette connaisance
devient inadaptee, car on se trocive face	 des proble'.es
nouveaux; ais cette inadquation petit ne pas tre apparente.
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An obstacle is a piece of knowledge: it is part of the knowledge
of the pupil. This knowledge was satisfactory at one time and
resolved some problems. It is precisely this satisfactory aspect
which fixed the knowledge and made it an obstacle. This knowledge
becomes ill adapted for one faces new problems; but this
inadequacy may be hidden	 (Cornu, 1983, p.30)
Cornu classifies obstacles as having their origin in: the cognitive
maturity of the individual; methods of teaching;
	
the personality of
the individual;	 the social	 environment; technicalities e.g. number
crunching; and in the nature of the mathematics being learnt.
Closely bound up with the notion of obstacle is that of	 les
erreurs. Errors arise when the knowledge constituted in an obstacle
ceases to apply to a problem. Exercises often hinder development in
that only the aspect of a concept constituted in an obstacle may be
used. For example students may, and often do, have as their concept of
convergent sequences, monotone bounded sequences
II sagit dune	 connaissance,	 partiellement	 eron(e,	 qui
constitute	 typiqueent	 un obstacle.	 Cette connaissance i'a
concluire	 des succes partiels,	 ais aussi	 des erreurs
caractrisé'es,	 et	 ce	 sont bien	 souvent ces erreurs	 qul
perettront'de dceler la prisence de cet obstacle.
It is a partially erroneous knowledge that typically constitutes
an obstacle. This knowledge is going to lead to partial success
but also characteristic errors and it is often these errors that
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will allow us to unlock the presence of this obstacle. (ibid.,p.33)
Errors should not be seen as arising simply from ignorance for they
are often the logical consequences of the subjects knowledge (as
realized by mathematics educationalists throughout the world)
Cornu isolates various obstacles in the concept of limit (ibid.,
pp. 151-154):
The metaphysical aspect of limit.
L'infini intervient, et ii est entouré de ystre. L'élève a du
ial a "y croire"..
The infinite intervenes and it is surrounded in mystery. The
pupil has difficulty in believing it.
The infinitel y small and the infinitel y large.
Again pupils have difficulty in believing in them.
The limit attained.
Students have cognitive traumas over whether limits are attained or
not. Some use different expressions for the limit attained as opposed
to the limit not attained.
Passage from the finite to the infinite.
Par exaaple, dans iactivit 	 sur	 la tangente,	 "Ia rgIe va
tomb e r".
For example, around the tangent, "the ruler will fall".
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Thi5 example refers to using a ruler in drawing approximating secants
and around the tangent itself the ruler will fall off the curve.
Obstacles in the limit notion may also exist in incomplete
understanding of other mathematical ideas.
From his analysis Cornu suggests teachers lead classes to explore
and discuss their own ideas on being introduced to limits:
Pour quun obstacle pulse flre franchi, xi faut quii y a't
apparition d'un con flit, at prise de conscience de ce confiit. A
partir de ce conflit, sinstaarera chez llève une dialectique
entre la	 problme	 et sa connaisance, at cette dialectique
pourra donner naissance	 une connaissance nouvelle, par laquelle
l'obstacle aura tI franchi.
In order for an obstacle to be overcome there must be an
appearance of conflict and an awareness of this conflict. From
this conflict there will be installed in the pupil a dialectic
between the problem and his or her knowledge and this dialectic
can give birth to new knowledge through which the obstacle will
be overcome. (ibid., p.34)
Cornu's work is exploratory and thus may be partially criticized by
psychometricians	 as lacking complete rigour. He admits in his
conclusions that his work raises more questions that it answers. The
present work has incorporated Cornu's tool of using subjects' everyday
phrases to examine obstacles bound up with the words 'limit', 'tend
to', etc.
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RECENT STUDIES
Since starting the present work several new studies have been
published. We present these together here, rather than in the
prece'ding paragraphs, to stress that they did not have a formative
influence on the design of the present work.
It is undeniably the case that there has been a shift in British
mathematics education research away from Piagetian heirarchies and
factor analytic methods that Orton employed in his thesis. Bishop
(1972), as early as 1972, made reference to the former.
In two papers (1983a,b) Orton re-examined his thesis data in the
light of Donaldsons three types of error:
Structural errors were described as those "which arose from some
failure to appreciate the relationships involved in the problem
or to grasp some principle essential to solution". Arbitrary
errors were said to be those in which the subject behaved
arbitrarily and failed to take account of the constraints laid
down in what was given. Executive errors were those which
involved	 failure	 to	 carry out manipulations, though the
principles involved may have been understood. 	 (Orton, 1983a,
p.4)
Orton found very few instances of arbitrary errors, executive
errors in about half the items and structural errors in almost every
item. This is consistent with the view that students acquire adequate
skills in calculus without understanding the principles behind itt
As U gets closer and
closer	 to	 P	 what
happens to the secant.
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An example of a structural error is
43 students were unable to state that the secant eventually
became a tangent ... Typical un5atisfactory responses included:
"The line gets shorter"; "It becomes a point"; 	 "The area gets
smaller"; "It disappears" (1983b, p.237).
Useful as such results are we must treat them some with care for
Ortons interpretation of an error is that which does not conform to
limit methods employed by most A-level teachers. In the present study
we attempt to reserve the word error or incorrect only for the case of
errors in finite calculations. This allows us freedom to interpret
student models of infinite processes as models in their own right
without necessarily comparing them to formally correct model;. For
example in examining responses to a question asking subjects to find
the limit of 3n/th+I) Ortori states
Over half of the students responded incorrectly to part (d),
including a large number who said	 ... Errors made on this
item appeared to be largely structural, revealing an absence of
real understanding. C1983a, p.ó)
While	 is clearly an error by formal mathematical criteria we
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disagree that it necessarily reveals an absence of real understanding.
From the student point of view, as n goes on and on, the limit goes on
and on. Many subjects view infinity as meaning goes on and on. Thus
the limit is infinity. This reveals an absence of formal understanding
but not an absence of understanding.
Of course Orton is formally right in viewing this as an error. We
stress our divergence from his analysis to emphasize that our concern
in this research is in understanding students' ideas on infinity.
Comparison with mathematical correctness is thus proper for him but
not suitable for us.
The thesis of Robert (Paris, 1982) only came to the attention of
the author through personal correspondence with Tall towards the end
of this work. We can thus only report secondhand knowledge. The
results are, however, of great interest.
Robert examined the concept of the limit of numerical sequences via
a questionnaire given to 1253 French students in higher education.
Responses to the request for a definition of a convergent sequence
allowed a classification of student models:
Primitive models She produces three types.
stationary: The final tens always have the saee value.
barrier:	 The values cannot pass 1
monotonic: A sequence is convergent if it is increasing and bounded
below (or decreasing and bounded below).
D ynamic models have a sense of motion implied by phrases such as
tends to.
Static models involve a reformulation of the standard definition such
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as, All intervals contain all the u, except a finite nuiber.
Models were also found which were mixed or unclassifiable. Mter
tracing these models through higher education she concludes:
It is best ... sometime after the course, to make the students
conscious of their mental images and try to rectify them in a
mathematical way by reflecting on their erroneous mental images.
Tirosh was Fischbein's pupil and a joint author of the two articles
on the intuition of infinity reviewed above (Fischbein et al., 1979
and 1981). In a recent report (Tirosh, 1985) she presents results of
research whose ob j ectives were:
1. To	 identify	 the	 inner	 conflicts in the intuitive
understanding of the notion of actual infinity.
2. To try to improve the high school students' intuitive
understanding of the notion related to actual infinity through
systematic instruction.
Tirosh used twenty lessons with 158 academically able fifteen year
aids in experimental classes to teach set theory up to and including
non-denumerable cardinals. She collected the data using pre-test and
post-test questionnaires composed of 16 questions on the equivalence
of sets. Subjects were to justify their responses by mathematical
arguments. Comparing results with 122 similar students in a control
group she found the majority of sub j ects in the pre-test claimed that
both sets had the same number of elements:
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only one kind of infinity exists, therefore all the in finite sets
have the same number of elements. This idea of equivalence
corresponds to the primary intuitive understanding of 	 the
infinite as an endless process.	 ... Students justified the
"non-equivalence claims' by three main arguments: A set contains
more elements than its proper subset; A non bounded set contains
more elements than a bounded set; A two dimensional set contains
mare elements than a linear set	 (ibid., p.5O4).
She regards the conlict between the equivalence and non-equivalence
claims as a basic difficulty in the intuitive understanding of the
actual infinite. 847. of sub j ects were inconsistent and only 5.7'/. were
aware of the deep contradiction between these two claims.
These results are very close to those obtained from the cardinality
questions in the present study. The second part of Tirosh's work is of
less concern to us as our mathematical interest is calculus and not
transfinite set theory. She concludes:
by	 using	 suitable	 teaching methods, including an active
didactical approach towards the intuitive tendencies of the
student, it is possible to improve the students' intuitive
understanding ... students' awareness of the inner conflicts in
their intuitive ways of thinking produced in them a much deeper
understanding of the need and importance of formal mathematical
proof.
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F I L.crr 3rtJD I E3
This chapter reports on preliminary studies and their use in
evaluating early hypotheses and questionnaire items. The studies are
also interesting in their own right and may be used as secondary data
sources supplementing the primary sources - the questionnaires and
interviews described in Chapters Five to Eight.
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Pilot runs of performance tests are often necessary to remove items
that have a low index of discrimination and to check the reliability
and validity of a test. Our study, however, was not intended as a
performance or intelligence test. Moreover, subjects' conceptions of
limits and infinity are open to considerable variation. For these
reasons formal checks on reliability and validity were not conducted.
The experimental method of this study is described in Chapters Five
and Seven.
The purpose of pilot investigations in this study was to break the
conceptual ground. Our task at the outset of this study was twofold:
to posit adolescents' concepts on the basis of mathematical concepts,
previous research and from experience working with adolescents (and to
test these hypotheses) but, at the same time, to keep an open mind and
allow revisions of assumptions to be made at any stage. These aims
should, of course, be present in every stage of cognitive research but
are especially relevant in pilot studies where many exploratory
hypotheses may be investigated before more rigorous data collection
techniques are used.
Data collection began by asking pupils, friends and colleagues all
sorts of questions both in a formal and in an informal manner. While
not suitable for presentation here they nevertheless resulted in a
feel for the area to be charted and were most useful.
The first pilot test took the form of structured interviews
conducted at Morecambe High School
	 (MHS) in January, 1982. Ten
mathematically competent pupils, a girl and a boy from each of the
Third,	 Fourth, Fifth, Lower Sixth and Upper Sixth Years were
arbitrarily chosen from 0 and A-level mathematics classes (subjects
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are referred to as 3B - Third rear boy, L66 - Lower Sixth girl, etc.
in the following). For the benefit of readers who are not familiar
with the British education system, Third Year pupils must be 13 years
of age in the September that the school year starts. Succession to the
subsequent year each September is automatic. Pupils may leave school
at the end of their Fifth Year.
The school follows SMP mathematics (a large and established modern
mathematics programme). Each subject was asked the 18 questions over
four separate sessions lasting from 10 to 20 minutes. The questions
were presented on cards and accompanied by a uniform explanation. If
this was not understood then various alternative explanations were
offered. The order of presentation of the four sections was different
for each subject in order to prevent replies to initial questions
affecting replies to later questions in a uniform manner. Each
interview was recorded and transcribed. We adopt a casual presentation
of the results of the pretests as they were exploratory studies.
We hypothesized, at the time, that four concepts were possible: the
potential infinity of Aristotle; the actual infinity of Cantor; the
actual	 infinity	 of	 Robinson;	 and	 practical	 (as opposed to
philosophical) finitism. We included items to examine this hypothesis.
Many of the questions (1-4 and 12-18) were	 taken	 from,	 or
complemented, questions from Fischbein et al., (1979). There is an
advantage in using other workers question in that 	 results can be
compared. There is a disadvantage in that a similar analysis may be
encouraged. Questions 5-8 and 10-11 asked straightforward questions on
infinite sequences and series. Question 9 looked at recurring decimals
and question 9a checked that subjects could compare finite decimals.
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ITEMS IN THE FIRST PILOT STUDY
The question in each of 1-4 below was: is there a smallest line ?
1) Figure 1 (not shown here) shows a line, under this a line half the
first line's length, under this a line half the second line's length, etc.
2) Figure 2 (not shown here) shows a line, under this a line a tenth
of the first line's length, under this a line a tenth 0+ the second
line's length, etc.
3) Half of an 8cm line is a 4cm line.
Half of a 4cm line is a 2cc line.. 	 etc.
4) One tenth of a 10cm line is a 1cm line.
One tenth of a icc line is a 0.1cm line... etc.
5) Can you add together 1+1+1+...
and go on f'orever and get an answer ?
6) Can you add together 0.i+0.O1+0.00Fi-.
and go on forever and get an answer ?
7) Can you add together 1/2+1/4+1/a...
and go on forever and get an answer ?
8) Can you add together 1/2+1/3+1/4...
and go on forever and get an answer ?
9) Is 0.9 smaller, equal of bigger than 1, or can't we compare them ?
9a)	 Is 0.1010 less than 0.1001 ?
10) Consider the pattern 0.1, 0.01, 0.001,... Will we ever get to 0 ?
11) Consider the pairs of numbers f
O.l	 JO.Ol	 JO.00l
'l..0.09 1.0.009 1.0.00009	 etc.
Will there ever be no difference between the pairs of numbers ?
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12)	 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
2, 4, 6, 8, 10,	 Are there more numbers in the first
row than there are in the second row ?
13) Consider the number of points on the line
and the number of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,
Are there: i) More points than numbers ?
ii) More numbers than points ?
iii) The same amount of each ?
or iv) Cant you compare them ?
14) Consider the number of points on the line
and on the line
Are there more points on the first line ?
15) A point is marked anywhere on a line. Repeated halves of each
line are shown so that the point is always on the line.
Will there always be a line with the point at its very end ?
16) Consider a line 5cm long and a square of side 5cm (these were
drawn). Is there a point on the line for each point in the square ?
17) Consider a rectangle like the one on the right (not shown here).
We make new rectangles by increasing the length and decreasing
the width in a way that keeps the perimeter the same.
What happens to the areas as the process continues ?
18) Consider the pattern (a sequences of regular polygons with
increasing sides was displayed).
If the process continues long enough, will we get a circle ?
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ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES
Questions 1-4	 considered the infinite divisibility of a line. As we
have seen Cp.31), Piaget claimed that with the advent of formal
operational	 thought	 unlimited	 subdivision	 no longer presents
difficulties. Our findings, in contrast to Fischbein et al.	 U979,
p.11) who found 557. of their sub j ects took a finitist position, agreed
with Piaget's. Our question is there a smallest line ? was intended
to separate the potential infinitists from the actual infinitists. All
subjects except 36, 3B and L6G thought there was not a smallest line.
The idea of a potential infinity dominated the reasoning of the other
seven subjects.
An interesting finding was the use of fixing a point. This was
unexpected and may be seen as using a finite scheme to interpret an
infinite phenomenon. This was to recur in replies to other questions
46	 1 don't think there'd be a shortest line unless you say i'm
stopping here'.
56	 If you give us a fixed point to stop, at that point then you
will have a smallest line. But if you just carry on then you will
have a small line but not the smallest.
The three who thought there was a shortest line presented finitist
and infinitist reasons:
36	 It gets too small to bother about.
3B Down to the smallest line you could have a line two atoms long.
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L66	 There must be a point at which you can't halve it any more.
It'll be at infinity.
The replies to question 2 corresponded, for all subjects, to the
replies for question 1. Of the three who thought there would be a
smallest line in question 1, 36 thought that the smallest line would
be 10 times smaller in question 2, 38 was unsure and L66 thought we
would reach the smallest point quicker in question 2. We thought that
questions 2 and 4 suggested a time factor. While it was expected that
sub j ects would see temporal aspects to infinite processes, where pure
mathematics sees none, it was felt that future questions should not
suggest this.
Questions 3 and 4 were included to examine the effect that an
arithmetic, as opposed to a geometric, context had on subjects
conceptions. There appeared to be no general effect. The replies of
the seven sub j ects who said 'No' in questions 1 and 2 remained the
same. Of the others 38 remained finitist and L66 remained infinitist.
Only 36 displayed a change in her thoughts. Whereas the geometric line
in questions 1 and 2 got too sai1 to bother about, the length of the
arithmetic line in questions 3 and 4 did matter;
Question 3 presented.
36	 Well, it will carry on until you've got millions of numbers
after the point. There's no stop really because numbers go on
forever.
Questions 4 presented.
36	 No. It will always go on, like always build up the naughts
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between the point and the 1.
INT	 Would this, if you drew it, not go down to a point ?
(NB INT refers to the interviewer, the author)
36	 If it was sort of on a measurement it would go down to a
point. But, I mean, they are numbers, it could go on forever.
We cannot generalize from one subject out of ten but there may be an
effect of context amongst a proportion of the student population (that
this proportion may be small must not make us blind to it). Clearly
there is a
	
limit after which further drawing becomes pointless,
whereas the difference between 0.00001 and 0.000001 is easily seen.
Most sub j ects appear to arithmetize geometric questions, but how
general is this ? Is the effect of context displayed by 36 above due
to her age, sex or ability ? Such questions must be kept in mind in
future investi gat ions.
Questions 5 to 8 concerned infinite summation. There were two main
categories of answers to question 5: infinity means going on and on
and so there is no definite answer; and infinity is the ansmer.
Typical of responses for the former were:
48	 Well, you can go on forever but theres no limit to what you
can get.
58	 No, because you can go on forever. It's infinite.
1J66 It goes on to infinity, doesn't it ?
INT Would you get an answer ?
U66 No. It would j ust carry on and on.
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Subjects easily Jump from one view to another, however. The subjects
quoted below initially accepted infinity as an answer but, when
pressed, agreed with	 those j ust quoted. It is interesting to note
that similar replies span the five year age range of the subjects;
38	 Well, if you go on until infinity adding 1+1+1+1 then your
answer will be infinite, if you go on forever, which is infinity.
So you've got an infinite answer.
INT An infinite answer, or can you subiect interupts).
38	 Well, if you go on to infinity it's never ending so I
suppose you wouldn't get an answer.
U68 You get the answer of infinity. You can ga on forever and
you get the answer of infinity, it'll just continue and continue.
You couldn't write it down as a number like 1 or any other
number, you just continue going on.
INT Is infinity a number ?
IJ6B No, it's more of an idea. It's what somebody's defined as
something. It's not actually a number. You can say you go towards
infinity or away from infinity but you can't actually say you get
there in the form of a number.
Notice the dynamic wording: infinity is something that goes on or
something we can go towards. It is not a static or uniquely fixed
entity in these responses.
Question 6 presented a convergent series whose sum is 0.1. This was
answered correctly by L66, 1J68 and 116G. We ascribe this to Sixth Form
training. Recurring decimals presented a problem to the others
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SB	 Well, if you went on forever this time you'd get 0.1111111
stretching off into infinity. It would be nought point and then a
whole string of ones stretching off into infinity.
INT So would you get an answer ?
38	 No, because it would be never ending. It would be going on
so far that you'd never get an answer.
INT What about when we say 0.3 ? Isn't that going on Forever ?
38	 Well, when you put recurring, well that's j ust a way of
simplifying it but actually very complicated.
Except for 36, who was confused by the question and replied that we
would get an answer at each stage, this was the view of the rest.
Clearly real numbers are not an easy concept for pupils.
luestions 7 and 8 looked at the same problem with fractional terms.
Sub j ects focussed their attentions on the numeric difficulties of the
question (finding common denominators of the partial sums) which took
their minds of the main problem. When these problems were overcome
subjects saw the questions as identical in principal to questions 5
and 6. None of the subjects noted the convergence of question 7 and
the divergence of question 8.
Questions 9 to 11 were concerned with infinite decimals. Question 9a
was inserted to check that sub j ects were competent in the finite
theory of decimals. All answered this correctly. Answers to the other
questions were uniform. All answered questions 10 and II, on infinite
sequences, negatively (it will never get to 0, there will never be no
difference). This is perfectly reasonable. Only a strict finitist or a
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mathematician interpreting the question as is the limit 0 ? would
reply Yes'. Subjects rationales ware, a tenth of something can't be
nothing and there'll always be a difference.
Questions 12 to 14 concerned cardinality questions. Our interest was
not primarily in whether or not subjects' intuitions accorded with
Cantorian results, but rather in the processes invoked by subjects in
answering these questions.
Question 12 asked if the cardinality of the natural numbers was
greater than that of the even numbers. Fischbein et al. (1979, P.18)
found that 817. of high ability, 787. of middle ability and 497. of low
ability subjects responded 'Yes'. Only two of our subjects responded
'Yes, five responded 'No and three were unsure. The question of
Fischbein at al. may have been misleading. They asked, Hhich of the
two sets contains core elements ? This implies that one set is bigger.
Of our sub j ects 36, 3B, 4B, L6B and U68 responded 'No' 	 (there are
not more in the first raw). 38 and 48 used one-one correspondence
38	 No, if you carry on until infinity with both rows, then for
each number on the top line youll have a number on the bottom
line, even if you go on to infinity and get really big numbers.
3G and L68 used the finite scheme of using a fixed point referred to
above
36	 Well, if the numbers did stop I suppose thered be more in
that one than the bottom one. But they don't stop.
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5B and L6G both thought there are more natural numbers and both
referred to a qualitative change in the infinite case;
SB	 IF infinity is somewhere, there's not going to be as many
there as there are there because you're missing out on that one
each time.
Questions 13 and 14 revealed a rich variety of ideas. Several
subjects gave conflicting interpretations simultaneously. Subjects
experienced problems with the concept of a point. In question 13 	 3B,
56 and 5B felt that a number was essential to define a point. We felt
that future questions should put numbers on lines so that this desire
to arithmetise a line did not interfere with the investigation of
subjects' concepts of infinity. Subjects were less willing in question
13 than they were in question 12 to give yes or no replies. 36, 46,
L66, L6B and U66 thought the sets could not be compared. 46, 56 and
U6B, however, thought there were the same (infinity) in each.
In question 14 the size of the point was seen as a crucial factor.
This spanned the age range
36	 It depends on how the points have been spaced.
46	 It depends on how big the point is.
46	 It depends on how wide the points are, I suppose.
5B	 If each point occupies the same space, then theres more
space on the top line.
L66 The first line's bigger than the second.
U66 it depends what you take to be a point in the first place.
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We were surprised that only 4B, SB and L66 replied 'More' (on the
longer line) in question 14. We expected the generic law to be
dominant here.
Questions 15-18 were the least productive of the questions. All
subjects found question 15 difficult to understand. We find it very
surprising that Fischbein et al. (1979) did not comment on this. The
question is really asking if any point on the real line can be
uniquely defined by an infinite converging sequence. The question
appears to be too sophisticated far school students. The amount of
explanation required to get aver the idea resulted in subjects being
led to an extent that responses were felt to be of little use.
Question 16 compared the cardinality of a line and a square by
asking if one-one correspondence was possible. In retrospect it was
felt that specifying the length emphasised the physical nature of the
line and square and that this should not be done in future. 3G and 3B
were so confused by initial questioning on the nature of lines and
points, that the question was not put. 4G, 4B and L66 responded that
correspondence was not possible. 4B refered to the size of the points.
L6G claimed a square must have more. The remainder responded 'Yes' but
found it difficult to say why.
We found question 17 of little use in illuminating subjects'
concepts of limits and infinity. The question was intended to examine
the idea of conservation in limiting processes. Most of the subjects
wrongly thought that the area would remain the same. c1nly 3B and 46
thought it would get smaller. They did not appear to consider the
limiting case, however. Subjects appeared to only consider the initial
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cases.	 It was decided that it was not a suitable question with which
to analyze subjects' concepts of limits.
Question 18 displayed a sequence of regular polygons with the
question	 If the pattern continues long enough, will we ever get a
circle	 ?	 Interpretations	 were	 divided	 between	 accepting
approximations and viewing the question from the point of pure
mathematics. 36, 4B and L66 accepted physical approximations
36	 It'll turn out to look near enough a circle.
4B	 Eventually they become like a circle, or certainly to the
human eye.
56, L6B, U66 and tJ6B considered that, theoretically, it would nat
whereas 36, 46 and 58 stated both interpretations;
56	 A straight line will never go to make up a circle.
L68 It would look like a circle but mathematically it wouldn't be.
U68	 It would look very much like a circle but you would still
not have one continuous side.
Questions	 15-18 were accompanied by computer graphics which
illustrated the questions. This was judged, subjectively, to have a
neutral effect on responses. Moreover, it was suspected that some
subjects, in a larger sample, would realize the discrete nature of
computer graphics and respond accordingly to questions we would wish
them to consider in a continuous context. We thus omitted computer
simulations in further investigations.
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DISCUSS I ON
The intention of this first study was, as mentioned on p.52 above,
to evaluate the hypothesis that four concepts of infinity are
possible, to evaluate items on limits and infinity for their power to
reveal adolescents' conceptions and to get a feel for the area to be
covered. By the end of the study it was clear that the four concepts
of infinity hypothesis was a projection of what might be and had
little basis in the actual concepts of adolescents. There was some use
in investigating this, however. The dominant conception of infinity
was that of the potential infinity. This was due to viewing infinity
as a process, something that goes on indefinitely. Finitistu existed in
our subjects but stemmed not from an inability to conceive of infinity
but rather from approximating in a physical world setting where
theoretical mathematical limits are unimportant). Robinson-like and
Cantorian	 concepts,	 it	 appeared, found no real analogues in
adolescents' thoughts.
Our evaluation of the utility of the items was as follows:
Questions 1 to 4
	
Repeated subdivision of a line, Mathematically able
adolescents can conceive of the infinite subdivision of a line. We
felt that investigating new ground was more useful than reworking
established results. 	 It was thus decided not to include these
questions in further studies Moreover, we felt that further work on
this question would require a deeper investigation into subjects'
conceptions of lines and points. While such a study is relevant to the
present study it was felt that broadening the present one to include
adolescents' conceptions of lines and points was unwise.
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In retrospect we feel that adolescents' understanding of the nature
of repeated subdivision of a line should have been investigated
further. Although Piaget (1956) found that adolescents in the stage of
formal operational thought could conceive of the infinite subdivision
of a line, Fischbein et al. (1979) found 557. of their subjects took
	
finitist positions on this question (as we have seen above, p.SS). 	 It
must be noted, however, that the percentages of Fischbein et al. were
obtained from subjects of high, middle and low ability in mathematics.
647. of their sub j ects from the high ability group acknowledged the
infinite nature of the process of subdivision. As our subjects were
able (in that they had obtained 0-level mathematics or were, as it
emerged, to obtain 0-level mathematics) our discrepency with Fischbein
et al. is somewhat less than first appears. Nevertheless, this could
have been examined more closely in subsequent studies.
	
Concern over this omission caused us to perform a late test.	 In
June 1985, at Morecambe High School, five Fourth Year classes were
visited by the author and the following question was written on the
blackboard:
Consider a line
	
- , ha've it ________ , halve it
again	 , and again - and continue.
Will you ever reach a situation where it is impossible to
continue halving it ? Explain your answer.
The Fourth Year was selected because pupils in it represented young
adolescents (almost all of the sub j ects were 15 years of age at the
time of the test). A day was selected when about half of the year was
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out on a trip. This enabled us to generate a good atmosphere with
small classes. We particularly wanted to contrast middle and lower
ability pupils with able pupils. Thus out of 10 sets we selected sets
1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (set 1 being the most able set in mathematics). The
more able sets had larger class sizes. Thus about 607. of the Fourth
Year were in sets 1 to 5. 61 pupils were asked the question. Three of
these gave silly ( j oke) responses. Of the remainder all but four in
set 7 attempted to explain their answers. The responses were:
TABLE 4.1
Set 1	 Set 4	 Set 5	 Set 6	 Set 7
No	 Yes	 No	 Yes	 No	 Yes	 No	 Yes	 No	 Yes
10	 2	 9	 0	 11	 5	 5	 4	 4	 8
The sample was small and the test isolated in that no other
question was asked. We thus cannot attach too much weight to the
results. The results indicate, however, that recognition of the
infinite nature of repeated subdivision of the line is related to the
mathematical ability of pupils (as the 1979 study of Fischbein et al.
indicated).	 This is not inconsistent with Piagets claim, however, as
he claims only that children at the stage of formal operational
thought can conceive of unlimited subdivision.
The	 No	 responses were accompanied by explanations that there is
always something left to halve or half of something can never be
nothing.	 In about half the cases the Yes' responses reflected a
practical appreciation of the problem, e.g. it will get so small that
you couldnt see it. This was the explanation of the two pupils in
set 1 who responded	 Yes. It cannot be assumed that such responses
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indicate a failure to appreciate the the infinite nature of the
problem. Further probing is required in such cases. The remainder of
the 'Yes' responses appeared to suggest that the infinite nature of
the problem was not seen, e.g. it will fade away to nothing and you'll
eventually halve down to nothing.
These results, in conjunction with the pilot study, indicate to us
that mathematically able adolescents can conceive the infinite nature
of repeated subdivision of a line.
Questions 5 to B	 Infinite series
Questions 5 and 6 were useful and should be used in further
investigations.	 The fractions in questions 7 and, especially, 8
distracted subjects from the main aim of considering convergence and
divergence.	 These	 questions	 should	 be	 omitted	 in	 further
investigations.
Questions 9 to 11	 Decimals and decimal sequences.
Questions 9, 9a and 10 were useful and should be used in further
investigations. Question 11 would not be be used again as it was seen
as (and is) identical to question 10.
Question 12 to 14
	
Comparing cardinalities
These questions were useful but the four options presented in question
13 should be employed each time so as to avoid leading subjects to any
one answer. The lines in questions 13 and 14 should be marked so that
problems concerning assigning numbers to points or on the size of
points do not arise; and two further questions using two dimensional
sets of points should be included, one to compare the points on a line
with the points on a square constructed on the line and one comparing
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the number of points in a square with those in an enclosing circle.
Questions 15 to 18 As we have mentioned, questions 15 to 17 did not
assist the isolation or analysis of concepts of interest and were to
be omitted from further investigations. 	 Question 18 was useful in
revealing subjects' limit concepts. We were interested in what effects
similar sequences of shapes had, however, and resolved to use another
shape in future studies.
An area that was seen to be mistakenly under-examined by this study
was adolescents' understanding of real numbers, especially recurring
decimals, infinity as a number and	 infinitesimals.	 The role of
language in affecting conceptions was also seen as an important factor
that further investigations should address themselves to.
Finally larger samples were seen as essential. This first study
caused us to agree with Fischbein et al. (1979, p.32) and Tall (1980b,
p.282) that adolescents' conceptions (intuitions) of infinity are very
sensitive to changes of wording, the context of a question and the
mood of the subject. Nevertheless larger samples would give us data
that permitted a more detailed analysis. We shall discuss the
questions of item design in more detail, in relation to the main
studies, in the next chapter.
THE SECOND PILOT STUDY
The second formal pilot study took the form of a questionnaire
administered to the Lower Sixth A-level mathematicians at Florecambe
High School in November, 1982. Sub j ects had recently covered an
introduction to limits and differentiation in their mathematical
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studies. The questionnaire was administered in a mathematics lecture.
The author read out and explained each question. Subjects did not
respond until this had been done. In question 3 subjects were asked
only to put	 dont know
	 if they were very unsure. 30 students were
present (20 female). 23 had SMP 0-level mathematics passes, the
remainder had traditional syllabi 0-level passes. All the subjects
were following an SMP A-level mathematics course which had, by the
time of the questionnaire, covered an introduction to limits of
sequences and differentiation.
The questionnaire was inspired by gaps left in the first pilot
study and by a study of the work of Cornu (1980). The overall aim was
to investigate the importance of language, especially of the
phrases tends to, approaches and hut. We display and comment on the
results below.
TABLE 4.2
1)	 A car has a maximum speed of 120 mph. It starts and speeds up
without stopping. Does the speed tend to:
i) 100 mph ?	 ii) 120	 mph ?	 iii) 150 mph ?
Yes	 14	 30	 6
No	 16	 0	 24
In retrospect the physical context generated by the question was
seen as obscuring perceptions of the concepts in that it invited a non
mathematical use of tend to. It is then, difficult to say what the
uniform divide on i) represents. There will be a time, in the everyday
sense of tend to, at which the speed will tend to 100 mph. Is this
what the 'Yes responses mean or is there some other rationale ? This
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problem of interpretation is, of course, partly	 a	 fault	 of
questionnaires in that they do not allow us to probe the intention of
responses. The problem of interpretation is also due to the physical
context,	 however, in that we are interested in examining the
interference caused by everyday 	 meanings in
	
pure	 mathematical
contexts. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the responses
do generally concur with formal mathematical correctness.
TABLE 43
2) Is 1 bigger than 0.9999 (recurring) ? 	 Yes	 No
	
29	 1.
P,s was expected, generic limit ideas were very strong. It was decided
that future studies should attempt to probe subjects rationales for
both responses and should retest considerably later in the course to
see if their ideas change.
TABLE 4.4
3) What do you think of the following sentences	 ?
True False Unsure
3+h tends to 5 as h tends to 0	 6	 23	 1
3+h approaches 5 as h approaches 0 	 12	 17	 1
3+h tends to 2 as h tends to 0 	 12	 15	 3
3+h approaches 2 as h approaches 0 	 19	 10	 1
3+h tends to 3 as h tends to 0 	 27	 2	 1
3+h approaches 3 as h approaches 0
	
26	 4	 0
The question was intended to examine students' conceptions of the
phrases tends to and approaches in a numeric context. In particular to
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see if an implied sequence tends to or approaches a number above (5)
or below (2) the true limit (3).
There appeared to be a difference in connotation between tends to
and approaches (approaches being more acceptable in both the above (5)
and below (2) cases). Also tends to and approaches 2 was more readily
accepted than was tends to and approaches 5. This, presumably, is
because the implied sequence is decreasing or going towards 2 and away
from 5. There was strong agreement that both phrases were correctly
applied to 3.
We felt that future studies should examine the words limit and
converges as well and make the sequence explicit or present a graph of
a function. We also felt that although looking at the above (5) and
below (2) cases was interesting in terms of the interference of
everyday concepts in mathematics, it was more pertinent to the main
aim to study conceptions of what goes on around 3.
TABLE 4.5
4)	 Complete the following sentences:	 Responses
	
1	 others
1fh tends to _____ as h tends to 0. 	 26	 0,-1,2,2
1+2h tends to _____ as h tends to 0. 	 27	 2,3,3
I+h 2 tends to	 as h tends to 0.	 28	 0,2
We expected and obtained a very high percentage of correct answers
to this question. It was intended to show that despite varying student
conceptions, subjects nevertheless could write down correct responses
to standard questions which do not really probe generic, or other,
ideas.
i)
	
ii)
	
iii)
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5) In the graphs below can we say that the curve tends to 0 as x gets
larger and larger? Assume the pattern continues.
6) In the graphs below can we say that the curve has 0 as a 1iit as
x gets larger and larger? Assume the pattern continues.
TABLE 4.6
	
Yes	 No	 ?
	
Yes
	
No	 ?
	
Yes	 No	 ?
5) 26	 4	 0
	
7
	
22	 1
	
14	 12	 4
6) 17	 13	 0
	
4
	
25	 1
	
22	 7	 1
The items generated a number of questions that would have to be
studied in future investigations. Why does 1) tend to but not have a
limit 0 ? Is hut a stronger concept ? Does hut suggest that the
curve will reach it whereas tends to	 does not ?
	
Why does iii)
reverse the trends in i) ? Is this because it touches 0 or because of
the oscillations (it tends to 0 and then
tends away from 0) ? What response would
the curve on the right give ? Future
studies should present sufficient curves
toanswer these questions.
	 - __________________
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7)	 Consider the pattern of numbers 0.9, 0.99, 0.999,..
Which of the following sentences are true of this pattern ?
TABLE 4.7
	
Yes	 No
1)	 It	 tends to 0.999..Crecurririg) 	 20	 10
ii)	 It tends to	 1	 22	 8
jjj) It approaches 0.999..(recurring) 	 19	 11
iv) It approaches 1	 25	 5
v) Its limit is 0.999..(recurring)	 20	 10
vi) Its limit is	 1	 22	 8
The responses show little difference between 0.9 and 1. Horeover,
it was not the case that subjects were simply giving the same response
to both 0.9 and 1 as the table below shows.
TABLE 4.8
iii/iv	 v/vi
Yes/Yes - 12
	
Yes/Yes - 14	 Yes/Yes - 1
Yes/No - 8
	
Yes/Na	 5	 Yes/No - 19
No/Yes - 10	 No/Yes - 11	 No/Yes - 7
No/No	 - 0	 No/No	 - 0	 No/No	 - 3
It was seen as important to follow up these questions in future
studies to gain an understanding of the rationales behind such
responses. Indeed it was felt with all the questions that future
studies must have follow up interviews to probe typicality and extreme
responses. Moreover, it was felt that the three phrases tends to,
approaches and hut should be supplemented by using converges and
using as many of these phrases as possible in each question.
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OTHER EARLY STUDIES
Two further early studies are worthy of comment. In April 1982 five
mathematically able First year pupils (2 girls and 3 boys) from
Morecambe High School were individually interviewed for five to ten
minutes. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Portions of the
girls' responses were, unfortunately, corrupted by a faulty tape.
The first question was:	 Is there a number at the end of 1, 2, 3,
?	 All responded	 'No, the numbers go on and on'. We were
interested to see if they viewed infinity as the largest number.
Although the sample size is too small generalize it was nevertheless
clear that viewing infinity in this way was not an immediate
conception. We then asked them if these numbers could be collected
together to form a single set. All understood the question and all
responded 'Yes'. The purpose of this question was merely to see if
infinite collections were possible. It appeared they were.
The idea of infinite collections was taken further with the next
questions. We drew a line, pointed to the half way point, pointed to
the two half way points on the left and right segments and continued
the process several times. Indicating that the process continued we
asked if the total number of half way points could be collected. We
were interested in observing if a more complicated infinite collection
affected responses. It did. One response was lost (due to the faulty
tape), two responded 'Yes' and two responded 'No'. One of those
responding 'No' said that the different distances involved caused him
to say 'No'.
The last question on infinite collections posed a similar problem
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in two dimensions. A series of diagrams
was presented in which the half way
points idea was extended to points in
the square. The diagram on the right
resulted and subjects were asked to
- I -
imagine the pattern continuing. Again one response was lost, two
responded 'Yes' and two responded 'No'. Considering both questions the
responses were NN, YY, NY and YN. The sub j ect who made the last
response said it would be 'Yes' if the points were joined up. Neither
question was felt to be very successful in that, despite probing, it
was difficult to determine whether subjects were imagining infinite
collections or simply very large finite collections.
The remaining questions looked at infinite aspects of real numbers.
The partial sums of 0.1+0.01+... were obtained and subjects were asked
if there was a final answer. All responded 'No, the numbers go on
forever'. Next 0.3 was considered. All knew that 1/3=0.3 . When asked
if there was any problem in saying this only one said 'Yes', saying
that it never quite got there. Finally we were curious as to whether
infinite sums posed problems when 0.3 was added to 0.3. All responded
that 0.3+0.30.6 and there was no problem with this.
Despite the fact that all subjects were clearly at ease during the
interviews it was difficult to get more than yes or no responses from
them. This was considered to be due to their age and mathematical
immaturity.	 It was felt that considering a wide age band in future
studies would widen the study at the expense of detail.
Another very small scale experiment was conducted after Prof.
Schwarzenberger, of Warwick University, suggested that it would be
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useful to get an A-level mathematics class to keep individual diaries
detailing problems with calculus and infinity. This appeared to be a
potentially fruitful method of data collection and in December 1982 a
Lower Sixth mathematics group were asked to:
Write a page on what you found difficult about calculus. Comment
on what it is (or does). Which approach was easier - the one with
limits or the one with infinitesimally small numbers ? Do you
believe in infinitesimally small numbers ? What does "limit" mean
in mathematics ?
Seven out of a class of ten responded in essay form. We reproduce the
essential parts of each essay below. The initials refer to subjects'
initials. Three dots indicates that a sentence has been omitted.
SD	 Calculus is the study of functions arid derived functions. ... I
must admit I find it difficult to understand	 either	 method,
particularly the one concerning limits. The derived function is the
gradient function. If a graph of a function is drawn then the graph of
the derived function can be drawn from it. This I found easy to do.
In mathematics the limit is the furthest extent that something
will go towards. ... I can understand the idea of infinitesimally
small numbers.
JM	 Calculus generally is a particular method of calculating or
reasoning. Differential calculus is the study of rates of change. A
limit in Maths is the quantity which a function can be made to approach
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as closely as is wished, but it can never be reached
	 .	 I can
believe in an infinitesimally small number to a certain extent, but,
however small a number becomes, wont there always be one j ust a tiny
bit smaller ?
SC	 ........ The approach with infinitesimally small numbers was
easier to grasp since when talking about a limit' or tending towards
it, you can never actually reach it, thus in maths it is a kind of
hypothesis, meaning the destination which the numbers are aiming for
but never actually get there.
SM	 ... It was "sickening	 to find out about the formula for
deriving functions after having slogged through both these very
difficult methods. I found the method of limits easier than the &x and
y method. However, the most difficult thing was finding derivatives
using graphs .......I	 do not believe in infinitesimally small
numbers because whatever number a person says, I can quote a smaller
number.	 ... However,	 I think there is a point on the number scale
beyond which numbers are of no use.	 In maths the word 1 limit 11 means
the furthest you can go.	 If a sequence reaches a limit, it cannot
proceed any farther.
LN	 ......I didnt find either approach easier than the other, 	 but
for some reason preferred the one with the limits. I do not believe in
infinitesimally small numbers but Ive learnt to work with them
because it is necessary to do so. inybody with the slightest bit of
logic in them must realize that it is impossible to have a number
which is smaller than any other number, but which is not zero. The
limit of a graph is that point or line which all the other points lead
to but never actually reach.
KR	 ...... The easiest approach to calculus for me was the one with
the infinitesimally small numbers, though I do not believe in them.
The word	 'limit'	 in mathematics means a restriction at one end at a
range of numbers .....
AG	 ,.. A limit in maths is where a set of numbers approach one
number until they eventually reach that number. I don't mind which way
is used and I can agree that there is one infinitesimally small
number .......
It should be noted that the author taught the group and used the
SlIP approach to differentiation (since subjects were to sit an SlIP
A-level paper). It was only after this had been done that one lesson
was set aside to talk of other methods, in particular infinitesimal
ones. We were careful not to over explain limit ideas but to follow
SlIP ideas. Thus, at no point were subjects told either that a limit
could be reached or that it could not be reached. Subjects then, are
displaying their own interpretations of standardly taught concepts.
Again the sample is too small to generalize.	 It is, however,
interesting to note the many differences between subjects of similar
ability so early on in a course for which they all received the same
instruction. Moreover, differences in prior instruction were slight:
SC did a traditional 0-level with some calculus, KR did a traditional
0-level with no calulus and the rest did SMP 0-level with no calculus.
Neither limit nor infinitesimal methods were seen as easier by all
the subjects and although some reacted hostiley towards infinitesimals
at least one, LN, felt she had to come to terms with them. This must
cause us to question the claim that an infinitesimal approach is a
more intuitive approach to students (tlarchi, 1980). We must not make
too much of this, however, for the teaching programme was not
structured in order to be assessed. Had we been evaluating a programme
of instruction then all ideas presented in the classroom would have to
be thoroughly examined. Regardless of teaching programmes these
remarks left us with a resolve not to omit an examination of students'
conceptions of infinitesimals from future studies.
Limit clearly had many meanings:	 furthest extent;	 restriction;
approach and eventually equal; and approach and never equal. This
experiment was carried out before the second	 pilot study and this
diversity of interpretation as to what a limit is was one reason for
the various questions on limits in that second pilot study.
Data collection of this kind is certainly interesting.	 There are
several reasons, however, for not employing it as a main data source:
i) As a long term scheme it would be a burden on subjects; 	 ii) By
their continued reflection on the concepts our subjects could easily
become atypical subjects; iii) The study would become much more an
examination of a style of instruction, this would be interesting but
was not our intention; iv) We would either have to tell the subjects
what to write about and so bias their perceived problems or give them
a freedom to write about whatever they like and in doing so risk not
capturing the ideas we are mainly interested in. With regard to last
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point the parts omitted from the essays were I find maxima and minima
difficult. Sketching graphs of complicated functions
	
is hard.,	 etc.
While this is useful for the teacher to know it is not particularly
illuminating from the point of view of this research).
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The method of investigating adolescents' understanding of limits,
infinity and related concepts was a written questionnaire followed by
selective interviews and then a larger sample questionnaire. In this
chapter we present details of the questionnaires, leaving the analysis
of the results obtained until the next chapter.
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THE CONCEPTS STUDIED
Before going into the details of the questionnaires we must examine
what concepts are to be studied and why they are to be studied.
Initially all taught concepts related to differentiation were to be
investigated. tDifferentiation was chosen as being the usual first step
in a calculus course. Integration, it was felt, would make the study
too large and unmanageable . The following schematic diagram of the
conceptual hierarchies was produced.
Taught at C-level (each related to the other)
.1'
Functions	 Algebra	 Mapping	 l3raphs and
sequenc	
/ \
diagrams	 equations
I /" Rate fAsymptotes.—Limits
L/'	 Curve
/1	 sketching
e51
	
Limits.Tangen,,,,/"	 if Differenc	
Poits
ents8cale factors
	 1Continuity
es of c
lnfinitesimals
	
hange	 !Neighbourhoods
Closeness
	
Differentiation	 [Convergence
(The concepts in the black at the bottom right are all related to each
other. None are taught and all are closely bound up with the real
number concept.)
The concepts were broken down into three categories: a) those
taught prior to, and made use of in, a calculus course - functions,
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graphs and equations, gradients, rates of change, tangents, decimals
and algebraic manipulation ; b) those that would not be taught
explicitly but would be present in a calculus course - infinity,
infintesimals, continuity, closeness and neighbourhoods ; c) new
concepts that would be formally taught in a calculus course - limits,
differentiability and convergence.
Further work suggested that the concepts in (a) enlarged the
proposed study beyond what was feasible (we could, after all,
investigate adolescents' concepts of mathematics '). It was thus
proposed to consider these concepts only when they directly impinged
themselves on students' concepts of limits and infinity. Continuity,
closeness and neighbourhoods are important topological notions in real
analysis (which was their initial reason for being included) but tying
these advanced concepts to the concepts within adolescents' cognitive
experience seemed futile (Darke (1982) in reviewing research on
Piaget's topological primacy thesis concluded that the evidence for
this thesis was scant and complicated by attempts to fit results to
neat theories, i.e. structuralism). Continuity and neighbourhoods were
thus dropped as too advanced concepts. Closeness was retained (as the
least advanced and thus most accessible of these concepts) but, as we
shall see, did not lead to any constructive results. Differentiability
was omitted when it was decided to compare responses between a group
studying calculus and a group not studying it. Clearly we could not
give questions on differentiation to the latter group. The real number
concept was added to the set of concepts to be investigated because the
completeness of the reals rests on limit ideas and this is relevant in
students' understanding of limits and infinity, e.g. Is O.<1 ?
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The concepts studied are thus infinity (including the infinitely
large, the infinitely small 	 and infinite aggregates),	 limits	 (of
sequences, series and functions), convergence and real numbers.
QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
Written questionaires are the quickest way to obtain responses from
a large number of subjects but they must ask unambiguous questions
which permit an analysis of the data in line with the concepts under
investigation. Care must be taken in analysing data obtained from
questionnaires. A given response may be made for a variety of reasons
and the analyst will not have recourse to probe as s/he would in an
interview situation. The possible misinterpretations made by the
analyst clearly vary from question to question. However, even though
we may not know why a mistake on a question such as What is 1/0.01 ?
is made, it does tell us that the subject is not fully competent with
all operations on real numbers. A reply of 'infinity' or 'undefined'
to the question What is 1/0 ?, however, may be one of several the
candidate	 may	 offer	 and	 does	 not	 reveal uncertainties or
qualifications that the subject may make clear in an interview. It
was, nevertheless, felt that a written test would give us knowledge of
the subjects' unqualified, global beliefs/knowledge (e.g. subjects
clearly believe that there is not a biggest number). Interviews were
to provide flesh to this data (e.g. a typical qualification was Well,
1 suppose you could say infinity is the biggest nuaber, but its not
really a nuRber). We should not be too dismissive of these global
results obtained by the written tests. The fact that we now know that
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British adolescents do not immediately acknowledge the existence of a
largest number is added to mathematics education's knowledge. On the
other hand, however, it was felt that over elaboration (especially
statistical) of the expected data would not be appropriate.
It should be noted that the questionnaires are questionnaires and
not performance or intelligence tests and that students' conceptions
and intuitions about these concepts are open to much variation. Errors
of measurement of a subjects' true score are thus virtually impossible
to assess and checks on reliability are irrelevant. For the same
reason the only form of test validity suitable here is content
validity. This was checked by the judgement of the supervisor and by
making every effort to ensure that the data collected was dependable
in the sense of Diesling (1971):
The dependability of a source of evidence is the extent to which
its output can be taken at face value relative to other sources
of evidence, in the process of interpreting manifold evidence
none is ever completely free from the need for cross-checking and
reinterpretation.
The experiments partook of features of both cross-sectional and
longitudinal methods. Two questionnaires were administered. These were
almost identical (the second clearing up some ambiguities of, and
eliminating questions which were not useful, in the first). These are
contained in Appendix A. The first questionnaire was administered
twice Cat the beginning and at the end of a school year). The second
was administered at the end of the following school year. For ease of
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reference we shall call the first questionnaire Questionnaire 1 and
the second Questionnaire 2. When we wish to distinguish between the
first administration of Questionnaire 1 from the second we shall refer
to Questionnaire 1.1 and Questionnaire 1.2.	 Questionnaire 1.1 and
Questionnaire 1.2 were followed by selective interviews. Questionnaire
2 was not.
This study is neither purely cognitive nor purely concerned with
teaching. We were/are interested in all adolescents conceptions of
limits and infinity and also in whether a first course in calculus
affects these conceptions. Filtering data through the experience of a
course of instruction may provide useful information for such a course
but an analysis of taught concepts is not the goal of this study.
Nevertheless, given that some subjects were going to have a period of
instruction an experimental group (doing A-level mathematics)	 and a
control group (similar in as many respects as possible, in particular,
having passed 0-level mathematics) was deemed necessary. Experimental
and control groups were used in both administrations of 	 both
questionnaires. To probe typicality and possibly to isolate extreme
naivity and sophistication, a small group of Fourth Year 0-level
mathematics pupils from the same school and a small group of First
Year university mathematics education students were also given one
administration of Questionnaire 1.
The timing and the number of administrations of Questionnaire 1 was
given careful consideration. A greater number of administrations was
initially desired. Administering the questionnaires in parts over a
period of time (to keep them short) was also desired. Both of these
features, an reflection and in the opinion of more experienced
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researchers, would have made the questionnaires intrusive and created
atypical subjects (i.e. they would think about the concepts more than
their peers not doing it).
September and May were chosen as times for the administrations,
giving subjects eight months to forget their previous answers. To
ensure that both administrations of Questionnaire 1 measured the same
behaviours no revision of Questionnaire 1.1 wcts made in Questionnaire
1.2.
With the exception of the few done by university students all
administrations	 were	 supervised	 and	 took	 about 45 minutes.
Questionnaire 1.1 and Questionnaire 1.2 were supervised by the author
and each question was read out in a uniform manner. A friendly
atmosphere was established. The following opening remarks were made:
I am interested in your immediate responses to the following
questions. Do not worry about getting them wrong, you will not be
assessed on them. They are important, however, so please take
them seriously.
In many of the questions you will be asked to circle Yes I
think so / ? / think not / No. Try to use 'V only when you are
very uncertain. I am only interested in your immediate responses.
If a question seems similar to a previous one don't go back and
try to make the two answers fit. Treat each question as an
isolated queston.
Many people feel they should chop about in multiple choice
questions. They feel that if they pick the first box every time,
then they have done something wrong. Please don't think this. If
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you find there is a pattern to your answers please don't
consciously try to continue it or break it. Please don't read
ahead. Please do not write an answer until asked to do so. I will
read each question out.
Subjects in Questionnaire 2 were supervised by the Head of
Mathematics of the volunteer schools taking part. These subjects
worked individually at their own speed but did not consult each other.
The teachers clarified points as they arose. The title page made the
essential	 reassuring	 points	 made	 verbally	 to	 those taking
Questionnaire 1.
None of the many subjects who took Questionnaire 1, who were asked
by the author, thought that the questionnaire was too long or too
difficult.	 Impressions from the schools taking Questionnaire 	 2
revealed only one school where some subjects (all of whom were in the
control group) thought some questions off putting.. In the subjective,
but honest, opinion of the author, however, the questionnaires were,
by the vast majority, completed without undue worry or exhaustion.
THE ITEMS
In Questionnaire 1 subjects were instructed to respond to the
Yes/No	 questions by a mark on a five point scale (Yes / think so / ?
/ think not / No). As we were investigating immediate conceptions
(intuitions) it was felt that such a scale would allow strength of
conviction to be recorded. It emerged, however, from the analysis of
the data and the interviews that this was an over subjective and
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poorly controlled factor. The scale was thus compressed to three
points, Yes / ? / No. The three point scale was employed in
Questionnaire 2. A point of interest for those concerned with gender
differences in mathematics is that it was primarily girls who used the
think so' and 'think not' categories.
To allow some comparison with previous research (in particular that
of Tall, Fischbein and Cornu) items from other questionnaires were
used along with specially designed items. This had the extra advantage
of providing a partial check on the dependability of the data
collected.
Each item was thoroughly examined to determine what aspect(s) of
subjetts' understanding It was testing. Items were initially designed
to examine knowledge, comprehension, application and analysis (in the
sense of Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1956)) of the concepts isolated for
study. After much work it became clear that this approach was forcing
an unsuitable tool on the study and it was dropped. This initial
method did, however, (and this is an important factor) focus our
attention on the importance of each item. Moreover, it helped to
ensure that the questions included, as far as possible, covered the
concepts we had decided to study, were relevant, were sufficient for
analysis and that the rationale for the inclusion of each item was
clear.
No formal method of item analysis was utilised because we were not
looking for items that would discriminate between good and poor
performers (our questions did not, in the main, have correct answers
in terms of school mathematics).
A trial run of Questionnaire 1 was conducted on two 0-level
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mathematics Fourth Year pupils and one A-level mathematics Lower Sixth
student. None of the subjects were to take part in the main
questionnaire. Apart from clearing up ambiguities a trial analysis of
this data convinced us that Questionnaire I was sufficient for our
purposes.
Henceforth we shall use the notation 121.1 and 02.1 to refer to
question one in Questionnaire 1 and Questionnaire 2 respectively.
Questions were not numbered in Questionnaire 2 but are here for ease
of reference.
It is usual for a questionnaire to begin with several questions
that will not be analysed but give subjects a chance to ware up. In
Questionnaire 1 questions one and two were used for this purpose.
Question two was also to be used to help categorize subjects as self
assured or not. In Questionnaire 2 this prelude phase was obtained by
the requests for personal details on the title page. Questions of a
particular type (on infinity as a number, on cardinality, on series,
etc.) were sometimes grouped together so that subjects would apply the
same criteria to all questions and sometimes separated by different
types of questions so that comparison with another of the same type
was not immediate. The rationale for the layout was very subjective.
Our first questions (01.3, 01.4, 02.1 and 02.2) were very simple:
Is there a largest nueber?	 and	 Is there a seallest nueber, greater
than 0? Responses would tell us what subjects immediate conceptions
on infinity as the number at the end of the number line and
infinitesimals were. We appreciated that some subjects would have
finitist conceptions but we would have to wait for the interviews to
examine this (greater than 0 was not included in Questionnaire 1 but
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was read out, in each adminstration, by the supervisor).
01.7 (02.3)	 Hhat is 110 ? was included for comparison with 01.3.
'Infinity' was expected to be the response of many of the subjects and
this,	 coupled with the expected	 'No' response to 01.3, would
demonstrate that infinity was not generally seen as a specific entity
but as a vague generalization for a large number or as a process (0
keeps going into 1 with remainder).
0.1.14 (02.9) Uhat is l/(l-0.) ? was included for comparison with
1/0 and was specifically inserted after is 0.(l ? The latter was
included to	 examine	 subjects'	 conceptions	 of	 real	 numbers
(specifically, their conceptions of infinite recurring decimals). We
were sure that the vast majority of subjects would reply 'Yes'.
However, we did not know if the first year of a calculus course would
effect this response. We were thus particularly interested 	 in
obtaining data on this from Questionnaire 1.2. Now if 0.9<1 then
1-0.9 will be an infinitesimal of sorts. We were interested in finding
out whether the reciprocal of this was conceived of as different 	 rrn
110 (perhaps 110 would be undefined but 1/(1-0.9) would be infinity).
01.22i,ii	 (02.11,12)	 asked subjects to imagine infinity as an
enormous number. By asking is	 #J)oO ? and Does 1/000 ? we sought
to examine the arithmetic properties ascribed to infinity as a number.
Similarly with 01.23i,ii (02.14,15) Does 2s2 ? and Does 2xs=s ? we
sought to examine the arithmetic properties ascribed to a hypothetical
infinitesimal, s. Both of these questions were motivated by a desire
to know how ideas that could arise in a nonstandard elementary
calculus course would be received. 02.13 and 02.16 is this how you
think of infinity ? and Can you believe in such a nuiber ? were
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unfortunately not included in Questionnaire 1. We found ourselves
wishing we had included questions along these lines when we started
analysing the data from Questionnaire 1 and thus included them in
Questionnaire 2. This was especially important in Questionnaire 2 as
we would not have recourse to interviews to clear matters like this
up.
Q1.24,25 and 26 (Q2.17,1B and 19) asked, respectively, Can you add
1#1#1#... and get an answer 7, Can you add O.l#O.O1#... and get an
answer ? and Can 1/9 be defined as O.1#O.O1#. 	 ? They were the only
questions on series included in both questionnaires. As we have seen,
p.59, the pilot studies indicated that sophisticated questions on
series were beyond the immediate grasp of most students. We thus kept
the questions very simple (avoiding fractions) and included one
divergent and one convergent series. Interviews indicated that the
phrase and goes on forever suggested an impossible	 situation. To
minimize unwanted suggestions we avoided this in Questionnaire 2. By
the time we started analysing the data we were sorry we had not put in
questions that would examine whether the mathematicians recognized
convergent series and thus after some trials (described in Chapter
Six) inserted Q2.50, which asked subjects to place five given series
into two groups of their own choice. This was separated from the
questions above to minimize the transfer of cognitive problems
generated by these questions (it was clear from the interviews that
subjects	 experienced	 cognitive	 conflict	 when	 claiming	 that
0.1+0.01+... could not be summed but did define 1/9. We wished to put
this conflict behind them before asking them further questions on
series). 01.25 (02.19) was included to see, regardless of its
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legitimacy, if a series could be used in defining a real number. We
did not clearly know what to expect but, as we shall see in Chapter
Six, this proved a very interesting item.
Before considering subjects' conceptions of cardinality problems it
seemed essential that we establish whether or not they could conceive
of infinite collections. This was done by the first two parts of Q1.12
(Q2.6,7) which asked if N and/or the decimals numbers between 0 and
1 could be regarded as single sets. We included both to see if there
was any difference between discrete and continuous sets. We were not
primarily interested in whether or not subjects had Cantorian ideas
but, rather, in examining the reasoning they employed. Cardinality
problems themselves were covered by QI.9, 12 (part 3), 15, 20 and
34iii (Q2.4, 8, 10, 20 and 67 respectively). The questions cover,
respectively, comparison of: discrete sets, both unbounded (the
natural numbers and the even numbers); an unbounded discrete set with
a bounded continuous set (the natural numbers and the real interval
[0,1]) ; a bounded and continuous one dimensional subset with a
bounded two dimension superset ([0,1] and [0,1]x[0,1]); a bounded and
continuous one dimensional subset with a bounded one dimensional
superset ((0,1] and [0,1w]); and two bounded two dimensional continous
sets, one a subset of the other (a circle containing a square). Other
permutations were open, e.g. an unbounded discrete subset of unbounded
continuous set, but these five were considered sufficient for our
expected analysis. We tried to ensure that the options covered all
possible responses and brought the format of O1.34iii in line with the
format of the other questions in Questionnaire 2 (that is we gave the
options: more in one / more in the other / same in both I can't compare).
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The remainder of the questions consider subjects' conceptions of
limits and the effect of language, in particular the effect of €he
phrases tends to, 1iit, converges 	 and approaches. Taback (1975)
used some game-like questions but found that non-mathematical contexts
may influence subjects responses by encouraging subjects to use
everyday meanings of hut. We believed everyday meanings would enter
regardless of context but that it would be wise not to encourage this.
Thus, apart from asking subjects to write sentences using the four
phrases	 in	 Questionnaire 1.1, we restricted our questions to
mathematical contexts. Questions were designed to examine subjects'
conceptions in both arithmetic and geometric settings. Many were
suggested by the work of Cornu (as we have mentioned in our report of
the second pilot study). Questions on the four phrases represent about
half	 the	 questions	 on the questionnaires but subjects spent
considerably less than half the time on them as they were grouped to
enable them to answer quickly.
Q1.35i, ii, iii (Q2.21, 22, 23) ask subjects to complete
1#h tends to	 as h tends to 0.
The hut of (2#h1 2 , as h tends to 0 is ________
2, 2/2, 2/4, ... converges to ________
These were inserted because they reflect the kind of questions
sometimes given to A-level mathematicians but can nevertheless be
given to subjects not studying A-level mathematics. We suspected that
the A-level mathematicians would mainly give formally correct answers
but that the control group would not. If this pattern emerged here but
not elsewhere, then this would lend support to the thesis that A-level
mathematics courses produce students who can give formally correct
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answers	 to	 standard	 questions	 without advancing their basic
conceptions of limits and infinity.
Q1.29i,..., viii (Q2..53,..., 60) considered the sequence 0.9, 0.99,
0.999, ... Subjects were asked if the four phrases were applicable to
0.' and/or 1. The rationale for inclusion was to examine the effect of
the four phrases in the context of an arithmetic convergent sequence
and to examine (by comparing responses for 0. with those far 1) the
extent of generic limit concepts. The latter was examined in a
geometric setting by Q1.27 (Q2.51), which presented a sequence of
jagged	 function decreasing in height. Ta check that subjects'
interpretations of the responses were consistent we included another
question (Q2.48) in Questionnaire 2 presenting a converging sequence
of nested triangles . As we would not have recourse to interviews to
clarify matters and because we found that we had wanted this
information in Questionnaire 1 we added the extra questions (Q2.49 and
Q2.52) asking subjects	 whether	 they	 imagined	 the	 situation
theoretically or in terms of drawing.
Q1.30A,...,	 33F (02.24,..., 47) were included to examine subjects'
interpretations of the four phrases with regard to functions presented
geometrically.
A	 B	 C
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D
	
E	 F
We were interested in whether subjects focussed on the features
mathematicians focus on. In particular we wanted to know whether
touching 0 and whether being strictly monotone were essential features
for any or all the phrases to hold true. Two of the functions do not
approach 0 but one of these went through 0. Three of the functions
were not monotone and of these, two repeatedly touched zero (one going
through and one just touching).
Q1.36i,..,iv,..,37iv (Q2.68,.. ,72) were intended to examine the
same phenomena but in an arithmetic setting. We did not know if a
geometric or arithmetic setting would make any difference but it is
certainly of interest to find out. We intended to examine the effect
of all four phrases but this appeared to make the questionnaire too
long. We compromised and included questions on what appeared to be the
two phrases most commonly used in A-level courses limit and converges
(and, as it emerged, the two most difficult for the subjects to
understand).
Analysis of Questionnaire 1 and interviews led us to believe that
subjects had a very different classification of types of numbers
for example, was not, somehow, proper). To examine this we designed
and tested a further question asking subjects to indicate, on a five
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point	 scale,	 which of
	 9,	 -9, 1/9, 0.9, .12,	 o , 1/oo , 1/0,
110.9, 11(1-0.9), sin 32° and J1 were proper numbers. To gain more
data we included Q2.61,..,66 in Questionnaire 1. We reduced the
original set of numbers given because, again, we were worried about
the overall length of the questionnaire.
Several questions from Questionnaire 1 were not inserted in
Questionnaire 2. Q1.5 Write down a number between 2.105931 and
2.10604	 was included to check subjects' facility with decimals. With
few exceptions subjects answered correctly. The only one who did not,
and who was interviewed, immediately corrected his answer in the
following interview. We saw no need for
	 further	 testing	 in
Questionnaire 2 and omitted the question there.
01.6 and 01.13	 What is 1/0.001 ? and What is 11(1-0.99) ? were
included to prepare subjects for 01.7 and 01.14 What is i/O ? and
What is 1I(1-0.) ? Few in the group doing A-level mathematics got
these wrong but an average of 437. got these wrong in the control group
(mainly those with grade C at 0-level, but several with grade B as
well). While this is worrying in terms of standards at 0-level and
interesting in that we cannot assume that 1/0 will be understood by
all subjects, the questions did not seem sufficiently useful as warm
up questions to justify their extension of the length of the
questionnaire and were thus omitted from Questionnaire 2.
0.1.11	 is there a number smaller than 1-0.9 ? was intended to
examine if subjects, claiming 0.9<1, would view 1-0.9 as the smallest
non zero number. Interviews revealed that a number of subjects were
very confused by this question. We did not want questions that gave
unclear responses and thus omitted it from Questionnaire 2.
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Subjects (with one exception in the control group in Questionnaire
1.2) were unanimous that the sequence 0.1, 0.01, ... in Q1.21 did not
get to 0. This is perfectly reasonable - it will not get to 0! The
question is really covered by Q1.36i and Q1.37i, where the same
sequence is presented with the questions Does the sequence have a
hut ? and Does the sequence converge ?, and was thus not included
in Questionnaire 2.
Q1.34i, ii were suggested by Orton's study of functions (see Lovell
1975). Q34i Can 1 get to every point on the circuaference this way 2
was included to check that continuity was observed by the subjects (It
generally was In both groups in that the overall response was 'Yes').
Q34ii Suppose two points are very close on the square. Will the
corresponding points on the circle be very close? was to investigate
closeness. It was thought that subjects may have ideas corresponding
to topological ideas of neighbourhoods. The main response in both
groups was 'it depends' and this was not elaborated on in interviews
(indeed could not be in the sense of subjects saying It's all j ust so
relative). Our initial reservations about examining 	 topological
notions were confirmed and we did not pursue these questions very far
in the interviews.. The questions were omitted from Questionnaire 2.
Q1.28 asked subjects to write four sentences, one each using the
phrases tends to, converges , approaches and hut. They were told
that the context need not be mathematical. One administration was
considered sufficient for the purpose of gleaning their usual everyday
connotations. It was thus given only to those doing Questionnaire 1.1.
In Questionnaire 1.2 subjects were asked to write one sentence using
the word halt but not in the sense of speed limit (almost all had
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used this in Questionnaire 1.1). We left space for the subjects taking
Questionnaire 2 to comment along these lines. This was the only
optional question (we put it at the end in case time was running out).
Ql.B	 Sketch the curve yl/x	 was omitted from Questionnaire 2
because subjects took so long completing it (in trial runs of the
questionnaire this was noticed, but a large number of students doing
it took much longer than the three who took the trial run). 	 It was
initially included to see if subjects who may not consciously see 1/0
as infinite or indeterminate would, in practice, see this. The results
were not without interest, however: of the 27 subjects in each group,
20 in the experimental group and 9 in the control group sketched the
graph correctly in Questionnaire 1.1. In Questionnaire 1.2, 25 in the
experimental group and 11 in the control group sketched the graph
correctly. However, only three in the control group (in 	 each
administration) gave 'infinity' or	 'indeterminate' as responses to
What is i/o?
01.16 to 19 formed a block in which conflict was purposely induced.
Does 0.3l/3 ?	 What is 0.3x2 ?	 Does 0.3x.30.9 ?	 Does 0.9=! ?
The result was that although very few in either group gave answers
other than 'Yes', 'oJ' and 'Yes' to the first three questions, this
did not affect their intuition that 0.9 < 1. This is interesting and
we shall look at it again in later chapters but the conflict here must
be examined closer in an interview situation. Because subjects taking
Questionnaire 2 were not to be interviewed and because we were
attempting to keep the length of the questionnaire within reasonable
bounds, we did not include this block of questions in Questionnaire 2.
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THE SAMPLES
Many students took part in our tests. There were those who took
part in the pilot studies and the small group of Fourth Year pupils
and the university students used to probe extreme responses. We shall
regard as our samples, however, those who took part in Questionnaire 1
and Questionnaire 2. Only one student, in Questionnaire 1, was also
used in the pilot studies. It should be noted that neither sample was
randomly, normally or otherwise distributed (we got what we could !).
We wanted subjects capable of understanding the concepts of calculus
and took for our criteria for this a pass (A, B or C) at 0-level
mathematics.
The sample for Questionnaire 1 was made up of 27 pupils doing SMP
A-level mathematics and 27 similar Lower Sixth pupils not doing
A-level mathematics. The subjects all went to the school the author
teaches in, a large comprehensive in Morecatnbe, a resort area in the
North West of England. Most of the subjects did SMP	 0-level
mathematics at this school though some came into the Sixth Form from
other schools and had done other boards at 0-level. The sample
reflects a wide variety of social bckgrounds.
We are aware that sampling in one's own school has pitfalls both in
terms of possibly introducing students to ideas that are to be
examined and in terms of subjects
	 emotional	 reaction to the
supervisor.	 On the first point every effort was made to ensure that
this did not happen. 	 A talk on the work was delivered to the
Mathematics	 Department	 prior	 to the first administration of
Questionnaire 1 and all teachers taking A-level groups (six in all,
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including the author) agreed to try and avoid introducing topics that
would prejudice the responses (if at all possible - there was one
noticeable slip where a teacher got involved in discussing O.). On
the second point there is little one can do. The author is, however,
neither disliked nor the most popular teacher in the school so, it is
hoped, extreme reactions that may bias the data rarely arose. There is
a positive side to research in ones own school in that the researcher
is aware of all the factors likely to affect the results.
There were initially (Questionnaire 1.1) 31 sub j ects in both the
experimental and control groups. This seemed satisfactory as 30 is the
generally accepted cut off point between small and large samples. None
of the subjects volunteered (Questionnaire 1.1 was sprung on them
during their first week and it appeared to them as just part of the
proceedings). They appeared quite happy to oblige and on being given
the choice to leave or not, none left.
A larger number (than 31) of the non A-level mathematics students
actually sat Questionnaire 1.1 but several had not passed 0-level
mathematics and several more were going to do a non-exam 	 Mathematics
for Sixth Form Scientists' course that included calculus. Both of
these groups were excluded in our data. By the time it came to
Questionnaire 1.2 several of the original sample had left school and
several others were on long term illness. Questionnaire 1.2 was given
during a General Studies period. The total who completed both
questionnaires was 27 in each group. The details are displayed at the
end of this chapter.
The sample in Questionnaire 2 was made up of 190 pupils from six
English schools. As the experimental group in the Questionnaire 1 was
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doing SMP A-level it was felt that the sample in Questionnaire 2
should too. It was impossible to control all variables but SFIP A-level
was one we felt we should not compromise on. We outline the essential
features of SMP in Appendix B. Our basic reasons for insisting on
using subjects following this course, however, are:	 i) SMP A-level
more or less follows the SMP books (1 to 3) whereas other exams follow
a wide variety of books. We thus have a very good idea of what is
being covered in the course; ii) Traditional A-levels often put more
emphasis on formal limit ideas with sequences and series whereas SlIP
has a slower spiral development of the concepts.
Several large comprehensives doing SlIP were initially approached
and a sample reflecting the national population on sex, type of school
and 0-level grade was aimed at. Not one replied, however. We thus
sought the advice of 3. Hersee, Executive Director of SlIP. He
generously offered to find volunteer schools. His comments on the
typicality of SlIP and the possibility of finding an average sample,
moreover, gave us food for thought:
I don't know whether such a sample exists ! There are those who
assert that those who enter for SlIP A-level are more able than
those who enter for other A-levels; others hold the opposite
view	 You may think that's a trivial point, but it has
significant consequences. I know of teachers who feel that SlIP
A-level is not designed for average and below candidates and who,
therefore, enter their top set for SlIP A-level and their other
candidates for another examination -AEB perhaps. So what I'm
saying is that, apart from the difficulty of finding a
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representative sample, the whole population from which you are
choosing may be biased in a number of ways.
We obtained assistance, in the end, from five independent schools
and one comprehensive school in the south and midlands of England. One
was a girls school and two were boys schools that admitted girls in
the Sixth Form. They were not randomly picked (one may assume that
their Heads of Mathematics are involved in national schemes and thus
know Mr. Hersee) but we had no hand in choosing them and thus did not
enforce a bias. Independent schools tend to do Additional 0-level more
than comprehensives (they do the exams, it does not follow that the
pupils are more able). We test for bias introduced here in Chapter
Six. The schools do SMP 0-level but also take in Sixth farmers from
other schools. Pupils often do not know what Examination Board they
have done. Rather than burden our volunteer Heads of Department with a
request for these details (and possibly put them off) we decided we
would not gather this information. One of the schools informed us that
they randomly picked their sample. Another informed us that they asked
for volunteers amongst the non mathematicians. We can assume that
some, at least, were volunteers. While this is generally not healthy
in a questionnaire, we cannot think of any aspect of this study where
a volunteer would answer differently than a nominee. We display
details of both samples below. MHS refers to the authors school. The
larger sample is called MAIN. N refers to the group not doing A-level
mathematics. M refers to the group doing A-level mathematics. We shall
use these abbreviations in the remainder of the work.
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MHS sample 27 in each group
TABLE 5.1
	
N	 M
	
N	 M
StIR 0-level
	
21	 19
	
Male
	
10	 17
Trad. 0-level
	
6	 8
	
Female
	
19	 8
0-level grade	 A	 4	 10
B	 11	 15
C	 12	 2
MAIN sample
	
N	 M
	
N	 N
Total
	
76	 114
	
Male
	
33	 79
	
Female
	
43	 35
0-level grade	 A	 4
	
10
	
A/0 grade	 A	 1	 20
B 11
	
15
	
B	 4	 22
C 12
	
2
	
C	 11	 26
Numbers from each school
	 (abbreviations A, 0, H, E, B, W used
henceforth).
	
A	 U	 H	 E
	
B	 W
N	 18	 18	 21	 9
	
2	 8
H	 34	 27	 17	 16
	
5	 15
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The results of Questionnaire 1.1, Questionnaire 1.2 and Questionnaire
2 are presented. We comment on each result in turn using elementary
descriptive and inferential statistics. The order of presentation of
the questionnaires is not followed. The order of presentation here
groups similar questions together. The question numbering in this
chapter shall be used as a reference in the following chapters.
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For ease of reference we repeat below the abbreviations and
conventions we shall use in this and subsequent chapters.
MHS	 tiorecambe High School sample
MAIN	 Larger (six school) sample
M	 A-level mathematics group
N	 Non A-level mathematics group
1, 2	 First or second administration of Questionnaire 1
QI	 Question I
	
(Q2, Q3, ... likewise)
Other notations will be explained as they arise. Unless otherwise
stated the sample size for all MHS administrations is 27 (in each
group), 76 for MAIN N and 114 for MAIN M. This will not be restated in
each of the many tables presented in this chapter.. Unless otherwise
stated	 the	 tables	 display	 rounded integer percentages. This
facilitates ease of reading. Actual numbers of responses can be
accurately worked out in all but a few ambiguous cases in MAIN H. Thus
responses	 of 36 and 37	 (out of 114)	 gives 31.67. and 32.467.
respectively, both of which round to 327... We have marked these on the
table as 32) and 32< respectively. In some tables, some columns add up
to 997. or 1017.. This is due to rounding errors. The tables are self
contained, however, in that actual numbers for responses and thus
decimal percentages can be obtained from the tables themselves.
As has been mentioned, the distribution of questions on the
questionnaires was purposely designed so that similar questions were
sometimes together and sometimes separated by dissimilar questions. We
present them here with similar questions together, always. Unless
otherwise stated the question numbering of this chapter will serve to
reference questions in subsequent chapte?-s.
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We avoid advanced statistical techniques that depend on assumptions
we cannot (or have not) ascertained. In many cases simple descriptive
statistics suffice. In other cases hypothesis testing based on basic
probability theory or chi-squared tests is used. When a large
collection of data, such as we have here, is analysed significant
results can appear at random (1 in every 20 times on average at a 57.
significance level). In an attempt to avoid this we made numeric
hypotheses concerning the MAIN sample before the data was collected.
This provides an extra check against the introduction of random
significant	 results. These numeric hypotheses are often fairly
arbitrary, however, e.g. in 01 we hypothesised that more than 907.
would respond	 No	 in both groups 907. is arbitrary (why not 877. or
92X ?) but is a numeric way of saying the 'Wa' response will be very
strong in both groups.
Although the chi-squared statistic is a very simple one to work out
there are many ways of doing this (giving slightly different results).
Consider, for our example, 01: Is there a largest nuiber ?
The table below shows the percentage scores of the MAIN group with
the actual numbers in brackets (chi-squared tests are not carried out
on the MHS sample because of the smaller numbers and because they were
instrumental in determining our numeric hypotheses - though not, it
should be noted, simply by tranferring the percentage responses to the
MAIN group but using this as a guide with the protocol data).
	
MAIN	 N	 ti
	
V	 9 (7)	 15 (17)
?	 1 (1)	 1 (1)
N	 89 (68)	 84 (96)
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Before considering chi-squared tests let
	
us	 clarify	 what
percentages are presented. We present percentage of column rather than
of row or of total. We do not present percentage of total since these
would give us information on all responses and thus would not clearly
show the relationship between variables. We do not present percentage
of rows because this would in effect make the response the independent
van able.
The 'V row contains all responses left blank or containing a
question mark. The chi-squared test is not reliable if entries of very
small value are used thus when the 'V total is small we shall ignore
these values. Blank or '?' responses can be very problematic, however,
and we must not always ignore them (this is especially true in this
study as we obtained more blank responses than we expected and made no
prior hypotheses concerning them). In statistical folklore there is a
rule of thumb that expected (not observed) values must be at least 10
for 2 by 2 tables and about 5 (certainly not less than 1) -for larger
tables. We shall work more or less to this but include subjective
evaluations. For example if we obtain blank responses of 16 and 3 we
must examine whether these are truly neutral responses or if they are
characteristic of another train of thought. We proscribe no general
rules here but consider each case as it arises. Similar points are
applicable to larger tables that contain small value cells. Statistics
is a tool we must not become slaves to,
We are now in a position to perform a chi-squared test using the
numbers 7, 17, 68 and 96. These are our observed values. We have a
choice of expected values depending on the hypothesis being tested. We
consider two examples;
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HO: There is no difference between the two variables.
Hi: There is a difference (no direction given, thus the need far
initial hypotheses).
In this case we work out our expected value as
column marginal X row marginal / total
HO: 907. (for example) will say 'No'.
Hi: Other than 907, will say 'No'.
In this case our expected values are calculated as 0.1x76=7.6,
0.1x11411.4, O.9x7668.4 and O9x114i02.6. 	 There is an obvious
problem here in that we are merely using 907. an a numerical indicator
of a very strong 'No' response and a less strong response will refute
the hypothesis. This is a problem best dealt with by examining
individual cases as they arise.
We shall generally regard a result as significant if P<O.O5 and
very	 significant	 if	 P<0.O1. This must never prevent further
examination of the results. A problem frequently encountered in the
following pages is that there is often little difference between the N
and l groups. X 2
 tests thus do not refute the hypothesis. We must
never assume that this proves the hypothesis. Given prior hypotheses
of the expected results this may, however, give us confidence that our
interpretations do accord with reality.
Please note that we use Yates' continuity correction for 2 by 2
tables. An account of this can be found in almost any elementary text
on statistics.
Towards the end of this chapter we develop our own method far
quickly classifying the results of a large number of tables. We leave
an exposition of this method until such a time as it is useful
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Qi	 Is there a largest number ?
TABLE 01
11.
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
V	 0	 4	 4	 7
?	 0	 4	 0	 0
N	 100 93	 96 93
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 9	 15
	
?	 1	 1
	N 	 89	 84
As Table Qi shows both groups reject the existence of a largest
number. We hypothesized that about 907. in both groups would say
	 No'.
This was slightly higher than the obtained figure but under this
hypothesis we get X=2.65 which does not negate our hypothesis
(0.1<P<0.15). We further assumed that there would be no difference
between the groups. Under this hypothesis we get X0.86, which
again does not refute our hypothesis (0.3<P<0.35}. Interviewees most
common response was that as numbers go on and on it was impossible to
have a largest number. The only subject interviewed who responded
'Ves claimed that infinity was the largest number.
As only subjects from the MHS sample were interviewed it is hard to
say what the slightly larger proportion in the MHS sample indicates.
One possibility, always open in the following pages, is that the small
tIHS sample size is less reliable. Another possibility is that one
school in the MAIN sample biassed the results. This was investigated
and the following distribution of Yes' responses to 01 was found:
TABLEOI.1	 A	 0	 H	 E	 B	 W
N	 2	 1	 3	 1	 0	 0
M	 3	 5	 2	 5	 1	 1
Given the relative size of the schools this Is a fairly even
distribution as the following table of expected values (based on
simple ratios) shows:
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TABLE 01.2
	
A	 0	 H	 E	 B	 W
N	 1.7	 1.7	 1.9	 0.8	 0.2	 0.7
N 5.1	 4.0	 2.5	 2.3	 0.7	 2.2
Moreover,	 the	 question	 is	 quite	 straightforward	 making
misinterpretation unlikely. Could it then be finitism behind the 97.
and 157. ? (Sinclair computers do claim that an integer is a number
between -32768 and +32768). Interviews revealed practical finitism (in
the sense of well it's good enough), especially with small numbers,
but no evidence of theoretical finitism (in the sense of not believing
or not being able to conceive of numbers beyond some number) was
evident in the protocols.
Yet another possibility is that the	 'Yes' responses here do,
largely, think of infinity as the largest number. We would expect,
then, the majority of those responding 'Yes' here to be in the 'Yes'
cells in Table 07 (Q7 asks subjects to say whether they think of
infinity as an enoraous nuiber or not). This could be read by them as
either the number at the end of the number line or as a very large
finite number . However, only I of the 7 in the N group and 8 of the
17 in the N group who responded 'Yes' above, responded 'Yes' in 07.
Our suggestion that subjects responding 'Yes' to 01 think of infinity
as the largest number is thus neither confirmed nor refuted by our
investigations so far. We 5haIl return to this question again
02	 Is there a smallest number, greater than 0 ? 	 Y/?/N
TABLE 02
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N
Y	 15	 4	 15 19	 V	 25	 22
	
0	 4	 0	 0	 1	 2
N	 85 96	 85 81	 N	 74	 76
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As Table 02 shows both groups reject the existence of a smallest
number. We hypothesized that there would be no significant difference
between the groups and that about 907. in both groups would say 'No'.
Under the first hypothesis we obtained X=0.09
	 (0.75<P<0.8), which
does not refute our hypothesis. lnterviewee5' most common response was
that any number could be divided (halving or dividing by 10 being
common examples). The 90X hypothesis was clearly too bold and, indeed,
under this hypothesis we get Xf = 35 (P<0.001) and the hypothesis
must be	 rejected. 907. was, however, a relatively arbitrary numeric
version of the 'No' responses will be strong. We can see that 75'!. of
the total sample (a large number) thought there is no smallest number.
As in 01	 it is difficult to explain the 'Yes' responses. Some of
the MHS subjects thought it was 0 despite the fact that the questions
were read out on both occasions and, in particular, 'greater than 0'
was stressed, In Questionnaire 2,
	 'greater than 0' was initially
omitted but later hand written on each copy, thus accentuating it. It
is possible, however, that some thought of it as 0. Apart from simple
guesses or misreading of the question there appear three possible
reasons for 'Yes' responses: finitism; belief in infinitesimals; and
regurgitation of received knowledge.
Finitism, as we have suggested above, is practical finitism - 'to
all intents and purposes 0.00000001 is as small as you can get' and
does appear stronger with small numbers than large numbers. We believe
that two or three of the 'Yes' responses have this as a reason. Belief
in	 infinitesimals	 (or	 an infinitesimal) would suggest strong
correlation with the 'Yes' responses to 010 Can you believe in an
infinitesimally small number ? (this time the wording is not ambiguous
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as it was in the case of an enormous number). Of those who responded
'Yes above, 10 out of the 19 in the N group and 13 out of the 25 in
the Pt group claimed they could believe in such a number as described
in 010.	 It would appear (the evidence suggests this, it is not
conclusive) that a small	 (1OX-157.) of subjects from both groups
believe in infinitesimal numbers. We shall leave further
investigations here until we examine 08 and 09, which examine
infinitesimal arithmetic.
Finally	 we	 must	 consider	 whether	 this belief is simply
regurgitating received views. If this is so, then it is likely that
one school is effecting the response. The number of Yes responses
here, unlike the numbers in 01, j ust allow a chi-squared test on five
of the schools (A, 0, H, E arid W).	 Tabulating the two responses
against the schools and taking as the null hypothesis that there is no
difference between the schools we obtain X =53 (0.15(P<0.2). This
does not refute the hypothesis that the responses do not caine from the
instruction of a particular teacher or school. It thus remains an open
question then, whether regurgitation of received views	 affects
responses here.
03	 What is 1/0 ?
TABLE 03
	
PIHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
Infinity	 7	 7	 41 74
	
Indet	 4	 4	 4 19
	
0	 63 70	 52	 7
	
1	 26 19	 4	 0
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
MAIN	 N	 H
	
Inf	 38	 76
Indet	 4	 16
	
0	 47	 4<
	
1	 8	 2
	
3	 2
NB indet stand for irideterminate In all tables in this chapter.
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04	 What is 1/(1-0.) ?
TABLE Q4
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
Infinity	 41	 33	 52	 78
	
Indet	 11	 0	 0	 4
	
Wrong	 33	 37	 33	 15
	
?	 15	 30	 15	 4
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
Inf	 25	 75
Indet	 1	 5
	
Wrong	 53	 16
	
?	 21	 4<
These two questions resulted in many incorrect answers. As we have
mentioned we have tried to avoid labelling nonstandard intuitions of
limits and infinity as incorrect. Nevertheless, responses of 0, 1,
100, etc. here are clearly wrong (we have not recorded frequencies of
each incorrect response in 04 as there were many different ones).
There was a much higher proportion of such responses in the N group.
This resulted in a significant difference between the groups:X=59.2
(P<0.001) in the case of 03 when Table 03 was collapsed to infinity or
indeterminate and wrong; X =54.1 (P<0.001) in the case of 04 when
Table 04 was collapsed to infinity or indeterminate, wrong and '?'.
We expected that the data from the MAIN sample would roughly mirror
that of the MHS sample, which it does very closely in the case of the
H group (remembering that MAIN M should be compared to MHS M2), but a
notable difference occurs in 03 with the two N groups with the
response 'infinity.	 1€ was suspected that a large number of the 29
'infinity' responses in MAIN N had done Additional Mathematics at
0-level	 but of the 19 in this group who did Additional Mathematics
only five responded 'infinity' (in fact only 267. of those who had done
Additional Mathematics responded 'infinity', compared to 427. of those
who had not done Additional Mathematics). The reason for this
discrepency remains, it must be confessed, a mystery.
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The data, coupled with reasons offered in interviews, offers some
very interesting details. Note the increase in the 'infinity' response
for the MHS M group in both questions. This together with the very
close correlation with the MAIN M group indicates that an A-level
course does force adolescents to consider infinity (asymptotes were
mentioned in the interviews). Interviews revealed that this response
was very close to the 'indeterminate response (it is possible to
divide 1 by 0 forever). The numerous responses of '0' in 03 was
explained as misreading the question as 0/1 	 (several of those
interviewed immediately changed their minds to 'infinity' on seeing
their mistake). The large number of wrong responses in 04 arise from
the complexity of the question: 0.9 is a difficult concept, 1-0.9 is
more difficult,	 11(1-0.9) is even more difficult. It is very easy to
lose your way and many did. The wrong responses varied from 0 to 0.1
to 1 to 1.1 to 10 to 100. We shall take up this descriptive analysis
again in the protocal data chapter.
Questions 5, 6 and 7
Infinity,00, means different things to different people. Suppose, for
the sake of argument, it exists as an enormous number. Then:
05	 Is c°+ 1 >°°	 ?
TABLE Q5
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
Y	 70 63	 85 78
	
V	 66	 57
	
?	 7	 4	 4	 0
	
?	 1	 2
	
N	 22 33	 11 22
	
N	 33	 41
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06	 Is 1/co =0 ?
TABLE 06
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 0	 15	 11	 19
	
?	 4	 4	 0	 0
	
N	 96 78	 89 81
	
MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 30	 38
	
7	 4<
	
N	 62	 58
07	 Is this hOW you think of infinity ?	 V/?/N
TABLE 07 (MAIN only)	 N	 M
V	 30	 32<
16	 12
N	 54	 55
05	 We have seen in 01 that subjects generally do not believe in a
largest number. Students are often, however, asked to accept the
existence of numbers they initially find unbelievable or unacceptable:
fractions, recurring decimals, negative and complex numbers. We shall
be examining adolescents general mathematical ontological framework
later.	 In 05 we are asking them to accept as a premise that infinity
exists as an enormous number. As we observed in our discussion of 01
the wording is, unfortunately, ambiguous. Is it the number at the end
of the number line, a one point compactification of R, or a huge but
finite number ? We wanted them to imagine the former, which,
interviews revealed, many dith It is arguably better, however, to let
them find their own level and answer as they see fit. Interviews
revealed two basic rationales: i) 'Ves, because any number can be
incremented. Subjects here are focussing on elementary arithmetic
operations.	 ii)	 No, because 1 +cO is still infinity.
We hypothesized that there would, be no difference between the
groups, for this type of question is not usually discussed in
mathematics classes. We obtained X
	 1.35 (0.2<P<0.25) which did not
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refute this. We further hypothesized that about 707, in both groups
would respond 'Yes' (this being a numeric version of 'fairly strong').
This was rejected, X =7.15
	 (P<0.01),	 but a bias to the	 'Yes'
response, nevertheless, can be seen. We rely on protocols to clarify
subjects' thoughts here and thus defer further discussion until
Chapter Eight.
06	 03 revealed that A-level mathematicians generally considered 1/0
to be infinity (or, as we mentioned, infinite, which has different
connotations, it is not necessarily a number, merely something that
goes on and on). We might well expect the A-level mathematicians to
respond	 'Yes' here. This is not what we were led to believe, however.
On the one hand the MHS sample indicated a strong 'No' response on
their questionnaires. On the other hand the interviews strongly
suggested the belief that 1/x cannot equal 0, for any number. This is
further evidence for the claim we made, in the discussion following
03, that infinity was generally not meant as the unique number at the
end of the number line but as a process - it is infinite, it goes on
and on. We thus hypothesized that the 'No' response would be fairly
strong, numerically putting this at 70'!.. This was refuted by the data,
X	 4.84 (0,01<P<0.05). If we weaken this numeric assumption to 65Y.
'No' we do not refute the assumption (0.1<P<0.15), but this is
dangerously close to a random distribution. Thus, although there
appears to be a trend we cannot claim	 evidence for it from the
figures obtained. Although this type of question is more likely to be
considered by students doing an A-level mathematics course than was 05
(1/0 does arise in asymptotes and the scheme a/b =c --> a/c=b is, we
believe, firmly embedded in most A-level mathematicians' minds) it
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is sufficiently novel as a direct question for us to assume that there
would be no significant difference between the groups. Xf =0.54
(P>0.4) does not refute this assumption.
07	 With 07 we must again be careful with our interpretation.
Subjects responded on their interpretation of the question, not
neccesarily on that assumed by the author or reader. Bearing this in
mind and being led to believe that infinity was seen more as a process
than a number, we thought the responses in both groups would be
similar and largely No'. Under the hypothesis that there would be no
difference between the groups we obtained X =0.0008 (P>0.95). This
clearly does not refute our hypothesis. The 'No' response is not very
strong, however. If the '?' responses lent towards the 'Yes' response
then the division in each group would be roughly equal. Considering
the lability of adolescents' concepts of infinity and the fact that
one context will evoke one aspect of their concepts and not another, a
more or less random response is quite compatible with Table 07. We
leave further investigation here until the protocols have been
exami ned.
The association between the three questions does not appear to shed
any further light on the subject. Examining all possible responses to
questions 5, 6 and 7 respectively we obtain (the figures represent
actual responses, not percentages):
TABLE 07.1	 VYY	 YYN	 YNY	 NVY	 VNN	 NYN	 NNY	 NNN
N	 7	 3	 8	 4	 19	 6	 2	 9
M	 15	 7	 5	 9	 32	 7	 7	 13
From the responses to each question separately the	 YN*' ('*'
indicating V or N) must be dominant, as it is. There appears to be no
particular trend, however, except that the two groups are roughly
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similar. Under the assumption that there is no difference between the
groups we obtain X=5..39,
	 (P0.6) which does not refute the
assumption.	 If there is agreement between the groups we believe this
would be due to general agreement on individual questions rather than
consistency over the three questions taken together.
Questions B, 9 and 10 asked similar questions only this time
assuming the existence of infinitesimals.
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that there is a number smaller than
any other number but bigger than zero. Call it s. Then:
08	 Does 2+s2 ?
TABLE 08
	
MRS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 0	 0	 0 11
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
N	 100 100	 100 89
09	 Does 2xss ?
TABLE 09
ci	 ci.
	
MRS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 0	 0	 4	 4
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
N	 100 100	 96 96
010	 Can you believe in such a number ?
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 13	 22
	
3	 0
	
N	 84	 78
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
Y	 8	 18<
	
?	 3	 1
	
N	 89	 81
TABLE Q10	 (MAIN only)	 N	 II
V	 45	 35
?	 7	 4<
N	 49	 61>
We have seen, in 02, that subjects generally (not totally) reject
the existence of a smallest number. In these questions we have,
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nevertheless, asked them to assume the existence of an infinitesimal.
Again, as for the infinite number in questions 5 to 7, there is no
assurance that they will assume this to be a Leibniz or Robinson-like
infinitesimal: they may work in a realm of practical finitism (the
response it is to all intents and purposes 0 occurred in the
interviews)
We hypothesized that there would be no difference between the
groups in all of these questions, in the belief that infinitesimal
calculus was not taught nor reinforced by modern calculus courses. This
was not refuted by the chi-squared values for questions 8 and 10 which
gave Xf=1.58 (0.2<P<0.25) and X? = 1.79 (0.15(P(0.2) respectively.
09 gave X=3.17 (O.05<P<0.1), but an examination of the table shows
the difference to be slight. We further hypothesized that questions 8
and 9 would be strongly biased to a 'No' response (putting this
numerically at 80) and that 010 would be split 407.1607., Yes/No. This
was not refuted for questions 8 and 10, Xf=1.73 (0.15<P<0.2) and
Xf=2.33 (0.1<P<0.15) respectively.	 For 08 the	 'No' response is
certainly strong and we feel our hypothesis is supported. For 010 the
figures could have been obtained by random selection. Moreover, given
that	 subjects'	 interpretations are not always clear from the
questionnaire data alone, we feel that judgement here must be deferred
until after the protocols have been examined.
For 09 X?5.79 (0.01<P<0.02) and the 807, hypothesis must be
rejected. Examining the table we see, however, that the discrepancy
occurs only because the N group's rejection of '2xs =s'	 is stronger
than that of the M group. With an 857. hypothesis we obtain X?=2.35
(0.05<P<0.1). Thus it appears that our numeric assumption and not our
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assumption of a strong response is all that is questionable.
There is a hard core who accept both statements: five of the N
group and 17 of the ii group responded 'Yes' to both questions B and 9.
For those from the M group we were curious if this could be put down
to a particular school.	 Inspection revealed that this was not,
however, the case.
The principle reason for the responses to questions B and 9 are, as
for questions 6 and 7, the cognitive hold of the fundamental
principles of arithmetic - if s is a number but not 0, then, by all
that is taught in lower school mathematics, 2+s cannot equal 2, nor
can 2xs=s. The implications for teaching are clear.	 If infinitesimal
calculus is ever to be taught then we must be very clear that taking
standard parts (saying st(2+)2) is an procedure outside of standard
arithmetic.
010, which was not given in the MHS questionnaire, appears at adds
with 02, which asked is there a siallest number greater than 0. In the
N group 10 of the 19 whose responded 'Yes' in 02 responded 'Yes' in
010. That is 24 responded 'No' in 02 but 'Yes' in 010. In the N group
it was 13 out of 25 (the same proportion in both groups). This leaves
27 who responded 'No' to 02 but 'Yes' to 010. This is very strange. Is
it simply the lability of the intuition of infinity or has considering
the difference between I and 0.9 convinced the subjects of the
existence of infinitesimals ? While both may account for some of the
replies we conjecture that the main reason lies in degrees of belief.
01 asks is there while 010 asks can you believe. Interviews confirmed
that sub j ects can accept useful fictions (which is how Archimedes and
Leibniz thought of infinitesimals). A protocol response was:
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I can believe in something infinitely small, just something to
say it's extreiely siafl, like infinity is useful for something
that is extremely large. lust a sort of expression.
Q11	 Is 0.9 < 1 ?
TABLE 11
	
MHG	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 100 100	 100 74
	
V	 89	 90
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 4
	
?	 5	 1
	
N	 0	 0	 0 22
	
N	 5	 9
It has been known for sometime that students do not accept that
0.9=1 (Schwarzenberger and Tall, 1978). There are many reasons for
this: ii 0.9<1, 0.99<1, etc and thus by the Generic Law 0.9<1 	 ii)
0.9 may equal 1 at infinity but as infinity doesn't exist 0.9 does not
equal 1	 iii) The difference between 0.9 and 1 is the smallest number
(despite the fact that there is no smallest number) 	 iv) 0.9 gets
close to 1 (dynamic conception) but never reaches 1. We shall have
more to say on these ideas later but leave this until we have
considered the other questions.
We hypothesized that there would be no difference between the
groups and that the 'No' response would be very strong (numerically
90X). We obtained X!=0.29 (0.55<P<O.6) for the no difference claim
and Xt= 1.34 (O.2(P<Q.25) for the 907. claim. Neither of these values
refutes our hypotheses and, although this does not confirm our
hypotheses, we have a very high degree of confidence in them.
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SERIES QUESTIONS
012	 Can you add 1 + I + 1 + ..... (the dots indicate continuation)
and get an answer ?
TABLE t2
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 22 11	 37 22
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
N	 78 89	 63 78
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 37	 25<
	
?	 3	 4>
	
N	 60	 71
013	 Can you add 0.1 + 0.01 + 0.001 + .....
	
and get an answer ?
TABLE 0.13
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
MAIN	 N	 N
	
Y	 22 15	 56 37
	
V	 42	 46<
	
?	 0	 4	 4	 0
	
?	 3	 3
	
N	 78 81	 41 63
	
N	 55	 51
014 Just as we often write 1/3 =0.3, we can write 1/9=0.1	 Can 1/9
be defined as 0.1+0.01+0.001+.....?
TABLE Q14
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 59 48	 93 100
	
V	 57	 89>
	
?	 4 19	 0	 0
	
?	 21	 3
	
N	 37 33	 7	 0
	
N	 22	 9
This group of questions gave us a great surprise when we first
obtained the data from the MHS sample. We expected sub j ects not to
focus strongly on the difference between convergent and divergent
series but how was it that the definition of 1/9 in 014 was accepted
by the M group when subjects were more or less equally divided as to
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whether the series in 013 was legitimate or not? Interviews revealed
that 0.1 wasn't seen as a proper number. Thus using a suspicious
series to define an improper number was, in itself, acceptable. This,
as we can see, was stronger in the H group. We shall be considering
subjects' conceptions of proper numbers shortly.
We hypothesized that subjects in both groups would be quite strong
in their rejection of the series in 012 (numerically 707.). We assumed
that some would reject it simply because it is an infinite summation
but that a smaller percentage would reject it because it is unbounded
(divergent). We thought that acceptance would arise from seeing an
answer at each stage, viewing infinity as an answer and simply from
not appreciating the complexity of the question. We obtained Xf=2.21
(0.1<P<0.15) for the hypothesis that there would be no difference
between the groups. Although this is not rejected by the data the
results are not particularly strong in the N group and merit further
investigation, which we carry out in Chapter Eight. It does seem
reasonable, however, that individuals in the H group should be
mathematically more mature, see the divergence of the series and thus
push up the 'No' response of the H group proportionally higher than
that of the N group. For the 707. hypothesis we obtained X =2.46
(0.1<P<0.15)	 which again does not reject the	 hypothesis.	 Our
observations immediately above apply here and this, too, must be
investigated further through the protocols.
It was felt that many would continue to reject the series in 013
simply because it was an infinite summation, that some would continue
to accept it (for the reasons stated above) but that some, stronger in
the H group who will have considered the matters like this in their
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A-level course, would focus on the convergence of this series. We thus
hypothesized that the M group would be split, roughly 507./50X,but that
the percentage reduction in	 No' responses in the N group would be
less marked (roughly 407.1607., Y/N). Such a hypothesis is difficult to
test	 using the chi-squared statistic and indeed although this
hypothesis is not re j ected Xf=0.47 (O.5<P<0.55), the hypothesis that
there is no difference is also not re j ected, X=0.20 (0.65<P<0.7).
However, another way of stating this assumption is that there will
be a difference in the ii group but not in the N group when we test the
data for each group over the two questions. We get X=0.34
(0.55<P<0.6) for the N group, which does not reject the hypothesis,
and X?=8.59 (P<0.01) for the M group which, rejects the hypothesis.
Again we cannot use the X2 statistic to prove results but this is
consistent with our beliefs. We shall investigate the question further
in the protocols.
In 014 we see an acceptance (particularly strong in the N group)
that the series in 013 can be used to define 1/9, or rather 0.1. The
reason for this is that although the series does not have an answer it
can be called 0.1 because 0.1 does not represent a definite number.
This view is stronger in the N group because they have met concepts
like this (and been confused by them) in their A-level course. We
hypothesized that there would be a difference between the groups. The
no difference hypothesis was clearly rejected, X9.5 (P<0.005).
Taking the strong '?	 response into account we obtain X27.6
(P<0.001).	 Initial	 testing, then, is compatible with our beliefs. We
further hypothesized that Yes' responses would be very strong in the
P1 group (numerically 907.) but weaker in the N group (numerically 607.).
Q12 7
	
7cc	 Q13
1 /20 \ 0
' \14 p
i\/8
23 \
	
33
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The number of 'V responses makes this difficult to verify but the
data is certainly compatible with this.
The Venn diagrams below illustrate the distribution of formally
correct	 responses to these three questions (i.e. No, Yes, Yes
respectively). The numbers represent percentages. Note the overall
more conventionally correct answers of the H group.
N	 M
P15	 The following question was not on the FINS questionnaire. It
was given to 26 Lower and 26 Upper Sixth A-level mathematicains from
MHS in October 1984. The majority of the Upper Sixth pupils were in
the Fl group in the FINS questionnaire. Having observed that students
experience	 great	 problems	 with series we were interested in
determining whether they could nevertheless note convergence and
divergence. Subjects performed the test in mathematics classes at
Florecambe High School. They were given five minutes.
Q15 (Questionnaire 1 wording)
If you were given a box of large and small, blue and red balls and
1 asked you to sort them out into two groups you might sort them
into large and small groups or you might sort them into red and
blue groups. i'd like you to sort out the 'sums' below into two
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groups in a similar way e.g. you might put numbers 1,2,3,4,5 and 6
in group A and 7,8 and 9 in group B. Please do this according to
your own rule.
1)	 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +
3)j+- ++
I	 I	 I	 I5)	 +; +- +	 +
I	 3	 S	 7LI	 +i+i+ ."..
4) 0.3+0.03+0.003+
6)	 0.1+0.1+0.1+0.1+
7)	 1.1+1.01+1.001+	 8)	 0.1+0.01+0.001+ .....
9) 5 + .- +., +	 + .....
We designed the question so that subjects could focus on the terms
being: the same (1, 3 and 6) or different; fractional (2, 3, 5 and 9)
or not; decimal	 (4, 6, 7 and 8) or not; and an the series being
convergent (4, 5, 8 and 9) or divergent.
It is possible that subjects may notice convergence/divergence but
nevertheless regard the terms being fractional or not as a more
important property. We assume, however, that any student capable of
recognizing convergence/divergence will recognize that this is the
more important property. In the Lower Sixth 12 subjects focussed on
the terms being the same,	 11 on the terms being fractional, two
appeared to have no rationale and only one isolated the convergent
series. In the Upper Sixth 13 subjects focussed on the terms being the
same, four appeared to have no rationale, six grouped 1, 2, 3 and 6
together (this is almost the formally correct response), one appeared
to note convergence except that the eighth series was not placed in a
group, and two subjects appeared to note convergence. There thus seems
to be a small shift to recognition of convergence/divergence in the
Upper Sixth. The sample, however, is very small and we are thus merely
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conjecturing. We decided that such a question was useful and included
a similar one in Questionnaire 2. We reduced the number of series
because of worries of making the questionnaire too long but kept the
same four divisions (terms the same, fractional, decimal and series
convergent).
Q15	 (Questionnaire 2 wording)
Two of these	 'sues' don't belong to the rest. Put the letters of
the odd ones out in the boxes (the dots indicate that the process
continues).
A) 0.1 ,L 0.1 # 0.1 #	 B)	 4- #	 #
C) I # 2 # 3 # 4	 D) 0.1#0.0I0.00l#
El	 '	 ' ,L'
TABLE Q15	 (actual number in brackets)
MAIN	 N	 N
AE	 46 (35)	 60 (68)
BD	 12 (9)	 34 (39)
BE or CE	 8 (6)	 5 (6)
others	 34 (26)	 1 (1)
As can be seen, the majority in both groups focus on the terms being
the same. We hypothesised that there would be a small number of
A-level mathematicians who would recognize convergence/divergence and
that there would be a difference between the groups. Under a no
difference hypothesis	 (with independent variables AE, BD, and all
others) we obtain X=4l.53 (P<0.0O1), which clearly refutes the no
difference hypothesis.
There are 10 possible responses to this question. The 9 BD
responses in the N group could thus, conceivably, have occurred by
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chance. However, it is extremely unlikely that the 39 BD responses in
the N group did. It would appear, then, that the first year of an
A-level	 mathematics	 course	 does	 communicate	 someconventional
understanding of the nature of convergent series to students. We must
wait until we examine the protocols before we can determine what kind
of understanding this is.
Q16	 Like Q15 this question was not on Questionnaire 1.	 It was
initially given to 25 Lower Sixth and 31 Upper Sixth A-level
mathematicians in Morecambe High School. Most of the Upper Sixth group
were in the Lower Sixth MHS Questionnaire 1 sample. The question was
administered in the autumn of 1984 (one week after Q15) and was given
because Questionnaire I and subsequent interviews suggested that
sub j ects did not consider 0.9 a proper number. The author and two
colleagues administered the question during mathematics lessons.
Subjects were given about five minutes to answer. The question was
subsequently included in Questionnaire 2. We used a five point scale
with both the MHS and MAIN sample but when it came to analyse the
results it was felt that the scale was not dependable (due to
subjects	 personalities rather than their mathematical confident). We
thus collapsed it to the three point scale displayed in the table. The
question in each administration was:
Use the five possible answers (yes / think so / ? / think not /
no)	 to indicate whether	 you think the following are proper
numbers. For example, you may think 0.9 is a proper number but
not be completely sure, then put 'think sos.
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The MRS question presented subjects with 14 numbers: 9, -9, 1/9,
0.9, ,/,
	
0.9, u1
	 oQ , 1/oO, 1/0, 1/0.9, 11(1-0.9), sin 32°and
These span a wide range of mathematically well defined and undefined
numbers. Again with Questionnaire 2 we were concerned with the length
and time of the questionnaire. We thus reduced the number of numbers.
9, -9, 1/9, 0.9, T and sin 32°gained very high acceptance in the MRS
test and were thus omitted as they are not central to our interest.
1/0 and 11(1-0.9) had already been examined and were thus omitted. The
omission of 1/0.9 was, in retrospect, an oversight. 1-0.9 was included
in Questionnaire 2 as interviews revealed that subjects had problems
conceiving of nought point nought recurring one 	 (as several had
phrased it).	 It was overlooked in the MRS question. The results are
presented below.
TABLE Q16
	
MHS
	
MAIN
o.4
00
/2
1/00
1-0.9
L6(N=25)
	
V	 ?	 N
	
64	 4 32
	
32	 4 64
	
84	 0 16
	
36	 4 60
28 12 60
U6(N=31)
	
V	 ?	 N
	
87	 6	 6
26 13 61
	
81	 13	 6
23 10 67
	
19	 6	 74
N
	
V	 ?	 N
	
54	 4 42
	
11	 13 76
57 5 38
16 13 71
39 12 49
	
54	 7 39
N
	
V	 ?	 N
	
72	 1 27
	
21	 3 76
75> 3 23
	
35	 3 62
25< 3 72
	
59	 4> 38
As this question was not included in Questionnaire 1 and thus was
not examined in the protocols we were less confident in making
predictions concerning expected outcomes. We thus do not perform
chi-squared tests on numeric hypotheses as we have done for other
questions. Our main concern was to compare the properness of infinity
with 0.
	 (which several subjects claimed in interviews was not proper)
and to compare these, across groups, with several other numbers that
may be deemed improper. The word proper was used by subjects in the
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interviews but.
	 It nevertheless caused some confusion (what do you
mean by proper Sir ?).
There were a high number of '?' and blank responses in the M group
The only cases that suited a 3 by 2 table, however, were C and 1/oo
(and these j ust - the lowest expected value in these tables being
5.2). The difficulty of interpreting these makes us very dubious of
the value of the tests
	
as mentioned in the early part of this
chapter, regarding these as neutral is not neccesarily correct. We
give the 2 by 2 X 2
 values to emphasize this point	 We take the
numbers in order of their perceived properness by the subjects.
J2	 We posited that both groups would respond 'Yes' but only the M
group displayed a strong	 'Yes' response.	 X=5.12 (0.02<P<0.03)
accordingly rejects the no difference hypothesis at a 57. significance
level.	 It is clearly a sign of ignorance that an irrational number
(and thus an infinite decimal) is slightly more acceptable than 0.9
for i' is a disguised infinite decimal.
0.9	 We posited that both groups would respond 'Yes' but again only
the M group displayed a strong 'Yes' response.	 X4.61	 (0.3<P<0.4)
again rejects the no difference hypothesis. Note that in both cases
the M group is more sure that 0.9 is a proper number.
1-0.9	 Interviews concerned with 11(1-0.9)	 indicated that subjects
were easily aware of the problems, under their interpretation of 0.9.
We posited that both groups would respond 'Yes' but if this is the
case then it is very weak. X=0.07 (0.75<P<0.8) does not refute the
no difference hypothesis between groups. An interesting difference is
clear when we compare responses to this with those for 0.9. We believe
that if these A-level mathematicians were independently asked if R was
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closed under subtraction, then more than 907. would say 'Yes'. The
potential conflict in 0.9 is very great.
ooand i/oO were both seen as improper by the majority in both groups,
as we expected. The large number of '?' responses makes an analysis of
difference difficult to evaluate. For the no difference hypothesis for
1/oo , we obtain X1.92	 (0.15<P<0.2), which does not reject the
hypothesis, ignoring the '?' responses. Regarding the '?' responses as
a separate neutral category gives us X=10.4 (P<0.01), which rejects
the hypothesis.	 For	 we obtain X5.53 (0.1(P<0.02), ignoring the
'?' responses, and X14.l2 (P<0.001), including the '?'
	
responses.
Both tests here reject the hypothesis. Curiously 7 but consistent with
the discrepency between 01 and 02 (Is there a largest/smallest number
?), oo was seen as less proper than was 1/ao . As we shall see in
Chapter Eight, 1/oo can be assigned the meaning the number continues
getting sialler. Perhaps this is what the 'Yes responses here meant.
One would expect in this case, however, 00 to mean	 the number
continues getting bigger. We believe responses to these questions to
be particularly labile and thus leave further analysis to the
qualitative approach possible in the interviews.
f-i	 The remarkable fact here is that the N group was more sure of
its properness than was the
	 group. We are not aware of research into
adolescents understanding of imaginary numbers but assume that this is
because the majority in the II group have not met it (it does not occur
until the Upper 6th in the SMP course but we assumed that some
teachers would have mentioned complex numbers and that some subjects
would have read about them). We further assume that the N group would
have thought less about the consequences of taking the square root of
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a negative number. The point of including it was to compare a very
strange number's properness with the properness of OQ and 1/oo . The
fact that f-i compares in degrees of properness with 1/oo suggests
that infinitesimals could be introduced as f-I is, but we must
remember that .1-1 can be shown to be a mathematically consistent
concept whereas problems occur here with 1'o . We predicted that the M
group would respond Yes and the N group 'No'. What this shows is
that researchers must be very clear about all aspects of concepts
being compared before making comparisons.
CARDINALITY QUESTIONS
017 Can we think of 1, 2, 3,... as a single set ?
TABLE Q17
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 100 100	 89	 96	 V	 71	 82<
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 16	 5
	
N	 0	 0	 11	 4	 N	 13	 12
018	 Can we think of all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1
as a single set ?
TABLE 018
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
MAIN	 N	 ii
V	 93 93	 93 89
	
V	 59	 75>
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0
	
?	 14	 6
	
N	 7	 4	 7 11
	
N	 26	 19
These two questions were meant to preface our examination of
cardinal concepts (surely if we are to analyse subjects concepts of
infinite cardinals we must be sure that they can imagine them). We
expected that both groups would respond strongly 'Yes' (numerically
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80%). The MHS sample, the interviews and teaching experience all
indicated this was so. The MAIN N results, however, were weaker than
we imagined. This caused us some concern. Could it be that a
significant number of our MAIN control group could not understand the
idea of infinite collections? Reflection convinced us that this was
not so: a definite tendency to the 'Yes.	 response is visible; the
First Year pupils in the pilot test ) reported on p.74,could all
appreciate infinite collections; and the MHS sample clearly accepted
the concept. We felt, in retrospect, that the wording was the problem
here. In Questionnaire 1 (and with the First Year pupils) the author
made it clear by paraphrasing single set as group thee together as one
thing. Although we cannot be completely certain it seems likely that
it was the phrase single set rather than the concept that created the
problem.
Uncertainty on how to interpret the 'V responses in the N group
makes it difficult to state what degree of difference there is between
the groups. Certainly it appears that the N group is less sure of the
legitimacy of infinite collections. Again we believe the main problem
here was the wording of the question.
Q19 to Q23	 These five questions asked subjects to compare two
infinite sets. It should be noted that we did not expect either group
to give the correct answers, in terms of transfinite arithmetic. Our
interests lay in discovering if all infinite aggregates were seen as
having the same number of elements (an infinite amount) or if the
generic law was most prominent (leading to subsets having a smaller
number of elements) or if comparing infinite quantities was seen as an
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impossibility (can't compare). We were on the lookout for differences
between the two groups with respect to these categories of responses
but did not expect them . The variety of rationales for responses was
looked into particularly closely in the interviews. Here we note
general trends.
As Tables 19 to 23 show, there is general agreement between the two
groups. The M group, however, seems more consistent in that only 13
responded same in each in three or more of the questions whereas 33 in
the N group did. Moreover, only 17 in the N group responded can't
compare in three or more questions whereas 35 of the M group did.
Perhaps such consistency is a feature of a mathematical frame of mind.
The five questions, as we observed in the previous chapter, were
purposely separated by other questions. Thus, consistent responses
probably indicate a consistency in a subject's mind as opposed to a
subject simply repeating a prior response. We made no numeric
hypotheses in these questions, believing the responses would be
approximately random with one or two siiiy responses (e.g. more in the
subset). We thought the semi-randomness would refute a 'no difference'
between groups hypothesis in some cases (we were not sure which).
Moreover, we thought that there would be a slight tendency to 	 can't
compare in the H group (we felt that one effect of an A-level course
would be that there are not always easy answers to non finite
questions and that this would lead to a slight increase in this
response). Although there is a slight tendency to can't compare in the
H group it is not significant,We examine each question in turn.
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Q19 Consider the two sequences of numbers 1,2,3,4,... and 2,4,6,8,...
Are there (questions as below)
TABLE Q19	 MHS
	
MAIN
i) more in first row
ii) more in second row
iii) same in both
iv) can't compare
	
1	 2	 1	 2	 N	 M
	
41	 19	 11	 11	 18	 15
	
o	 o	 0	 0	 2	 2
	
30	 41	 52	 30	 42	 47
	
30	 41	 37	 56	 34	 35
	
0	 0	 0	 1	 2	 1
Under the no difference hypothesis, and ignoring the responses
'more in the second row' and '?', we obtain X0.60	 (0.65<P<0.7).
This does not refute the hypothesis and indeed, the reponses for the
two groups are remarkably close. Although generally compatible with
the MHS results we are surprised that so fei' claim 'more in the first
row'. This result is at odds with that of Fischbein et al (1979). They
found the majority of their subjects claimed the set of natural
numbers was bigger (717. overall and 817. in the high ability group). We
suspect that
	 wording of Fischbein et al. was leading, Which of the
two sets contains aore eleients ? This rather implies that one set
does have more elements, in which case the answer is obviously the set
of whole numbers.
Q20 Consider all
	 the whole numbers 1,2,3,4,... and all the decimal
numbers between 0 and 1.
	
Are there: (questions as below)
TABLE 020
i) more whole numbers
ii) more decimal numbers
iii) same number of each
iv) can't compare
MHS
	
1	 2	 1	 2
	
4	 0	 4	 4
	
19	 11	 15	 4
	
19	 33	 41	 33
	
56	 56	 41	 59
	
4	 0	 4	 0
MAIN
	
N	 M
	
4	 3
	
42	 24
	
20	 34
	
34	 37
	
1	 3
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Under the no difference hypothesis and ignoring the responses 'more
whole numbers' and '?', we obtain X8.4 (O.O1<P<O.02). This refutes
the hypothesis. The result is very curious indeed - it is caused by
the N group having more conventionallycorrect answers. The question
caused the most confusion in the interviews. It is also worrying in
terms of A-level mathematicians' conceptions of the real number line
(we do not expect the completeness of R to be comprehended but surely
the denseness of R should be reinforced by A-level work - it would
appear not). The confusion is understandable, neither is a subset of
the other, as in the other questions. We must keep this result in mind
when we come to examine the protocols in Chapter Eight.
Q21	 Consider all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1
and all the coordinate points in the square below.
Are there	 (questions as below)
TABLE Q21
	 MHS	 MAIN
i) more points
ii) more numbers
iii) same number ofeach
iv) can't compare
	
1	 2	 1	 2	 N	 M
	
41	 7	 37 19	 16	 24
	
7 15	 0	 7	 13	 8
	
33 44
	 44 33	 57	 46
	
19 33
	 19 37	 12	 21
	
0	 0	 0	 4	 3	 2
Under the no difference hypothesis and ignoring the '?' responses
we obtain X=5.9B (0.1<P<0.15). This does not refute the hypothesis.
Again we are surprised by the result. We would expect, apart from the
MHS result, that this was an obvious case for the generic law since
the question can be interpreted as comparing the points on a line with
the points on a square constructed on the line, but relatively few
claim there are more points. A reason for this may be that subjects are
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thinking of numbers theoretically but of points in terms of drawing.
However, this was not displayed in the interviews. Again the result is
at odds with that of Fischbein et al. At least 657. in every one of
their categories claimed It is not possible to find a point of
correspondence on the segment for each point on the square. However,
the wording here is different. To the mathematician a one-to-one
correspondence implies equal cardinality but we cannot assume that
adolescents will see this. The questions, then, are different.
022	 Consider all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1 and all the
decimal numbers between 0 and 10.
Are there:	 (questions as below)
TABLE Q22	 MHS
	
MAIN
1	 2	 1	 2
i) more between 0 and 1
	
4	 4	 0	 0
ii) more between 0 and 10 67 52	 44 19
iii) same number of each	 7 22	 19 26
iv) cant compare	 22 22	 37 56
?	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
N	 M
	
0	 1
	
51	 35
	
20	 29
	
28	 34
	
1	 1
Under the no difference hypothesis and ignoring the responses more
between 0 and 1 and '?', we obtain X=5.04 (0.05<P<0.1). This does
not refute the hypothesis. Despite this there appears to be an
increased use of the generic law in the N group. The two sets are of
the same type here (bounded, one dimensional and continuous) and the
use of the generic law is justifiable in this case. This does not
appear to convince the (1 group which is more or less equally divided
bewteen the three intelligent answers. The result of the chi-squared
test, however, prevents us attaching too much weight to this observation.
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Q23	 Consider the circle and square below.
Are there: (questions as below)
NB In Questionnaire I this read
Are there more coordinate points in the circle
Yes/?/No'. This was considered slightly leading.
TABLE Q23
i) more in the circle
ii) more in the square
iii) same in each
iv) can't compare
MHS
1	 2	 1	 2
	
63 48	 70 .30
22 33	 30 67
15 15	 0	 4
MA IN
	
N	 H
	
50	 40
	
5	 1
	
18	 29
	
25	 29
	
1	 1
Under the no difference hypothesis and ignoring the responses 'more
in the square' and '?', we obtain X! 3.19 (0.2<P<0.25). This does
not refute the hypothesis. We must be very careful about our
interpretation of the X 2
 results here (as always) for comparing the
figures here with those of Q22 there is, really, very little
difference. The N group is quite consistent while the H group appears
to make only a slightly increased use of the generic law, but the
shift only involves 6 out of 114 subjects.
As in 1222 the two sets here are of the same type and again the
response 'more in the superset' increases. It is not simply that the
same sub j ects responding 'more' in both questions. 26 (of the 38 for
each question) of the N group and 30 (of the 37 in 022 and 46 in 023)
of the H group responded 'more in the superset' to both questions.
Unfortunately this puzzle was not examined in the interviews and we
cannot rationally explain it without further research.
The last remark must make us wonder if the results are truly random
(an examination of the responses to all five questions revealed only
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three total responses where agreement was made by more tham si.
subjects: 33333, two in the N group and 18 in the N group; 44344, fotr
in the N group and seven in the H group; 44444, three in the N gro
and seven in the H group). Several features persuade us, however, that
the results are not random : there are very few sill y(e.g. 'more im
the superset') responses; the consistency of the 56 (out ci 19(ii
subjects above; and the rationales, that were intelligent rationales,
given in interviews. Rather than being simple guesses we believe the
results to be the outcome of a path dependent logic (described in
Appendix C) where subjects confronted with a number of possible
choices, each roughly equally reasonable to them, will this time pick
one choice, another time another choice. To test this theory in this
case we would need to present the questions without giving options
(many subjects would be utterly confused by this and a suitable non
leading but explanatory wording would present difficulties). We
overcome this partially in the interviews, which will shed more light
on the rationales, but subjects had, by then, seen the questions with
the options.
QUESTIONS ON THE LIMIT OF A GEOMETRIC SEQUENCE
The questions below were designed to examine generic (or nam
generic)	 limit concepts in a geometric setting. Questionnaire I eIsv
had 025. This was a mistake. Having two similar questions enables ws
to examine the consistency of the concept.
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Q24a	 Consider the triangles below.
Is the limit (questions as below)
TABLE 024a (MAIN only)
	
N	 H
a triangle
	
50	 50
dont know	 7	 4<
a point
	
43	 44
024b	 Did you answer the last question theoretically or in
terms of actually drawing the triangles ?
TABLE Q24b
	 (MAIN only)
theoretically
.7
by drawing
Q25a Consider this sequence of graphs.
We have only shown the first three but
imagine the process continuing. Is the
limit (questions as below)
TABLE Q25a	 N	 M
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
perfectly straight 19 37	 11 44
?	 0	 0	 0	 4
slightly jagged
	
81 63	 89 52
	
N	 N
	
79	 84
.Li
MAIN	 N	 N
	
39	 50
	
1	 0
	
59	 50
Q25b	 Did you answer the last question theoretically or in
terms of actually drawing the triangles ?
TABLE Q2!b (MAIN only)	 N	 H
theoretically	 84	 89>
?	 5	 4<
by drawing	 11	 7
As we have said, we believe the generic limit concept to be
dominant in adolescents' ideas on limits in an arithmetic context but
that a small group of A-level mathematicians would be moving towards a
more standard mathematicians limit concept. In a geometric context we
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believed these and other, different limit ideas would be present. We
did not expect to isolate all of subiects ideas but one of the ideas
we believed was present was that approximation was more widely
utilized in geometric contexts even though this was not seen as
approximation. This was suggested to us not by the MHS responses to
Q25a (which were inadequately followed up in the interviews) but by
responses and interviews concerning the limit of y=1/x, presented
graphically. Belief in the limit being 0 in that question appeared
stronger than belief that the limit of 0.1, 0.01, ... is CI. Evidence
in the protocols suggested that subjects were viewing the questions in
a theoretical light.
tiur prior hypotheses were: There would be no	 significant
difference between the groups for any of the questions above; the non
'V responses for Q24a and Q25a would be evenly divided; and more than
807. of subjects would consider that they were answering from a
theoretical position. although our numeric hypotheses were very
accurate we should point out that we were less certain here that
responses would be in line with our predictions than we were in most
of the other questions. Chi-squared tests for these hypotheses gave:
Q24a Ho: No Difference 	 Xf=O.56 (P = 0.7). Not rejected.
D24a Ho: Even division of non 'V responses X=0.56 (0.45<P<0.5).
Not rejected.
024b Ho: No Difference	 X?=O.64 (O.4<P<0.45).	 Not rejected.
Q24b Ho: 807. theoretical' 	 X6.37 (0.02<P<0.0).
Rejected at 5'/. level.
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025a Ho: No Difference 	 X=j•44 (0.2<P<0.25). Not rejected.
025a Ho: Even division of non '?' responses
	
X?2.62 (0.1<P<0.15).
Not rejected.
Q25b Ho: Na Difference 	 X=0.37 (0.5<P<0.55). Not rejected
Q25b Ho: BOY. 'theoretical' X=13.2 (P<O.00li. Rejected.
As always, non rejection of the hypothesis must not be taken as
acceptance of the hypothesis. It does appear, however, that generic
limit concepts are not dominant in geometric contexts. Note that the
two 8O'I. hypotheses were rejected because the figures were greater than
80Z. We will further examine the effect of context later in this
chapter when we look at the questions based on the four phrases. 	 We
expected those who claimed they answered in terms of drawing to put
'point' and 'straight line'. This was the case in 024 but not 025 (of
the 11 responding 'drawing' in each group for 024, 9 in N put 'point'
and 8 in N. In 025 8 in each group responded 'drawing' but, of these,
only 3 in the N group and 5 in the N group put 'straight line'). There
thus appears to be a difference between the two questions in the minds
of the pupils. We have not, however, isolated what this difference is.
Table 6.1 below shows that most subjects in both groups are consistent
over the two questions. The percentages do not add up to 100 as we
have omitted blank responses.
TABLE 6.1
straight
	
- N	 line
	
point	 29
	
triangle	 11
jagged
line
14
39
straight
	
N	 line
	
point	 35
	
triangle	 11
jagged
line
9
39
We were very interested in how those responding in a non generic
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fashion here (point or straight line) compared to those responding in
a non generic fashion to similar questions in an arithmetic context. A
subject completely out of the generic limit phase would respond 'No'
to 011	 is 0.9 ( 1 ? and 'Yes' to all parts of 027 (Consider the
sequence 0.9, 0.99, ..J, in particular	 is the limit 0.9 ? and	 is
the limit 1 ?.
	
According to this criterion no subjects attained the
mathematicians' concept image (only 4 out of 76 in the N group and 10
out of 114 in the M group responded 'No' to 011 and none of these
answered 'Yes' to the limits 0.9 and 1 above). Let us, then, see if
any subjects are moving away from the generic limit concept in
arithmetic and geometric contexts. It would seem reasonable to claim a
movement away if, as well as 'point' 	 and	 'straight line' responses
here, they also gave 'Yes' responses to 	 is the limit of 0.9, 0.99,
1 ? and Does the limit of 0.1, 0.01, ... 	 exist ?	 ( as we have
noted, subjects, on the whole, do not see nought point nought
recurring one as an acceptable number and will generally see this
limit,	 if	 it exists, as 0). Table 6.2 below is interesting. The rows
represent responses to 'limit of 0.1, 0.01, .. exists' and the columns
responses to 'limit of 0.9, 0.99, . . is 1' of subjects who answered
both	 'point'	 and	 'straight line' to 024b and 025b respectively (the
percentages are thus out of totals of 22 in the N group and 40 in the
M	 group).	 We predicted that the 'Yes-Yes' response would be
significant only in the M group (where a movement away was occurring).
TABLE 6.2
	
N	 Yes	 No	 M	 Yes	 No
	
Yes	 0	 23	 Yes	 33	 8
	
No	 0	 64	 No	 23	 28
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This is not conclusive evidence but does point to a slight movement
away from generic limit concepts in A-level mathematicians. Although
this idea is taken up in the interviews it is an area that needs
further research Ca very important area too).
Open questions using the phrases tends to, halt and converges.
Q26	 Complete the following:
a) l+h tends to ______ as h tends to 0.
b) The limit of (2+h)t as h tends to 0
	 _______
c) 1,j,	 ... converges to
TABLE Q26a
	 L
	HHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
1	 59	 78	 74	 100
	
decrease	 7	 7	 11	 0
	
infinity	 4	 0	 4	 0
	
indet	 0	 0	 4	 0
	
wrong	 7	 7	 0	 0
	
?	 22	 7	 7	 0
TABLE Q26b
	 N.
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
4	 67 59	 85 93
	
infinity	 0	 0	 7	 0
	
indet	 0	 0	 4	 4
	wrong	 0 15	 0	 4
	
?	 33 26	 7	 0
TABLE Q26c
	 j	 tL
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
0	 48 41	 41 70
1/ac	 22 19	 44 22
	
infinity	 15	 7	 11	 0
	
2	 4	 0	 0	 0
	
wrong	 0	 7	 4	 7
	
?	 11 26	 0	 0
	
tIAIN	 N	 N
	
1	 49	 99
	
dec	 5	 0
	
inf	 5	 0
	
indet	 0	 0
	
wrong	 8	 1
	
0	 33	 0
	
MAIN	 N	 N
	
4	 39	 95
	
inf	 5	 0
	
indet	 1	 2
	
wrong	 14	 4>
	
?	 39	 0
	
MAIN	 N	 N
	
0	 24	 32>
	
l/QO	 9	 24
	
inf	 18	 5
	
2	 7	 34
	
wrong	 8	 4>
	
?	 34	 2
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The questions were included to show that despite the fact that
A-level courses do little to advance students' basic intuitions and
conceptions of infinity, limits and real numbers', these courses do
produce students who can give the formally correct answers to standard
questions in this area. They were chosen as typical of the kind of
question a non A-level mathematician can understand. They are not
exhaustive. X 2
 tests were not performed as there are so many low
response cells and, quite frankly, the numbers speak for themselves.
a) We expected the M group to be mainly correct, the N group to be
largely correct with several '?' responses. The response 'decrease',
which	 surprised us,initially, 	 in the tIHS sample,	 is quite an
intelligent response; it does decrease. The response 'infinity' is
understandable too; it is infinite in that it goes on and on.
b} As for the comments in a).
c)	 The response '2' is, presumably, the sum of the series. Putting
this	 (as	 a	 misinterpretation	 that	 is,	 however, a correct
misinterpretation) with the formally correct responses and 1/oo (also
arguably correct) we get a correct response of 40% in the P4 group and
907. in the H group. Note that 'converges' causes the most problems.
This is a feature of the remaining questions.
WORDS
The number of tables in this section suggests that it accounts for
about half of the study. As we have mentioned in the previous chapter,
however, each question was answered fairly quickly.
We do not attempt to give a theory of language and mathematics. Our
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aim is threefold: we want to determine the dominant 	 everyday
connotations of the phrases hut, tends to, converges and approaches
(in Linguistics a noun phrase or a verb phrase may be a single word);
we want to examine the interpretations given to these phrases in
mathematical contexts (geometric and arithmetic); and we want to see
what obstacles, to use Bachelard's and Cornu's expression, these
interpretations preset by examining responses to questions using
these phrases where an irrelevant mathematical feature, in terms of
limits, is presented (e.g. comparing a monotone decreasing sequence
with a oscillating but nevertheless decreasing sequence). These aims
are relevant to our study in that these phrases are constantly used by
tertiary teachers and texts to describe/explain infinite and limiting
processes.
We begin by examining the responses to the sentence questions.
Subjects were asked to write four sentences, one each using each of
the	 phrases.	 This	 was	 initially to be given in the first
administration of Questionnaire 1 only (to obtain the dominant
everyday	 meanings	 before	 A-level mathematicians were formally
introduced to them). 'Speed limit' was used so often, however, that we
asked subjects to write another sentence using limit, but not speed
limit, in the second administration Questionnaire 1. Space was also
given at the end of Questionnaire 2 for subjects to relate any
confusion they found with the phrases. This was the only optional part
of the questionnaire. We look at these remarks after examining the
sentences given in Questionnaire 1.
The responses are very similar to those noted in the second pilot
study. We look at each phrase in turn and describe the interpretations
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starting with the most common. Frequency counts seem unnecessary for
SUCh a descriptive task, we merely relate relative weightings.
LIMIT	 'Speed limit' was by far the most common example. 	 In most
cases this is a convential law: the legal limit it is forbidden to
exceed. Most people do exceed it sometimes, however. 	 In a graph
drawing question	 (on drawing y = 1/x with positive x increasing, say)
this concept image of a limit would suggest Well, yoi can get to 0 if
you like but the rule is DON'T .	 In contrast the mathematician
regards the rule as a neccesary feature of the curve. A typical
mathematical response may be It is lix. You can't just suddenly jump
up or down 1.
After speed limit came physical limits and mental limits. Physical
limits are boundaries that are technically highly unlikely to be
passed such as limit of the amount of alcohol one can consume or the
height one can jump. They need not be concerned with humans. Planes
have a limit (ceiling), radar has its limit of detection and there are
physical limits to cars' speeds. These limits are usually just on the
boundary. The limit to the speed humans can run the mile in is
topical.	 1 minute would not be considered a time (and hence a speed)
limit but 3.5 minutes may be. in mathematical situations this can be
thought of in two ways, with, say, the sequence 0.9, 0.99, ... The
limit may be the boundary, 0., or just past the boundary, 1. We must
take care, with respect to the limit being 1, that we don't regard
such a statement, by itself, as providing evidence that a subject is
beyond the influence of the generic limit concept.
Mental limits have no mathematical analogue. They are the limits of
people's patience, nerves or intellectual abilities. They can also be
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what people drive themselves to, their breaking points.	 Fewer
instances	 occurred	 of:	 conventional	 limits	 (social customs);
restrictions (you must limit your salt intake); and limit as a special
word (you are the limit).
APPROACHES	 About 7/8 of the N group and 2/3 of the N group used
approach in the sense of 'drawing nearer': the train approaches the
station: the car approaches the traffic lights; winter approaches; the
dog approaches the cat,
	
In the first three examples the object being
approached will, eventually, be reached though it has not been at the
time the sentence is uttered. This temporal aspect can be transferred
into mathematical contexts. Mathematicians do not view a convergent
series in a temporal light but subjects may: 0.9+0.09+... approaches
1, but it will never get there. The 'dog approaches the cat' example
has a connotation implying that it may not reach it. If a rogue dog is
to be moved away from children then one will, presumably, approach it,
but one would have to be desperate to touch it. A safe distance would
be a
	 'limit',	 in this sense y1+1/x approaches 0 as positive x
increases,
The remainder used three other meanings of approaches. A method of
doing	 something:	 different	 approaches to mathematics; several
approaches to the question of abortion. A route or way into something
(note the indefinite article): there are	 three	 approaches	 to
Morecambe;	 several	 approaches to my house.
	
Resembling: Racism
approaches Facism; his behaviour approaches the ridiculous.
CONVERGES	 Converges has fewer everyday meanings and was mainly used
in three common examples: the light rays converge; the roads converge;
the lines converge. In each instance two continuous objects come
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nearer and in most cases touch. If these are subjects dominant or
only concept image of converge then it is difficult to see how they
will make sense of a sequence converging to a number. Graphs will make
more sense but if y1/x converges to 0, then we must think of 0 as the
line y=0 and not a number.
The remainder used examples where individual (discrete) objects
come into contact or close proximity: the cars converged;	 the
footballers converged on the ball; the crowd converged on the
politician. Interesting isolated examples were: my thoughts converge
to Christian thought; a straight line converges the farther away you
look; two lines converge to a point; two objects which converge
eventually meet.
TENDS TO
	 With eight exceptions all examples were of personal
inclination (she tends to drink a lot; he tends to wear jeans) 	 or of
general trends	 (holiday weather tends to be bad; eggs tend to break
when dropped). These two senses have considerable overlap (chemistry
tends to be hard; 1 tend to eat breakfast at 8.00). As a general trend
tends to may be used in a mathematics class but would be more suited
to comparing bar charts (the frequencies tend to be low in the early
graphs) than discussing the behaviour of algebraic curves.
Apart from caring	 (the nurse tends to the patient) the remainder
used mathematical examples: 119 tends to 0.1; 1, repeatedly divided by
10, tends to 0; a sequence may, eventually, tend to a limit.
Clearly all of these aspects of these phrases do not act
simultaneously in an evoked concept image in a mathematics context but
they all contribute to the total concept image.
The MAiN sample responses were classified by first reading them all
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and then putting them into piles according to the dominant response.
This is a rather rough and ready response analysis technique but is
useful in that definite types of responses were easily isolated. There
is much overlap between the types of response identified but little
difficulty in sorting questionnaire paper into appropriate piles was
experienced. The percentages are rough guides (rounded to the nearest
57.). The types of response that emerged are:
No response, 207. - blank spaces or just the word Ho.
All the same, 207. - some put all are confusing, others put 1 can't see
the difference	 (some qualifying this with but 1 suppose there must
be). A typical comment was:
All of them. Approaches - does it actually reach 0 ?
Has a limit ? What sort of limit ?
Tends to ? Absolutely no idea what is difference (sic) between
tends to, approaches and converges.
Converges and approaches seen as the same or equally confusing, 157..
Converges, approaches and tends to are all the same (or, fewer, are
all confusing), 107. - this means limit is seen as somehow different.
Converges seen as confusing, 107..
Tends to and approaches seen as the same (Sometimes qualified with
both are vague), 107..
Others, 157. - e.g. isolating converges and tends to. Most combinations
not mentioned above were included here.
Four of the sub j ects gave extended responses that are worth
including in full; not for their typicality but for their range of
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impressions. The first three below were doing A-level mathematics, the
final one was note
i)	 Yes. The similarity in the meanings of the phrases is itself
confusing. Further, the term 'converges to' can mean many
different things and depending upon which definition or meaning
is put into practice, the answer to any question can differ. The
actual definition of 'to converge' was clear enough but in here,
it is more difficult to decide what the answer should be. The
term	 'tends to'
	 is slightly confusing and apparently exactly
similar to 'has as a limit'.	 The phrase	 'approaches' is the
source of confusion, as to whether a number which the function
approaches more closely as x increases but which it can never
reach are in a suppos'ed infinite limit. Can be supposed to be
approached by the function. It seems that these terms in normal
everyday mathematics have little notion of their significance or
meaning in fact.
I think all these words are ever so confusing and it makes
me even more confused when I try to understand and use them
properly. I don't think it's my personal problem though because
different	 books and teachers use different words (terms).
Especially those 'approaches' and 'tends'. Even in this test,
	 I
got so confused that I probably ticked all the wrong ones,
iii)	 To say that a number such as infinity 'tends to a limit'
would be impossible to do because as far as theory can see, the
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number infinity goes on forever. However, in my mind, by looking
at the number there must be a limit since 'for ever and ever'
must have an end eventually. These two ideas conflict and cause a
problem in answering the questionnaire with a definite 'Yes' or 'No'.
iv) The mathematical terminology is confusing. If I had initially
been able to understand this, I would be a mathematician
Infinity is something more easily related to concepts (i.e.
God etc.) than actual mathematical figures.
Infinity is to do with time and space. I find it hard to relate
the concepts to maths and mathematical equations. To relate
infinity to maths I lack a basic understanding of maths and
therefore the questions were sometimes unclear and difficult.
QUESTIONS ON THE FOUR PHRASES
There is a problem with the blank, '?', responses in the remaining
tables - there are a lot of them and there are, with one exception, a
greater percentage in the N group (in some cases, a much greater
percentage). We perform two X tests for each one under the null
hypothesis that there is no difference in the groups. One, DF2, will
utilize the '?' response. The other, DF1, will ignore them. We could
distribute them proportionally amongst the 'Yes' and 'No' responses or
we could consider the worst case where all '?' responses are grouped
with the smaller of the 'Yes' or
	
'No' responses. Both approaches,
however, have many dangers of unnatural biassing. If both X 2 tests do
not refute the null hypothesis (or if both do refute it), then we can
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be fairly confident that the hypothesis is not refuted (or that it
is).	 If the DF2 test refutes the hypothesis but the DFI test does
not, then we shall consider the case further. In most cases where this
occurs this is due to the extra '?' responses in the N group. We shall
comment on these cases as they occur. There were no cases where the
DF=1 test refuted the null hypothesis but the DF=2 case did not.
Both to isolate a tendency to either pole, 'Yes' or 'No', and to
obtain an overall picture of all the following tables a method that
gives numeric cut off points would be useful. There are many ways to
do this. The following is rather arbitrary in determining its cut off
points but does give us an easy to use scale by which to classify the
tendency to a pole ('Yes' or 'No') as strong or not.
We use the raw data (frequencies in each group) and not the
percentages. This is because the sample size is important in the
following. We ignore '?' responses, they are spoilt for the purposes
here.	 With n as the resulting non '?' sample (e.g. if there are B '?'
responses then n for the N group is 76-8=68) we examine binomial
models (because the situation now is a Bernoulli trial) via their
Normal approximations	 N(np, np(1-p)) .	 With p taking values 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 (this is the arbitrary feature of the procedure) we
calculate the 57. critical percentage points of the extreme tail only,
x(p),	 by the following formula
x(p) =100(1.645Jnp(1-p) +np)/n
Where the inner bracket is derived from
w-np)	 = 0.95 -->	 w	 1.645 dnp(1p1 + np
(1.645 is the 57. critical region cut off point taken from Normal
Distribution tables).
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With t representing the largest value in the table we adopt the
following ranking (called here SO, SI, .. ,65
	 S for siqnificance):
so	 o <= t < x(O.5)	 No tendency to either pole.
Si	 x(0.5) <= t < x(0.6)	 Slight tendency to Yes'/No
62	 x(O.6) <	 t < x(O.7)	 Tendency to 'Yes/'No'
63	 x(O.7) < t < x(O.8)	 Marked tendency to Ves'/No'
64	 x(O.8) <= t <	 (0.9)	 Strong tendency to 'Yes/'No'
55	 x(O.9) <= t	 Very strong tendency to Yes/No
As a very rough guide Si is above 597., 62 is above 697., etc. We
present tables in the following format.
TABLE 027a
!i.
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 81	 74	 89	 89
	
?	 0	 7	 0	 0
	
N	 19	 19	 11	 ii
N group: tendency to Yes', 62
M group: tendency to 'Yes, 52
	
Xf=O.01,	 (O.9<P<O.95)	 Do not re j ect Ho
	
X=8.99,	 (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 66	 74
	
?	 16	 4>
	
N	 18	 23
The table follows the format of earlier tables. The comments below the
table summarize the tendency to a pole and the results of the X 2
 tests
under the hypothesis that there is no difference between the groups.
We now examine each question in turn, commenting after the results
for each part of the question have been tabulated.
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027	 Consider the sequence 0.9, 0.99, 0.999, 0.9999
Which of the following sentences are true of this sequence ?
TABLE Q27a	 It tends to 0.9
	MI-IS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 81 74	 89 89	 V	 66	 74
	
?	 0	 7	 0	 0	 ?	 16	 4>
	
N	 19	 19	 11	 11	 N	 18	 23
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 52
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 62
X0.01, (0.9<P<0.95)	 Do not reject Ho
	
X8.99, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 807. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q27b
	 It approaches 0,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 85 59	 70 85
	
?	 0	 11	 0	 0
	N 	 15 30	 30 15
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', SI
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', Si
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 54	 60
	
?	 12	 11<
	
N	 34	 29
Xf=0.4, (0.5<P<0.55)	 Do not reject Ho
X0.67, (0.4<P<0.45}	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 807. 'Yes',
TABLE 027c	 It converges to 0.9
ii
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 52 48	 67 70	 V	 43	 41
	
?	 4 19	 0	 4	 ?	 18	 20
	N 	 44 33	 33 26	 N	 38	 39>
N group: no tendency, SO
M group: no tendency, SO
	
X=0.001, (P>0.95)
	 Do not reject Ho
X0.1S, (0.7<P<0.75)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 807. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q27d
	
Its limit is 0.9
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 85 74	 93 67	 Y	 59	 62
	
?	 4	 7	 0	 4	 ?	 21	 7
	N 	 11 19	 7 30	 N	 20	 31
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 52
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', SI
X=0.82, (O.35<p<O.4)	 Do not reject Ho
X=9.26, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 807. 'Yes'.
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TABLE Q27e	 Tends to 1
	
HHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 37 52	 52 74	 V	 54	 75>
	
?	 7	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 18	 5
	
N	 56 48	 48 26	 N	 28	 20
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', Si
H group: marked tendency yo 'Yes', 63
X2,62, (0.1<P<0.15)	 Do not reject Ho
	
X11.5,	 (P<0.001)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that the H group would be about 507. Yes' and that the
N group would be about 807. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q27f	 Approaches 1
ii
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAiN	 N	 H
	
Y	 81 56	 78 96
	 V	 71	 81
	
?	 0	 7	 0	 0	 9	 4<
	
N	 19 37	 22	 4	 N	 20	 15
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 62
H group: marked tendency to 'Yes', 63
X0.7, (0.35<P<0.4)	 Do not reject Ho
X =2..86, (0.05<P<0.1)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that the H group would be about 607. 'Yes' and that the
N group would be about 807. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q27g
	
	 Converges to 1
N.
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 33 26	 26 56	 V	 21	 22
	
?	 4 19	 0	 4	 ?	 22	 15
	
N	 63 56	 74 41	 N	 57	 63
N group: tendency to 'No', 52
H group: tendency to 'No', 52
	
X=O.001, (P)Q.95)
	
Do not reject Ho
X1.76, (0.15<P<0.2)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that the H group would be about 507. 'Yes' and that the
N group would be about 507. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q27h	 Its limit is 1
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 11 19	 19 52	 Y	 24	 36
	
?	 411	 0	 4	 ?	 15	 7
	
N	 85 70	 81 44	 N	 62	 57
N group: tendency to 'No', 62
N group: slight tendency to 'No', 61
Xf1.7, (0.15<P<0.2)	 Do not re j ect Ho
	
X=4.93,	 (0.02<P<0.05)	 Do not reject Ho at the 17. level but reject
Ho at the 57. level
We hypothesised that the H group would be about 507. 'Yes' and that the
N group would be less than 207. 'Yes'.
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In the subjects' minds the sequence does tend to 0. and there is
an indication of agreement between groups. Limit is similar but the
certainty of the M group is less. With both approaches and converges
there is strong agreement between groups but no significant tendency
(absolutely none with converges). The MAIN results are compatible with
the MHS results for tends to and limit but are weaker than expected
with approaches and converges. We had only expected a difference
between groups with converges ,as the most confusing phrase, but the
agreement between groups was closest here (perhaps the confusion
created a random response).
With 0.9 replaced by 1 the results dichotomize into 'Yes' for tends
to and approaches (because of their vagueness) and 'No' for converges
and limit. This was generally expected though the N group was expected
to be split,	 in roughly even proportions, for converges and limit.
Except for tends to there is general agreement between groups. The
only phrase to generate a reverse shift from 'Yes' to 'No' was limit.
The responses are compatible with the claim that the generic limit
concept is dominant in adolescent thought. Observe the N, S2 and N, Si
'Yes' responses for the limit is 0.9 and the N, S2 and N,	 Si	 'No'
responses for the	 limit is 1. This is close to what we expected on
the assumption that the generic limit concept would generate a greater
'Yes' response for 0.9.
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Q28	 For each of the sequences below say whether it has a limit.
TABLE Q28a
	 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 0	 0	 444	 V	 4	 43
	
?	 4	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 5	 2
	N 	 96 100	 96 56	 N	 91	 55
N group: very strong tendency to 'No', 65
M group: no tendency either way, SO
	
X31.9, (P<0.00i)	 Reject Ho
X35.4, (P<0.001)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that the M group would be about 50'/. 'Yes' and that
the N group would be about 807. 'No'.
TABLE 028b	 1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0.01,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 7 15	 7 33	 V	 12	 33
	
?	 0	 7	 0	 0	 13	 4>
	
N	 96 78	 96 67	 N	 75	 63
N group: marked tendency to 'No', S3
II group: slight tendency to 'No', Si
	
X=B.18, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
	
X=l5.2, (P<0.O01)	 reject Ho
We hypothesised that the M group would be about 707. 'No' and that the
N group would be about 80 'No'.
TABLE 028c	 1, 0.1, 1, 0.01, 1,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MhIN	 N	 H
	
V	 7 11	 7 26	 V	 12	 18<
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0	 8	 3
	
N	 93 89	 93 74	 N	 80	 79
N group: marked tendency to 'No', S3
N group: marked tendency to 'No', 63
X=0.74, (0.35<P<0.4) 	 Do not reject Ho
X=3.93, (O.1<P<0.15) 	 Do no reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 807. 'No'.
TABLE 028d	 1, 1, 1,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 52 52	 85 74	 V	 24	 54
	
?	 4	 0	 0	 0	 3	 3
	
N	 44 48	 15 26	 N	 74	 44
N group: tendency to 'No', S2
N group: no tendency either way, SO
	
X15.8, (P<0.001)	 Reject Ho
	
X=17.0, (P<0.0O1)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that the N group would be about 807. 'Yes' and that the
N group would be about 507. 'Yes'.
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In the first sequence we see a very strong 'No response in the N
group and an even split in the M group	 (and thus a significant
difference between groups). This is precisely what we expected. The
rationale we posited behind this response was that the intuitive
rationale would be: the sequence will never get to 0 and thus it has
no limit.	 We believed that this rationale would be partially overcome
by some subjects doing A level mathematics.	 Looking at the limit
responses in Q27 in the light of 028a, compatibility with the
following rationale can be noticed: The sequence 0.9, 0.99, ... has a
limit 0.9 but not 1 (arid 0.9 is a proper number and not equal to 1)
but the sequence 0.1, 0.01, ... does not have a limit.	 It would if
0.01 was a proper number but it is not. The only candidate for a limit
here is 0. The sequence will never get to 0, however, just as it will
never get to 1 in the other case. There is then, no limit to the
sequence 0.1, 0.01, ... although there is to 0.9, 0.99, ...	 We rely
on	 interviews	 to	 probe	 deeper here but, regardless of any
interpretation, the concept of a bounded monotone sequence cannot be
said to have been understood by A-level mathematicians
The sequences b) and c) display are mathematically minor and major
(respectively) variations of the first sequence. Again the results are
very close to the PIllS results and our expectations (807. 'No' for both
in the N group and 707. and 807. 'No', respectively, in the 11 group).
The difference between groups shown is also compatable with this. Our
main projected rationale of the sub j ects was:
a) doesn't have a limit and so neither does b) or C)
For those in the M group who responded 'Yes' to a) we projected a few
would view the fluctuation in b) as preventing the sequence having a
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limit and a few more (holding the mathematically correct line), who
were not deceived by b), perceiving the non converging values of c) as
preventing the sequence having a limit. These projected cognitive
reasons	 can be more closely examined. If the view a) doesn't have a
hut and so neither does b) or c) is dominant then we would expect
the majority of those saying 'No' to b) and c) to also say 'No' to a).
All 52 in the N group did and 51 out of 68 in the M group did.
Moreover, in our projected rationale in the M group, we would expect
the majority of those saying 'Yes' in b) to also say 'Yes' in a). 28
out of 38 did. Interesting as such figures are they should be seen
strictly as merely supporting a belief rather than testing an
hypothesis.
The difference between the MAIN and the MRS results (and our
expectations)	 for di, with a constant term, shows how destabilizing
some mathematically irrelevant features are.
The next set of questions are identical except that 	 liuit is
replaced by converges. The tables are seen as less important because
converges caused so much confusion.
We expected converges to cause much confusion and for both groups
to be roughly evenly split between 'Yes' and 'No' but for there to be
a slight tendency towards correct answers in the M group. We interpret
the very high 'V response in both groups as confirming our belief
that converges causes cognitive conflict (or confusion). This makes an
analysis of the data very difficult.
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Q29 For each of the sequences below say whether it converges
TABLE Q29a
	 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 33 26	 56 70	 V	 41	 47
	
?	 7 22	 0	 0	 ?	 20	 10
	
N	 59 52	 44 30	 N	 39	 43
N group: no tendency either way, SO
N group: no tendency either way, SO
	
X0.001, (P>0.94)	 Do not reject Ho
X3.97, (0.1<P<0.15)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be evenly divided with a slight
tendency for the N group to respond correctly.
TABLE Q29b	 1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0.01,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 37 30	 56 52	 V	 28	 52
	
?	 7 26	 0	 0	 ?	 22	 11<
	
N	 56 44	 44 48	 N	 50	 37
N group: slight tendency to No, Si
N group: slight tendency to E Ves', gj
	
X6.87, (P<0.0i)	 Reject Ho
	
X=1i.6, (P<0..0i)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be evenly divided with a slight
tendency for the ii group to respond correctly.
TABLE Q29c	 1, 0.1, 1, 0.01, 1,
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 33 30	 33 41	 V	 28	 28
	
?	 7 22	 ii	 0	 ?	 22	 12
	
N	 59 48	 56 59	 N	 50	 60
N group: slight tendency to No, Si
N group: slight tendency to No d , SI
X=0.08, (0.75<P<0.8)	 Do not reject Ho
X=3.61, (0.15<P<0.2)	 Do no reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be evenly divided with a slight
tendency for the N group to respond correctly.
TABLE Q29d	 1, 1, 1,
N..
	
MRS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 37 19	 56 30	 Y	 14	 27
	
?	 19 22
	
0	 4	 ?	 17	 11>
	
N	 44 59
	 44 67	 N	 68	 62
N group: marked tendency to No', 63
M group: tendency to 'No', 62
X? =2.78, (0.09<P<O.1) Do not reject Ho
X5.1, (0.05<P<0.i)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be evenly divided with a slight
tendency for the N group to respond correctly.
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Apart from the 'No' response to d), there is no significant leaning
to either pole in the others. The percentage of correct answers
amongst the mathematicians is also higher in every case, though only
in b) does this refute the 'No difference' hypothesis.
These responses, considered with the protocol data, convince us
that converges is not understood in the context of limits of sequences
of real numbers.
THE FOUR PHRASES APPLIED TO FUNCTIONS
The remaining six questions all asked if any of the four phrases could
be applied to functions presented as geometric curves.
030	 We predicted that the 'Yes' response would be very strong in
both groups with the phrases tends to and approaches, which it is in
the I'1 group and still 	 is, though less so, in the N group. The
stronger belief in the N group results in a refutation of the no
difference hypothesis in these cases. We expected a strong 'Yes'
response in the N group and an even split in the N group for converges
and liait. While the even split emerged in the N group it also did in
the N group. This is compatible with other data that suggests that
converges and 1iit are confusing or less applicable to real sequences
and functions or are stronger (more strictly defined) concepts. We
shall consider the evidence for these possibilities in Chapter Eight
and Chapter Nine.
Comparing !iit with its arithmetic counterpart, Q28a, we see a
change in the N group from a very strong 'No' response in an
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030 Can we say the curve
(questions as below) as
> gets larger and larger
TABLE Q30a
	 tends to 0
ti
	
MHS 1 	 2	 1	 2	 _____________________
V	 78 89	 100 100
?	 4	 0	 0	 0
N	 19	 11	 0	 0
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 52
M group: very strong tendency to 'Yes', 55
X11.2, (P<0,001)	 Reject Ho
X = 16.5, (P<0.001)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would respond about 907.
TABLE Q30b	 has 0 as a limit
N..
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 56 52	 48 85	 y	 34	 46<
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 13	 9
	
N	 44 44	 52 15	 N	 53	 45
N group: slight tendency to 'No', 61
M group: no tendency either way, SO
X1.73, (0.15<P<0.2)	 Do not reject Ho
X=3.08, (0.2<P<0.25)	 Do not re j ect Ho
We hypotbesised that the N group would be evenly divided but that the
M group would be about 807. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q30c	 converges to 0
N..
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
Y	 74 56	 70 70	 V	 43	 34
	
?	 0 11	 0	 0	 ?	 20	 18<
	
N	 26 33	 30 30	 N	 37	 47
N group: no tendency either way, SO
H group: no tendency either way, SO
X? = 1.73, (0.15<P<0.2)	 Do not reject Ho
X=2.23, (0.3<P<0.35)	 Do not re j ect Ho
We hypothesised that the N group would respond about 607, 'Yes' and
that the N group would respond about 807. 'Yes'.
TABLE Q30d	 approaches 0
N..
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 93 93	 93 100 '	V	 71	 87
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 9	 4<
	
N	 7	 4	 7	 0	 N	 20	 9
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 62
H group: srong tendency to 'Yes', 64
	X4.53, 	(0.02<P<O.05)	 Reject Ho at 57, sig. level
	
X=7.26, 	(0.02<P<0.05)	 Reject Ho at 5'!. sig. level
We hypothesised that both groups would respond about 907. 'Yes'.
	
MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 70	 92
	
?	 11	 4>
	
N	 20	 4<
'Yes'.
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arithmetic context to a very weak 'No'response in a geometric context.
The N group, however, remain evenly split in both contexts. We shall
have opportunity again to examine the effect of context in Q33, which
presents an oscillating function which converges to 0 from above.
Comparing converges with its arithmetic cotuiterpart, 029a, we see basic
agreement, between groups, of no significant tendency to either pole.
Q31	 The correct answer to each question here is 'No'. We thought
that this would be easily recognized and be very strong in the N
group, strong (but less so) in the N group and that both groups would
drop, noticeably, with approaches, as there is a sense (the dog
approaching the cat sense) in which the curve approaches 0. This is
generally borne out by the results. With the exception of the N
group, with approaches, all tables have larger entries in the 'No' row
(and this is significant in most cases). Noreover the X 2 tests reveal
that the 'No' responses are significantly larger with the N group. The
last table reveals the extent to which we underestimated the strength
with which the curve approaches 0.
Q32	 We expected a very strong 'No' response in both groups. The
results in the N group give this. The results in the N group also give
this but are uniformly less strong. This caused the X 2 tests to
register a difference between groups.
031 Can we say the curve questions as
below) as x gets larger and larger ?
TABLE Q31a	 tends to 0
	
MI-IS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 19 11	 7	 0	 V	 37	 6
	
?	 4	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 9	 4>
	
N	 78 89	 93 100	 N	 54	 90
N group: no tendency either way, SO
H group: strong tendency to 'No', 64
	
X28.1, (P<0.O01)	 Reject Ho
	
X33.9, (P<0.001)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that the N group would be about 807. 'No' and the H
group would be about 907. 'No'
TABLE Q31b	 has 0 as a limit
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 11	 15	 0	 4	 V	 12	 5
	
?	 4	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 14	 5
	N 	 85 81	 100 96	 N	 74	 89<
N group: marked tendency to 'No', 63
M group: strong tendency to 'No', 64
X2,55, (0.1<P<0.15)	 Do not reject Ho
X=8.19, (O,01<P<0.02)	 Reject Ho at the 27. sig. level
We hypothesised that the N group would be about 807. 'No' and the M
group would be about 907. 'No'.
TABLE 031c	 converges to 0
	
MRS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 19 11	 26	 7	 V	 17	 4<
	
?	 411	 4	 0	 ?	 21	 7
	N 	 78 78	 70 93	 N	 62	 89>
N group: tendency to 'No, 62
M group: very strong tendency to 'No', 65
X=9.7, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
	
X=19.1, (P<O.001)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that the N group would be about 80'!. 'No' and the H
group would be about 907. 'No'.
TABLE 031d
	
approaches 0
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 II
	
V	 41 33	 59 19	 V	 47	 32>
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 14	 5
	
N	 59 63
	 41 81	 N	 37	 63
N group: no tendency either way, SQ
H group: slight tendency to 'No', Si
X8.3,	 (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
	
X = 13.8, (P<0.001)	 Reject Ho	 We hypothesised that the N
group would be about 70'!. 'No' and the M group would be about 807. 'No'.
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032 Can we say the curve
(questions as below) as
>: gets larger and larger ?
TABLE Q2a
	 tends to 0
MHS1	 2	 1	 2	 _____________________
V	 0	 4	 4	 0
?	 4	 0	 0	 0
N	 96 96	 96 100
N group: marked tendency to No,S3
M group: very strong tendency to 'No', 65
	
X 1 = 5.41, (P=0.02)	 Reject Ho at the 57. sig. level
X=8.5, (0.01<P<0.02) 	 Reject Ho at the 27. sig. level
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 907. 'No'.
TABLE Q32b
	
has 0 as a limit
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 0	 4	 4	 4	 V	 11	 5
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 12	 5
	
N	 100 96	 96 96	 N	 78	 89<
N group: strong tendency to 'No', 64
ii group: strong tendency to 'No', 64
X1.5, (0.2<P<0.25)	 Do not reject Ho
	
X4.97,	 (0.02<P<0.05)	 Reject Ho at the 57. sig. level
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 907. 'No'.
TABLE Q32c	 converges to 0
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 19	 0	 4	 0	 V	 18	 4
	
?	 011	 0	 0	 ?	 ii	 10
	
N	 81 89	 96 100	 N	 71	 86
N group: marked tendency to 'No', 63
N group: very strong tendency to 'No', 55
	
X=8.74, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
	
X=10.3, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 907. 'No'.
TABLE Q32d	 approaches 0
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 4	 4	 4	 0	 V	 26	 14
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 13	 4<
	
N	 96 9	 96 100	 N	 61	 82>
N group: slight tendency to 'No', Si
N group: marked tendency to 'No', 63
X=5.22, (002<P<0.05)	 Reject Ho at the 57. sig. level
	
X10.8, (P<0.01)	 Reject Ho
We hypothesised that both groups would be about 907. 'No'.
	
MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 14	 4<
	
?	 11	 5
	
N	 75	 90
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The only real difference is with approaches. The increased 'No' is,
we posit, due to the dog and cat example - the curve does not approach
0 because it goes past it. If subjects are answering consistently then
we would expect the vast majority of those responding 'No' to 029
would also respond
	 'No' in 030 (provided aspects we have not
considered are not affecting subjects'responses). We obtain
887. of the N group and 98% of the M group who responded 'No' for tends
to 0 in Q31 responded 'No' for this in 032.
897. of the N group and 967. of the N group who responded 'No' for has 0
as a hut in 031 responded 'No' for this in 032. 837. of the N group
and 937. of the N group who responded 'No' for converges to 0 in 031
responded 'No' for this in 032.
For each of 031 and 032 the vast majority in each group responding
'No' to any one of tends to, limit, and converges , responded 'No' to
the other two phrases as well. We see, then, considerable uniformity
of mathematically correct response when a function does not tend to a
given limit.	 The exception being with approaches, in which everyday
meanings are believed to affect responses considerably.
Q33, Q34 and 035 form a group with fluctuations which
touch yO
do not touch y0
go through y0
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These fluctuations, as can be seen, are mathematically entirely
irrelevant with regard to the limits of the functions. We are
interested	 in observing changes of response between the three
questions and comparison of responses with 028b and Q29b (which are
similar but set in an arithmetic, as opposed to geometric, context).
Q33	 The responses indicate no tendency to either pole with tends to
and no significant difference between the groups. We expected a fairly
strong Ves t response in the N group and a strong
	 E Ves' response in
the M group. We did expect and were aware, from interviews, that some
subjects would focus on the facts that the function touches 0, and
that the function tends to 0 and then tends away, and see these as
preventing it from tending to 0. However, we did not think that they
would be so strong.
In retrospect we feel we should have included the question Does 1,
0, 0.!, 0, 0.0!, ... tend to 0 ? We may then have been able to judge
whether there is an effect of context in questions with fluctuations
with the phrase tends to. We suspect that there is and that there
would be a significantly higher	 Yes	 response in the arithmetic
question.
The remarks made in the first paragraph above apply equally well to
converges. We must remember, however, that this word causes a great
deal of confusion.
With limit and approaches there is a tendency towards Yes but not
strong except for the H group with limit. As with the others the
hypothesis that there is no difference between the groups is not
refuted.
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033 Can we say the curve
(questions as below) as
x gets larger and larger ?
TABLE Q33a	 tends to 0	 \j
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 67 56	 74 70	 \'	 45	 51
	
?	 4	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 17	 8
	
N	 30 44	 26 30	 N	 38	 36
N group: no tendency either way, SO
M group: slight tendency to 'Yes', Si
X= O.17, (O.7<P<0.75)	 Do not reject Ho
X = 3.59, (0.15<P<0.2)	 Do not reject Ha
For all four parts of this questions, we hypothesised that about 707.
of the N group and about 807. of the M group would respond 'Ves'.
TABLE Q33b	 has 0 as a limit
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 56 63	 85 67
	
?	 0	 0	 7	 0
	
N	 44 37	 7 33
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', Si
N group: marked tendency to 'Yes', 53
X1.5, (0.2<P<0.25)	 Do not reject Ho
X=2.99, (0.2<P<0.25)	 Do not reject Ho
Hypothesis as above.
TABLE 33c	 converges to 0
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 63 56	 70 63
	
?	 0 11	 4	 0
	
N	 37 33	 26 37
N group: no tendency either way, SO
N group: no tendency either way, SO
X = 0.94, (0.3<P<O.35)	 Do not reject Ho
X1.58, (0.45<P<0.5)	 Do not reject Ho
Hypothesis as above.
TABLE Q33d	 approaches 0
!i
	MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
V	 63 59	 70 74
	
7	 0	 4	 0	 0
	
N	 37 37	 30 26
N group: tendency to Ves', 52
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', Si
X=1.5, (02<P<0.25)	 Do not reject Ho
X = 2.21, (0.3<P<0.35)	 Do not reject Ho
Hypothesis as above.
	
MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 63	 75>
	
?	 8	 4<
	
N	 29	 21
	M IN	 N	 H
	
V	 41	 50
	
?	 13	 11>
	
N	 46	 39<
	 IN	 N	 N
	
V	 62	 54<
	
?	 13	 11>
	
N	 25	 35
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034 Can we say the curve
(questions as below) as
x gets larger and larger ?
TABLE 034a	 tends to 0
MRS1	 2	 1	 2	 _____________________
V	 67 63	 74 52
?	 4	 0	 4 11
N	 30 37	 22 37
N group: slight tendency to 'Yes', Si
N group: marked tendency to 'Yes', 53
X=5.83, (0..05<P<0.1)	 Do not reject Ho
X=892, (0.01<P<0.02)	 Reject Ho at the 27. sig. level
We hypothesised that about 607. of both groups would respond
TABLE Q34b	 has 0 as a limit
ii
	
MRS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 N
	V 	 30 44	 52 52	 V	 25	 39>
	
?	 0	 0	 4	 7	 ?	 30	 14
	
N	 70 56	 44 41	 N	 45	 47
N group: slight tendency to 'No', Si
N group: no tendency either way, SO
X0.8, (0.35<P<0.4)	 Do not re j ect Ho
X8.46, (0.Oi<P<0.02)	 Reject Ho at the 27. sig. level
We hypothesised that about 507. of both groups would respond 'Yes'.
TABLE Q4c	 converges to 0
ri
	
MHS	 1	 2	 i	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	V 	 56 52	 70 52	 V	 38	 36
	
?	 0 15	 4	 4	 ?	 26	 14
	
N	 44 33	 26 44	 N	 36	 50
N group: no tendency either way, SO
M group: no tendency either way, SO
Xi.O5, (0.3<P<0.35)	 Do not re j ect Ho
X=5.85, (0.05<P<0.1)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that about 607. of both groups would respond 'Yes'.
TABLE Q34d	 approaches 0
!i
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	Y 	 78 78	 78 63	 Y	 68	 73
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 4	 17	 11>
	
N	 22 19	 22 33	 N	 14	 17
N group: marked tendency to 'Yes', 83
M group: marked tendency to 'Yes', 63
X=O.O0O4, (P>0.95)
	 Do not reject Ho
X=1.76, (0.4<P<0.45)	 Do not reject Ho
We hypothesised that about 707. of both groups would respond 'Yes'.
	
MAIN	 N	 M
	V 	 53	 74
	
17	 10
	
N	 30	 17
'Yes'.
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Comparing liMIt with 02Gb, its arithmetic counterpart, we see a
totally reversed bias: 	 the limit does not exist in an arithmetic
context but it does in a geometric context.	 It would appear that
context makes a considerable difference. Comparing converges with
027b, its arithmetic counterpart, we see no tendency to either pole in
either group or in either context.
Q34	 The function tends to 0. This is strong in the M group but weak
in the N group. As a result the X 2 test indicates a difference between
groups. We expected a moderately strong 'Yes' response in both groups.
The 'Yes' responses for the M group are consistent with those for 033a
in that 57, of the 58, of those responding 'Yes' in 033 also responded
'Yes' here.	 This consistency was less noticeable in the N group (21
out of 34). The responses for approaches are similar to those for
tends to but the
	
'Yes' response is significantly stronger	 (as
expected). Again there is a consistency in the responses, compared to
033d, in the M group in that 57 out of 62, only 38 of the 57 above,
who responded 'Yes' there also responded 'Yes' here. Again this
consistency is less noticeable in the N group (38 out of 47).
The responses for 1iit and converges are not significant for
either pole (the	 '?'	 response is noticeably large giving strong
agreement between the groups only when these responses are ignored,
DF=1)
035	 The function here tends to	 and	 approaches 0. This is only
moderately strong. This was as expected. 'Yes' for converges is quite
strong here for both groups (we expected it to be strong in both
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Q35 Can we say the curve
(questions as below) as
x gets larger and larger ?
TABLE Q35a
	 tends to 0
ii
	
MHS1 2	 1 2	 _______________
Y	 63 67	 81 70
?	 4	 0	 0	 4
N	 33 33	 19 26
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 62
M group: tendency to 'Yes', 92
Xf0.02, (O.85<P<0.9)	 Do not reject Ho
X=i.92, (0.35<P(0.4)	 Do not re j ect Ha
We hypothesised that about 807. oF both groups would respond
	
MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 63	 68>
	
?	 12	 6
	
N	 25	 26
Yes'.
TABLE 035b	 has 0 as a limit
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAiN	 N	 M
	
V	 22 33	 63 52	 V	 28	 42
	
?	 0	 0	 0	 0	 ?	 20	 8
	
N	 70 67	 37 48	 N	 53	 50
N group: slight tendency to 'No', Si
M group: no tendency either way, SO
X1.59 1 (0.2(P<0.25)	 Do not re j ect Ho
X7.75, (0.02<P<0.05)	 Reject Ho at the 57. sig. level
We hypothesised that about 40% of the N group and about 707. of the N
group would respond 'Yes'.
TABLE Q5c	 converges to 0
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 M
	
V	 63 56	 81 93	 V	 66	 71
	
?	 011	 0	 0	 ?	 11	 8
	
N	 37 30	 15	 2	 N	 24	 21
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 62
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 62
X=0.13, (0.7<P<0.75)	 Do not reject Ho
X=0.68, (0.7<P<0,.75)	 Do not re j ect Ho
We hypothesised that about 60% of the N group and about 907. of the M
group would respond 'Yes'.
TABLE Q35d	 approaches 0
	
MHS	 1	 2	 12	 MAIN	 N	 N
	
V	 74 63	 74 70	 V	 58	 62
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 20	 9
	N 	 26 33	 26 30	 N	 22	 29
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 92
N group: tendency to 'Yes', 52
X=0.12, (0.7<P<Q.75)	 Do not reject Ho
X=5.0&, (0.05<P<0.1)	 Do not re j ect Ho
We hypothesised that about 80% of both groups would respond 'Yes'.
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groups but significantly weaker in the N group). How much this
agreement with expectations is worth is debatable, however, since the
agreement	 with	 expectations	 for converges with the other two
fluciating functions was not the case. 	 Liiit is not significantly
biased to either pole. What this data shows is the dramatic cognitive
affect that seemingly irrelevant alterations can have.
Looking globally at all the questions on the four phrases we can
see general agreement between groups for approaches and converges. As
we have seen, however, converges is difficult to analyse because of
the confusion the phrase generates. There appears no clear pattern to
agreement between groups with tends to and hut.
Let us temporarily speak of conventionally correct and incorrect
answers. Subjects rarely got the wrong answer and more often than not
got the right answer. If we do a count we obtain (correct here is 82
or above, no tendency is SO or Si, incorrect is S2 or above for the
mathematically incorrect answer)
TABLE 6.3
	
N
	
Total
	
correct	 15
	
18	 33
	
no tendency	 15
	
13	 28
	
incorrect	 2
	
1	 3
The three wrong responses were all concerned with sequences (two with
converges and one with hut). The functions where 'No' was the
correct response were correct 5 out of 8 times with the N group and 7
out of 8 times with the N group. There is, however, a sense in which
it is easier for subjects to say when these phrases don't apply. The
fluctuating curve that passes though y=O was correct 6 out of 8 times
(not with approaches with either group).
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The method of investigating adolescents' understanding of limits,
infinity and related concepts was by written questionnaire and
selective clinical interview. In this chapter we present our overall
approach to the interview and details worthy of note concerning the
particular interviews we undertook. We leave the analysis of the
protocols obtained until the next chapter.
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In education research, as in most areas, research does not proceed
via a steady flow of corroborating hypotheses but by asking questions
and conjecturing and refuting tentative answers. We began this study
with rather naive and fixed ideas on the expected results (believing
that we would find some pupils with Aristotelian potential	 infinite
intuitions,	 others with more Cantorian intuitions, others with
intuitions akin to nonstandard analysis interpretations and most with
a mixture of ideas). The pretests forced us to think again 	 Btudents
had ideas that we never dreamt of. We must now agree with Wason and
Johnson-Laird (1972.):
There is another advantage to the experimental approach: totally
unanticipated phenomena are discovered by it. We almost feel
inclined to say that we consider an experiment a failure when it
fails to surprise us.
Moreover, strong post positivist ideas on the nature of scientific
inquiry were gradually eased to one side as the need for openness in
our investigations became apparent. For these reasons interviews were
necessary. Talking to the subjects allowed us to be led by their ideas
rather than our own. The importance of interviews is clearly described
by Gay (1980);
In contrast to the questionnaire, the interview is flexible; the
interviewer	 can	 adapt the situation to each sub j ect. By
establishing rapport the interviewer can often obtain data that
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the subjects would not give on a questionnaire. The interview may
also result in more accurate and honest responses ... the
interviewer can follow up on incomplete or unclear responses by
asking additional probing questions. Reasons for particular
responses can also be determined.
The type and form of an interview must be carefully considered
before conducting it. There are several established types of interview
techniques, see Knight (1982). The main ones used in mathematics
education research are: (a) The structured individual interview where
each subject is given the same set of questions. This method
facilitates formal	 and statistical analysis. It is unsuitable for us
because it would restrict our field of investigation and	 our
questionnaire results have already collected such data (though a
questionnaire is an inferior tool). (b) The Clinical	 (or Piagetian)
interview technique is an unstructured and open ended method which,
although it does begin with set questions, is free to depart from any
set course in order to follow the subject's thought processes. From
what has been said on allowing ourselves to be open ' to unanticipated
results it can be appreciated that this method was the one chosen for
our study.
It must be admitted that many mathematics educationalists are
sceptical of this method	 (it clearly cannot be standardized) while
others feel it suitable only for pilot studies. To this we reply that
our work is not in one of the	 main areas of mathematics education
research and may thus be seen as a pilot study itself. We have,
moreover, used interviews as a supplement to the questionnaires.
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Ginsburg	 (1981) argues that investigations into mathematical
thinking involve three aims:
The discovery of cognitive activities
	 (structures, processes,
thought	 patterns,	 etc.),	 the identification of cognitive
activities and the evaluation of levels of competence.
	 In any
given study, the distinction among these aims may be blurred, and
more than one aim may be involved ... each requires a distinctive
type of clinical method.
The aims of this study, accepting Ginsburg's classification, are
discovery and identification. In a pragmatic way we decided to utilize
Ginsburgs suggestions on interview structure for these activities.
(Ginsburg, op.cit.):
When the discovery function is stressed, the clinical interview
procedure begins with (a) a task, which is (b)
	 open ended. The
examiner then asks further questions in (c) a contingent manner,
and requests a good deal of reflection on the part of the
subject.	 . . .
	 For the purposes of
	 identifying and describing
structure, the clinical interview involves three especially
relevant sub-goals. First, the clinical interview is intended to
facilitate rich verbalization which may shed light on underlying
processes.	 .	 (second)	 attempts to check verbal reports and
clarify ambiguous statements. Third, the method uses procedures
aimed at testing alternative hypotheses concerning underlying
processes.
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There remain, however, many problems with this method. As Posner
notes (1978):
The problem with this method is the interviewer's limited memory
capacity. It is difficult to remember, to code and to review just
what parts of a substantial body of knowledge has been included
in an interview.
The problem has not been resolved in this study. Awareness of it may,
however, minimize its effects.
Another problem is that pupils are not accustomed to thinking
aloud. As Krutetskii writes (1976):
Sometimes the pupil might think he is being asked to give an
observation and description of his own mental processes ... The
very purpose of observing, as is known, can completely distort
the picture of thought.
Kruteteskii's attempt to overcome this problem was utilized here
First it was explained to the examinee just what was required of
him: that he not tell about how he was thinking but that he
simply think aloud ... An instruction went like this:	 "Think
aloud ... I am interested not in your final decision, not in the
time it takes, but in the process itself ... pretend there is no
one here but yourself.
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There is also a very practical problen pinpointed by Piaget (1951)
It is hard not to talk too much when questioning .. to be
suggestive .. to Find a middle course between systemization due
to preconceived ideas and incoherence due to the absence of any
directing hypothesis.
As well as asking leading questions it is also easy to interpret
responses to Fit one's own theory. Again awareness of this possibility
and an honest desire to avoid it are the best tools to fight against
this. Finally the responses may be affected by the subject's reaction
to the interviewer. This was especially acute in this study, as we
have mentioned, as the subjects were students in the same school that
the author (the interviewer) taught in. The problems of teaching
the concepts surrounding those being examined and of students having a
strong (good or bad) personal reaction to the interviewer were thus
very real. Given that the author is, and was, a full time school
teacher and time off was not possible there was no choice aver this.
It will have to suffice to say that the problems were recognized and
every attempt was made to negate them.
DETAILS OF THE INTERVIEWS
Questionnaire 1 was first administered on 8/9/83 and we hoped to
conduct the interviews as quickly as possible after this so that
subjects would remember	 their	 reasons	 for	 their	 responses.
Interviewees were to be selected mainly as representatives of typical
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responses but clearing up ambiguities in written responses, probing
naive and sophisticated answers and following up unexpected replies
were also to act as selection factors. Collating the data proved more
burdensome than was expected. We were able to work largely to the
above criteria but the timing was somewhat later than desired. The
interviews	 were conducted between 30/9/83 and 19/10/83. Twelve
subjects were initially asked to oblige and although three of these
declined, two other subjects later agreed to help. Details of those
interviewed are displayed below. We decided beforehand that 	 a
weighting of two to one, concentrating on those doing A-level
mathematics, would allow the best evaluation to be made of the effect
of a first course in calculus. We ended up with seven who were doing
A-level mathematics and four who were not. Questionnaire 1 was
administered for a second time on 4/5/84 and the second set of
interviews conducted between 16/5/84 and 13/6/84.	 The	 general
rationale for selection was to use subjects who had been interviewed
before so that rationales for variations in responses could be
compared with available data. One subject (non A-level mathematics)
had replied 1 don't know why to a great many questions in the first
interview and was thus not interviewed a second time. Another (again
non A-level mathematics) appeared willing but repeatedly failed to
turn up. It was felt best not to push an unwilling subject. Two other
subjects, both doing A-level mathematics, were chosen. Neither had
been interviewed the first time. Both had proven themselves very able
at A-level mathematics. As several subjects in the A-level mathematics
group were clearly weak (re the A-level course) it was felt that
strong subjects would give us a better overview. The second set of
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interviews thus had nine mathematicians and two non mathematicians.
All interviews were conducted in the school. Busy days for the
students were avoided so that they were not too tired. The interviews
were held in a small room. The interviewer sat beside the subject with
the questionnaire and a tape recorder in front of them. A relaxed
atmosphere was created and the interviews started with Jokes and
questions on how they were getting on, We went into each interview
with specific points to to be covered but with the intention of
following up points raised in the session. A useful technique was
intimated, prior to the first interview, by the District's Educational
Psychologist. His advice was that the interviewer should often simply
repeat what the subject said.
	 This, it was claimed, gave the
interviewee the feeling that the interviewer was on the 	 same
wavelength as the sub j ect and would encourage them to elaborate. This
was usefully employed. A common dialogue, then, would often have the
following format:
SUBJECT	 I don't think of infinity as a number.
INTERVIEWER	 Infinity isn't a number.
SUBJECT	 No it's more of an idea.
The interviews lasted between 10 and 40 minutes with an average time
of about 20 minutes. The recordings were later transcribed. The
transcipts do not form part of the present work.
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DETAILS OF THE INTERVIEWEES
We refer to interviewees by their initials. We give their sex,
whether they are doing A-level mathematics (group N and H as in
Chapter Six),
	 their 0-level mathematics grade, 	 the times of the
interviews and the reasons for initial selection. The areas covered in
interviews are displayed in Table 7.1. The question numbers are those
on Questionnaire 1.
GA	 male H	 B	 11/10/83 and 13/6/84
lypical responses but reasons for No,No,Yes for questions 24,25 and 26
required.
PB	 male Fl	 A	 7/10/83 and 6/6/84
Typical in most of his responses but put 'No' for most of the graph
questions (questions 30-33). Expected sophisticated responses.
tlC	 male N
	
B	 18/10/83 and 8/6/84	 Typical responses.
CE	 male N	 B	 19/10/83 and 6/6/84
Typical responses but changed his answers a number of
	 times,
especially on cardinality problems.
JH	 male N	 B	 5/10/83 and 18/5/84
Typical responses but believed in a smallest number.
VII	 female H	 B	 30/9/83 and 16/5/84
Atypical responses to the cardinality questions 9 and 12 and 'Yes' for
all of the series questions (24,25 and 26). Atypical response to Q27
(sequence of jagged lines).
PP	 male H	 B	 4/10/83 and 18/5/84
Atypical responses to many questions (3,4,9,11,24 and 35). Strong
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Sense of actual infinite suspected.
LS	 female N	 A	 3/10/83 and 17/5/84
Typical but conceived of a smallest number.
SW	 female N	 B	 3/10/83 and 8/6/84
The nearest to a perfectly typical overall response in the mathematics
group.
GH	 female N
	
C	 14/10/83
The only subject to have failed 0-level mathematics the first time
(passed in retake year). Selected as an representative of those weak
at mathematics.
NW	 male N	 B	 12/10/83
Typical responses but unsure about the meaning of 'converges.
DG	 male N
	 A	 22/5/84
Selected as a very able A-level mathematician.
DL	 male Fl	 B	 22/S/84
Selected as a very able A-level mathematician 	 (despite the S at
0-level).
The table below displays the items)conceps ãs
interview. The key to the column headings is: SIZ - size of numbers,
whether	 largest and/or smallest nubers exist; 	 INF - infinity,
discussion on the nature of infinity; 1/0 - discussion on the nature
of 1/0, 1/(1-0.), etc.; 0.9 - discussion on the nature of 0.9 ; CAR -
discussion of some or all of the cardinality questions; SER -
discussion of the questions on series; HYP - discussion on questions
22 and 23 where infinity and infinitesimals are hypothesized; MA -
discussion on the limit of the sequence of jagged lines;
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SEQ - discussion of the four phrases with respect to the sequence 0.9,
0.99,...; BRA - discussion on the four phrases with respect to the
graphs; WOR - discussion on the remaining questions using the four
phrases (questions 35, 36 and 37). The table does not indicate how
long was spent on each question. Sometimes a great deal of time was
spent, other times little time was spent. Moreover the closeness of
many of the concepts means that some divisions are artificial, e.g.
infinity is clearly discussed when 1/0 is. The rows refer to the
subjects and the interviews (one or two, where applicable).
TABLE 7.1
	
CONCEPTS DISCUSSED IN INTERVIEWS
SIZ INF 1/0 0.9 CAR SER HYP AM SEQ BRA WOR
	
GA 1
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
P81
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
JC1
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x	 x
	
CE1
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x
	
JH1
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
VM1
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
PP1
	
x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x
	
x
	
x	 x	 x
	
LS1
	
x
	
x	 x
	
x	 x	 x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x	 x
	
x	 x
	
x	 x	 x	 x
	
SW 1
	
x	 x
	
x	 x
	
x	 x
	
2
	
x	 x
	
x	 x
	
x	 x
	
GH
	
x	 x
	
x
	
x	 x	 x
	
MW
	
x
	
x	 x	 x
	
06
	
x	 x	 x
	
x	 x	 x
	
x	 x	 x
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We discussed the place of the interview in research, the structure
of the interview and the reasons for selection of subjects in the
previous chapter. In this chapter we present selected protocols.
We have three aims: evaluating the theses outlined in Chapter One;
clarifying questions left unanswered by the questionnaire data; and
providing a clear exposition of sub j ects' thought processes. The first
aim requires an attempt to falsify the theses; the second aim requires
a close examination of the protocols in the light of the questionnaire
data; the third aim permits us to quote selected protocols that need
not be typical but reflect an aspect of adolescent thought.
Subjects are identified by their initials, group
	 (M or NI and
whether the interview was the sub j ect's first (October) or second
(May) one. Thus PPMI indicates the subject PP (as in the previous
chapter)	 is in the N group and it is the first interview. The
questions are numbered as in Chapter Six. We use INT for interviewer
and SuB for subject throughout this chapter.
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Sixth Farmers have a concept of infinity. It emerges in terms of
non terminating processes, in terms of aggregates containing more than
any given number of elements and as a generalization of a large number.
NON TERMINATING PROCESSES.
All of the subjects except PPM used language that suggested they
understood the non terminating nature of an infinite operation. The
following are taken from the first interview with each subject.
NB To save the reader continuous reference to Chapter Six we present
an abridged version of the question after the question number.
Enceptions to this occur when the question has recently been presented.
GAM1 (013, 0.1+0.01+....)	 You're still going to have a number, so
you're still going to be adding something else onto
	 it,
continually.
PBM1	 (019, comparing the cardinality of N with that of the even
numbers)	 Well, I thought they both go on indefinitely.
wouldnt think you can really compare them.
JCN1	 '025a, sequence of jagged functions) There'd always be a
slight wave.. You can go on to infinity going 1/32, 1/64.
CENt (019) This sequence will never end.
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JHM1 (011, 0.<1 ?}
	 1 don't think 0.9 is I because however when
you go on you're always one little bit off.
VMMI (020, comparing the the cardinalities of N and R4Q1)
'cos it's easier to think of whole numbers going on for ever and
ever and ever rather than to get all the decimal numbers between
0 and 1.
LSM1	 (Q25a) It'll never get down to 0. However far you divide a
fraction by 2, keep on dividing by 2, it's never ever going to
reach 0.
SWM1	 (020)	 I thought if you went to thousands of millionsof
decimal places you'd get as many numbers as whole numbers but you
can go on and on. I couldn't compare them.
GHN (012, 1+1+1+...) You can carry it on 'cos there isn't, I
don't know what I put. How big's the biggest number ? You can
carry on and on can't you ?
tIWN (028, Is there a limit ? - applied to numeric sequences)
Those two (first two sequences) are going to that infinite value
aren't they.	 Its going on to some infinite number. It won't
actually reach that number.
DGM	 (03, What is 1/0 ?)	 If you think of it	 (infinity) as the
highest number you can get then you can add one to it and get a
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higher number, so there's no numeric answer.
DLM	 (013,	 0.1+0.01+...)	 As you keep going higher and higher
you're just evening them out each time, then you can't get an
answer. You just keep going forever.
The subject PP gave interesting responses. As we shall see below he
was the only one to clearly regard infinity as the largest number.
During the interviews we thought the subject's concept image of the
real line was very similar to an intuitive image of the nonstandard
number line. On re-examining the transcript a finitist interpretation
to some of his thoughts was possible, however. For example, after a
long pause he says (of j/oo
Would it not be 0.00, lots of naughts, with a number on the end ?
a nuaber on the end.
	 Is this a finitist statement ? Later in this
first interview he claims
0.9 is 0.9 carrying on forever, carrying on for a long time.
So it must be less than 1.
for a long tIne.	 Again, is this a finitist statement ? In the second
interview similar statements are made. We initially thought the
following claim indicated recognition of the non terminating nature of
infinite processes which it may). Explaining why the limit of the
curve in 030 (y1/x) is not 0, he says:
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'COS it never actually reaches zero. It'll get very close to it
but it will never actually reach it.
It is possible to give this a finitist interpretation. 1/1000000 is
very close to 0, though it does not reach it.
We suspect this subject to be thinking in both a finitist and an
infinitist manner.
	 This is quite possible. Tall (1980b) develops the
idea of an infinite measuring number by extending the idea of finite
measuring numbers. Cur subject could be in the transition stage of
this development. Unfortunately we cannot substantiate this conjecture.
A close inspection of all the protocols, with the specific aim of
finding instances of non recognition of the non terminating nature of
infinite operations, revealed no such instances, apart from PP above.
Three subjects, however, appeared to have quasi finitist ideas mixed
in with their non terminating view of infinite processes:
GHN (Q2, Is there a smallest number ? Subject responded 'No')
They keep going down in points and they get smaller and smaller.
But I think you have to stop sometime.
tNT	 Why ?
SUB	 Well, you couldn't get any smaller. Well they'd be tiny. So
small you couldn't measure it,
INT	 What would that be ?
SUB	 I'm not sure but I know you couldn't measure it. Your brain
wouldn't be able to and even the most advanced computer wouldn't
be able to measure it.
SUB Well it will get really small but it won't actually get to 0.
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INT	 But they'll be a time at which we won't be able to go any
farther will there ?
SUB	 Veh, but it won't be zero will it ?
As with PPM, the subject here appears to display aspects of
finitist thought even though elsewhere she displays an understanding
of the non terminating nature of infinite processes.
The subject below changed his mind during the second interview. He
had responded 'No' to Q13 (0.1+0.01+...) on both administrations of
Questionnaire 1. On being asked why there was a long pause, then:
JHM2	 I was thinking eventually you will get to the end of your
infinity of noughts and they will add up.
INT	 And what will your answer be ?
SUB	 A row of naughts.
INT	 0.1
SUB	 Yes.
INT	 So you're now saying we can get to 0.1 ?
SUB	 I only think theoretically we can get to it.
At the end of the interview the subject asked to return to this point.
He stated that he would say 'Yes' now;
SUB	 I think maybe it's because you will reach your endpoint, an
infinity of noughts, and then you can add your ones up. You'll
have an infinity of numbers of ones.
INT	 Say that again.
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SUB	 You'll eventually add one nought to it and it won't get any
smaller as when you add one to infinity it won't get any bigger,
and your ones will add up and you'll get an infinity of number of
ones
Although this has some resemblance to the former subject's protocol
(GHN) in that there is a terminus, we do not believe the subject sees
this as a finite terminus. We interpret his remarks as a move towards
the mathematicians' limit concept. Unfortunately we had not asked this
question in the first interview and so we are unable to judge whether
this was the result of the calculus course.
With the next
	 (and last) of the possible candidates, for not
recognizing the non terminating nature of infinite operations, it is
difficult to determine whether finitist thought is present. This is
because many prior remarks by this subject display a recognition of
the non terminating nature of infinite operations. Nevertheless, it
does appear that the subject embraces a practical finitism akin to
GHN, above. The subject is responding to the question Does 0.1, 0.01,
... get to 0 ?
GAM1	 Well	 its limit is 0, but I wasn't quite sure whether it
got to 0. 1 think effectively it will be at zero, won't it ?
INT	 How ?
SUB	 Well it's getting smaller and smaller, 	 isn't it ? So
eventually it will be at 0, it will be so small it will be at 0.
So really I suppose, I'm not quite sure.
tNT	 What do you mean by effectively ?
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SUB	 I think its so close it doesn't make any difference.
INT	 Not even in theory ?
SUB	 No, not even in theory.
We conjecture, as with PPM, that the subject is in a transition
stage utilizing concepts from both finitist and infinitist thought.
We believe the counter examples do not refute the claim that
subjects recognize the non terminating nature of infinite operations.
They do suggest, however, that other concepts, including finitist
ones, are brought into play.
We now turn to the second part of our thesis that adolescents do
have a concept of infinity, that they can conceive of aggregates
containing more than any given finite number of elements.
INFINITE AGGREGATES
The second argument to our opening thesis is that subjects do have
a concept of infinity in that they can conceive of aggregates
containing more than any given finite number of elements. We now
examine subjects protocols to the cardinality questions.
As expected, subjects had no idea of standard cardinality concepts
as perceived by mathematicians. The responses to questions 19 to 23,
as seen in Chapter Six, clearly show this. Interviews showed, however,
that all subjects interviewed could perceive of infinite collections.
IUthough our purpose here is merely to show this, attempts to compare
infinite	 sets utilized three main forms of argument. We thus
illustrate each argument with selected protocols. These extracts are
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by no means exhaustive. Moreover, subjects, as we shall see later,
moved from one rationale to another in response to the questions. Our
extracts come from every subject except GHN, who was not questioned on
her cardinality responses.
Same number of each - because both are infinite
G#M2 (019, comparing the cardinality of N with that of the even
numbers)	 INT	 Why the same number of numbers in both ?
SUB	 Mmm...Well, in both cases youre going to, you cant stop.
Voure always going to add one on in that case and two on in this
case.	 So effectively you're going on to infinity, and infinity
equals infinity. So thats probably why the same in both.
CENI (019)	 I suppose I put the saie in both because the
definition of saie	 there is an endless number really. This
sequence will never end, neither will this one. Therefore,
	 I
suppose, you could say there are the same in that both stretch to
infinity.
PPM2 (022, comparing the cardinalities of R 0 , 1 , and R0,10,
Well theres going to be an infinite number between 0 and 1 and
theres going to be an infinite number between 0 and 10, so
theyre the same.
LSM1	 (019)	 If this one goes on forever, so must this one. So
theres the same number in both.
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Can't compare	 Some held that they could not compare cardinalities
because they were not sure. Others held that the sets could not be
compared because infinity did not allow comparisons. As can be seen
from the responses below, the boundary between can't coipare and sawe
in each is very fuzzy:
PBM2 (020, comparing the cardinalities od N and R01 . Subject
put'the same in each').
INT	 Why the same number of each ?
SUB	 ...not sure...Both have an infinite number of numbers in
them ...I'll change my mind. You can't really compare these
because both will go on to infinity. For every number there is
between 0 and 1 there will be a whole number. You could pair them
off and keep on going forever. Neither of them actually finishes
or ends anywhere.
INT	 (questions the subject's use of pairing).
SUB	 You can't really compare the twos there's so many numbers.
There's not an actual definite number, so you can't say it has
more than another. They've both got an infinite number.
JCN1 (020)	 Well there's an infinite number of whole numbers and
there's an infinite number of numbers between 0 and 1. But I'm
not sure of this 'cos you don't know how much infinity is. So you
don't know if there's the same number of each.
DGM (019, comparing the cardinality of N with that of the even
numbers)	 Because again both series is infinite.
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INT	 And you can't compare one infinity with another ?
SUB	 Yeh.
INT	 if there's an infinite number of numbers there and there,
are they the same infinity ?
SUB	 Yeh, I suppose it is, so I should have put iii. You can't
really compare them.
VMN1	 (022)	 Sounds like you have 10 times more decimal numbers
but you haven't really 'cos they go on to infinity so you can't
really count them .. if it wasn't infinity there'd be 10 times
more numbers between 0 and 10 than 0 and 1, but since it's
infinity you can't say how many there is.
SWM1	 (020)	 1 thought if you went to thousands of millions of
decimal places you'd not get as many numbers as whole numbers,
but you can go on and on. I couldn't really compare them.
The generic law	 Although none of the subjects outrightly quoted the
generic law as a rule, many, as we shall see, used it as a premise:
PBM2 (021, comparing the carinalities of	 and the unit
square)	 For every coordinate between 0 and 1. Say that was
infinity, then for all the points in the square it would be
infinity squared because there are that many points going up as
well as along.
INT	 And infinity squared is bigger than infinity ?
SUB	 Yes.
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INT	 And bigger than the infinity between 0 and 10 ?
SUB	 Well thats another of these that's difficult to compare
because you haven't got the same starting point 'cos this is to
do with area and that has to do with a single length. Between a
known length and a known squared length it seems more obvious
that there's going to be more points on the whole square than
there are on the whole line, while theyve both got an infinite
number of points in them.
INT	 What about if we quartered the square ?
SUB	 WeIl,there should be a quarter the number of points. If it
was infinity squared then that would be a quarter of infinity
squared.
MWN (019 Subject put'more in first row')	 Well it seems on first
looking at it that there's twice as many but when you try and
complicate it because you don't know where the sequence ends
(sic).	 You can't think of it. You can't sort of define it...Z'd
probably put same in both now or can't compare.
INT	 Same in both. Could we call it infinity in both ?
SUB	 Yeh, if you think of infinity in terms of it never ends.
But if it never ends you can't really comapre, can you...It's
hard to say which one to try to compare them.
JHM2 (019)	 Because you're dealing with a greater set of
numbers, If you do r.each infinity you're bound to have more of
those than even numbers,
INT	 Why 7
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SUB	 Because there are only half as many even numbers as there
are numbers.
The generic law may disguise finitist thinking as the following shows.
The subject put
	 'No' in the first administration of Questionnaire 1
and 'Yes' the second time. However, his ability to perceive of
infinite aggregates is clearly evident:
(Q23, com"paring the cardinalities of a circle and enclosed
square)	 Well, the first time I probably imagined there being a
certain amount, maybe a defined value the size of a pen or
something. The second time I thought theoretically you could get
any number of points there and any number of points in any of
them 'cos it's infinity.
INFINITY AS A PROCESS AND AS AN OBJECT
Our second thesis is that infinity exists, to subjects, as both a
process and an object.
In traditional grammar an object is a substantive that receives the
action of a verb. We adopt a looser definition and view an object as a
single entity that can be referred to in speech. The protocols above
show that subjects are capable of perceiving the cardinality of an
infinite set as an object in that they can compare the cardinality of
one infinite set with the cardinality of another. Even when subjects
say can't capare they use language that indicates that they are
considering single entities that can be referred to, e.g.
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PBM2	 (Q20, comparing the cardinalities od N
	 and R011,
Iheyve both got an infinite number.
As we shall see shortly, although most subjects reject the concept
a largest number they can nevertheless conceive of such a thing as
an object.
Regardless of how they perceived infinity as an object most
subjects also saw infinity as a process (also in the sense of being
intrinsically tied in with, not in a separate way). Forming questions
to test this is difficult because subjects do not usually theorize
about concepts of infinity as mathematics educators may. Thus the
question is infinity a ntaber, idea or process ? is not the kind of
question that will lead to a meaningful answer. The best way to
examine subjects ideas on infinity as a process is to examine their
responses to questions in interviews. This is problematic too,
however, since the questionnaire was number based and subjects geared
their answers to that. The clearest statement of infinity as a process
was:
VIIF1I INT
	 What is infinity ?
SUB	 Something that goes on forever.
INT	 What, like 1111111... ?
SUB	 Doesn't have to be a number...
INT	 Go on.
SUB The answer to that is infinity but its not what I think of as
infinity ...1/O you cant work out but infinity, I think) is doing
something where you get a continual answer, it goes on forever.
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infinity as a process is the claim that infinity means 'going on
and on' and is, we hold, the schema behind subjects' recognition of
the non terminating nature of infinite operations. As with recognition
of the non terminating nature of infinite operations most of the
sub j ects used language to suggest this
GAM2 (019, comparing the cardinality of N with that of the even
numbers)	 You're always going to add one in that case and two
in this case, so effectively you're going on to infinity.
PBM2 (03, What is 1/0 ?) There isn't actually a largest number,
but because there isn't a largest number you can say infinity
which means the number Just continues going on.
JCN2 (Q26c, 1, 1/2,.,. converges to 	 Subject put '1/	 ' in the
the first administration of Questionnaire 1 and gave no response
the second time)	 You can't get smaller than 1bo . Infinity is
going on forever, so it just carries on getting smaller.
CENt	 (026c Subject put 'l/oo '. He is asked if infinity is a
large number).	 A never ending rainbow if you like. I suppose
that's what I think of infinity as. I don't think of it as any
specific thing. It's just something which you'll never get to.
JHPI2	 (03, Subject put ' oo	 in the first administration of
Questionnaire 1 and 'impossible' the second time)
I must have thought that if you divide something by 0 you can
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just keep going and going and going.
VMM1	 (Infinity is) something that goes on forever.
LSML	 (Q2, Is there a smallest number ?)
No, 'cos infinity goes on forever.
SHN	 (Infinity)	 Well it's something that doesn't end.
MWN (Q19)	 I'd probably put the same in both now or can't
compare.
INT	 Same in both. Could we call it infinity in both ?
SUB	 Veh, if you think of infinity in terms of it never ends.
But if it never ends you can't really compare, can you.
The subjects who did not verbalise that infinity means going on and
on were all in the H group. PPM, as we have seen, saw infinity as the
largest number. SWM also saw infinity as a number but was less sure of
herself than PP:
SWM1	 (Q3 Subject answered 'ao')
INT	 When you write infinity, what do you mean by it ?
SUB	 Something very big. Can't define it - wouldn't know how to
define it.
INT	 Would it be a number or an idea or something else ?
SUB	 It would be a number.
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In the second interview she said (to the same question)
Theres no answer. Well, to me there's no answer.
DGII and DLM (recall they were selected for the May/June interviews
because they were particularly able mathematicians) were both dubious
of the legitimate mathematical status of infinity. Their responses to
03 (What is 1/0 ?) were identical:''in the first administration of
Questionnaire 1 and 'undefined'the second time:
DGM	 Well again, it's the - if you think of it as the highest
number you can get then you can add one to it and get a higher
number. So there's no numeric answer to it.
DLM	 Well first I thought you can get any amount of noughts into
1 so it's	 , but then I probably thought since you can put any
amount you cant really put a number to it so I put undefined.
Notice that bath of these subjects do recognize infinity as a process
but see the logical inconsistency of the schema.
We must stress that subjects who claimed'infinity is going on and
on' had other concepts of infinity as well. As we have said, we shall
see this below when we consider infinity as a number. All we claim is
that infinity as a process is a widespread schema used by adolescents.
As a schema it can be used to answer questions about infinite
sequences or collections. We have seen this above with the protocols
on the cardinality questions.
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Moreover infinity as a process can be seen as a major rationale for
the description of various types of numbers as infinity. We select
three examples of large, small and recurring infinities to illustrate
the point
CENI	 (from Q20, comparing the cardinalities of N and R012,.
Subject said 'can't compare' and explained why).
INT	 Would you still agree ?
SUB	 Well, no. Maybe given time to think about it no I wouldn't,
'cos this again carries on endlessly. But even though these are
two specific numbers (meaning 0 and 1), the number of numbers you
can have between them also carries on endlessly. So there's an
infinite number of numbers in that and that.
tNT	 So what would you say now ?
SUB	 Well, I suppose, the same number of each but you can't sort
of say a specific number. It's just a massive number. Well, it is
just infinity in each set.
GAM2 (025a, sequence of jagged functions)
	 Well it's like
infinity. Same sort of principle.
	 It's something that gets
smaller and smaller.
GHN	 (Q3 Subject put 'infinity')
tNT	 Is infinity a number ?
SUB	 I don't know. Well, infinity with numbers it's like 3.3 and
it carries on.
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INFINITY AS A NUMBER
Infinity as a large number	 As replies to Qi
	 (Is there a largest
number ?) clearly show, subjects do not believe in a largest number.
This is stable over the groups and (with the MHS sample) over time.
The replies to Q3 (What is 1/0 ?) initially appear to conflict with
this but, as we shall see, the strong infinity response from the M
group does not indicate a numeric response but a generalization of a
numeric response. The only subject from the MHS sample to respond
'Yes' both times claimed
PPM1	 I was thinking of infinity.Infinity is the largest number.
Several subjects thought of the largest number as an abstraction that
doesn't really exist:
MWN	 INT	 What is infinity ?
SUB	 I've always thought of it in terms of the largest number.
There isn't just one thing but you think of it as the largest
number to simplify.
PBtI2 (03)	 INT	 What do you mean by infinity there ?
SUB	 A number. There isn't actually a largest number but because
there isn't a largest number you can say infinity which means the
number Just continues going on.
Similarly, with a slight change of terminology, some subjects claimed
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that infinity is a generalization of a large number
15112 (05, Is ao+1)oo
	
?	 Subject said	 'No'.)	 'cos infinity
you're just generalizing.,to me, a whole mass of numbers somewhere
over there
LAMI	 (03)	 INT	 What is infinity ?
SUB	 Well it's not a number, is it ? It's just something that's
extremely large, so large you can't put a number to it, just call
it infinity.
This was stable over time with the last subject
St12 (01)	 It's something that's extremely large. I don't think
of it as a specific number.
It would be a mistake to see different replies as necessarily
indicating different cognitive processes. For example, the replies of
'undefined' and 'infinity' to 03 can be seen as very similar responses
in subjects' conceptions, as we saw with DGM and DLN above.
The lability of this dichotomy is further illustrated by the
following subjects (note that the Fir X referred to by both, but
credited with different interpretations of 1/0, is the same teacher
and was one of the MHS staff aware of this research):
JHFI2 (03	 Subject changed his	 mind	 from	 'infinity'	 to
'impossible')
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SUB	 That's from the A-level course
INT	 Has Mr X said that ?
SUB	 Yes
INT	 Do you believe him ?
SUB	 Yeh,and the computer gives me an error as well.
INT	 It couldn't be infinity ?
SUB	 No. I don't think so really.
INT	 How come ?
SUB	 Well you can't really divide anything with 0. I don't know.
I can't explain really why...(encouraged but not prompted)...Weil
I think there I must have thought that if you divide something by
0 you can just keep going and going and going.
INT	 And now you don't think you can ?
SUB	 Well, mainly because of what people told me. I don't know
really.
VMM1 (Q3 She put '0' but saw her mistake)
INT	 Do you still agree ?
SUB	 No, it's infinity.
later
SUB	 Like 1/0 wouldn't give you an answer, would it, so you
can't say it's infinity.
VMM2 (03 Subject put 'infinity' this time)
SUB	 'cos I've learnt that 1/0 is infinity and I didn't know
that before.
INT	 Who told you that ?
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SUB	 Hr X, to do with asymptctes on a graph.
A cogent reason for not seeing infinity as a number is the fact
that any number can be incremented. Several subjects displayed this.
The following were responses to Iihy isn't there a largest number ?
DSM	 Because if you think of any number you can add one to it.
PBM2 You can keep on adding one to any number you got.
I3AMI	 Well,if you think of a very large number that comes into
your mind with so many noughts,you can always think of one number
higher.
The above merely notes trends in adolescent thought on infinity as
a large number. We are not in a position to quantify the relative
strengths of these trends. What emerges is a recognition that infinity
is the largest number but such a number does not really exist. Rather,
it is an indeterminate form, a generalization of a large number.
Small numbers The paragraph above applies equally to the infinitely
small (the derivation of both from infinite processes tying them
together in the subjects' minds, as we shall see shortly). As replies
to 02 (Is there a largest number ?) show, subjects do not believe in a
smallest number. This was stable over the groups and (with the tIHS
sample) over time. The responses to 08 and 09 (concerning an assumed
infinitesimal)	 are, as with 05 and 06 (concerning an assumed infinite
number), we hypotheslse, the result of centr ing on number properties.
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They show, at the very least, that nonstandard numbers would have to
be introduced very carefully. 010 (Can you believe in an infinitesimal
number ?) was, unfortunately, not included in Questionnaire 1. They
appear to conflict with the responses to 02. We did, however, put the
question to several subjects in the interviews.
Two of the subjects interviewed responded 'Yes to 02. PPM (who was
mentioned above as viewing infinity as the largest number). He appears
to be consistent as he viewed 1/as the smallest number. The other,
LSPII, admitted she was thinking of 0 and changed her mind:
INT Would it be something like nought point nought recurring one?
SUB	 It cant be cos it just goes on to infinity.
INT	 Is there an infinitesimally small number ?
SUB	 No, cos infinity goes on forever.
We expected the main reason why there is no smallest number to be
that any number can be halved, tenthed, etc. This is the dual of the
belief that there is no largest number because any number can be
incremented:
6AM!	 (01 and 02) Well, if you think of a very large number that
comes into your mind with so many noughts, you can always think
of one number higher, higher than that. So there really isnt a
largest number. And the same will be true of the smallest number.
DLII	 If you choose a number you can always find one that's
bigger or find one thats smaller.
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This was not the most quoted reason, however. Of the other subjects
quizzed on their responses to Q2 two, PBFI2 and DGtl, considered
negative numbers; one GHN (see above, p.190) had quasi finitist ideas;
while the others used, as LSM above, the schema of infinity as a
process. This is very similar to the idea that any number can be
halved, etc.
JCNI	 Well, you can go on putting 0.000 as long as you like.
JHM2	 Because you can have an infinity of noughts before you can
have a one. So, since you can't reach infinity, you can't reach
the smallest number.
While there is clearly some truth in our hypothesis there are also
clearly	 other	 factors	 affecting	 subjects' intuitions of the
infinitesimally small.
As with infinitely large numbers, infinitely small numbers were
seen as abstractions that don't really exist and as generalizations of
small numbers. In this sense they could be seen as the classical
useful fictions of infinitesimal calculus. Only one subject stated
this:
BAM2 (128, Does 2+s=2 ?)
	 INT	 Can you believe in a number like
s there ?
SUB	 I can believe in something infinitely small, just something
to say it's extremely small, like infinity is useful for
something that's extremely large. Just a sort of expression.
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Several subjects used 1/co as an expression for the smallest number.
This was unexpected and arose several times in both the questionnaire
and interview responses. 1/co can be seen in two ways, as an ideal
element and as a dynamic infinitesimal. Although we do not claim that
infinitesimals as useful fictions or infinitesimals as	 dynamic
entities	 are	 the	 principle	 conceptions	 adolescents have of
infinitesimals we do believe these conceptions are present in many
aspects of their thoughts. The protocols below arise from 026c. The
subjects below claimed 1, 1/2, 1/4, ... converged to 1/c'O
CENt	 That's because this denominator will never come to an end,
it just keeps on going 1/16,	 1/32. So infinity there can
represent any number depending on where you draw the line ... I
suppose that's why I put 1/co , it could be any number that can be
divided by 2.
lCN2	 ...something as small as possible.
INT	 The smallest number ?
SUB	 Well no, I don't think there is a smallest number.
INT	 There seems to be a contradiction there.
SUB	 You could say the smallest number is 1/oo which is ..(long
pause)..	 you can't get any smaller than 1/oo ..(pause).. infinity
is going on forever, so it just carries on getting smaller.
PBM2	 So if you were to take it as meaning getting there it
wouldn't actually get to 1, oh, get to 0. It would get close to
it but it wouldn't actually get there. Whereas if you were to
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take converges to mean actually getting there I would have
thought it would be 1/°Q'
INT	 1/oo means a definite thing to you ?
SUB	 It means 1 over the largest number, well, if there were a
largest number. You know, carrying on.
SWM2	 (Subject put	 'l/oo' in the first administration	 of
Questionnaire 1 and '0' in the second time)
INT	 Why 0 and why the change of mind ?
SUB	 Converged to 0 because the number underneath gets bigger so
that's more. It gets closer to 0. I don't think it actually gets
to 0. So I'd agree with the first one more.
INT	 1/co meaning ?
SUB	 Something very small.
INT	 Why do you think you put 0 ?
SUB	 I think I probably paid more attention to the converges, to
the general sort of limit rather than, that I thought, you know,
what was it, taking it as a more definite thing. 1/0° , I don't
know what it is but it sounds more definite than 0. You have to
round it up or down somehow.
These remarks bring up the point of effective, as opposed to actual,
infinitely small numbers. Approximation, we believe, is more readily
accepted with small numbers than with large numbers
SAM2 (Q9, Does 2xs=s ? 	 The subject was the only one to say
'Yes')
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SUB	 I think I thought of it as 0 at the time. It's effectively
close to 0 and 2x0=0.
LSMI	 (08)	 SUB	 Well, the number would be so fantastically
small that added to 2 it would make very little difference.
Well,considering the difference between 2 and the number, so you
can forget about it 'cos it's so small.
BHN (02, Is there a smallest number ?)
	 SUB	 They keep going
down in points and they get smaller and smaller, but I think you
have to stop somewhere.
INT	 Why ?
SUB	 Well, you couldn't get any smaller. Well, they'd be tiny,
so small you couldn't measure it.
Again this is not a general feature of adolescent thought but merely
one of many factors at work.
Infinite Numbers of All Sizes	 We believe that mathematicians, in
their intuitive and non analytic moments, tend to think of infinity as
a large number and classify the infinitesimals and infinite decimals
as different from infinity itself. This has more or less been passed
down to their pupils but not completely. It was with some surprize
that we came to understand that all three categories could be taken as
infinity;
GAM2 (09)	 Interesting, because in this respect I've thought of
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it as an extremely large number, but in this respect Ive thought
of it as something extremely small
PBM2 (Q3, What is 1/0 ?) 	 ...like a recurring number will have
an infinitesimal (he meant infinite) number of numbers in it..say
1/3 in decimals.	 Well, that will carry on going. You can't say
how many threes there will be in it, so you just use infinity for
that.
JCN1 INT	 So what does infinity mean io you ?
SUB
	
Something with no limit.
INT
	
What kind of something ?
SUB
	
You can have anything really.
I NT
	
Is 0.3 an infinite number ?
SUB
	
Yeh.
INT	 What about the idea of infinity being something very big ?
SUB	 Well,it can be very small as well.
Then, later in the same interview (QB)
SUB	 It must be more than 0, infinity must be greater than 0
because you can get 0.000...1 . It would be a very big number.
LSM2	 (Q4, What is 11(1-0.9) ?)
tNT	 What do you mean by infinity here ?
SUB	 number way, way too small to be calculated.
INT	 Too small to be calculated ?
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SUB	 Be too large wouldn't it.
INT	 Very small and very large both mean infinity to you ?
SUB	 Yeh.
SWM1	 INT	 Is there a number smaller than 1-0. ?
SUB	 I was thinking it equals point, a lot of noughts, and a one
at the end.
INT	 What kind of number is that ?
SUB	 I suppose an infinite number.
GHN	 (03 Subject put 'infinity')
INT	 Is it a number ?
SUB	 I don't know. Well, infinity with numbers it's like 3.3 and
it carries on.
INT	 So that's an infinite number ?
SUB	 Yeh, I think so.
MWN (028, For each of the following sequences say whether it has
a limit. The subject here is explaining why he said 'no limit'
for the first two sequences: 1,0.1,0.01,.. and 1,0,0.1,0,0.01,..).
SUB	 Veb, because those two are going to that infinite value
aren't they ? It's going to carry on to some infinite number.
We do not claim that these observations reflect the general body of
adolescent thought but they clearly indicate that students may see
infinite numbers as not only those beyond finite magnitude but as any
number generated by a non terminating process.
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SEQUENCES AND FUNCTIONS
Protocols	 indicate	 that	 subjects	 generally	 recognize the
convergence or divergence of monotone 	 infinite	 sequences	 and
functions. Sequences and functions which oscillate are, however, often
misinterpreted.
We must be very careful not to confuse the first claim with the
proposition that subjects possess a mathematicians' concept
	 of
monotone convergence. As we have seen in Chapter Six and will see
below, subjects possess mathematically incorrect 	 generic	 limit
concepts and are led to conventionally incorrect responses by the
everyday connotations of mathematical language. 	 We	 regard	 an
adolescent who registers the general trend to a limit (or to no limit
in the case of divergence) as recognising convergence (or divergence)
regardless of whether or not they possess generic limit concepts or
give conventionally incorrect responses due to language, e.g. A
sequence of numbers cannot converge.
A very close examination of the protocols revealed no instances of
failure to notice monotone convergence or divergence of sequences or
functi ons.
Oscillations, however, did affect subjects' responses. Although the
overall pattern of responses to the questions with oscillations (33,
34, 35, 28, 29b and 29c) is the same as the overall pattern to the
questions without oscillations (30, 31, 32, 28a and 29a), a number of
sub j ects in the interviews centred on aspects of the curves and
sequences	 that	 mathematicians	 would	 not	 see	 as	 important
characteristics and vice versa. For example several subjects saw the
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fact that"urve in 033 touched the x-axis and that the curve in 034
did not, as an important feature with regard to convergence but gave
the same responses far the sequences 29b and 28c (and 29b and 29c)
despite the fact that b (1, 0, 1, 0.1, ...) is convergent and c (1,
0.1, 1, 0.01, ...) is divergent. Answers here are open to agreat deal
of variation and we present no unifying thesis. However, we feel that
the deviations from the mathematicians' thoughts are worthy of note:
JHMI	 (033,	 I'd say its limit is but I wouldn't say it
tended to 0.
INT	 How come ?
SUB	 Because its limit is 0
tNT	 So if something's limit is 0 it can't tend to it ?
SUB	 No tends to is just getting close to. Limit is what it
actually is.
tNT	 Is that because it touches 0 ?
SUB	 Yeh, because it actually touches.
VMM2	 (035	 Subject	 responded	 'Yes'	 in	 the first
administration of Questionnaire 1, 'No' the second time)
I think of tending to 0 more like that (030 N-) , j ust one side.
I don't know why but .. I thought that when it's tending to ,
	 I
didn't think that was tending to 'cos it went into minuses as
well , so it passed through 0 ,so .. it doesn't tends to 0 then.
LSM1 (034 ____ Subject said 'No'). 	 As it approaches it goes
away again.
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DGFI (034)	 1 thought it converges because the curve gets closer
to a straight line all along but it doesn't approach. I don't
Know •	 I think it's probably because, I put that, because it's
approaching there (he points to a decreasing section) but it's
not approaching there (he points to an increasing section).
INT	 Is that the same for 035 ?
SUB	 Veh, it's approaching the line there but there it's going
further away from 0.
DLM (028 Subject is asked why 'a' has a limit but 'b' does not).
SUB	 Because somehow you're alternating between 0 and another
number and there's always going to be another number, so there it
sort of confuses the issue somehow.
While not an oscillation, the sequence 1, 1, 1,... of 028d and Q29d
presented peculiarities of a similar kind. We believe that subjects'
dynamic conceptions find this seemingly static sequence awkward to
handle:
SAM2 (028d)	 INT	 How come the line of ones doesn't have a
limit ?
StiR	 Well it's already at 1 isn't it. It's going to stay at one.
1141	 And that means its limit isn't 1 ?
SUB	 Well limit as I see it, when it approaches, when it goes
towards 0 (corrects) .. Well this one is already at 1.
SWM2 (028d)	 If something is always there I don't think it has a
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limit because I think you have to move towards a limit or
something like that.	 If it's all the same number I don't think
they .. Na, it has to have motion towards it somehow.
	 I don't
know why.
CEN2 (Q28d Subject said 'Na' both times)
SUB	 Yes because this sequence of numbers will inevitably be 1
by the nature of the sequence. It can't go over 1 or below 1.
	 It
just stays a constant 1, therefore its limit is 1, whereas this
is constantly changing, this number here is constantly changing
therefore it doesn't have a definite limit.
PPM2 (028d) Well I thought if it has a limit it converges onto 1
at a glance, but it keeps on going as 1 all the time, then it
won't have a limit it can tend to.
The existence of limits of sequences and functions.
It is useful to consider the following hypothesis at this point in
our analysis of the protocols: subjects' sense of the existence of a
limit of a convergent function, presented graphically, is stronger
than their sense of a limit of a convergent numeric sequence.
Questionnaire responses suggest this is the case. We base this on a
comparison of Q30 (with hut) and Q28a and also on a comparison of
Q33 (with hut) and Q28b. There is a tendency for subjects to claim
there is a limit to the curve but not to the sequence. We shall take
this point up again in the next chapter. Protocols, however, do not
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support this. Unfortunately we did not questiqn subjects on this
apparent phenomenon in the interviews. Four subjects were asked about
both responses but three of these provide evidence against the thesis
and the conceptions of the fourth are difficult to interpret. We turn
now to consider their protocols..
GAM1, despite generic limit responses jr/the first administration of
Questionnaire 1, appeared to develop mature limit notions by the time
of the first interview:
(028a)	 I wasn't sure what limit meant at the time but I would
say the limit was 0.
(Q30)	 Definitely has limit 0.
JHML stated that only the oscillating curve had a limit in the
first administration of Questionnaire 1 but changed his mind during
the interview so that numeric and geometric cases were similar;
(02Gb Subject changed his mind, limit now 0) 	 'cos it hits 0..
(030)	 INT Why does the curve tend to 0 but not have a limit 0 ?
SUB Because it doesn't actually reach 0.
(033)	 I'd say its limit is but I wouldn't say it tended to 0.
PPfI1 said both curves had a limit and both sequences did not have
limits in the first administration of Questionnaire 1 but he was not
questioned on this.. He did a complete volte face in the second
interview, viewing only the numeric sequences as having limits. This
appears to have been prompted by the recognition of 1x10°as a number..
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Q28a (Subject wrote 1x10°°on the paper)
INT	 That exists as a number, does it ?
SUB	 I think so but as a very, incredibly small number.
Q30	 INT	 Why not limit 0 ?
SUB	 cos it never actually reaches 0.
The fourth subject interviewed on these question was LSM. In the
first administration of Questionnaire 1 she considered only the
oscillating curves which touched the x-axis as having a limit (033 and
Q35). Neither monotone case (Q28a or 030) had a limit because neither
reached 0. She appeared to be accepting finite approximations in the
case of the oscillating curve in Q33 but was unsure on reflection
INT	 Limit 0 ?
SUB	 Yes, think so.
INT	 Because it touches it ?
SUB	 Mmm, but that wouldnt agree with the jagged line principle
really if you'll get to the thickness of that line along there.
In the second administration of Questionnaire 1 this subject said
Yes' for both curves and No for both sequences. Again she appeared
to be accepting approximation only in the geometric context:
(Q29b	 No')	 cos that one gets closer and then goes away
again.
(033)	 'cos you get to a point where the bumps are so
infinitesimally small, youre going to call it 0 for convenience.
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This appears to support the hypothesis but the discussion on this
point in her interview did not go in to this in depth. We must, then,
conclude that the protocols do not support the hypothesis and that
further research is needed. A conjecture for such research (suggested
by the protocol of LSM above) is that: approximation is more readily
accepted in a geometric context.
GENERIC LIMIT
We posit three kinds of limits: finite or real world limits
mathematical limits ; and generic limits.
Mathematicians have learnt to think of limits in a formal, well
defined way (be they of sequences, series or functions). Young
children, as Piaget (1956) and Taback (1975) have shown, think of
finite or real world limits. It is a major hypothesis of this study
that adolescents predominantly think in terms of generic limits.
It is difficult to keep separate all the influences at work when
examining subjects responses re generic limits. We have seen that
subjects may interpret the words mathematicians use to describe limits
in an extramathematical manner. This is obviously a factor to bear in
mind when considering responses. Another factor to keep in mind is the
fact that the great majority of subjects see 0.9 as strictly less than
I (indeed this can be seen as partially determining and partially
being determined by generic limit ideas).	 It is thus internally
consistent fr subjects to say that the limit of a sequence is 0.9 and
not I since the two numbers are not identical to them.
Our hypotheses concerning generic limits are: generic limit
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concepts are dominant in adolescent conceptions of limit; generic
limit contexts are slightly stronger in arithmetic contexts than they
are in geometric contexts; there is a slight movement away from
generic limit and towards the mathematicians' limit concept in the Ii
group. We shall examine each of the interviewees' responses in turn
and evaluate the evidence the protocols provide for and against these
theses. A fuller evaluation will, as with other theses, be made in the
next chapter where we will consider questionnaire and protocol data
together.
We examine responses to questions 11, 25a, 27d, 27h, 28a and 	 0b.
As we have already seen and will see again soon, subjects interpret
tends to and approaches as indicating vague, approximate trends.
Moreover converges was largely seen as an inappropriate and confusing
phrase to describe limiting phenomena. We thus only look at responses
using	 the	 phrase hut.	 This	 itself	 is	 open to differing
interpretations by the subjects but less so than the other phrases. We
shall regard a generic limit response as: 0.9<1, the curve in Q30 does
not have limit 0, limit of 0.9, 0.99, ... is 0.9 and not 1,	 limit of
0.1, 0.01,	 ... does not exist and limit of the sequence of functions
(Q2a) is a jagged line. We avoid analyzing sequences or functions
that are not monotone here since, as we have seen, these bring in
extra difficulties in interpretation.
6AM Sub j ect gave generic limit responses in the first administration
of Questionnaire 1 with the exception that 0.9, 0.99, ... had both 0.9
and 1 as a limit.	 In the first interview, however, he displayed a
sophisticated understanding of the limit notion. He changed his mind
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in Q30 stating that it did have 0 as a limit. In discussion concerning
028a he was asked what a limit was. Again he changed his mind since
doing the first administration of Questionnaire 1, where he claimed
0.1, 0.01, ... does not have a limit:
It means it seems to be approaching a certain number. It may not
become that certain number but it is approaching it, the
difference between them is getting less and less, between the two
numbers. In this case it's going towards 0, it's getting smaller
and smaller. It may not actually touch it though.
In the second administration of Questionnaire 1 the subject gave many
responses indicating a post generic limit conception e.g. 0.9=1, limit
of 0.1, 0.01, ... is 0, the limit of the sequence of functions (Q25a)
is a straight line and the curve in Q30 has 0 as a limit. In the
second interview these responses were supported by arguments such as
effectively 0.9 is 1 , etc. Although this use of effectievly may
indicate finitism or willingness to accept approximation, it does
appear that this subject was progressing towards a mathematicians'
limit concept. Note that this first appears before a first calculus
course could be said to have any effect.
PBM	 Subject gave generic limit responses in the first administration
of Questionnaire 1 with the exception that the curve in Q30 has 0 as a
limit. These views were supported in the first interview but he had
since been told that 0.91. He backed up his 0.9(1 response saying
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Well, it's 0.9 and anything after that, the way we've been
taught, if it's 0.9 anything after that won't change it. It's got
to be less than 1, the way we've been taught, like in units,
tens, hundreds. Anything less than the units column then it's not
one. So I felt at the time it couldn't equal 1 but now I think it
could equal 1.
Despite this the sub j ect gave the same generic limit responses in the
second administration of Questionnaire 1 (even changing his response
to 030). In the second interview he clearly saw recurring decimals as
improper nuabers, they were incomplete. In discussion of the limit of
0.9, 0.99, ... he says:
Its limit is the final point it will get to. So I think the limit
is 0.9 and then again the limit is 1, but it won't actually get
to 1, so you can't have 1 as its limit.
Thus, although this is not a clear statement of generic limit ideas,
it is very close.	 In this Fl group subject's case there appears nc
movement away from generic limit ideas.
JCN	 Subject gave generic limit responses in both administration of
Questionnaire 1. Both interviews supported this:
(First interview	 025a)	 There'd always be a slight wave. You
can go on to infinity going 1/32, 1/64.
(First interview	 028a Sub j ect said 'No limit')	 Because you
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can put as many noughts as you want with a 1 on the end and just
carry on.
INT	 (Interviewer prompts the sub j ect on jumping to the infinite
case) What stops you believing the limit is 0 ?
SUB	 Well, it's not carrying on in the same sequence if you
don't have a one.
CEN Subject gave generic limit responses, with the exception that the
curve in 030 did have 0 as a limit, in both administrations of
Questionnaire 1. Both interviews supported this:
(First interview	 027)	 I've forgotten	 the	 mathematical
definition of
	
limit (it is unlikely that he was ever given it).
When I think of limit now I think where it stops and it won't
stop at 1, it will stop at 0.	 which is, if you had a little line
0.00. .09, it would go on endlessly. So its limit is something
that never ends.
This was stable over time
(Second interview 027)	 INT	 But how come its limit was
but 1 was confusing ?
SUB	 I'm not sure what you mean by limit but its limit is 0.9.
That means it'll never get past 0..
	
It'll never get to 1,
obviously. Those were my lines of thought when I was thinking
what to put for that one. You can't really put a 1 there because
0.9 could take a tremendous amount of time, amount of space. You
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said if you wanted to put a 1 here and 0.9 here. Well, that to me
would seem impossible 'cos 0.9 it j ust goes on and your I would
be at the end of it but you would never have an end, so you
couldn't put a one in.
JHN	 Sub j ect gave generic limit responses in the first administration
of Questionnaire I. It is difficult to evaluate his limit notions in
the first interview because he attached many varying meanings to the
four phrases e.g.
(033) Tends to is j ust getting close to. Limit is what it
actually is.
The curve in 030 did not have 0 as a limit because
It doesn't actually reach 0.
His reason why 0.<1 was clearly prompted by generic limit ideas
Well,	 I don't think 0.9 is 1 because however you go on you're
always one little bit off.
In the second administration of Questionnaire 1 he retained most of
the generic limit responses but changed his mind on the limit of 0.9,
0.99, .. The limit was now 1. Although the subject elsewhere seemed to
have some mature mathematical limit notions (see above, pp.191-192) he
was closer to generic limit notions than to mathematician limit notions
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I didn't really see the limit as what it is. I saw the limit as
what it's very close to but it isn't actually 1. So you have got
0.9 eventually but you haven't got 1. 1 is its limit it can't
reach.
VMM	 Subject gave mainly generic	 responses	 in	 the	 first
administration of Questionnaire 1. Exceptions were Q25a (the limit,
however, she said, would merely look straight but would not really be)
and Q27 which had both 0.9 and 1 as a limit:
SUB	 That's the proper limit (points to 0.9)
INT	 And that's the improper limit ?
SUB	 Well, if you've got that as a limit, you've got that as a
limit too. Well if that's (0.9) its limit, that's what it goes up
to, I suppose if you rounded it up the limit would be 1. You've
only to have one limit haven't you.
Changes in the second administration of Questionnaire 2 were that 027
only had the limit 1 and the curve in 030 did have 0 as a limit. The
sequence of functions, she still claimed, would only look straight.
The second interview did not examine other generic limit ideas. It is
difficult to evaluate her beliefs as she appeared very willing to
accept approximations.
PPM	 Subject	 gave	 generic	 limit	 responses in the first
administration of Questionnaire 1 with the exception that the curve in
030 did have 0 as a limit. He changed his mind on this question the
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second time (arguing in the second interview, as JH above, that it
wouldn't reach 0)	 and also with the limit of 0.1, 0.01, ..., which
then did exist (he wrote lxlO	 on the question paper which is clearly
a generic limit response). The first interview did not discuss limit
notions except for 0.9 <1:
Well, 0.9 is 0.9 carrying on forever, carrying on for a long
time, so it must be less than 1.
In the second interview he showed signs of generic limit concepts, for
example with Q33 he responded 'Yes' on the first administration of
Questionnaire 1 and 'No' the second time:
It just keeps going, keeps on fluctuating, until it becomes so
small, but it'll never actually reach 0 though you come very
close to it.
We are wary about ascribing generic limit notions to the subject,
however, for it is possible to ascribe finitist interpretations to his
ideas (as we saw above, p.189).
LSM	 Subject gave
	 generic	 limit	 responses	 in	 the	 first
administration of Questionnaire 1 and supported these in her first
interview:
INT	 How come 0.(1 ?
SUB	 You're not getting there. You've got to add something to
0.9 to get 1.
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(025a)	 It'll never get down to a straight line. It'll never get
down to 0. However far you divide a fraction by 2, keep on
dividing by 2, it's never ever going to reach 0, which is my idea
of a straight line I suppose.
(Q28a)	 (It does not have a limit)	 'cos it never reaches a
definite number. It carries on for infinity.
Getting down to appeared to be her criterion for a limit:
(Q30)	 It tends to 0. It's getting there nearer all the time but
it's never actually going to get there.
INT	 But no for the rest ?
SUB	 It approaches to 0, it converges to 0 but no, it doesn't
have a limit.
In the second administration of Questionnaire 2 the subject changed
her response in 029 (seeing the limit as 1 as well as 0.) and with
the curve in 030	 (i.e. it did have 0 as a limit). However, generic
limit ideas do not seem to be affected:
(On why 0.<1)	 'cos it's not written the same. There must be a
fraction added onto it that makes it equal to 1.
(027 Subject responded 'Yes' to all parts)
Well, when I last did this with you, you said that 0.9=1 'cos it
can't equal anything else (1 have checked. I did not). Therefore
that's what I'm going on here but when it comes down to this here
I still can't appreciate that 0.	 does actually equal 1.
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SWtI	 Sub j ect gave generic limit responses in the first administration
of Questionnaire 1 with the exception of 027 where she responded 'Yes'
to all eight parts. This was repeated the second time with the
exception of Q28a, where she responded the limit was 0, and 030, where
she responded that the curve has 0 as a limit. The only one of these
questions discussed in either interview was Q25a in the first
interview. Other than repeat her 'slightly jagged' response it did not,
from this, appear that generic limit concepts were present. She did,
however, reveal generic limit ideas in explaining why 1-0.	 is not 0;
The I on the end is a value, so that must have a bigger value
than 0, which I always think of doesn't have a value.
Recall that the remaining subjects were only interviewed once. The
first two after the first administration of Questionnaire 1, the last
two after the second administration.
GHN	 As we have seen above (p.l90) the sub j ect made responses that
could be given finitist interpretations.	 She did, however, give
generic limit responses in the first administration of Questionnaire
1. Generic limit views were only partially supported in the interview
fur she changed her mind there and saw the limit of 0.9, 0.99, ... as
both 0.9 and 1. In Q28a generic limit ideas appeared to be present:
Well, you can just keep adding 0 to that one can't you and it
just gets a bit smaller each time but you can j ust keep adding 0
cos there's no end to the amount of noughts you can add to it.
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MWN	 Subject gave generic limit responses with the exception that the
curve in 030 did have 0 as a limit. He supported these generic limit
views in the interview.
(027)	 The limit of that was 0.9 'cos that was the farthest it
could possibly reach, even though it can't actually reach it.
That's the sort of hypothetical boundary it could get to.
INT	 And 1 isn't ?
SUB	 No,	 1 isn't 'cos it'll never actually reach 1. It'll just
about be 1. It'll never actually reach 1.
(028a,b)	 Yeh, because those two are going to that infinite value
aren't they ? It's going to carry on to some infinite number.	 It
won't actually reach that number but you suppose it does. There's
a change all the way along and it'll carry on changing so it
won't have a limit.	 -
DGM	 Subject gave generic limit responses in the first administration
of Questionnaire I with the exception that the curve in 030 had 0 as a
limit. In the second administration he gave non generic limit responses
with the exception of 025a where he claimed the limit of the functions
was slightly jagged. He changed his reply during the interview.
SUB	 Well you would always get slight, it slightly jagged.
INT	 This term limit. What does it mean to you ?
SUB	 Well it means what a certain function tends to, or what a
series tends to, so I don't know why I put that.
INT Would it tend to the minutest jagged line or a straight line?
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SUB	 A straight line, so I dont know why.
Recall that this subject	 (and the subject below) were interviewed
because they displayed high	 ability	 at	 A-level	 mathematics.
Acknowledging	 that	 the limit of 0.9, 0.99, . . . was either i or 0.9
(since 0.9 = 1) he attempted to explain why he put limit not 1	 in the
first administration of Questionnaire 1:
Well	 I probably thought that that one, that the limit is, if you
like, the highest number that you can get and it never actually
reaches 1, so its limit isnt 1.
DLM	 Subject gave generic limit responses in the first administration
of Questionnaire 1, with the exception of Q25a, where he responded
that the limit of the function was a straight line, and Q30, where he
claimed the curve did have 0 as a limit. In the second administration
he gave consistently non generic limit responses. It is difficult to
evaluate, however, whether the subject was moving beyond generic limit
ideas	 in the interview.	 The subject saw physical problems in
evaluating infinite series:
The sums writing it out and therefore they couldnt ever write
it all out 'cos it's so long.
He was thus clearly not conceptually working in a mathematicians'
limit framework. The only relevant question asked in the interviews
was 028a. His response is not particularly illuminating:
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Yeh, I was thinking of a limit because it's going towards 0.
This could be simply accepting approximation, however, as could the
following very logical reason why 0.9=1:
There's no number you can think of between 0. and 1. For that
reason they must be the same.
Of course, as we mentioned, it is not possible to fully evaluate
the theses concerning generic limits from the protocols alone. Let us,
however, consider the evidence the protocols provide.
Generic limit concepts are dominant. 	 There are several quotes that
mirror exactly our characterization of the generic limit concept as
being one where the limit cannot be qualitatively different from the
terms:
PM1	 Anything less than the units' column, then it's not 1.
JCNI	 (re 0.1, 0.01, ...) Well, it's not carrying on in the same
sequence if you don't have a 1.
PPM1	 Well, 0.9 is 0.9 carrying on forever, carrying on for a
long time, so it must be less than 1.
LSH2	 'cos it's not written the same. There must be a fraction
added on to it that makes it equal to 1.
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SWM1	 The 1 on the end (of 1-0.9) is a value, so that must have a
bigger value than 0, which I always think of doesn't have a value.
Many of the subjects, however, used language indicating that 0.9 or
0.0..l or the niinutest jagged line are reached, whereas 1 or 0 or a
straight line is not reached (see above: PBM2, CENt, JHMI, PPM2, MWN).
Is this reaching idea part of the generic limit concept? We believe it
is for it occurs with the more obvious generic limit verbalisations in
the protocols. SWM's replies illustrate this. Recall that the question
Does 0.!, 0.0!, ... get to 0 ? was omitted from Questionnaire 2
because the language was misleading (it suggests actually reaching 0
or getting there). Now compare SWM's very clear generic limit response
immediately above with her 'Na' response, later in the same interview,
to Does 0.!, 0.01, ... get to 0 ?:
Because you always have a one on the end and that has a value
that's not 0.
Similar, though less obvious, instances occur in the interviews with
PBM, JCN, CEN, JHFI, PPM and LSM. We are not clear if this reflects two
related concepts or two aspects of the same concept.
We conclude that generic limit ideas are present and do dominate
adolescent thought on limits.
Other concepts exist, however. We have seen responses that suggest
finitist ideas and responses that suggest ideas close to those of
mature mathematicians. There is no trichotomy, however. Subjects are
not exclusively in only one of these three conceptual fields.
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Generic limit concepts are slightly stronger in arithmetic contexts
than they are in geometric contexts. 	 Hypotheses claiming a slight
difference are both vague and difficult to verify with any instrument
other than a large scale sample. We cannot hope to come to conclusions
in this chapter. Nevertheless this interesting claim can be examined
here. Behind the wording of the hypothesis is the belief that subjects
can immediately see the difference between 1x10° and 0 but could not
distinguish between them as points on a graph.
Unfortunately, for this aspect of our study, the interviews where
the curves in questions 30 to 35 were discussed concentrated on the
differences in the	 curves and in the four phrases rather than
comparing the curves with similar numeric sequences. Only four
subjects were asked about the limit of the curve in 030 _____
GAMI, who displayed post generic limit concepts in numeric
contexts, changed his reply from 'No' in the first administration of
Questionnaire 1 to 'Yes' in the interview but did not expand on this.
JHM1 gave reasons similar to his replies to the numeric sequences:
INT	 Why does it tend to 0 but not limit 0 ?
SUB	 Because it doesn't actually reach 0.
PPM2 echoed this reply verbatim and LSMI had similar thoughts as can
be seen from her remarks quoted above (p.229). This evidence clearly
points to rejecting the hypothesis.
The other question that could shed light on the hypothesis is 025a
(sequence of jagged functions). Again the protocols point to rejecting
the hypothesis. As we have seen, the only sub j ects interviewed on this
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question who responded straight line were 6AM, who appeared to have
post generic limit concepts in numeric contexts; VMM, who was thinking
in visual terms; and DeN, who again appeared to have post generic
limit concepts in numeric contexts.
There is a slight movement away from generic limit and to the
mathematicians' limit concept in the II group. 	 The criticisms of the
second hypothesis apply to this hypothesis. Nevertheless, let us sum
up our findings above. None of the N group subjects interviewed
appeared to progress beyond generic limit ideas. In the N group,PPN's
concepts were difficult to categorize. Finitist, generic limit and
nonstandard infinitist interpretations could be be given to his
interview responses (see above, pp.189 and 238). To a lesser extent
this applies to JHM though he appears to be mainly working with
generic limit ideas. VMM used language that suggested she was content
with finite approximation at times but again also appeared to be
mainly working with generic limit ideas. PBM, LSM and SWM's ideas
appeared to be wholly generic limit based. 6AM appeared to be
progressing towards standard mathematical limit ideas but these were
evident in the first interview and so cannot be said to be the effect
of	 a first calculus course. DLM's concepts were difficult to
categorize though there did appear to be some movement away from
generic limit ideas. Only DGM can be clearly said to be moving towards
the mathematicians	 limit concept as a result of the course but,
unfortunately, he was only interviewed after the second administration
of Questionnaire I (and if SAM was only interviewed after the second
administration, then the same could have been said for him as his
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responses in the first administration	 also indicated he held
generic limit ideas at the time).
Although these results are compatible with the hypothesis, all that
can be said at this time is that the hypothesis is not refuted. We
shall return to this (and to the other hypotheses) in the next chapter.
SER I ES
015 (picking the odd ones out from a given set of series) was not
designed when the interviews were taking place. The following concern
only 012 (1+1+1+..), 013 (0.1+0.01+..) and 014 (Is 1/9=0.1+0.01+.. ?).
One of the most surprising results came from examining subiects
responses to the questions on series. As can be seen from Table 012
and Table 013, a slight distinction between convergence and divergence
is observed by the M group (but notice with the MHS sample that this
actually reduces over time). Moreover, when we compare the responses
to questions 13 and 14 we observe that the overall opinion is that we
cannot add 0.1+0.01+... and get an answer but we can define this
infinite sum as 1/9 (again this is stronger in the M group and this
time, with the MHS sample, it is stable over time). Why is 1/9 not an
answer in 013 ? Are the responses random ? The explanation appears to
be that the same principle is involved in both series, both go on
indefinitely and while they give an answer at any given point neither
produces a final answer. 1/9 can be defined as 0.1+0.01+... but only
because both are improper or incomplete in that they both never end.
Our hypotheses concerning infinite series are that convergence and
divergence are not generally seen as the most important properties of
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series. Rather, the theoretical, physical and temporal problems of any
infinite summation are seen as important. Thus subjects may notice that
0.1+0.01+... gets nearer to 0.1 while 1+1+... continually increases
without seeing this as an important property. For this reason it is
sometimes difficult to determine whether they notice this or not.
The following subjects were interviewed concerning this group of
questions. The key to the annotations is: SP-same principle in both
series; INF, 0.1-infinity in 012, 0.1 in 013; NNY, etc.- No, No, Yes
to the questions; (NNY), etc.-responses in the first administration of
Questionnaire 1 when interviewed after the second administration.
TABLE 8.1
GAM1 NNY SP	 GAM2 YYY INF,0.1	 PBM2 (NNN) NNY SP
JCNI NNY SP	 JCN2 VYV SP	 CEN2 (YNY) NNY SR
VMM1 YVY SP	 VIIM2 NNV SR	 PPIII YVY INF,0.i
SWM2 (NNY) NNY SP	 DGM (NYY) NYY (formally correct interpretation)
DLII (NNV) NNY SR	 JHII2 (YVY) NNY
6)-IN (who responded YN?) was asked about 012 but was clearly
confused and saw it as an answer at each stage (as did 36 in the first
pilot	 interview,	 see	 p.59).	 Further	 questioning	 appeared
counterproductive and was not pursued.
We begin by looking at subjects explanation of the same principle
schema.
By the same principle schema we mean the belief that any infinite
summation (convergent or divergent) has the theoretical problem of
never being able to reach a final answer. Convergence or divergence,
if seen, thus reduce, respectively, to the partial sums not going
beyond a certain number or extending without bounds. This is, however
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by the same principle schema, seen as secondary to the main issue - a
final answer is never attained. The protocols show this principle to
be clear and dominant in subjects' thought on infinite summation.
Please note that in the following the interviewer often says 11The
same there V' for 013. This is only said when the sub j ect has given
the same response to questions 12 and 13 on the questionnaire. It is
thus not to be seen as prompting the subject
GclFll	 Well, because you're going to keep on adding you just add
a one on all the time and so if you guess a number, you're just
adding another one onto it, get a result From that and j ust add
another one onto it. It's something without bounds isn't it ?
Keeps on going.
INT	 (013)	 Same is it ?
SUB	 Same principle.
INT	 No difference at all ?
SUB	 No,	 not really because it's getting smaller isn't it,
progressively smaller by a tenth. So you're still going to be
adding something else onto it continually.
PBM2 (Q12)	 If you keep on adding 1 on every time, you can't get
a final answer 'cos you're still adding the ones on.
INT	 Same for 013 ?
SUB	 The same applies there because you'll be adding one onto
the end of the series of numbers.
JCN1	 You just carry on. Never arrive at a limit,
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(013)	 No, for the same reason.
JCN2	 I didn't like that question really. You get an answer all
the time. But you can't go on forever and then stop.
	 I mean it
goes on forever. There's no stopping. A brick wall sort of thing.
There's got to be something on the other side of it.
INT	 The other side of what ?
SUB	 The big wall, You can go on forever but you won't get an
answer. Not at the end.
INT	 This one (013) ?
SUB	 It's the same as this really. There you can go on putting
as many noughts as you want so you never get, get to the end.
CEN2	 Well it's sort of quick mathematizing the ward forever. I
mean if you just keep adding one, if there's no definite end then
there can be no answer surely. I can't explain my 'Yes' there
(first questionnaire).
(013 Interviewer tries to point out the difference).
SUB	 Yeh, but the same principle applies because the fact that
the addition will never come to an end therefore there can be no
final answer.
VMM2 (012) If you go on forever and ever, you never stop to get
an answer.
INT	 And the same there (013) ?
SUB	 The same there, yeh.
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SWM2	 (012)	 'cos if you go on forever, you just don't stop. See
what I mean ? If you go on adding them forever you're never going
to reach the end of it.
INT	 And the same thing here (013) ?
SUB	 Yeh.
DLM	 (013)	 INT That one you didn't answer.
SUB	 Oh, I must have missed it. I would have put 'No'.
INT	 Is there a difference between 12 and 13 ?
SUB	 Well, the idea's the same.
INT	 What's the idea ?
SUB	 As you keep going higher and higher you're evening them out
each time, then you can't get an answer. You just keep on going
forever.
Protocols that did not clearly enunciate this principle in both 012
and 013 were VMMI, JHM2, PPM1 and DGM. VMMI did, actually, state it
but hesitated:
(012 Subject said 'Yes')
INT	 What would the answer be ?
SUB	 If you go on forever and you stop at a certain point you've
got an answer. But if you are going on forever you don't really
stop, do you, to get an answer.
(Q13 Subject said 'Yes')
	 tNT	 Is it the same ?
SUB	 It is the same ... but I'm just hesitating a bit because
it's decimal, so they're smaller numbers. So there must be
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something different to, an answer ... It is the same. If you go
on forever and ever, you don't get an answer.
DGM gave the conventionally correct response in both questionnaires
and supported this in the interview
Well	 that	 (013)	 tends to a limit, that tends to an answer,
whereas that (012) doesn't tend to any number.
JHM2 and PPM! were interesting in that both claimed infinity was the
answer in 012 and that 0.1 was the answer in 013. This reveals that
the saie principle schema is not universal amongst subjects who do not
give the mathematically proper answer (as DGM did), 	 It is, however,
from a naive position, very close to the mathematicians' answer:
JHM2 (013 Subject said 'No'. There is a pause).
INT	 What were you thinking ?
SUB	 I was thinking eventually you will get to the end of your
infinity of noughts and they will add up.
INT	 And what will your answer be ?
SUB	 A row of noughts.
INT	 0.1 ?
SUB	 Yes.
INT	 So now you're saying we can get to 0.1 ?
SUB	 I only think theoretically we can get to it.
(Sub j ect asked to return to 013 at the end of the interview>.
SUB	 I think maybe it's because you will reach your endpoint, an
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infinity of noughts, and then you can add your ones up. You'll
have an infinity of numbers of ones.
PPMI (Subject said 'Yes' to both questions)
(12) ('Jell if you go onto 	 infinity you'll	 get	 the answer
infinity.
(13) Answer would be 0.1.
The word forever can be very important here. It was omitted in the
larger scale survey as it was felt it might lead the subjects but the
results for the two samples are very similar. Forever, however, seems
to be implicit in the infinite sum and brings a temporal context with
it. This is evident in the quotes from SWFI2, JCN2, CEN2 and VMM1/2
above.
The fact that the converging series' terms got increasingly smaller
was often noted, and when it wasn't this was, without exception,
pointed out. This did not once, however, override the principle that
both carried on, e.g.:
JCN1	 (Prompted on difference. This is seen.)
INT	 Could we not say there was a limit of 0.1 here ?
SUB	 Well, 0.1 is j ust 0.1 with an infinite number of ones.	 It
doesn't have a limit.
CEN2	 (Prompted on difference)	 SUB	 Yeh, but the same
principle applies because the fact that the addition will never
come to an end, therefore there can be no final answer.
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SWM2 CPrompted on difference).
SUB	 You still	 get slightly bigger.	 You still don't get a
definite answer, somehow.
Not accepting 0.1 as a proper answer will be taken up in the next
section of this chapter on subjects' conceptions of real numbers.
The last part of our thesis on series concerns the temporal and
physical aspects evoked by infinite summation. The temporal aspect is
part of the forever problem mentioned above. The physical aspect was
not present in most protocols but, as the following shows, can arise.
We believe other subjects had similar thoughts but couldn't state them
as fluently as the following did. However, we have no evidence for
this:
OLM INT	 In 014 you said think so.
SUB	 Yeh, think I can. Well if this goes on for infinity , yes
and then therefore there is no number between 0.1 and 1/9 so they
must be the same.Same idea as that 0.9
INT	 So couldn't I get an answer in 013 ?
SUB	 Ha, if you wrote that out I suppose ... well, when it says
get an answer ... oh, I suppose, yeh.
INT	 So on,
SUB	 I was thinking when it was adding point so on then I don't
know if you could actually write it down. Somehow when it's added
it just seems different. I can't explain why. Bit strange isn't
it. When it's written out as 0.1 then I can think of it as 1/9,
but when you j ust keep on adding it seems different in my
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head, the number. I don't know why.
INT	 (I. 1/10 k
 is suggested)	 Is that O.K.?
SUB	 Yeh, I might put it in then ... What, you mean if this was
the question ?
INT	 Yeh.
SUB	 I'd probably still put 'No'.
INT	 But we can still define it ?
SUB	 I don't know. It's just the way I think of it . .. when it's
a sum then I think of it as a different number as when you're
just writing it as j ust straight away 0.1
INT	 What does the sum do then ?
SUB	 Well,	 I sort of imagine, I suppose, when they've got the
sum, the sum's writing it out and therefore they couldn't ever
write it all out 'cos it's so long. Whereas if you're writing it
as 0.1 then you're saying it's written for ever and ever.
INT	 So it's kind of physical ?
SUB	 Physical. That's it I suppose.
Finally we come to the initially surprising acceptance of 014. The
explanation for its acceptance and the rejection of 013 appears to be
that both 0.1+0.01+... and 1/9 are improper and incomplete and as both
are, we can define one in terms of the other. Some of the ideas raised
in the following quotations will be taken up in the next section on
sub j ects' conceptions of real numbers:
PBM2 (Subject said 'Yes' to 014).
INT	 Why isn't 0.1 a final answer to 013 ?
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SUB	 Well you could call that an answer , but it's not a final
answer really ... but it's not an answer in the way I meant
that's not a final result really, 'cos it keeps on going. 1042=5
but this keeps on going.
INT	 What about ii-3 ?
SUB	 Well, you get an answer but it's not a final answer really.
You class it as an answer for simplicity to call it 0.3 but the
answer never actually stops, it carries on going . . . that's not
as definite an answer but as you go on the threes become less and
less significant and so it's not really as important, the ones as
you're going on,
CEN2 (NNY)	 INT	 But 'Yes' on 014 ?
SUB Yes because 0.1 to me isn't any particular number, if you
see what I mean. It can be defined as that (1/9) providing you
have your dots after 'cos that means it just keeps on going on.
SWM2 (013)	 You won't know where to stop putting your ones,
would you. 0.1, still not like a definite answer is it. It's not
like you could say 5. You know what 5 is.
As in other areas of adolescent thought on limits and infinity,
subjects may accept finite approximations:
JCN2	 INT	 Then 1/9 can be defined as that ?
SUB	 Well, it's as near as you can get using decimals. I suppose
it's not absolutely the same as that.
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tNT	 How would it differ ?
SUB	 Well, it's always going to be just slightly smaller. Always
getting nearer but never arriving there.
INT	 Why doesn't it arrive there ?
SUB	 Because you can keep putting on as many naughts after the
decimal point before you add the one, as you like.
REAL NUMBERS
Our interest in adolescent thought concerning real numbers is in
their understanding (or lack of understanding) of the completeness of
the real number system. There are many characterizations of the
completeness of R : every bounded above subset of R has a supremum;
every Cauchy sequence has a limit; etc. These characterizations are
clearly in the domain of university, and not school, mathematics.
Ideally, less rigorous formulations should be part of
	 A-level
mathematicians' cognitive framework. We shall regard an individual as
having a basic understanding of the completeness of R if they view the
limit of a convergent sequence of real numbers as a real number or if
they regard any non terminating decimal as a real number. To be able
to do this one must have a sense of the actual infinite or else non
terminating decimals are always in a state of becoming and are never
realised.
It is clear from considering subjects' conception of infinity as a
process that adolescents' principle view of infinity is that of the
potential infinity. It is possible, however, that some actual infinite
ideas are present in subjects' thoughts. For example, in questions 17
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and 18 both groups generally agreed that infinite sets could be
considered as single sets. However, the move to considering a
convergent infinite summation being carried out was not, as we have
seen, as easily appreciated. Thus we must question whether there were
actual infinite ideas present in subjects' minds when they agreed that
N and R could be considered as single sets. Unfortunately only two
subjects were directly asked what they meant by their replies to Q17
and 018 (VMM2 and DGM). Neither gave responses that shed light on
whether they appreciated the idea of the actual infinite or not.
Recall	 (pp.97-99) that Questionnaire 1 contained several questions
designed to determine whether subjects were competent with decimal
arithmetic. The responses indicated, with very few exceptions, that
they were. Appreciation of the decimal system must, however, be
combined with suitable limit ideas to form a proper conception of the
real number system. In fact, decimal ideas can actually work against a.
mature understanding of R, as can be seen by one subject's use of
decimal places in a generic limit style argument:
PBM1	 (Q11, Is 0.9<1 ?)	 Well, irs 0.9 and anything after that,
the way we've been taught, if it's 0.9 anything after that won't
change it. It's got to be less than 1, the way we've been taught.
Like in units, tens, hundreds. Anything less than the units
column, then it's not 1.
To mathematicians the natural division of the real numbers is into
rational and irrational numbers, This was not the case with our
subjects. The natural division for them was between terminating and
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non terminating decimals. Only one subject considered the rational
/irratianal distinction but this was an immature understanding and
caused him to change his answer in QiB from 'Yes' in the first admin-
istration of Questionnaire 1 to 'No' in the second administration:
DGM	 Because you've got rationals and irrationals. The rationals
you've got numbers where, if you write them down as decimals, you
can write them down on a piece of paper. Whereas other numbers,
like pi, you can't write the decimals dawn on a piece of paper
because an infinite number of.
INT	 And so it's several sets ?
SUB	 Yeh.
Our principle hypothesis concerning real numbers is that recurring
decimals are generally seen as incomplete, dynamic entities which are
qualitatively different to finite decimals. We have seen examples of
this above in the protocols concerning generic limit concepts and
series. Except for the three subjects who appeared, at the time, to be
developing mathematicians' limit concepts (6AM, DGM and DLM) and also
JHM there was evidence for this hypothesis in the interviews with all
the subjects. We saw this very clearly with F'BM on p.246. Others who
gave clear satements of the incompleteness of recurring decimals were:
CENI	 I don't know what figures I'm talking about or what
numbers I'm dealing with when I say 0.3. Well I certainly agree
with this one, 1/3, because that is a specific number. 0.3 isn't
a specific number. It could be any number really.
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VMM1	 (Discussion	 on	 contradiction	 with 0.9<1,	 1/3=0.3,
0.3x3=0.9, etc.)
INT	 Why wouldn't 0.3x30.9 be right ?
SUB	 Because you don't know the exact answer. It goes an
•forever.	 That one's right because if you divide 3 into 1 you get
0.333...
LSM2	 (Concerning 0.9 and 1)
SUB	 Well a number that recurs you can't really define as a
number so I think you've got to bring it up to the nearest one.
SWM2	 (Q13, 0.1+0.01+...)	 You won't know where to stop putting
your ones, would you ? 0.1 is still not like a definite answer is
it ? It's not like you could say 5. You know what 5 is.
	
The rest gave less clear statements but	 dynamic	 ideas	 were
nevertheless present:
3CN2	 (Subject was prompted on the difference between questions
12	 nd 1)
SUB
	
I was thinking the same thing, you get an answer everytime.
I NT
	
But you won't get a final answer ?
SUB
	
No.
I NT
	
Then 1/9 can be defined as that ?
SUB
	
Yeh.
INT
	
Wouldn't that be a final answer then ?
SUB
	
Well it's as near as you can get using decimals. I suppose
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it's not absolutely the same as that.
INT	 How would it differ ?
SUB	 Well it's always going to be slightly smaller. Always
getting nearer and nearer but never arriving there.
PPMI	 (Discussion	 on	 contradiction	 with 0.9<1,	 1/3=0.3,
0.3x3=O.9, etc.)
INT	 What does that indicate ?
SUB	 0.9 is exactly equal to 1.
INT	 What are you thinking as I'm doing it ?
SUB	 0.9 can't equal 1.
INT	 Why not ?
SUB	 Well, 0.9 is 0.9 carrying on forever, carrying on for a
long time. So it must be less than 1.
GHN Well, infinity with numbers, it's like 3.3 and it carries on.
MWN	 (Concerning 0.9, 0.99, ... 	 Subject states the limit is 0.9
and not 1)
SUB	 No,	 1 isn't 'cos it'll never actually reach 1 even though
it'll keep on going. It'll j ust about be 1, it'll never actually
reach 1.
IJHtI differentiated between 0.9 and 1 but did not use language to
suggest it was incomplete or a qualitatively different dynamic entity.
The responses of the remaining three interviewed sub j ects support
the thesis that there is a drift amongst A-level mathematicians
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towards a mathematicians' understanding. We must not be too ready to
jump to conclusions here, however, for as we have seen it is possible
to ascribe finitist interpretations to the protocols of SAN and DLN.
The subjects below are all being asked about their responses 'No' to
011 (Is 0.9<1 ?):
GAM2	 Well	 again it's effectively the same,	 isn' it. They
effectively equal each other.
INT	 What do you mean by effectively ?
SUB	 Well, because it's 0.999 going on into infinity if you
like,	 it's going to be the same really. If you were using it in
calculations it would be the same.
INT	 What about in pure, theoretical maths ?
INT	 Well . . well I think it is the same.
DGM	 Well all I thought was that you can't think of any number
that's larger than that but smaller than that.
DLM	 Well I tried to think of a number between 0.9 and 1 and I
thought there was no number in between them therefore it must
equal 1 and so it's not less than 1.
WORDS
Mathematics uses many everyday words and phrases with specialist
meanings. As we have seen this can confuse many students. An amusing
example is in Physics where students who know the word conservation in
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an everyday meaning often think conservation of energy is about saving
trees. As we have seen the phrases go on forever and get to can
mislead students by implying physical contexts. We shall, however,
deal solely with the four phrases tends to, approaches, converges and
hut here.
Our principle hypothesis is that the phrases often generate
everyday connotations at odds with the mathematical meanings. Further
to this we posit that tends to and approaches are seen as similar and
are vague in that they describe general trends; converges causes
confusion in that is often seen as inapplicable to numeric contexts;
and hut is largely seen as an ultimate boundary. 411 	 these
hypotheses are difficult to verify in a strong sense because the
interpretations vary so much. These are, we hold, general trends in an
area rich in multiple interpretations due to context and the mood of
the subject. We thus merely support our hypotheses with examples. This
section is intended to complement pp.146-174.
Tends to and approaches were often seen as the same. Converges was
sometimes seen as synonomous as well. Liuit was the odd one out
PBFIL (030-035, the four phrases applied to functions presented
graphically)
SUB	 I thought approaches is similar to tends to, but unlike a
limit it just has to go nearer and nearer to it but it doesn't
actually have to have that as a limit.
PBH2 (027, the four phrases applied to 0.9,0.99,..)
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SUB	 Approaches and tends to are nearly the same.
(026c, 1,1/2,1/4,... converges to _)
SUB	 To me converges means that it will approach it but it won't
actually get there.
JHMI (Q27, Subject replied YYYYYYYN)
INT	 What does tends to mean to you ?
SUB	 It approaches it
INT	 So i and ii are the same ?
SUB	 Yes, I found all those meant the same thing.
INT Tends to, approaches and converges all meant the same thing ?
SUB	 Yeh.
INT	 Limit meant something different ?
SUB	 I thought if it tends to something it gets close but limit
was the actual .. limit itself. The top.
VMMI CQ27)	 I think approaches and tends to mean the same thing.
INT	 What about converges ?
SUB	 That'll be the same as well .. converges is it goes towards
it but it never reaches it.
INT	 Limit ?
SUB	 That's the proper limit (0.9).
LSMI (Q30, ___ )
	 It tends to 0. It's getting nearer all the
time but it's never actually going to get there.
INT	 But no for the rest ?
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SUB	 It approaches to 0 . It converges to 0 but no it doesn't
have a limit.
MWN (027)	 It approaches 0.9 'cos approaches to me is the same
as tends. It tends to go towards 0.9 and it approaches 0.9. It's
going towards so they're both the same meaning. 	 ..	 (later)
..converges again, I thought was the same and so I was unsure. I
didn't know the difference you see.
INT	 Did limit seem the same ?
SUB	 No, its limit was its outer bounds really. That was a bit
different to the others.
As we have seen above, tends to and approaches generally mean going
towards and never reaching. Notice that subjects interpretation of
the words does not really affect their generic limit stance (where
applicable)	 as the sequence 0.9, 0.99 ,.. . ,for example, can be seen
as tending to either 0.9 or 1
GAML (Q30-035)	 INT	 What do you mean by 'tends to'?
SUB	 Approaches, going to 0. That's (033j\j_J getting smaller
and smaller, so eventually it's going to be 0.
INT	 And if 030 suddenly stopped and continued along the x axis,
would that tend to 0 ?
SUB	 No.	 It would be at 0 wouldn't it. Tend means it's going
towards 0.
PBM1 (030)	 Well, tends t to me means it doesn't actually reach
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it but it gets very close to .. 	 it would tends to 0 but it
wouldn't actually reach 0.
PBM2 (027)	 I think the second part of the question (tends to
I), the tends part to it, the actual word tends to becomes more
important.	 I mean it never actually gets there, which is what
tends to means to me. It means it approaches it or comes close to
it but it won't actually finally get there. I think the sequence
is actually 0.9.
JCN2 (Q27b, Tends to I ?)	 Well it's always getting nearer to 1
but it never actually gets there. But it's always getting nearer.
That's what tends means.
CEN1 (027)	 When I think of something approaching something I
think of it getting nearer ..	 just like a car approaches a
traffic light or something. Those numbers get nearer to one all
the time. They will, of course, never get there.
JHM1 (030)	 INT	 Why does the curve tends to 0 but not limit 0 ?
SUB	 Because it doesn't actually reach 0.
INT	 Converges to 0 ?
SUB	 Well I wasnt too sure of that. I just put an answer down.
INT	 Approaches ?
SUB	 Because it gets closer as it goes along.
YMMI (027 NYNYYNYY)	 'cos it tends to 0.9 but as I think of it,
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it tends to 1 'cos it's getting nearer and nearer to 1.
PPM2 (027b, 'Yes' in the first administration of Questionnaire 1,
'No' the second time)
SUB	 Well it's going to tend to 0.9.
INT	 But why not 1 ?
SUB	 I think it's tending more to 0.9999 and going on rather
than tending to 1.
Converges was the word generating the most uncertainty in the
interviews. It seems very likely that this comes from everyday sense
of two things actually coming together;
PBFII (030-035)	 I wasn't sure what converges meant.	 I didn't
know what the question meant.
(029, Say whether each of the following sequences converges.)
SUB	 Well I wasn't sure what converges meant.
CENt	 (027)	 When light converges, rays of light get closer
together when they converge. So does it mean get closer to 1 ?
Then I'd change my answer to 'Yes'.
1JHM1	 (029	 Note that the subject was confused on converges in a
geometric context as well.. See his last quotation above).
SUB	 Well I'm not sure what converge means in this sense. I know
what converge means but I don't know how it's used here.
INT	 Converges means ?
SUB	 To come in at a point.
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INT	 I don't quite understand.
SUB	 Well if you have a converging lense it brings two rays of
light in.
INT	 At a point ?
SUB	 Veh, at a point. So converging would be saying it has a
limit wouldn't it ?
JHM2 (029)	 I don't really see how numbers can converge.
INT	 Why ?
SUB	 Well really converge means light, from a thing, coming in,
it's two separate parts.
INT	 (suggests two sequences).
SUB	 You'd have to have two sequences coming in on each other. I
don't think you can have one sequence converging.
GAMI	 (030) When I think of converge it seems to me that it's
going to sort of touch 0. Two lines are going to touch each
other.
JCN2 (027)	 I always think of two things converging on one.
There's got to be two things converging, getting nearer to each
other.
DLM (033,I\J\1., YYYY in the first administration of Ouestionnaire
1, YNNY the second time)
SUB	 Converges to 0. Well I was thinking, I don't know why, I
was thinking of the word converges as coming from two sides,
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whereas that's only coming from the top. But maybe it's just my
misinterpretation of converges and approaches. Yeh, 'cos it does
approach, even if only from one side.
Li.it was, as we have seen, qualitatively different from tends tOf
approaches and converges.	 Despite being more specific it was dually
seen as the final point and as an unreachable boundary point. Notice
the generic limit concepts in the following quotations and that these
concepts can be used to affirm or deny a specific limit's existence in
accordance with the above dualism
PBM2 (027)	 Its limit is its final point that it will get to. 	 I
think the limit is 0.9 and there again there the limit is 1 but
it won't actually get to one, so you can't have 1 as its limit.
CENt (027)	 When I think of limit now I think where it stops and
it won't stop at 1, it will stop at 0.9
JHFI2 (027)	 INT	 Why is its limit 1 but not 0.9 ?
SUB	 I didn't really see the limit as what it is. 	 I saw the
limit as what it's very close to but it isn't actually 1. So you
have got 0.9 eventually but you haven't got 1. 1 is its limit it
can't reach.
PPM2 (030)	 INT	 Why not limit 0 ?
SUB	 'cos it never actually reaches 0. It'll get very close to
it but it'll never actually reach it.
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INT	 But we can say it tends to, approaches and converges to 0 ?
SUB	 Yeh.
LSM1	 (028a, 029a Subject put no limit but yes it converges both
times).
SUB	 A limit is a fixed point. Converges is to go towards that
point.	 It doesn't mean to say it's ever going to reach that
point.
MWN (Q27 This passage comes towards the end of the discussion).
INT	 Did limit seem the same ?
SUB	 No, its limit, that was its outer bounds really. That was a
bit different to the others. So the limit of that was 0.9 'cos it
was the farthest it could possibly reach even though it can't
actually reach it. That's the sort of hypothetical boundary that
it could get to.
DGM (027h, Is the limit of the sequence 1 ? Subject put 'No' in
the first administration of Questionnaire 1 and 'Yes' the second
time. He is here asked why he put 'No' the first time.)
SUB	 Well I probably thought that that one, that the limit is,
if you like, the highest number that you can get and it never
actually reaches 1, so its limit isn't 1.
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REASONING AND CONFLICT
The previous observations are all forms of reasoning but here we
are interested in the overall form of subjects' arguments rather than
particular beliefs.
As Wason and Johnson-Laird (1972) have shown, subjects are not, as
Piaget would largely have had us believe, logical in their mental
acts. Comparison with logical canons is not our priority, however. Our
purpose here is merely to note sub j ects' forms of reasoning, valid and
invalid. This aim is partially frustrated by the design of the
questionnaire which was intended to examine subjects' intuitions and
was thus not problem solving orientated. Nevertheless several aspects
of reasoning in this domain were present in the protocol data.
Most	 reasons	 for answers were simple instances of general
principles held by the sub j ects. These principles have been documented
in the previous sections of this chapter. As examples consider the
generic law and infinity as a process, which we shall examine in more
detail shortly
PPMI (019, comparing the cardinality of N with that of the even
numbers)
SUB	 Well there is more numbers in the first row because all
that is just alternate numbers so they'll be Ewice as many
numbers in the first row as there are in the second.
CENI	 (019)	 I suppose I put the same in both because the
definition of same there is an endless number. This sequence will
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never end, neither will this one, therefore you could say they
are the same in that both stretch to infinity.
Mare	 sophisticated	 forms	 of	 reasoning involve formulating
hypotheses. Curiously these were usually accompanied, in our data,
with negatives. Standard logical arguments using negatives, reductio
ad absurdum (RAA), and modus tollendo tollens (MIT), that is, 	 ((A ->
B) & B') -> A', were present though often not in a perfect form and
not in great abundance:
6AM1 (Qi, Is there a largest number ? RAA)
SUB	 Well, if you think of a very large number that comes into
your mind with so many noughts, you can always think of one
number higher, higher than that. So there really isn't a largest
number.
DGM (Q3, What is 1/0 ? 	 RAA)
INT	 Why isn't infinity a numeric answer ?
SUB	 If you think of it as the highest number you can get then
you can add one to it and get a higher number. So there's no
numeric answer to it.
GHN (Q5, Is oO+1 >00 ?	 RAA)
SUB	 Well if you add another number to it it couldn't have been
infinity before could it, because it's then infinity, isn't it ?
JCN1 (Qi, MIT)	 If there is a limit, then there has to be
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something on the other side of it.
INT	 There wouldn't be anything on the other side of the largest
number ?
SUB	 I thought that was an impossible situation.
JHM2 (Q2, Is there a smallest number ? 	 FlIT)
SUB	 Because you can have an infinite number of noughts before
you have a one, so, since you can't reach infinity, you can't
reach the smallest number,
An RAA type of answer and one that was implicit in many of the
'No'	 responses to questions 12 and 13 (Can you add 1+1+...,
0.1+0.01+...) used a hypothetical fixed point. This form of reasoning
was first observed in the early pilot interviews (see p.55)
VMM1	 (Q12,	 1+1+...)	 If you go on forever and you stop at a
certain point, you've got an answer but if you are going on
forever then you don't really stop, do you, to get an answer.
There is a fine line between the fallacy of denying the antecedent
and claiming indeterminancy of the consequence when the antecedent is
false, as the following examples show
FIWN (Q22, comaparing the cardinalities of R (Q , 1)	 and R0,10,)
INT	 Is it not 10 times greater ?
SUB	 Na, it would be ten times greater if you could find out
what that one actually was. If you think of it in terms of
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infinity being an ultimate number, then you can think of that as
ten times that, 'cos you can define what it is. Hut I would say
you couldn't 'cos you don't know what it is.
PBFI1	 (019)	 I thought you couldn't really compare it. l thought
there'd be the same number because it goes on indefinitely. 	 I
thought there'd probably be the same number but as that one's
higher then I suppose that one will have more numbers 'cos you
can't have a highest number. If you did have a highest number
then that one, the first row, will have more numbers in it 'cos
the second one is double the first. But I thought that as there
isn't really a largest number you can't really compare.
VMM1 (022)	 There's 10 times more. If it wasn't infinity there'd
be 10 times more numbers between 0 and 10 than 0 and 1. But since
it's infinity you can't say how many there is.
Arguments were often missing in the interviews. This does not
necessarily mean that arguments were not present in the subjects'
conscious or unconscious thought but rather that they did not
verbalize them (though ., as we noted in Chapter Seven, every attempt
was made to encourage subjects to verbalize their actual thought
processes). Moreover arguments often noted many points but failed to
gather them together, as the following demonstrates
PBM2 (Series questions (12-14) are being discussed)
SUB	 Well 1/9 is 0.1, and that's what that part says. It can be
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defined as that but you have to continue going on forever and
ever and ever. I take that to mean that that j ust carries on
which is the same thing as that C013), 'cos all that means is the
same as that, I thought. You'll never get a final answer though.
If you are actually going to say that 1/9 equals that, that's
what I took the question to mean, if that actually is the case,
if that is a definite fact, then 0.1 is the same as that. 	 So I
thought well, it never could be that.
Our principle hypothesis in this section is: reasoning schemes
peculiar to problems dealing with limits and infinity are Infinity as
a	 process and the	 generic law. Both schemes have widespread
application and subjects may switch from one scheme to the other in
response to similar questions.
We have already seen many instances of both schemes when we
considered infinity as a process and generic limit concepts earlier in
this chapter. Further support for this hypothesis is evident in
subjects responses to the cardinality questions. ilthough cardinal
arithmetic is not relevant to school calculus it does lend itself to
clear expression of both schemes. Below we document occurrences of
both schemes that occurred in responses to these questions in the
protocols	 recall that Q23 - comparing the cardinalities of a circle
and enclosed square - had a Yes / ? / No format in Questionnaire 1).
It may, of course, be that there are schemes that we are not aware
of. However, as can be seen, both schemes are widely used, neither
appears dominant and subjects do change from one to the other. For
ease of presentation we use the following abbreviations in the table:
020
IF S
i p cC
t3L MC M
IP CC
GL CC
021	 022	 023
IFS
(3L 11CM	 GL MC M	 GLMCN
GL MC N
GL/IP CC/S	 GL MC CC/S	 GL MC ?
?	 IP CC --GL 11
IF CC	 IP S	 ?
IP S
	
GL M
IP S
? H	 GL M	 GL M-)IP S
? S/CC
IF S
? CC
	
GL 11
	
GL M
	
GL M
GL 11
	
GL N
	
SL N
? CC
	
GL M
	
? CC
	
? 11->?
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GL - generic law;	 IP - infinity as a process; CC - cant compare; S -
same in each; H - more in the superset; tIC - measuring context evoked;
- confused. We indicate the scheme employed in the initial response
followed by change of response made during interview (changes to
questionnaire responses that occurred during interviews are indicated
by arrows).
TABLE 8.2.
_____	
019
GFI2	 IP S
PBMI	 1P S&CC
P8112
3 CN 1
CEN1	 IP S
CEN2	 IP S
JHM2	 SL S->H
VMM1	 GL M->CC ?
Vt1112	 IP CC
PPMI	 GL M
PPM2	 IP S
LSM1	 IP S
LSM2
SWM1	 IF S->GL M
SWM2
MWN	 GL M->IP S
DGM	 IP CC
DLM GL M->IP S
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Note that	 'more'	 (in the superset) responses usually accompany
generic law arguments and that this is more frequent in questions 21,
22 and 23. This is entirely natural. The questions evoke measuring
contexts that appear to evoke the generic law. Moreover, the generic
law naturally suggests more in the superset. Apart from these
observations there appears to be no clear pattern to the responses.
This does nut mean the results are not open to analysis but calls,
rather, for an analysis that accounts for diffuseness of responses.
Such an analysis would require a theory similar to that of Path
Dependent Logic developed in Appendix C. As we have mentioned,
however, our data collection methods are not open to such an analysis.
Nevertheless, it is useful to examine changes of mind that occurred
during interviews:
PBM2 (020, Comparing the cardinalities of N and Rco,i,
INT	 Why the same number of each ?
SUB	 Not sure. Both have an infinite number of numbers in them.
I'll change my answer. You can't really compare these because
both will go on to infinity.
CENI (020 Subject said 'can't compare').
SUB	 That seems to contradict what I said earlier,in the last
question	 (019, subject said 'same'). I think I put that more on
instinct...
INT	 Would you still agree ?
SUB	 Well, no. Maybe given time to think about it no I wouldn't
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'cos again this carries on endlessly. But even though these are
two specific numbers (meaning 0 and 1) the number of numbers you
can have between them can also carry on endlessly. So there's an
infinite number of numbers in that and that.
INT	 So what would you say now ?
SUB	 Well I suppose the same number of each but you can't sort
of say a specific number, it's j ust a massive number. Well it's
j ust infinity in each set,
SWM1 (Q19 Subject said 'same').
INT	 Any reason why ?
SUB	 Well it just goes on forever. Well if I looked at it again
I would think there'd be more in the first one, cos those are
even numbers and those are odd numbers.About half as many.
As well as interviews where subjects changed their minds several
sub j ects expressed great uncertainty;
LStI2 (Q22, Com"paring the cardinalities of R 0 , 1	 and R60,10,
Sub j ect said 'more').
INT	 Can one infinity be bigger than another ?
SUB	 Yeh, for example,you have 9 point something there, 9 point
going on forever decimals. Whereas you're restricted to 0 point
something decimal there between 0 and 1.
INT	 So this infinity is smaller than that infinity ?
SUB	 That's how I think of it, but in practice it can't be.
INT	 Why ?
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SUB	 Well, infinity is infinity.
INT	 And there's only one infinity ?
SUB	 Veh.
CEN1 (023 Comparing the cardinalities of the circle and square)
SUB	 I can't really explain why I put 	 'Yes'.	 I suppose it's
really guesses because I don't know what I'm talking about when I
say infinity.
PBM1	 (019	 Subject put 'can't compare' but then started saying
the first row would have more.We come in in the middle of his
response)
SUB	 I thought you couldn't really compare it. I thought there'd
be the same number because it goes on indefinitely. I thought
there'd be the same number but, as that one's higher, I suppose
that one will have more numbers 'cos you can't have a highest
number. If you did have a higher one then that one, the first
row, will have more numbers in it 'cos the second one is double
the first. But I thought as there isn't really a highest number
you can't really compare.
VMM1 (019	 Subject put 'more' in first row).
SUB	 Well	 I put 'Yes'. Well.. .1 don't think it's right what I
put here. I don't think there are more numbers now.
INT	 What do you think ?
SUB	 You go on to infinity but... like that one's gone up to 8
but you've used four numbers..(etc)
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INT	 And why don't you think that now ?
SUB	 It beats me really, unless you can't compare. You don't go
up to a limit so you can't count how many numbers there are. It's
stupid.
VMM1 (021	 Subject said 'same').
SUB	 Don't know...don't really know. At first I put more numbers
than points 'cos for each point you've got two numbers. That's
not right.	 I don't really know. The more you think, the more it
confuses you.
Uncertainty in this area may be rational. Note the rational options
below and the widespread use of probably and 1 don't know
DLM (023	 'Yes' in the first administration of Questionnaire 1,
'No' the second time)
SUB	 Well the first time I probably imagined there being a
certain amount, maybe a defined value, the size of a pen or
something. The second time I thought theoretically you could get
any number of points there and any number of points in any of
them 'cos it's infinity.
MWN (019)	 It seems on first looking at it that there's twice as
many but when you try and complicate it because you don't know
when the sequence ends, you can't think of it. You can't sort of
define it. You can't think of it in terms of anything so you,
(sic - subject is changing his mind) I suppose I've done it wrong
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really. I suppose at the time I thought, I j ust considered those
numbers really and I considered that it would repeat itself all
the time until you get to this great ending number whereupon you
should have more there 'cos you've got only half as many numbers.
So I suppose that's why. But thinking about it now I don't know
what I'd put. I'd probably put the same in both
	 I	 think.	 I'd
probably put I don't know actually.
This was not j ust the case with responses to the cardinality
questions;
CEN1 (0.<1, 0.x3=0.9, etc. looked at. Contradiction noted).
SUB	 I imagine that probably this one may be wrong (0.3 x 3
0.9). I still agree with my 0.3113.
INT	 Why should that one be wrong ?
SUB	 Maybe I used the wrong word there. I don't think...perhaps
I shouldn't have said wrong.	 I would have said. .oh dear. .a
difficult question..it's just that..I still agree with that what
I put..Don't know. Maybe there is some very, very marginal
difference between this 0.3 here, which equals 1/3, perhaps there
is some very marginal difference between these.
Options	 and	 rational choices can, however, cause cognitive
conflict;
VMM1 (022)	 I've sort of changed haven't I ? I must have thought
about that one.
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tNT	 What do you think you thought ?
SUB	 Well if I hadn't of thought I most likely would have put
more numbers between I and 10. Sounds like you have more numbers
between 1 and 10, more decimal numbers, but you haven't really
'cos they go on to infinity so you can't really count them.
CEN1	 (027	 4 Yeses and 4 blanks)	 I don't really know. I can
remember not putting anything.	 I think I was so completely
baffled.	 Half	 of me said
	
'Yes'	 and half of me said 'No'. I
suppose I should have put unsure really.
s has been said;
the lability of the intuition of infinity can be explained by
admitting its intrinsic contradictory nature as a psychological
reality (Fischbein et al, 1979).
This can arise from a theoretical/concrete dichotomy or may arise from
the many aspects of infinity
LSMI (Achilles and the Tortoise is explained)
SUB	 Well he would do wouldn't he but in practice he wouldn't
because the tortoise would always be that tiny bit further than
him.
INT	 Ah, but in practice he would, wouldn't he ?
SUB	 In practice he would but thinking about it mathematically
he couldn't because he'd always be behind him.
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MWN (hfter some discussion on 021)	 When I try and do things
like that I have a terrible job trying to understand, trying to
put it in terms. 'cos whenever you deal with any other problems,
it's always defined. But when you come on to something like
infinity, where you can't actually imagine what it is, it sort of
complicates you. Maybe that's why they don't seem to follow on
from each other 'cos it depends which way you look at infinity.
It's harder to try and play with it in the mind.
The clearest case of conflict came with	 Is 0.9 ( 1 ?
LSN2 (027 all responses 'Yes')	 INT	 Why ?
SUB	 Well, when I last did this with you you did say that 0.9
does equal 1 'cos it can't equal anything else (I did not. I have
checked this). Therefore that's what I'm going on here but when
it comes to this here I still can't appreciate that 0.9 does
actually equal 1.
SWM1	 (0.9<1, 0.3x3=0.9, etc. examined, contradiction brought out)
INT	 What would that seem to indicate ?
SUB	 0.9 = 1
INT	 Where's the mistake ?
SUB	 Probably there (0.9 < 1) 'cos Mr X proved the other day
that 0.9 = 1
INT	 Did he ?
SUB	 Well he seemed to. But that gave me a bit of a shock and
confusion. He was doing something like that, taking things away
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and he came up with it. He did something. He came up x1/3 or
something. He took away the recurring then something. He did it
to 1/3 and to 0.3 and 0.9 and he came up with that but that just
gets me in a flap.
INT (going back to the question) Where would the mistake be then ?
SUB	 I'd say with 0.9 = 1 but now that I've seen it I'd say that
0.9 < 1 is wrong.
The last sub j ect gave an almost identical reply in the second
interview. This indicates to us that teachers teaching mathematics
related to limits and infinity must force sub j ects to confront their
conflicts or, as here, their pupils will, in time, revert to their
previous thought patterns. PPM was, perhaps, more typical. On seeing
the contradiction in the first interview he was quite certain the
mistake lay in 0.9(1, but on the second questionnaire put E Yes' to
09(1.
The lability of subjects' thought on limits and infinity pervades
all the aspects we have examined. We end this chapter with examples
from many sections.
Infinity as a number
JHM2 (03, What is 1/0 ?
	
Subject changed his mind from
'infinity' to 'impossible')
SUB	 That's from the A-level course
INT	 Has Mr X said that ?
SUB	 Yes.
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INI	 Do you believe him ?
SUB	 Yeh, and the computer gives me an error as well.
INT	 It couldn't be infinity ?
SUB	 No. I don't think so really.
tNT	 How come ?
SUB	 Well you can't really divide anything with 0. I don't know. I
can't explain really why...(encouraged but not prompted)...Well 	 I
think there I must have thought that if you divide something by 0 you
can j ust keep going and going and going.
INT	 And now you don't think you can ?
SUB	 Well, mainly because of what people told me.	 I don't know
really.
VMM2 (03 Sub j ect put 'infinity' this time)
SUB	 'cos I've learnt that 1/0 is infinity and I didn't know that
before.
INT	 Who told you that ?
SUB	 Mr X, to do with asymptThtes on a graph.
DLM (03 Subject put 'infinity' first time, 'undefined' second time)
I don't know.	 I might have seen that somewhere. Well, first I
thought you can get any amount of noughts into one so it's infinity,
but then I probably thought that since you can put any amount you
can't really put a number to it so I put undefined. Basically I'm not
too clear about that. I'd probably put a different answer to it every
time.
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Generic limit concepts
DGM	 (025a Subject said 'slightly jagged' both times).
SUB	 Well you would always get slight, it slightly jagged.
INT	 This term limit. What does it mean to you ?
SUB	 Well it means what a certain function tends to or
what a series tends to, so I don't know why I put that.
INT Would it tend to the minutest jagged line or a straight line ?
SUB	 A straight line, so I don't know why.
SWM2 (026c Subject put 'l/°°
	
the first time, '0' the second time)
INT	 Why 0 and why the change of mind?
SUB	 Converged to 0 because the number underneath gets bigger so
that's more. It gets closer to 0. I don't think it ever gets to
0. So I'd agree with the first one more.
Series
JHM2 (013 Subject said 'No'. There is a pause).
INT	 What were you thinking ?
SUB	 I was thinking eventually you will get to the end of your
infinity of noughts and they will add up.
INT	 And what will your answer be ?
SUB	 A row of noughts.
INT	 0.1 ?	 SUB	 Yes.
INT	 So now you're saying we can get to 0.1 ?
SUB	 I only think theoretically we can get to it.
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We review the 11 theses, outlined in the Introduction, in the light
of all the findings. Our sights here are set at broader results
supported by the data. Our findings fall into three categories in
terms of evidence for: claims that we have high confidence that the
data supports (either accepting or rejecting theses); claims that are
compatible with the data but are not proved by the data; and claims
that can only be evaluated via new data.
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1) SUBJECTS HAVE A CONCEPT OF INFINITY.
This is manifested by:
i) Cognizance of non terminating processes (infinite
subdivision of a line, infinite sequences and series,
'and, in general, infinite continuation of an operation).
ii) Cognizance of collections containing more than any
given finite number of elements.
To answer the question Do subjects have a concept of infinity ? we
must first agree what constitutes having a concept of infinity. Of the
many aspects of infinity noted in this study the two that emerge as
the most basic (in a subjective evaluation) are the notion of a non
terminating process and the notion of a collection containing more
than any given finite number of elements. We proceed on the premise
that to apprehend these notions constitutes having a concept of
infinity.
1.i) Non terminating proceeles.
Infinite subdivision of a line.
We do not focus here on the shape or nature of the ultimate
elements (indeed, there may be no ultimate elements) nor on the
reconstitution of the whole from the ultimate elements. Rather we are
concerned only with subjects' recognition of unlimited subdivision.
Evidence for perception of the notion was presented in the report of
questions 1 to 4 of the first pilot study (p.55).
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The questionnaires and interviews did not examine this notion.	 It
was discarded, along with many more in the item design stage, as being
of	 some interest but not essential (given the length of the
questionnaire) because the question had largely been determined by
other workers.	 rn reflection we felt this to be an oversight and we
administered the question to fourth year pupils at MHS. The data from
this, reported at the end of Chapter Four (pp.65-67), adds weight to
the argument that subjects can apprehend the infinite subdivision of a
line.
Non terminating sequencem and seriem.
Of all the interviews only the Third Year girl in the first pilot
test displayed an inability to talk of infinite sequences and series
and their infinite, non terminating, nature (recall that she appeared
to see only the finite partial sums in 1+1+1+... and not the infinite
sum, p.59). Moreover, if subjects did not appreciate the 	 non
terminating nature of infinite sequences, then it would seem to follow
that there would be a largest number (the terminator of 1, 2, 3,...).
However, subjects are strong in their rejection of a largest number.
Moreover, if subjects did not appreciate the non terminating nature of
infinite series then their responses to Q12 (1+1+1...) would be 'Yes,
as this would be a finite sum. A minority, however, responded 'Yes
and of these, those interviewed indicated that although there was an
answer at each stage there was no final answer.
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liii)	 Bate with more than any given finite number of elements.
Our evidence that subjects can apprehend the notion of such sets
comes from responses to
	 017 is H a single set 2 and DIR is RCO,Z,
a single set 2 Both questions resulted in strong 'Yes' responses. 017
was particularly strong, over groups 	 and	 questionnaires,	 and
considered the natural numbers (which, we have seen, subjects view as
non terminating). Moreover in all of the many protocols dealing with
cardinality concepts there is no indication that subjects are having
difficulty with the concept of an infinite collection.
2)	 INFINITY AS A PROCESS AND AS AN OBJECT.
i) Infinity exists as a process, and as an object.
ii) Infinity means going on and on and as such is used as
an evaluatory scheme for judging whether a question
determines an infinite answer.
iii) As an object there is a cognizance of a number at
the end of the number line and the cardinality of
infinite sets.
2.1) Process and Object
A contradictory feature of infinity arises from it being seen both
as a process, rather like the principle of induction or infinite loops
in computing, and as an object, as a large number or the cardinality
of a set. Standard phrases reflect this. Phrases that occurred
repeatedly were This goes on and on It's infinite., seeing infinity
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phrases suggest that infinity is seen not as a thing but as the act of
going on and on. Also it's going towards infinity, seeing infinity as
the goal of the process. We must not be too keen to polarize the
situation here for the borderline between the two interpretations is
fuzzy. Thus, although subjects may say towards infinity, this does not
rule out infinity as a process colouring subjects' thoughts. It may be
that because something goes on and on it is infinite and thus goes
towards	 infinity, infinite	 and infinity	 had	 a	 very	 free
interchangeable usage in the interviews. We must not assume, though
usage is often correct, that infinity refers to an object, a noun, and
infinite to a process, an adjective.
2.1) Infinity means going on and on.
As we noted in Chapter Eight (p.199), we cannot form questions to
test this directly because this would involve asking subjects to
theorize about concepts of infinity rather than simply asking them
about their concept of infinity. Nevertheless, as we saw there, with
two exceptions, subjects used this meaning of infinity in explaining
their responses to a wide variety of questions. This alone supports
the thesis that infinity is seen as a process. It does not, however,
determine whether this view is dominant. We believe it is but further
work, in the form of interviews, not questionnaires, must be carried
out to test this hypothesis.
Not only is infinity as a process used as a definition of infinity,
it is also used as an evaluatory scheme to decide whether a question
determines an infinite answer. By this we mean the mode of reasoning:
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This goes on and on
Infinity is going on and on
Therefore this is infinity (or infinite)
The protocol data showed us that this was the rationale behind the
'same principle scheme in answering problems on cardinality: if this
one goes on forever so must this one. So there's the same in both.
(p.194)	 Infinity as a process also led to 'can't compare' responses
in these questions because as they go on forever we will never be able
to stop to compare them. In cardinality problems this is a reasoning
scheme at odds with the generic law, which leads to more in one set.
The responses to the cardinality questions reveal that neither
reasoning scheme is dominant and that subjects may use one for one
question and another for another question (p.265). We e:amine these
schemes further in the ninth thesis.
The rationale behind many real number conceptions is generated by
infinity as a process: You can't have an infinitesimally small number
because infinity goes on forever. This, most teachers would agree, is
a satisfactory concept image, but it is virtually identical to the
following which would not, in the mathematical community, be seen as
satisfactory: 0.9 is infinite and isn't a proper number because the
nines go on forever.
2.li)	 Infinity as an object.
Cognizance of a number at the end of the number line.
Although Q7 (Is this how you think of infinity 2 - following Think
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of infinity as an enoraous nu.ber) shows that most subjects do not
view infinity as an enormous number, though this does not reveal
whether they think of it as an idea, an ideal element or a process.
Moreover, of the third (roughly) who did see infinity as an enormous
number, the responses do not reveal whether this is as a vague
generalization of a large number or as a kind of one	 point
compactification. We must rely on the protocol data for evidence..
Referring to the responses there to the direct question, What is
infinity ? (pp.204-205), we see, apart from the largest nuaber and the
largest nuaber, to siaplify things, several subjects claiming Not
really a nuaber but ...
	 and	 Not a specific thing but ... This
indicates to us that even when infinity is not seen as an object it is
considered, and rejected, as a possibility. This indicates that
infinity can be viewed as an object.
Cognizance of the cardinality of a tet.
A set is an object. Q17 and Q18 show that subjects can consider
infinite sets as objects. If the number of elements in a set can be
referred to, then the cardinality of a set is being treated as an
object.	 If, in the cardinality questions, we collapse responses ii,
ii) and iii) and compare these with can't compare we find two thirds
of the subjects are making comparisons, are comparing objects.
Moreover, the protocol data reveals (p.195) that even those saying
cant compare' use language in which the number of elements is
treated as an object, albeit an ob j ect of unknown size.
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3)	 INFINITY AS A NUMBER
ii	 Infinity as a number is an indeterminate form, a
generalization of a large number.
ii) Infinite numbers need not be numerically large.
Recurring decimals and infinitesimals may also be granted
the title 'infinite numbers' because they go on and on.
iii) Although there is general recognition of infinity as
the largest number, cognitive belief in the existence of
this number is low.
iv) Subjects' conceptions of infinity do not conform to
infinite cardinal or ordinal paradigms.
3.i)	 Infinity as an indeterminate form.
The protocols give a number of illustrations Cp.2O4):
tIWN	 you think of it as the largest number to simplify
LSM2	 you're just generalizing a whole mass of numbers somewhere
over there
The responses to 85 (Is 00+1 >o'?) are interesting from this
angle. The majority 'Yes' response, we argued, arose because infinity
was taken as an enormous number and the principles of arithmetic apply
to numbers (in particular x+I>x). However, though less than 50X, the
'No' response was not small in the MAIN sample. We believe the idea of
infinity as an indeterminate form lay behind many of the 'No'
responses. The subject LSM2 above is explaining her 'No' response to 85.
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Note that she explains that this is due to infinity being a
generalization of a number rather than a number. To act against this
very basic x+1)x principle requires the concept to be very strong.
However, we cannot generalize from one instance. The hypothesis
requires further research.
3.ii)	 Recurring decimals and infinitesimals may be granted the title
infinite numbers.
This was not expected and was not examined in the questionnaires.
Remarks arose in interviews (pp.2l2-2l4) that exposed this. Behind
this claim is infinity as a process:	 Infinity is going on forever,
0.3 goes on forever, therefore 0.3 is infinite. Subjects clearly see
the difference between the three categories but all have a non
terminating, infinite nature.
3.iii)	 The largest number
Responses to Ui is there a largest number ? establishes that
subjects do not believe in a largest number. With one notable
exception (PPM, p.204) interviews support this. We must be careful not
to confuse this claim with the claim that subjects cannot apprehend
the concept of a final number for, as we have seen above, subjects do
conceive of a vague, large form, that corresponds to infinity.
Moreover, subjects' denials, such as There isn't actually a largest
number ..., reveal that they can apprehend the concept of a larqs1t
number. They simply reject it.
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.iv)	 Subjects' conceptions do not conform to infinite cardinal or
ordinal paradigm!.
It is useful to remind ourselves of the basic features of ordinal and
cardinal numbers. An ordinal number, X, is a well ordered set such that
YaX, a=(xX: x < a}
The basic picture of the ordinals is
0,1, 2,...., w, w+1 ....., w.2,...., w
Note that wfI > w but 1+w = w
A basic concept image of the ordinals is of counting numbers. Tall
and Stewart (1979) show how this aspect of number is often overlooked
by post Piagetians. Nevertheless, Piaget and his followers have
demonstrated that seriation (ordering by size) is acquired at about
seven years of age. Our subjects can clearly count and in the sense
that finite ordinals are counting numbers our subjects have a basic
but true conception of finite ordinals. But what are their conceptions
of limit ordinals ? A limit ordinal has no greatest member and is not
the successor of any ordinal. w, for example,is a limit ordinal. It is
not the successor of any ordinal but does, itself, have a successor,
w+1. It is for this reason that w+1 > w but 1+w = w. We have seen
above that subjects do not believe in the existence of a largest
number. w is, in intuitive mathematics, the concept image of the
largest natural number. Thus the limit ordinal most accessible to the
imagination would probably not be granted cognitive existence by the
subjects.
To examine these ideas we performed a short test to see if
subjects possessed limit ordinal conceptions of infinity. 34 Lower
The responses were
TABLE 9.1
Response
a) FFTFTTF
b) FTTTFFF
c) FFTTFFF
d) FFTFFFF
e) others
Frequency
14
8
2
2
8
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Sixth A-level mathematicians were asked to give 'True 	 or 'Falser
responses to seven questions. The test was administered in the first
five minutes of a mathematics lecture period at Morecambe High School
in October 1985. Subjects were asked to Iiagine infinity as the
ultiiate natural nuiber, the thing at the end of forever.	 The
administrator (the author) answered several questions on what this
meant. It was stressed that subjects should answer according to what
this meant to them but that a finite number was not the object in
mind. This is, of course, vague and we must not place too much value
on the test. The responses, however, are of interest. The seven
questions were:
	 1) oo+1 > 1+oO 2) 00+1 = 00	 3) 1+00 = oC+1
4) 1+00 = 00	 5) oo+j > oo	 6) 1+00> 00	 7) 00+1 < 1+0
TABLE 9.2 '*' denotes the formally
correct response
Question	 True	 False
1) 00+1 > 1+00	 3 *	 31
2) oO+1 = 00	 13	 21 *
3) 1+oO=oo+1	 29	 5 *
4) 1+00= oO	 14 *	 20
5) oo+1) oO 	19*	 15
6) 1+00 > 00	 21	 13 *
7) 00+1(1+ 00 	 	 34*
None of the subjects gave the formally correct response. The fact that
22 out of 34 subjects gave the response FFTFTTF or FTTTFFF (there are
128 permutations) indicates that most subjects were not responding
randomly. The strong responses to 1), 3) and 7) are due to the belief
that	 1+oo = 00+1. The responses to 2), 4), 5) and 6) are consistent
with the MAIN responses to Q5 (Is 00+1 > 00?), that is, a roughly 607.
agreement that GO+1 is indeed greater than 00 • We conclude that
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subjects' concepts do not conform to infinite ordinal paradigms.
The cardinal number, X, of an ordinal, X, is the least ordinal for
which there is a bijection onto X. Thus w+1 = 1fw	 w. The essential
characteristic to the mathematician is one-to-one correspondence. As
for finite ordinals there is no doubt that subjects of the age and
ability of ours do possess a basic but true conception of finite
cardinals (indeed, for finite cardinals the conception is virtually
identical to that of finite ordinals). This is not to say that
subjects can explain their conceptions in terms of one - to- one
correspondence but merely to say that they can discard the form and
order of any finite set and abstract the number of elements in a set
as	 a	 number.	 There	 are	 problems	 involved	 in such basic
characterizations of cognitive number theory, as Stewart and Tall note
(1979, Part 2, p.5), but we shall not go into these as we are
interested here in subjects' conceptions of infinite cardinals.
As we have seen above (thesis 2.ii) subjects can apprehend the
notion of the cardinality of a infinite set in that they can refer to
the number of elements. This is a start but do they use one to one
correspondence to compare cardinals ? We did note, in the protocol
data (p.195), that this was used by one subject but there is'no
indication that this isolated instance had widespread use. 	 Instead
infinity as a process and the generic law were commonly used for
comparing infinite cardinals, this is not the method of formal cardinal
mathematics.	 Moreover, as the responses to the five cardinality
questions show, although subjects often respond correctly, in terms of
transfinite arithmetic, they more often respond incorrectly. We conclude
that subjects' conceptions do not conform to formal cardinal paradigms.
4)	 INFINITESIMALS
1)	 Infinitesiinals are not generally accepted but may be
seen as useful fictions. When they are accepted they are
seen as dynamic entities that exist in the process of a
sequence of numbers, or a function, decreasing. Static
infinitesimals do not conform with subjects' conceptions.
A cognitive framework ripe for the introduction of the
concepts of non standard analysis does not exist amongst
subjects.
ii)	 Willingness to accept approximations is strong with
small numbers.
4.i)	 Infinitesiemli are not generally accepted.
The strong 'No' response to Q2 (Is there a smallest number ?)
shows	 clearly	 that	 subjects	 do not believe in an ultimate
infinitesimal. Thus the nonstandard approaches of Tall or Keisler,
that start by considering the real number system with an additional
infinitesimal of this kind, would meet with initial 	 cognitive
opposition. Protocols suggest (p.209) that the main reason for this
rejection was infinity as a process, that is, it is possible to go on
forever getting smaller and smaller.
Subjects' thoughts on infinitesimals may stop here but protocols
reveal (pp.209-211) that some, at least (we are not in a position to
quantify), did consider them as useful fictions or considered l/ooas a
generalization of a small number. This may appear as a possible
starting point for nonstandard ideas but the strong 'No' response to
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08 (Does 2+s=2 ?) indicates that great care would have be taken in
presenting the crucial concept of taking standard parts (that amounts
to treating 2+s as 2). It is interesting, however, to note that the
equally strong rejection of 09 (Does 2xss ?) is compatible with the
ideas of nonstandard analysis. Responses to both questions arise
because affirmation contradicts some of the most basic laws of
arithmetic.
Despite this, 457. of the N group and 357. of the M group claimed
they could believe in such a number (010). We did not interview these
subjects and did not, unfortunately, include this question in the
earlier questionnaires. We thus cannot give definite reasons for this
apparent anomaly. As we suggested in Chapter Six (p.l2l), however, we
believe the reason for this is that subjects can conceive of, but
actually do not believe in, infinitesfinals.
Other than this, 1/oo	 would appear a possible candidate for an
infiniteimal. This construct was referred to, unprompted, by subjects
in response to Q26c (1,1/2,1/4,... converges to ____ ) and was
strongest in the N group. This arose again in the interviews and was
seen by some (again stronger in the N group) as a proper number in
016. As we saw on the last page, however, some subjects saw lIoo as a
generalization of a small number. An inspection of the protocols on
pp.210-211 reveals a dynamic concept image is dominant here. In fact,
apart from viewing infinitesimals as useful fictions, only one subject
(3B in the pilot tests) had a static concept image
Down to the smallest line you can have a line two atoms long.
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The dynamic context suggested by decreasing sequences has two
interesting consequences. On the one hand it leads to a re j ection of
static infinitesimals because the halving, tenthing, etc. always leads
to smaller numbers but it may also lead to viewing infinitesiinals as
dynamic entities that continuously decrease. This is close to Cauchys
view that an infinitesimal is a variable that converges to 0. This
view is derived from seeing infinity as a process and is part of the
same phenomenon we observed in the last thesis where some subjects saw
infinitesimals as infinite numbers because they go on and on.
4.ii) Willingneas to accept approximatione.
Despite	 the general rejection of static infinitesimals some
subjects display a tendency to accept approximations when small
numbers are involved. Our study was not designed to examine this but
isolated protocols (p.212, LSM1 and GHN) show this to be so. One may
have guessed this from the fact that so much of 0-level mathematics
uses approximations as exact answers (4/x=7 —> x0.571, pi3.14, sin
33°=O.545, etc.).
With respect to the teaching of calculus this may mean that even
if a nonstandard approach will meet with initial cognitive rejection
or have to play on useful fiction concepts there is a possible
approach that simply ignores small, but real, numbers. We are not
sympathetic to such an approach but this possibility is worthy of
further research.
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5)	 INFINITE SEQUENCES AND SERIES.
i) Basic convergence/divergence properties of infinite
sequences are generally noted though subjects often focus
on mathematically unimportant features such as
oscillations in evaluating convergence.
ii) The generic limit concept is dominant in subjects'
conceptions of the limit of an infinite sequence. There
i's a small shift to the mathematicians' limit concept
amongst A-level mathematicians.
iii) The convergence or divergence of an infinite series
is not generally seen as its most important feature.
Theoretical, physical and temporal problems of any
infinite summation often override them as important
features.
infinite sequences and series are considered in a wider context in
theses I and 4 above. The peculiarit ,ies of language used to describe
them are considered in thesis 7 below. Here results concerning their
nature qua sequences and series are collected.
5.1)	 Basic convergence/divergence properties of infinite sequences
are generally noted.
We have seen in thesis 1.i above that infinite sequences are seen
as infinite in the sense of being non terminating. We thus have an
assurance that the subjects appreciate the nature of the entities they
were presented with.
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Responses to 027 (the four phrases applied to 0.9 and I with the
sequence 0.9,0.99,...) show that subjects generally note convergence
in monotone sequences but that the phrases used	 to	 describe
convergence do affect the responses (tends to and approaches being
more acceptable than hut and converges - this is examined in detail
in thesis 8). In a geometric context this applies to functions too, as
we saw in Q30E.
It may be objected that 027 presented two alternatives (limit 0.'
and limit 1) both of which would lead us to claim that subjects
recognize the convergence of monotone sequences (though, in defence of
such a claim, subjects were free to put No'). 026 (1+h tends to__. as
h tends to 0, etc.) is useful here because it is an open question.
Although the first two sequences (or functions) generated are implicit
(they are not presented in the form a,b,c,...) the questions do show
that subjects recognize the convergent nature of the sequences. Note
that this was especially strong in the N group and that again
converges caused more problems (p.145).
Divergence concepts are harder to analyse. For functions, subjects
were presented with examples that did not converge to 0 (031 ____ and
032	 -- ). As we have seen, with provisos noted on p.l68 concerning
the wording, subjects clearly re j ected any claim that these converged
to 0. Though compatible with the thesis that basic convergence I
divergence properties are noted this cannot be used as evidence for
this thesis for although mathematicians may dedue the sequence result
from the function result here, it does not follow that students see
the implication. Moreover, although the functions in these questions
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do not converge to 0, they do converge to 1. They are not, then,
general examples of divergent functions.
The fact that tends to and approaches best described monotone
convergence complicates an examination of subjects' perceptions of
divergence since we examined the four sequences (1,0.1,0.01,..	 1,0,
0.1,0,..	 1,0.1,1,0.01,..	 1,1,1,..)	 inO26andQ2lusingli.it
and converges. In retrospect it would have been better to use
approaches or tends to in place of converges or, better still, to have
used all four phrases. Concern for the length of the questionnaire, at
the time, caused this to be omitted. Although the divergent sequence
in these questions generated the overall strongest 'No response this
is, by itself, insufficient evidence to claim that subjects recognize
that divergent sequences have no limit (though, again, it
	 is
compatible with the claim).
Evidence against the claim that divergence is seen comes from Q12
(1+1+1..). Subjects claimed 	 (pp.239-241), on the whole, that the
series 1+1+1+... and 0.1+0.01+... were the same in principle. Are the
sequences of partial sums (1,2,3,.. and 0.1,0.11,0.111,..) not clear ?
We suspect they are and, moreover, that the unbounded nature of
1,2,3,.. and the bounded nature of 0.1,0.11,0.111,.. are also clear.
Several subjects expressed this explicitly on being asked	 Is there
not a difference between 1#1#1#.. and 0.l#0.0l#.. ? P8112 (p.239), for
example, clearly expresses a saie principle stance. Nevertheless, on
further questioning he states:
SUB	 On that one youll never get beyond 0.12, or whatever. With
that one it'll carry on getting bigger and bigger.
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INT	 But there's not really.. (interrupted)
SUB	 There's a limit to where that one can get to but there
isn't to that one.
The subject, however, still saw the saie principle applying to both
series (and thus to both sequences).
It is a failing of our research that we did not probe curther with
all the subjects. Further research is needed here.
The data provided by the questionnaires (pp.159-163) is unable to
shed any light on the effect of oscillations on convergent or
divergent sequences. Protocols (pp.215-217), however, reveal that
oscillations can shift subjects' thoughts away from convergence and
divergence and onto the nature of the oscillations themselves. As has
been seen (p.217), subjects focus on mathematically unimportant features
You're alternating between 0 and another number. It sort of
confuses the issue somehow.
Similar focussing on mathematically unimportant features was observed
with regard to the constant sequence 1,1,1,... (p.2171
When it approaches it goes towards. This is already at 1.
You have to move towards a limit.
All we can claim here is that some subjects are confused by
mathematically unimportant features. We suspect this is general.
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Further research may not be particularly useful here for a huge
variation in the kind of variant features that interfere with
subjects' thought is possible and likely.
5.11) The generic limit concept Is dominant.
This has been noted in discussions on subjects' strong belief that
0.9 < 1 and in 027 where there was a significant response from both
groups that the limit of 0.9, 0.99, ... was 0.9 and not 1. Protocols
fully support the questionnaires (pp.221-237). In fact we did not find
one subject in the interviews who could be said to be fully removed
from the influence of generic limit ideas (though there appears to be
the beginnings of a shift away in some subjects).
Responses to 024 (nested triangles) and 025 (sequence of jagged
functions) suggest that generic limit concepts are stronger in
arithmetic contexts than they are in a geometric contexts. As we have
seen (p.235), however, the protocols do not support this thesis. It
may be that approximation is simply more widely used in geometric
contexts. We postpone further discussion on these points until thesis
9 (where we consider the effect of context).
As we have mentioned several times we believe a movement away from
the generic limit concept to the mathematicians' limit concept occurs
in the conceptions of some A-level mathematicians. Recall that in
Chapter Six	 (p.144) we saw a significant shift in the H group,
relative to the N group, in non generic limit responses over questions
24, 25, 27 and 28. There is insufficient data in the protocols to back
this view up (though there are instances - see p.236). A problem with
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claims such as there is a seall shift... is that a very large sample
is	 needed to verify it. Moreover, to detail the shift to a
mathematicians' view would require following subjects to 	 their
University courses. Such a study would be of very great interest.
5iii)	 The convergence or divergence of an infinite series is not
generally seen as its most important feature.
As we saw in the discussion of 015 (p.128) there appears to be no
recognition of convergence / divergence properties in the N group and
less than a third of the H group appear to recognize the distinction.
Moreover, as we have seen with 012 and 013, the series l*L1L.. and
O.1#O.O1#.. are seen as the same in principle (they go on forever). We
stop short of concluding that the convergence and divergence of
infinite series is not generally noted because we believe many (we
cannot specify how many) note this but give it only secondary
importance. We did design the 015 so that fraction and decimal groups
obviously stood out and these parts of mathematics have been the all
important features of the subjects prior mathematical experience.
Subjects, then, may have simply focussed on the obvious (as, indeed,
they did) while being quite capable of discerning the convergence of
some of the series.
A dynamic view of series may lead to observations of convergence
and divergence taking second place to the unifying fact that both
types of series go on and on. Also dynamic interpretations of series
may lead to physical and temporal factors coming into mathematical
arguments. Many interpretations coexist. Some subjects clearly fail to
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note convergence / divergence properties, some recognize them but fail
to see them as important and some recognize them and their importance.
Subjects understanding of infinite series deserves further study.
Knowledge of the extent to which each of the three interpretations
mentioned above exist in subjects' conceptions would be useful.
Questionnaire data alone is insufficient for such a task for subjects
can then opt for obvious patterns e.g. grouping series with fraction
terms together).
6) - REAL NUMBERS	 -
1)	 Subjects' ontulogical	 framework includes infinite
recurring decimals but they are interpreted in a dynamic
context and seen as qualitatively different from finite
decimals.	 This leads to an inconsistent model and,
ultimately, to cognitive conflict.
ii)	 Subjects' concepts of the 	 continuum	 do	 not
correspond	 to mature mathematicians	 models of the
continuum.
We must begin by ensuring that our subjects understand the the
basic theory of decimals. We performed checks in the first pilot study
(p.59) and in Questionnaire 1 (p.97) to ensure that subjects could
insert a decimal between two close decimals; they were. Moreover, our
subjects all obtained 0-level mathematics passes. They are thus,
roughly speaking, in the top 257. of the mathematics ability range. The
CSMS team (1981), in their chapter on decimals, conclude that
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The top 507. of pupils are likely by the time they leave school to
have a reasonable if not complete understanding of decimals.
They did not, unfortunately, consider recurring , decimals. The only
study in this field that we are aware of is that of Vinner and Kidron
(1985).
Vinner and Kidron examined able Israeli High School pupils
conceptions of	 the	 construction	 of	 infinite	 repeating	 and
non-repeating decimals. Few subjects (47. in the Tenth Grade and 337. in
the Eleventh Grade) displayed an awareness of the existence of
non-repeating infinite decimals. The result is interesting but not all
that relevant to us since they do not examine whether any infinite
decimal has proper status.
We	 confess that we carried out our investigations assuming
recurring decimals were understood, for years of work with pupils aged
11+ has convinced us of this. Moreover, in all the protocols there is
not one indication that subjects were unable to grasp the concept of
infinite decimals. This is consonant with thesis 1.i that subjects
have a cognizance of non terminating processes.
6.1)	 Recurring decimals.
We have seen in the protocols (p.250) that a dynamic interpretation
of recurring decimals is common. This view was also dominant in
subjects conceptions of the series 0.1 + 0.01 + ... (p.246) and was
the reason why 0.9 < 1
	 (p.251). Nevertheless, as we saw in Q16
(p.130), 0.9 is given proper numeric status by 727. of the M group
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though only 547. of the N group. As we noted there, the idea of a
proper number is vague and we must not read too much into these
results. They do show, however, a hesitancy but a general accept^nce
of recurring decimals as proper nuibers.
An interesting observation in 016 is the 137. drop in Yes'
responses in the M group for l-0.. Although this result is not
significant it does suggest that basic closure properties of numbers
do not apply to recurring decimals for some subjects. The explanation
would appear to be that although 0.9, etc. may be acceptable, nought
point nought recurring one is not. The concept of nought point nought
recurring one is interesting and worthy of discussion in school
mathematics.
A question omitted, unfortunately, from Questionnaire 2 was	 is
2/3: 0.3	 2	 The	 responses from Questionnaire 1 are, however,
significant. The 'Yes responses for the P1 group (out of a possible
27) were 25 in the first administration and 24 (out of 27) in the
second administration. The E Ves responses for the N group (out of a
possible 27) were 25 in the first administration and 18 in the second
administration. In the interviews, four subjects were asked Does
1/3 : 0.3 ?	 All responded	 Yes. This question was asked each time
within the context of revealing the contradiction: 1/3=0.3, therefore
0.9 = SxO.3 = 3x1/3 = 1, but 0.9 < 1. None claimed the error lay in
1/30.3. The reason for the strong acceptance of this is, we posit,
partially familiarity and partially the shape of the decimals. Our
sub j ects had been told, for about five years, that 1/3=0.3. 	 Its
cognitive strength is thus very strong. Moreover the shape of 0.9
suggests it is less than 1. It starts nought point and anything
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starting like this Is less than 1 (p.224). This is not so with 0.3 and
1/3. We conclude that subjects are often inconsistent in their
interpretations of recurring decimals. This may give rise to conflict
as In the case of 0.3=1/3 but 0.9<1.
The inconsistencies present in the protocols led us to the
following hypothesis which we are unable to verify here and which we
thus leave for further research;
Subjects operate in a mixture of the following mathematical
universes:
ii	 A finite universe where 1/3=0.333333. 0.3 does exist here
but is a finite number.
ii) A finite decimal representation world where 0.3 does not
exist but all finite approximations do ( and do not equal 0.3).
iii)	 generic limit universe where 0.3 exists but 0.9 < 1.
6.iL)	 Conceptions of the continuum.
Essential to the mathematicians' view of R is the completeness of
the real numbers. Subjects' generic limit interpretations are not
consonant with this (a classic example being that an infinite sequence
of rationals determines the irrational f2 - this is quite alien to
generic limit concepts). Moreover, as we have seen above,a dynamic
view of limits can, because the limit is never attained, lead to
viewing the limit of a sequence as existing on a different ontoloqical
plane to the finite terms of a sequence. Again this is quite alien to
mature mathematical thought.
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These remarks apply to standard and nonstandard mathematical
thought. We have
	 seen,	 moreover,	 that	 subjects'	 views	 of
in fi nitesimals do not conform to non standard models. We conclude that
sub j ects'
	 conceptions	 of	 the	 continuum	 do	 not conform to
mathematicians' views.
7) LANGUAGE
1) Phrases such as gets to and goes on forever suggest
impossible situations.
ii) Mathematical phrases often used in calculus courses
have everyday	 connotations	 that	 affect	 subjects'
mathematical__intpretations. 	 -	 __________
7.1)	 Impossible situations.
We	 believe	 most school mathematics teachers are guilty of
occasionally refering to sequences such as 0.1, 0.01, ...
	 getting to
0. Even such an experienced researcher as Orton (1980a) uses questions
such as:
Can you use this formula to obtain the 'final term' or limit of
the sequence.
Recall (p.98) that the question kill 0.1, 0.01, ...
	
ever get to 0 ?
was omitted from Questionnaire 2 because MHS sub j ects were 99 (107
out of a possible 108 responses) certain that it did not get to 0.
This is an intelligent response. The sequence clearly does not get
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to 0, in any everyday sense. Even a mathematician would have to
qualify a claim that it did by saying that s/he really meant the limit
is 0.
Similarly going on forever is not possible in the physical world.
The series	 protocols	 (pp.243-245)	 reveal	 that	 this	 caused
difficulties, that it is not possible to go on forever. Again this is
an intelligent response. Infinite series have a special meaning to
mathematicians. We think of converging series as having a limit. This
is quite different to going on forever.
7.ii)	 Interference of everyday meanings of phrases.
To the mathematician the phrases tends to, approaches, converges
and limit are more or less interchangeable. To a large extent this is
seen by the subjects but there are many disturbances to the pattern.
We have documented these in detail in Chapter Six (pp.146-174) and
Chapter Eight (pp.252-260). We shall not repeat all the	 many
Individual variations here but summarize the main findings.
Tends to and approaches present the least difficulty to subjects
because they are vague. Tends to usually connotes a general trend.
Approaches is similar but may cause problems because in everyday
language the approached object is often arrived at, unlike, say,
y=1/x. Also the approaching objects may remain a fixed distance away.
Thus y=1+1/x may approach 0, as in the man approaches the dog example
(p.149).
Converges was the most confusing phrase to subjects. It was, almost
without exception, seen in terms of light rays or lines converging.
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Many subjects could not see how a sequence of numbers could converge.
This was reflected in the questions concerning converges having the
least number of correct responses.
Liiit has a very strong connotation to the subjects in that a
sequence or function may tend to 0 without having a limit 0. The limit
of a sequence or function was seen both as a generic final point (and
thus unreachable) and as an unattainable non generic boundary point
(such as 1 in the sequence 0.9, 0.99, ...).
Mathematically irrelevant differences sometimes affected responses.
An example we have witnessed (p.165) are equivalent sequences and
functions which have the same limit but which cause subjects to
respond 'Yes' in one context but 'No' in the other. Another example is
oscillations. Whereas Q30[ —_ may approach 0, the 	 oscillating
functions of Q33kAiand Q34I".t\may not because they approach 0 and
go away again. Similar comments apply to the constant sequence
1,1,1,... (pp.217-218).
8) REASONING
Reasoning schemes peculiar to problems dealing with
limits and infinity are infinity as a process and the
generic law. Both schemes have widespread application.
Subjects may change from one scheme to the other in
response to similar questions.
As we noted in Chapter Eight (p.261), we do not believe that
subjects are logical, in any formal sense, in their mental acts and
that comparisons with logical canons is not a priority in this stdV
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Moreover, the design of the study was geared towards examining
intuitions and was not multiple-step-problem-solving-orientated and is
thus limited in the extent to which it can examine reasoning.
Nevertheless, several aspects of subjects' reasoning in this area can
be extracted from the data obtained from the questionnaires and, much
mare so, from the protocols.
Infinity as a process and the generic law.
As we noted in thesis 2.i, not only is infinity as a process used
to define the concept of infinity it is also used as an evaluatory
scheme to decide whether a question determines an infinite answer. We
noted there that the protocol data showed us that this was the
rationale behind the saie principle scheme in answering problems on
cardinality (leading to 'same number in each set') and to 'can't
compare' responses. Tirosh (1985) notes the same phenomenon:
The main argument given by the students for the equivalence claim
was that only one kind of infinity exists, therefore, all the
infinite sets have the saie nuiber of eleients. This idea of
equivalence corresponds to the primary intuitive understanding of
the infinite as an endless process.
In cardinality problems this reasoning scheme is at adds with the
generic law, which leads to more in one set. The responses to the
cardinality questions reveal that neither reasoning scheme is dominant
and that subjects may use one for one question and another for another
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question (pp.265-266)
In the cardinality questions the distinction between the two
schemes is clear. Elsewhere this is not always the case. For example,
in thesis 7.i we noted that the rationale behind many real number
conceptions is generated by infinity as a process. Thus 0.9 is an
infinite number, in that it goes on indefinitely, and is thus
qualitatively different to 1 and so cannot equal 1. Protocols (p.224),
however, reveal that 0.9 < 1 may be obtained via the generic law 0.9
( 1, 0.99 ( 1, ...	 and thus 0.9 iust be less than 1.
The documentation of occurrences of both schemes in Chapter Eight
(p.266) indicates that the first year of an A-level course does not
lead to a increased use of either scheme. We must treat this claim
with some care, however, for although we were aware of each scheme at
the time of the interviews, our knowledge was less mature then and
subjects were not probed as strongly as they would be now.
Although these observations show the widespread application of both
schemes we are unable to clearly delineate the scope of each scheme.
As we shall consider in the next set of theses, on contexts, however,
it may be that dynamic contexts lead to use of infinity as a process
and measuring contexts lead to use of the generic law.
Other than theee two echemes we suspected that a recognition of the
nature of infinity as a pure construct, which no direct experience
could support, would lead to more abstract reasoning. In particular
that it would lead to an increased casual (as oppossed to formal) use
of hypothesis testing and inferential reasoning (that may be valid or
invalid in form). While we have seen some evidence to suqqest that
this is so (pp.261-264), we do not have protocols from other areas o*
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mathematics to compare them to. Should future research take up this
questions we would suggest it be part of a wider hypothesis that able
subjects' modes of reasoning generally rise to the level required by
the mathematics. Thus, more abstract reasoning will be employed by
subjects in areas of mathematics beyond simple empirical verification
or finite computation.
9)	 CONTEXTS
Subjects' responses may be affected by the context of a
question. There are three notable divisions:
1)	 NumerIc and Seometric. Subjects' sense 	 of	 the
existence of a limit of a convergent function, presented
graphically, is stronger than their sense of the existence
of a limit of a convergent numeric sequence. Generic limit
ideas appear less pronounced in geometric contexts.
ii) Counting and Measuring. A measuring context
encourages subjects to ascribe a greater cardinality to
the superset in cardinality questions.
iii) Static and Dynamic. A dynamic interpretation of
recurring decimals leads subjects to a view of the
continuum which is often at odds with the static real
complete continuum of higher mathematics. A dynamic
interpretation of series often leads subjects to overlook
the convergence and divergence of series and see them as
similar because they both go on and on. Such
interpretations also lead to physical and temporal factors
affecting subjects considerations of series.
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By context	 we	 mean	 the sum of the linguistic, social and
mathematical conventions that give a concept (or cognitive proposition
- see Appendix C) meaning. We shall think of questions suggesting
contexts in that certain connotations are suggested in the subject's
mind. Of course, a single question may suggest different contexts to
different subjects. The results obtained on contexts were partially
sought after, as described in Chapter Five, and partially obtained by
accident, in the course of examining other factors.
9.i)	 Numeric and geometric
By a numeric context we mean a situation that evokes the general
principles of number and the basic operations of arithmetic applied to
numbers and numeric variables. By a geometric context we mean a
situation that evokes knowledge of curves and spatial figures.
Questionnaire responses suggested that subjects 	 senses of the
existence of a limit of a convergent function, presented graphically,
is stronger than their sense of the existence of a limit of a
convergent numeric sequence. Questions 28a, 2Gb, 30b and 33b examine
whether	 strictly monotone convergent and oscillating convergent
numeric sequences and functions could be said to have a limit. We
repeat the response tables below and insert the raw figures, in
brackets, after the percentages. We do not examine the similar
questions with converges for, as we have seen, many of the subjects
did not understand the application of this phrase to mathematical
questions.
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028	 For each of the sequences below say whether it has a limit.
TABLE Q28a	 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN_N	 M
	
V	 0	 0	 4 44	 V	 4 (3)	 43 (49)
	
?	 4	 0	 0	 0	 5(4)	 2(2)
	
N	 96 100	 96 56	 N	 91 (69)	 55 (63)
	
V	 12 (9)	 33 (38)
	
?	 13 (10)	 4 (4)
	
N	 'â i	 ó 67	 N	 75 (57)	 63 (72)
TABLE Q30b	 Does this curve
have 0 as a limit ?
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 56 52	 48 85	 V	 34 (26)	 46 (53)
	
?	 0	 4	 0	 0	 ?	 13 (10)	 9 (10)
	
N	 44 44	 52 15	 N	 53 (40)	 45 (51)
TABLE Q33b	 Does this curve	 \
have 0 as a limit ?	 f'
	P1)18	 1	 2	 1	 2	 MAIN	 N	 H
	
V	 56 63	 85 67	 V	 63 (48)	 75 (85)
	
?	 0	 0	 7	 0	 ?	 8(6)	 4(5)
	
N	 44 37	 7 33	 N	 29 (22)	 21 (24)
Our hypothesis was inspired by the P1)18 responses. Notice the
tendency in their responses to ascribe a limit in the geometric cases
but not in the numeric cases. However, the MAIN responses are not
completely consistent with the MHS responses. Although, with the MAIN
sample, neither group was biased to either pole in the monotone
function question and the N group was not biased to either pole in the
monotone sequence question, the N group was very strong in its
	 No
response to the sequence.
The hypothesis that subiects sense of the existence of a limit is
stronger in a geometric context is supported by the responses in the
TABLE 02Gb	 1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0.01,
	
MHS	 1	 2	 1	 2
	
Y	 7 15	 7 33
	
?	 0	 7	 0	 0
_________________________	 MAIN	 N	 M
N	
2	 31
	
1	 14
	
22	 22
	
37	 36
Monotone case
Num	 Geo
V	 V
V	 N
N	 V
N	 N
Oscillating case
Num	 l3eo	 N	 Fl
V	 V	 3	 30
V	 N	 6	 6
N	 V	 37	 52
N	 N	 15	 17
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oscillating cases. In the arithmetic question the sequence did not
generally have a limit whereas the function did in the geometric
question. There was agreement between groups on these questions.
Although the responses were only strongly marked for the N group in
the arithmetic question and for the M group in the geometric question
the shift in both groups over context is strong enough to rule out
random replies ('Yes responses changing from 127. to 637. in the N
group and from 337. to 757. in the N group). This consistency is further
supported by responses, in both the monotone and oscillating cases,
over contexts. We display below responses for each case. Gea denotes
the geometric context, Num denotes the arithmetic context.
TABLE 9.3
Note the relatively high incidence of NV compared to 'VN. What
appears to emerge is a stronger sense of limits existing in a
geometric	 context. As we have seen (pp.218-221), however, the
protocols do not support this hypothesis. We do not dismiss the
hypothesis altogether but leave it for further research.
Cur second hypothesis concerning numeric and geometric contexts is
that generic limit ideas are less pronounced in geometric contexts.
We may compare generic limit ideas in these contexts by comparing
responses to the geometric questions, 024 (nest of triangles) and 025
(sequence of jagged functions) , with the numeric hut is 0.9 and
hiuit is 1 parts of 027 ( 0.9,0.99,..). Both pairs of questions
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present convergent sequences and offer subjects a choice between
generic and non generic limits. The responses show a 2:1 generic bias
in both groups in the arithmetic questions diminishing to a 1:1 ratio
in both groups in the geometric questions. The responses are such that
we must acknowledge a difference in context. The results for the MAIN
group, however, are not what was suggested by the MHS results (where
generic ideas appeared to remain dominant in geometric contexts). We
must,	 then, hold a certain scepticism here and probe deeper.
Unfortunately subjects were not sufficiently interrogated concerning
this hypothesis and the protocols do not really provide supporting or
contrary evidence (p.235). The hypothesis that generic limit concepts
are stronger in arithmetic contexts thus requires further research.
A possibility that further research could investigate is that it is
not actually the case that generic limit ideas are less stron g in
geometric contexts but that approximation is more widely used.
Finally it should be noted that the boundary between the two
contexts are not always finely drawn for subjects may arithmetize
geometric questions:
PBM1	 (Q25, Sequence of jagged functions)
SUB	 I thought each time you're dividing by 2, that 1,1/2,1/4,
so you must have something left.
JCNI	 (Q25)	 There'd always be a slight wave. You can go fl to
infinity going 1/32, 1/64.
VMMI	 (025)	 Well it looks straight but really it won't get dawn
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to a straight line ... 'cos you've always got 1 aver a number.
You'd never get to 0.
9.ii)	 Counting and measuring
By a counting context we mean a situation in which problems are
solved via counting or one to one correspondence. This is usually
generated by the problem dealing with discrete sets though a subject
may impose such a scheme onto the problem (such as Cantor with the
continuum). By a measuring context we mean a situation in which
problems are solved by comparing continuous quantities or sets in one
two or three dimensions.
We anticipated that these two contexts may come into opposition in
subjects' concepts of infinity: that a counting, end of the integers,
concept of infinity may be different from a measuring, end of the
continuum, concept. We found no evidence of this, however. The main
area where we found this a genuine division was in the cardinality
problems. Tall (1980b) discusses this and shows that the reasonable
idea that a line twice another line's length, has twice the number of
points can be extended to a coherent nonstandard system.
Re-examining the responses to the cardinality questions, ignoring
'?' and silly responses (e.g. core in the square in 021) and grouping
'same' and 'can't compare' together we can compare 'more' with 'other'
responses. Table 9.4, below, displays the percentages for the MAIN
sample.
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TABLE 9.4
019	 020	 021	 022	 023
	
N vs Evens N vs R	
_vsD
	
vs_____	 j vsJ
N	 H
	
N	 N
	
N	 H
	
N	 H
	
N	 H
	
More	 18 15
	
46 27
	
29 32
	
51 35
	
50 40
	
Other	 76 82
	
54 71
	
69 67
	
48 64
	
43 58
019 clearly suggests a counting context whereas questions 22 and 23
clearly suggest a measuring context. Questions 20 and 21 are not
obviously one or the other. We expected that a 'more 	 response would
be stronger in a measuring context. Looking at the responses this
appears to be the case but the figures alone merely indicate a trend.
Is this significant ? X 2 tests refute the hypothesis that there is no
difference between the questions. If we compare each group, N and H,
with Itself over questions 19 and 22 and over 19 and 23, we obtain:
N group: 19/22, X=15.5 	 19/23, X?23.4
H group: 19/22, X=l1.l ;
	
19/23, X?=17.O
P < 0.001 in each case. This strongly suggests that a measuring
context encourages subjects to ascribe a greater cardinality to the
superset in cardinality questions.
An alternative hypothe5is is that a measuring context may encourage
greater use of the generic law and the generic law encourages subjects
to ascribe a greater cardinality to the superset. We believe there is
some truth in this but there is something more than just this at Work
here for certainly the generic law is applicable to 019, where we are
comparing a set with a set derived from it by deleting half its
members, but this has significantly fewer more responses than anY of
the other questions.
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Another objection to the thesis is that questions 22 and 23
encourage subjects to think in terms of physical points and that in
these terms the rules of finite mathematics dictate that the longer
line and the larger area have more points. Again we believe there is
some truth in this but that it is not quite so simple. We have seen
throughout the study that subjects are well beyond crude finitism and
thus, in general, the points they would consider are abstractions of
finite points. An abstract, infinite extension of the concrete, finite
situation of a longer line having more points than a shorter line is
precisely,	 however,	 the	 idea we believe is behind subjects
conceptions surrounding measuring contexts.
9.111)	 Static and dynamic
This is a very subjective distinction and depends on how the
subject interprets a problem. 	 If an indefinite process is evoked,
especially one suggesting motion in some sense, in determining a
response then we shall call the context dynaalc. If an indefinite
process suggesting motion is not evoked then we shall call the context
static. To see how it is the interpretation rather than simply the
problem which determines which of these contexts applies, consider the
question	 What is 21(1-0.9) ? A response from a static context (not
necessarily the only one) would be 1-0.9 is infinitesimally small.
The reciprocal is thus infinitely large. A response from a dynamic
context (again, not necessarily the only one) would be 	 1/0.110,
1/0.0l . lO0, ... The answer beco.es infinitely large.
Tall (1981a) calls the old style of school calculus (where
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expressions such as 3xh are said to get closer and closer to 0 as h
does) the dynamic limit method. He argues, with examples of students'
responses to calculations using the algebra of limits, that this
method has strong cognitive appeal. Cornu (1983) details obstacles to
formal limit notions arising from the shift from the static to the
dynamic (passing from finite terms of a sequence to the limit at
infinity) and later from the dynamic introductory notion to the static
quantified definition of a limit	 C VC>0,3 N...). Both of these
reseachers offer important insights into students' static and dynamic
limit concepts. We cannot build on their work, however, for the
mathematics they deal with is too advanced for us to have presented to
all of our subjects. We can, however, examine the effect of these
interpretations at a lower mathematical level.
Behind dynamic interpretations of infinite phenomena is the idea of
infinity as a process. Dynamic contexts are, however, less general
than infinity as a process. Thus, as we have argued in thesis 2.i,
infinity as a process is behind the same principle scheme in responses
to cardinality questions but this is not a dynamic context as we mean
it here. (Subjects may, however, see the real interval 	 CO 3 1} as a
whole mass of decimal numbers splitting off from each other and
multiplying rather like cells multiplying in a biological colony. This
analogy was suggested by a Sixth Form pupil in an informal discussion.
The interval is, nevertheless, fixed and has no external movement). Of
the items we presented to subjects, the ones that appeared to suggest
movement to them were those to do with recurring decimals and the
limits of sequences and series.
As protocols reveal the reason why 0.9 < 1 (p.251) and the reason
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behind the No responses to Can we add 0.1 # 0.01 #...? (pp.2-241t
is that recurring decimals and series are seen as becoaiqc rathetr
than beings. They are always on the move and do not deliver a fiimall
proper answer. As we saw in thesis 4.i, infinitesimals are seen im
this same dynamic light. This dynamic interpretation of a subset of
the real number line is at odds with the mathematicians' view. To the
university trained mathematician recurring decimals and converemt
infinite series are seen as completed instantaneously. For.al limit
ideas have clearly been considered at one time but this static comcept
image is certainly the residual intuition left by such methods.
Teachers must be very careful in their explanations or their internal
static representations will not make sense to students' dynamic
models. A dynamic view of recurring decimals may also alter the domain
of definition of an expression. Thus 1/(1-0.9) may, in a static
interpretation be seen as 1/0 and thus as undefined, but the terns
1/0.1,	 1/0.01, ... ,generated in a dynamic model, are defined and nay
lead to 11(1-0.9) being seen as defined.
A dynamic view of series may lead to observations of convergence
and divergence taking second place to the unifying fact that both
types of series go on and on. This was behind the rather surprising
results of questions 13 and 14, noted in Chapter SIx (pp.245-246),,
where the series 0.1 + 0.01 + ... did not necessarily produce an
answer but 1/9 could be defined as this series. The fact that many
subjects noted the convergence of the series but gave this second
place to its dynamic nature (it was the sane in principle as 1+l+.)
was amply	 recorded	 in	 the	 protocols	 (pp.239-2441.	 Dynan
interpretations of series may, moreover, ed to physical and temporal
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factors coming into mathematical arguments for subjects are use to
calculations taking time and 0.1 + 0.01 + ... would then, clearly,
need an infinite amount of time. These aspects were considered im
thesis 5.iii.
Finally we note that dynamic considerations may lead to sequences
such as 1,1,1,... etc. being seen as improper because they dont move
(see protocols, pp.217-218).
10)	 SUB1JECTS' CONCEPTIONS OF LIMITS AND INFINITY ARE
CONTRADICTORY AND LABILE.
i) Subjects' conceptions of limits and infinity are
contradictory in that subjects are drawn to two opposing
views, e.g. : infinity is the largest number but you
can't have a largest number; the limit of a sequence is
the final number in the list but there is no final
number; there are more natural than even numbers butt
there are the same (infinite) number of each.
ii) Subjects' responses are often not stated with great
confidence and may be easily changed 	 by	 context,
reasoning and suggestion.
Of course subjects' conceptions in many areas of mathematics may be
contradictory and labile. We have not made a comparative study and
thus are not in a position to compare the quality of conceptions here
with that in other areas of mathematics.
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101i)	 Contradictory.
As we have seen in thesis 6.i (concerning real numbers), open
contradictions are held by subjects with respect to 0.3, 1/3, 0.9 and
1. Holding logical contradictions is not, however, peculiar to
infinite phenomena.	 Wason	 and	 Johnson-Laird	 (1972)	 consider
contradiction in abstract and practical tests. They show (p.l89) that
subjects will latch onto any convenient proposition to get themselves
out of holding a contradiction. They also show that sub j ects do not
necessarily see a contradiction as a contradiction:
Wait a minute .. You have proved one thing and then you have
proved the other .. There is only one card which needs to be
turned over to prove the statement exactly. 	 (ibid., p.l95)
As our sub j ects are similar in age and ability to theirs it seems
likely that these remarks apply to our study; although we have not
made a thorough examination of this phenomenon.
The occurrence and perception of formal contradictions was not,
however, our main interest here. Rather we were interested in the
inherent contradictions to be located in our subjects 	 conceptions,
the pull of both thesis and antithesis in subjects thoughts rhe
following illustrate subjects' recognition of two poles:
01	 Is there a largest number ?
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GAM2	 If you count infinity as the largest number you could say
that's the largest number, but if it's an actual number there's
always one more and 100 times more.
02	 Is there a smallest number ?
JCN2	 You could say the smallest number is 1/co . You can't get
any smaller than 1/oo . But infinity is going on forever so it
just carries on getting smaller.
05	 Is oo+1 >00 ?
MWN	 Well say, for argument, it exists as an enormous number,
right. When you think of it as a number then, if you add one to
that enormous number then it complicates things because you're
beginning to think of it as something greater than that.
08	 Does 2+s2 ? 2xss ?
GAM1 ('No', 'No')	 I just thought of it as a number.
f3At12	 ('Yes',	 'Yes')	 I just thought s is something infinitely
small and so there's nothing smaller.
013	 Can you add 0.1+0.01+... and get an answer ?
DLM (subject said 'No' to this but thought this equals 1/9)
There is no number between 0.1 and 1/9, so they must be the same.
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INT	 So couldn't I get an answer to 0.1+0.01+.,. ?
SUB	 Ha, if you wrote that out I suppose... well when it says
get an answer... Oh, I suppose - yeh. I was thinking...when its
written out as 0.1 , then I can think of it as 1/9. But when you
just keep adding it seems different in my head.
017-021	 Cardinality questions.
PBM1	 (017)	 1 thought you couldn't really compare it. I thought
there'd be the same number because it goes on indefinitely, but
as that one's higher I suppose that one will have more numbers.
Questions on the four phrases.
PBM2	 Its limit is its final point that it will get to. So I
think its limit is 0.9. And then again there the limit is 1, but
it won't actually get to 1, so you can't have 1 as its limit.
Quine (1966) documents three types of contradictions: truth telling
paradoxes, that resolve themselves on futher explanation or tell of an
impossibility; fallacies, such as misproofs of 2=1; and antimonies,
that produce a contradiction by accepted modes of reasoning 	 such as
This sentence is false.
Our subjects enter into all three types of contradictinn truth
telling such as SAFI2 above convincing himself by his contradiction
that there is no largest number; fallacies such as LSN1 who, on sem'
the contradiction with 0.3, 1/3, 0.9 and 1, maintains that ytu"i' 	 t
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to add something to 0.9 to get 1 ; antimanies such as subjects mntirni
(p.196) that although in finite terms there are more number betweem
and 10 than there are between 0 and 1, that this type of reasomiim
fails when we consider the infinite case.
The kinds of contradiction experienced by subjects is thus nanny
sided. Interestingly they mirror the types of contradiction that
caused the three crises in mathematics outlined in Chapter Dne let it
be clear, however, that these are psychological conflicts. whatever
line one takes on the foundation of mathematics, the mathematical
concept	 of	 infinity	 is	 consistent. Our thesis is that the
psychological intuition of infinity is inherently contradictory urn
that it pulls thought to two opposing views.
An alternative thesis is that teaching creates concepts of infinity
that are opposed to our primary intuitions. We have seen instances off
this (p.224). If this is true then this must be pre A-level schooRirnu
for there is very little difference between the N and 1 groups ice the
questionnaire responses. Moreover, the contradictions noted ahwcwe
occur in both groups and in both the September and Nay interv.eccs
Pre A-level schooling rarely, if ever, makes reference to iceitcetty,,
although approximate limits of sequences and fractional represeimtaftum
of recurring decimals occurs in SMP 0-level courses. It may w4eUI ib,
however, that topics not immediately concerned with limits or
contribute in forming concepts that affect subjects
	 conceptions 0*
limits and infinity. This is an area worthy of further stucl'. II4
having investigated this we cannot draw conclusions.	 Ihate'er the
actuality it is reasonable to claim that these Influences force part of
the normal mathematical framework of the mathematically abue av'ecrae
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adolescent	 that is our typical subject and that th
contradictory nature of infinity is a reality for him/here
Another possible explanation of the contradictory
	
tr	 Hf
infinite phenomena is that sub j ects may interpret statements d11iim
with limits and infinity as theoretical or ideal statesents and as
practical or approximate statements. Again there is some truth in tn
in that some sub j ects did appear to refer to both interpretatiioniis
(pp.190-193). However, the overall approach of subjects i.n the
interviews was to support their responses with theoretical, idea
arguments. This applied to both groups.
Closely associated with this dichotomy is the argu.ent	 of
Fisch'bein et al.
	
(1979), that subjects are drawn, more or less
equally after the age of 12, to finitist and infinitist positions..
This we have not witnessed. Our protocols show clearly that subjects
talk about limits and infinity in an infinitist manner. We discussed
this disparity with Fischbein et al. on p.65 and concluded that
mathematically able subjects are drawn to infinitist positions. It is
interesting, in this light, that the only interviewee we felt we could
label finitist (GHN, see p.190) was the only subject, of all those
taking the questionnaires, who failed her 0-level the first tiae she
took it (we included her in the interview precisely for this reason).
lO.il)	 Labile
Although the lack of confidence shown by subjects in their
responses to questions is affected by their ignorance of logIcal 1IIIt
notions, their uncertainty is also a result of the contradictory
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nature of limits and infinity.
	 If we were	 carrying	 out	 an
investigation	 in an area where subjects' basic conceptions or
intuitions were not formed then we would expect responses to be easily
changed simply because they did not know (or have a belief about) any
correct response. We have seen, however, that our subjects do have a
concept of infinity. Thus, although they are ignorant of formal
notions, they are not ignorant of their own conceptions. We posit,
then, that subjects' conceptions are	 labile	 because	 of	 the
contradictory	 nature	 of	 infinity,	 not	 because of subjects'
uncertainty. However, there may be other factors at work complementing
this.
Context can affect subjects' responses, as we have seen in our
ninth thesis. Although numeric / geometric and counting / measuring
contexts are largely determined by the question itself (rather than
the subjects' interpretation) we have seen examples where a numeric
evaluation is forced on a question having a geometric context (p.31l).
We have not, however, seen such an effect in counting / measuring
contex ts.
Whether a question has a static or a dynamic context is much more
sub j ective. Subjects may turn from viewing an infinitesimal or
recurring decimal as having existence in a dynamic ontological
framework, to viewing these as having no real existence in a static
ontological framework (p.190).
Another context, one interconnected with subjects' reasoning, is
whether the question or problem is presented in an open or closed
situation. This is discussed in Appendix C with regard to Path
Dependent Logic. A simple Yes/No question is an example of a closed
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context. A Why 2 question is an example of an open context. The
former, by virtue of having given possible ends, may require less
reasoning. The latter usually requires more discriminating reasons.
This recourse to deeper rationales may make the problem appear afresh
to the subject. This, however, is a conjecture in the field of
information processing that our study is not designed to evaluate. As
we have seen, however, it is consistent with the protocols (p.276).
Mare central to the lability of subjects' conceptions of limits and
infinity, but difficult to determine directly, is the inherent
contradictory nature of these conceptions. This global feature of the
psychological concept of infinity is evident in the protocols, as we
have seen above (thesis lO.i). The following is completely typical:
6AML	 (Subject responded E Yes' to is 0°f! )°° ?).
SUB	 I just thought of it as a number.
INT	 If that infinity meant your idea of infinity would you
still put 'Yes' ?
SUB	 Well,	 if infinity is so large, then if you add one to it
it's still large, isn't it ? So I wouldn't. I'd put 'Na'.
The inherent lability of the psychological concept of infinity
causes each question on the questionnaire to be more independent from
the other questions than it may otherwise be (in other areas of
mathematics). Each question indexes particular contexts, aspects of
infinity and rationales. Consider, for example 022. (which compared the
real intervals (0,1)	 and	 (0,10)	 )	 and 023 (which compared the
coordinate paints in a square and enclosing circle). Both questions
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may evoke a measuring context leading to a response 'More' (in the
superset). Now the majority responding 	 'More' in one of these
questions responded consistently in both: 26, of the 38 for each
question, in the N group and 30, of the 37 in 022 and 46 in 023, in
the H group. Although some of the non consistent responses may be put
down to misunderstanding it would not be consistent with the general
intelligent responses of the subjects to put them all down to this.
Rather, we hold, the non consistent responses are due to the lability
of sub j ects' conceptions. We are in complete agreement with Fischbein
et al. (1979) here;
The natural intuition of infinity is highly labile, depending on
conjectural and contextual influences. The lability of the
intuition of infinity can be explained if admitting its intrinsic
contradictory nature as a psychological reality.
11) THE EFFECT OF TEACHING.
The first year of an A-level mathematics course which
includes an introduction to all the basic ideas of
'calculus	 does	 not,	 generally,	 affect	 subjects'
conceptions of limits, infinity or real numbers.
As a general summary the above is true. Indeed, the absence of a
difference between groups is striking. Although the whole body of the
data obtained in this study (the questionnaire results and the
protocol data) bears witness to this, it is, nevertheless, remarkable
that nine months of intensive exposure to mathematics involving
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infinite sequences and series, asymptotes, derivatives (real and
vector valued), integrals, Newton-Raphscin and Taylor approximations
seems to have such a negligible effect on subjects' basic conceptions
of limits and infinity. Why is this ?
Test design may have been ineffective in omitting areas of concern
or in its handling of areas covered. This is always a possibility in
research.	 We	 detailed	 our	 attempts	 at	 objectivity	 and
comprehensiveness in Chapter Five.
Another possibility is that subjects may have reached their final
level of comprehension of infinite phenomena by 16 years of age. To
strict Piagetians, subjects such as ours 	 are	 certainly	 well
established in the period of formal operational by this age. However,
as we argued at the beginning of Chapter Three (p.30), few mature
students consistently function at this level and they generally
function at a concrete level when the subject matter is not familiar.
In terms of cognitive functioning, then, there would appear to be room
for improved reasoning in this area. Moreover, if our subjects do
represent a final stage then mature mathematical thought with regards
to infinite processes would be impossible, as it patently is not.
Another possibility to explain the apparent negligible effect of
teaching is that concepts from pre A-level mathematics may remain
dominant in the first year of an A-level course. This is very
plausible, mathematical concepts mature slowly and the finite schemes
of	 elementary	 mathematics	 have had many years of successful
application. We have seen, moreover, that subjects
	 conceptions of
recurring decimals are naive. This may reflect teacher explanations
presented earlier in the subjects' schooling.
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The areas of pro A-level mathematics and subject
	
trI1
experiences that affect their concepts of infinity have not been du1t
with in this study but are worthy of research.
In retrospect it would have been useful to test Upper	 th
students. The timing of the questionnaires was the main obstacle here
as it would have been improper to disrupt their exam preparaton..
However, it was felt that the main impact of infinite methods would be
made in the first year of a calculus course when the calculus and
related concepts would be most thoroughly discussed (later work being
largely iethods).
Another possible explanation of the negligible effect of an A-level
mathematics course is that the teaching of calculus and related topics
at this level avoids forcing subjects to question their basic
conceptions of limits and infinity. We believe there is a great deal
of truth in this. In all the protocols only four subjects expressed
sentiments that they had considered the question in the course
their mathematical studies (JHM2, VIIM2 and DLM, all with regard to
1/0, and SWM2, with regard to 0.9). True the questions were designed
to avoid A-level type questions so that the control group could answer
them too, but a great number of the questions were very closely tied
to A-level topics. It was particularly surprising that in all the
questions regarding the four phrases no sub j ect mentioned class
discussion of the concepts. While not conclusive this evidence
cetainly points to an avoidance of difficult ideas in A-level classes
At a subjective level the author has found that despIte his own
interest and knowledge in this area, discussion on these difficult
hut ideas can be very confusing for the students and that a vague
understanding coupled with faith in the teachers' results causes them
less anxiety. This has been attested in conversation with many
graduate mathematics teachers. Regardless of the truth of this belief
it would be of great value to the mathematical community to develop an
instructional Introduction to Lieits and Infinity that presented
paradigms that could be successfully comprehended by A-level students.
Although the generalization, that teaching does not affect these
conceptions, is true as a generalization, there are, however, some
areas where a difference between groups was apparent.
In the MAIN sample the N group were less certain in that 12.07. of
their responses were blank or '?', whereas only 5.47. of the P1 groups'
responses were blank or '?'. This is highly significant, Xf=141,
P<0.001. This posed some problems in analysing responses. We discussed
this on p.108 and p.153. The main explanation we believe is behind
this is that students who take A-level mathematics are more confident
about their abilities and thus of their responses.
The alternatives are that ability or gender plays a role. These are
possibilities but ones we are unable to ascertain. Referring to Table
5.1 on p.104 it is clear that there were proportionally more males
than females and more A grades than B or C grades in the H group and
the exact opposite applied in the N group. There were indications that
females were more likely to give a blank or '?' response (10.87. of
female responses were such as opposed to 6.2Z of male responses).
Similarly there were indications that subjects with grades B or C were
more likely to give a blank or '	 response (10.67. of their responses
were such as opposed to 5.07. of responses from those with grade A).
There is, however, insufficient data to draw definite conclusions.
Infinite
Indetermi nate
Formally wrong
03
	
38	 76
	
4	 16
	
55	 6
	
3	 2
04
	N 	 M
	
25	 75
	
1	 5
	
53	 16
	
21	 4
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Questions 3 and 4, which asked what 1/0 and 11(1-0.9) were,
displayed a very significant difference between groups. We reproduce
the results below.
TABLE 9.5
We ascribe this difference to the more recently improved and practised
calculating abilities amongst the mathematics group. Moreover the M
group will have met this very question in the context of asymptotes
of graphs. Indeed, as we have seen above, this question accounted for
three of the four I've iet this before responses witnessed in the
protocols. The questions are also very difficult from the subjects'
viewpoint. There is a certain naturalness in translating it as 0/1 or
as 0 into 1 won't go, therefore it is nothing.
The other area where a marked difference existed was in 026 where
subjects were asked to complete sentences using the phrases tends to,
hut and converges. Table 026 shows that the H group mainly got the
answer right and the N group gave an unprecedented number of blank or
'V responses, as well as many responses that are not strictly correct
(though	 not	 always wrong,	 such	 as 1&h tends to decrease or
1,1/2,1/4,... converges to infinity). As we pointed out in Chapter
Five, this set of questions was included because it represented a kind
of question that would be covered in an A-level course and could be
given to the control group. The great number of blank or '''
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responses, however, indicates that it is on the borderline of what can
intelligibly be given to the control group (in the technical language
of test/item design it has a high discriminatory power). The results
show that A-level mathematics courses do help subjects answer standard
questions on limits and infinity. The alternative is to accept that
these results indicate that A-level mathematics affects subjects
basic conceptions of limits and infinity. If we accept this then we
must question the validity of the rest of the results for these show
that the groups differ very little. We have argued in Chapter Five,
however, that the questionnaire does test subiects conceptions of
limits and infinity. We conclude, then, that this set of questions
merely shows that subjects can improve their answers to certain
questions on limits by following an A-level mathematics course.
There were other areas where small differences were noted. We have
commented in detail on all these cases in Chapter Six arid do not
repeat that detail here. As can be seen, however, in almost every case
the difference is between a very strong response from one group as
opposed to only a moderately strong, but similar, response from the
other group.
What is remarkable about all the above questions is that subjects
can improve their number of correct answers in certain areas without
substantially altering their basic concepts of limits and infinity
and, indeed, of R as well (as we have seen with subjects' conceptions
of 0.9 and	
, 
J, etc.)
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Chapter One presented the aims of this investigation. In this last
chapter we summarize our findings, examine the extent to which the
initial aims have been fulfilled, consider the implications for
teaching that arise from the study and consider questions for further
research.
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Our	 aim was to investigate mathematically able adolescente
conceptions of the basic notions behind the Calculus: infiet
(including the infinitely large, the infinitely small and infinite
aggregates); limits Co sequences, series and functions); and reai
numbers. The effect of a one year calculus course on these conceptions
was also to be examined.
Infinity
We agree with Fischbein et al. (1979, p.30) that generally mature
adolescents do have a concept of infinity that is	 inherently
contradictory and labile (our theses 1 and 10).
We agree with Tall (1980d) that the dominant concept of infinity is
of a dynamic process (theses 2, 4, 6.i and 9.iii). This is compatible
with the traditional view of potential infinity as opposed to actual
infinity in that infinity is going on and on.
The infinitely large exists as a indeterminate form, a vague
generalization of a large number. Infinity as this large number cam be
conceived but is not granted real cognitive existence (thesis 3).
The infinitely small, infinitesimal5, exist only in the process of
a sequence of numbers, or a function decreasing and as such are
dynamic entities. Static infinitesimals may be seen as useful fictions
and approximations with very small numbers may be seen as generally
acceptable (thesis 4). Further research is needed to verify the extent
to which subjects hold these views.
Infinite aggregates can be considered as single sets by the
subjects but comparison of cardinalities is pre-Cantorian (theses
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1.ii, 3.iv and 9.ii). Subjects derive their responses here from the
reasoning schemes infinity as a process and the generic law (thesis
8). Although cardinal arithmetic is not, at A-level, relevant to
subjects' understanding of concepts behind the calculus, the results
do help us form a global picture of subjects conceptions of infinity.
Limits
Sub j ects generally note the convergence or divergence of infinite
sequences but generic limit concepts dominate their conceptions
(thesis 5). There appears to be a slight shift away from the generic
limit concept and to the mathematician's limit concept amongst some
A-level mathematicians, but evidence here is far from conclusive.
Several factors, irrelevant to the mature mathematician, can affect
adolescents' responses to questions on limits.
i) Sequences that do not conform to a monotone convergent paradigm
(thesis 5.i):
Oscillations,	 e.g.	 1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0.01,
Constant values,	 e.g.	 1, 1, 1,
ii) The everyday connotations of the phrases tends to, limit,
converges and approaches (thesis 8). Tends to and approaches are
largely seen as general tendencies, converges is largely seen as
inapplicable to sequences and limit is often seen as a very strong
condition (an ultimate boundary which may or may not be the generic
limit).
iii) The context of the question. In thesis 9 we considered three
dichotomies: numeric/geometric, counting/measuring and static/dynamic.
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Only the first and last are relevant to subjects' conceptions of
limits. Our data was inconclusive with regard to the numeric/geometric
division (though we suspect that the existence of limits is more
readily accepted in geometric contexts). With regard to the static!
dynamic division we argued that subjects' limit conceptions were
primarily dynamic in nature and that teachers must be very careful in
this area or their static conceptions will not make sense to students
with dynamic limit concepts.
Our data and analysis is consistent with the work of Cornu in that
his obstacles	 in the limit notion
	
(p.43) were noted here.	 In
particular subjects find limit ideas surrounded in mystery, angst over
whether the limit is obtained or not and experience difficulty in the
passage from the finite to the infinite.
Series	 present	 many cognitive problems for sub j ects. Their
convergence or divergence is often not seen or not regarded as
important compared to the physical and/or temporal problems of
infinite summation.
Real numbers
Subjects do not appreciate the concept of the completeness of the
real number system. The completeness of the reals gives equal
ontological status to finite decimals, recurring decimals and infinite
non recurring decimals. We have assumed that the concept of infinite
recurring decimals is a cognitively easier concept than the concept of
infinite non recurring decimals. Examining subjects' conceptions of
recurring decimals we have seen that they are perceived as incoiplete
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or improper in the sense that they do not represent uniquely defined
numbers. They exist as dynamic entities, perpetually in a state of
becoiing.
A much observed phenomenon is that students see 0.9 as strictly
less than 1. We agree with Schwarzenberger and Tall (1978, p.46) that
this is due to their lack of understanding of the limit concept. More
precisely it is a result of their generic limit concepts and their
dynamic view of infinity. 0.9 is the generic limit of 0.9, 	 0.99,
Each term is less than 1, thus, by the generic law, 0.9 is less than
1. Moreover, not only is 0.9 qualitatively different from 1 because
0.9 is the generic limit and 1 is not, but 0.9 is qualitatively
different,and thus not equal to, 1 because 0.9 is a dynamic entity
whereas 1 is a fixed static entity.
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING
This study was primarily cognitive in nature and was not intended
to evaluate the affect of instructional variables in the learning of
elementary calculus. Nevertheless several factors emerge that are
relevant to the teaching of calculus at A-level.
Infinity is a vague and contradictory notion to Sixth Formers. As
teachers we must take great care to explain, without using the word
infinity, what we mean when we say something approaches infinity or
use Jfxdx, etc.
Similarly Sixth Formers do not grant infinitesimals real cognitive
existence, although they may exist as dynamic entities. Nevertheless,
students may view them as useful fictions and may accept mathematical
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arguments that ignore very small numbers.
This is not to say that infinity and infinitesimals should be
banned from A-level mathematics. Mathematics teachers must enlarge and
refine students' ideas and correct false intuitive conceptions. The
fact that students have concepts that do not fit neatly into standard
approaches to the calculus should not put us off confronting and
amending these conceptions.
	 I
Paraphrasing Bruner's celebrated hypothesis that any subject can be
taught effectively in so'e intellectually honest fan	 to any child at
any stage of developwent we believe that any legitimate method of
teaching calculus to able adolescents can be made effective and
intellectually honest. What must be avoided is mixing ideas from
different approaches to the calculus, where the terms have different
meanings. This can cause both mathematical and cognitive conflict.
Our work has shown that the dominant limit concept amongst A-level
mathematicians is the generic limit concept. 1+ A-level mathematics is
seen as an end in itself, as opposed to as a prelude to higher
mathematics, then it is not clear, with respect to differentiation,
that this concept needs to be overcome. In teaching differentiation at
an elementary level generic limit ideas can be accommodated into the
common dynamic limit method (where 2x+h gets closer to 2x as h gets
closer to 0).
Two areas where post generic limit methods are required for a
resonable understanding are real numbers and series. As we have seen
these concepts are largely misunderstood by students. Not until
generic limit ideas are overcome and replaced by mathematicians'
concepts can recurring decimals (and then irrational numbers) be seen
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as proper points on the real number line. This requires A-level
syllabi allocating space for the study of R . If such a study is to
take place in the classroom, then questions on the structure of R must
be included in examinations, otherwise teachers may choose to ignore
this.
Work on infinite series per se is largely lacking in the SMP texts
(see appendix B). Finite series are covered in detail and infinite
series arise in integration but work on infinite series alone occupies
very little space. This may account	 for	 subjects'	 lack	 of
understanding. We suggest more emphasis be placed on infinite series
and that teachers take pains to bring out the limit of partial sums.
The irrelevance, from the pure mathematical point of view, of physical
and temporal problems of infinite summation should be made very clear.
Given that teachers should devote more time to developing an
intelligent understanding of limits in A-level pupils, how is this to
be done ? Schwarzenberger and Tall (1978) advocate a conflict free
approach where instruction commences from the students' concepts and
builds up ideas gradually so as to avoid conscious or subconscious
conflict. Cornu (1983) suggests that teachers lead classes to explore
and discuss their own ideas on being introduced to limit ideas. Orton
(1983a, 1985) suggests that early numeric (calculator based) and
graphical work may help build greater understanding of limits. Robert
thinks it best if students are made aware of their erroneous ideas
sometime after a course.
We feel there are insights, truths and problems in all these
suggestions. The approach of Schwarzenberger and Tall would, correctly
presented, result in a spiral calculus curriculum, continually
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building on established concepts. But is a conflict free approach
totally desirable ? Certainly there is a sense in which we want to
introduce conflict so that students can meet obstacles under the
guidance of a teacher. This is why Cornu suggests that teachers lead
classes to explore their ideas at the time of learning limit concepts.
Robert's proposal of introducing discussion after a course, however,
is highly dubious. Certainly such an approach courts the danger of
allowing immature paradigms to become fixed in subjects' conceptions.
Orton's suggestion is implemented by many teachers. By playing with
numbers and gradients sub j ects are able to form concepts with concrete
objects before going onto abstract arguments. The SNP approach, at
both 0 and A-level, adopts this approach. There are dangers, however,
for the work may reinforce generic limit concepts. For example
consider using a calculator to calculate the sequence converging to
f'(l), from below, where f(x)x 2 . We would obtain the sequence 1.9,
1.99, 1.999, ...	 The limit could be taken as 1.9 rather than 2.
Our results on subjects' interpretations of the phrases tends to1
approaches, converges, hut and gets to, moreover, show that teachers
must take great care that their use 'E lanquaqe is understood by the
students.
Finally, we feel that nonstandard analysis is unsuitable for school
calculus because: H to understand the structure of R e
 one must
understand the structure of R, and, as we have seen, students do not
understand	 the	 completeness	 of R
	
ii)	 in general students'
interpretations of infinitesimals are either as improper or as dynamic
entities. Neither of these interpretations is particularly suitable as
a starting point for nonstandard analysis.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A number of questions arose during the study that we were unable to
fully evaluate with our data. These questions are summarized below.
i) Are generic limit concepts less strong in geometric contexts ? As
we saw in thesis 9.i, this claim is suggested by the data but requires
further investigation. Interviews would be necessary to study this for
students may believe that approximations are more valid in geometric
contexts and questionnaires would have difficulty monitoring this.
ii) Can students distinguish between convergent and divergent
sequences ? All the evidence points to the answer Ves'. There was a
fault in our questionnaire design, however: we did not consider
monotone divergent sequences. Further questionnaire items designed to
examine this question would be useful.
iii) Is there actually a small shift away from generic limit concept.c
in some A-level mathematicians ?
	 A long	 term,	 large	 scale
investigation into ideas related to those presented here could
profitably examine this. It would involve following subjects through
the Sixth Form and into university mathematics.
iv) Do students fail to note convergence/divergence with respect to
infinite series or are these properties simply seen as less important
than other properties ? We have seen that subjects fail to isolate
convergent series as essentially similar from sets of series with a
variety of mathematical forms (pp.126-128). Moreover we have seen that
convergent and divergent series are seen as essentially similar in
that they go on adding forever (pp.239-241). There remains a
possibility, however, that subjects do recognize convergence and
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divergence but do not see it as the most important property of series.
Interviews would be necessary to examine this as all possible
properties seen by subjects would have to be taken into account.
A possible factor influencing our subjects' responses to the series
questions is the fact mentioned earlier) that work on infinite series
per se is largely lacking in SMP texts. It would thus be useful to do
a comparative study, across several boards and syllabi, of A-level
students' understanding of series.
v) Do sub j ects operate in a mixture of	 finite, finite deci.aI
representation,	 and	 generic hut universes ? We hypothesized on
p.301 that they do. An evaluation of this would be a useful complement
to the present study.
vi) The present study examined the immediate responses of subjects.
A further study that examines students' information processing powers
in this area is needed.
	 Although this study examined students'
understanding of concepts behind the calculus it nevertheless leads
onto questions concerning the calculus itself.
vii) What are the criteria for evaluating the success of a period of
calculus instruction ? Do they include a real understanding of limits,
infinity and real numbers or are tools for further application all
that is necessary ?
viii) Related to this is the question Does school calculus place
too much emphasis on applications and not enough on understanding ? By
application we mean use within pure mathematics e.g. the quotient
rule for differentiation, integration by parts, etc.). We may,
however, ask the same question with application meaning real world
problea solving.
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ix) Is there a need to approach the study of calculus ,arlI*r	 iIP t1i*
mathematics curriculum ? With the arrival of GCSE there is a distisc
move away from pre A-level calculus instruction. There may 	 s'sr,,
be a place for a greater study of the limit ideas of calculus 	 thioat
the development of the methods of differentiation and integratiorn.
Apart from questions directly relevant to the object of this titiess
there arise more general cognitive questions.
x) There is the thesis, considered on p.307, that able subject
reasoning rises to the level required by the mathematics (that eore
abstract reasoning will be employed in areas of mathematics beyomd
simple empirical verification or finite computation).
xi) The concept of path dependent logic arose during this study Toe
study was an unsuitable vehicle to examine it. A full indepemdeimt
study to examine it as a model of mathematical thought would be 'wery
interesting.
xii) We have referred several times to subjects
	 ontolmica1i
commitments. Ontology is a field largely avoided by	 cognnittwe
scientists. This is a pity for it holds many interesting qusstoim
What mathematical entities are granted existence by students '? 	 WJlhait
is their working meaning of existence ? If a mathematical eontñty
not granted cognitive existence (i.e. it is a fiction to the studemit
then can students still do meaningful mathematics with thea
xiii) Does gender affect subjects conceptions of infinity 1 sits
and real numbers ? We initially examined our data in an ad lhimc imaijiumetr
in	 the	 early stages and did not note a dtfference. Ut
nevertheless, possible that a difference in geometric interpret ions
exist for there is evidence that girls geometric sense differs firoo
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boys	 (see Shuard's Appendix 2, BIB 1
 in Cockcroft, 1981.).
xiv) Are subjects' conceptions of infinity, limits and real numbers
affected by their ability ?	 We did not investigate this largely
because we were not satisfied that subjects' 0-level grades (which is
all we had to work on) are fine enough measures to base an assessment
on. The evaluation of this question would undoubtably be of worth but
would have to develop tools to measure the relative abilities of
A-level students.
Apart from proposals that can be examined under more or less
clinical conditions there are more pratical projects that could be
usefully evaluated.
xv) We believe it would benefit students if calculus books sharply
differentiated between what goes on in the physical world and in the
mathematical world. Thus a text with one page dealing (say) with
differentiation as an approximation and a facing page dealing with it
as a pure mathematical construct, may help resolve conflicts. It would
be interesting to produce and evaluate such an approach.
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APPENDIX A
Questionnaire I
Questionnaire 2
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NA11E.........................
1) The two lines in the figure on
the right intersect. Does a=b ?
y / think so / ?unsure? / think not / IO
2) Is there an answer to every mathematical question ?
YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / 1O
3) Is there a largest numblr ?
	
1115 / think so / ?unsure? / think not / 1(0
4) Is there a smallest number ?
	
1115 / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
5) lrite down a number between 2.lO93l and 2.10604
1
6) What s oTi ?
7) What is
8) Sketch the curve y
	
, for x)O,
on the grid on the right.
	
9) 1,2,3,4,....	 are there,	 i) more numbers in the first row
	
2,4,6,8,....	 ii) more numbers in the second row
iii) same in both
iv) can't compare
10) Is 0.9 < 1 ?	 1115 / think so / ?unsure / think not. / NO
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ii) Is there a number smaller than 1 - 0.9 ?
Y / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
12) Consider the whole numbers 	 1,2,3,4,5,.....
Can we think of. these as a single set ? YZ / think so / ?urisure? / think not / NO
Consider also all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1
Can we think of these as a single set? Y / think so /?unsure? / think not / NO
Are there:	 i) more whole numbers	 ii) more decimal numbers
iii) same number of each 	 iv) can't compare
1
13) What is 1-0.99
14) What j8	 1 •
1-0.9
15) Consider all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1 and all the decimal
numbers between 0 and 10
Are there: i) more between 0 and 1 ?
ii) more between 0 :Lncl 10 ?
iii) same number of each ?
iv) can't compare ?
•_116) Does 0.3 - - YJ3 / think so / ?unure? / think not / NO
17) What is 0.3 x 2 ?
i8) Does 0.3 x 3 0.9 ?	 Y1 / think so / ?uncuro? / think not / NO
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19) Does 0.91 ?
	 YES /'thnk so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
20) Conoider all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1 and all the coordinate
points in the square below.Are there: i) more points than numbers ?
I	
-	 ii) more numbers than points ?
iii) same number of each ?
iv) can't coIupro ?
21) Consider the sequence	 0.1,0.01,0.001,0.0001......
Will it ever get to 0 ?
	 YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
22) ]nfinity,00,means different things to different people.Suppose,for tie
sake of arguinent,it exists as an enormous number.Phen:
i) Is OO +1> aC	 YES / think so / ?unsure? / think x-iot / 110
ii) Does	 0 ?	 YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / rio
23) Suppose,for the sake of argument,that there is a number smaller than
any other nuiiiber but not zero.Call it s.Then:
i) Does 2 + s	 ? YES / think so / ?urisure? / think not / NO
ii) Does 2 x s	 s ? YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / 110
24) Can you add. 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 + .....arid, go on forever and get an answer ?
YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
25) Can you add. 0.1+0.0140.001+.....and go on forever and get an answer ?
YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
26) i	 0.1 . Can - be defined as 0.1+0.01+0.001+
YES / think so / ?unsu.re? / think not / NO
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27) Consider the sequence of functions in Fig.l.Is the limit of this Lequence
. perfectly traiht line or is it everio clightly ja,d ?
i) perfectly straight .........YJ / think so
ii) slightly jagged........ YJ / think so
iii) don't know
28) Sentence question
29) Consider the sequence 0.9 , 0.99 , 0.999 , 0.9999 .........
Which of the following sentences are true of this sequelice ?
	
) It tends to 0.9	 YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / flO
ii) It tends to 1	 YES / think so / ?unsUre? / think not / NO
iii) It approaches 0.9	 YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
iv) It approaches 1
	 YES / think so / ?unure? / think not / NO
	
r) It converges to	 O.	 n / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
vi) It converges to	 1	 YES / think so / ?uricure? / think not / No
vii) Its limit is 0.	 YE / think so / ?unnure? / think not / NO
viii) Its linjit i, 1	 YES / think so / ?wisure? / think not / io
The next four questions refer to the curves in Fig.2.Please put your answers
(Y,y,?,n or 14)in the table below.
30) Can we say "the curve TENDS TO 0" as x gets larger and larger ?
31) Can we say "the curve has 0 as a LIMIT" as x gets larger and larger ?
32) Can we say "the curve COI(VEHOJ!Z to 0" as x gets larger and larger ?
33) Can we say "the curve APPROACHES 0" as x gets larger and larger ?
A	 I	 B	 I	 C	 J	 1)	 E	 F
30
31
-H-1 ±:t
CI.
34) To get to any point,say C,on the
circumference of the circ1e' I must
first find a point on the perimeter
of the square ,call this point S,so
that a line from the centre of the
circle,0,through S passes through C.'
i) Can I get to every point on the circumference
this way ?
YES / think so / ?urlsure? / think not / 110
ii) Suppose two points are very close on the square.Will the corresponding
points on the circle be very close ?
YES / thi,nk so / ?unsure? / think not / NO / it depends
iii) Are there more coordinate points in the circle ?
YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
35) Complete the following sentences:
i) 1 4 h tends to	 , am h tends to 0.
ii) The limit of (2 +-h) 2 as h tends to 0 is __________
iii) ]. , - , * , -fr ........converges to ___________
36) For each of the sequences below say whether or not it has a limit.If i
does and you know what the limit is ,then write this underneath -the sequence.
i) 1 , 0.1 , 0.01 , 0.001 ......YES / think so / ?Unsure? / think not / MO
ii) 1 , 0 , 0.1 , 0 , 0.01 , 0... YES / think so / ?uneure? / think not / NO
ji.i) 1 , 0.1 , 1 , 0.01 , 1 , .... YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / 110
iv) 1 , 1, 1 , 1 , 1 , ......... YES / think so / ?urisure? / think not / NO
37) For each of the sequences below say whether of not it converges.If it does
and you know what it converges to,then write this underneath the sequence.
i) 1 , 0.1 , 0.01 , 0.001 ...... YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
ii5 1 , 0 , 0.1 , 0 , 0.01 , 0... YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
iii) 1 , 0.1 , 1 , 0.01 , 1 , ....YES / think so / ?unaure? / think not / NO
iv) 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ...........YES / think so / ?unsure? / think not / NO
$6
Fig;1
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Pig.2
UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK A	 DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE EDUCATION 	 -
The following is a questiorinaire,not a test.The replies will be used to build
up a picture of how sixth foriners think of inrinity.They will not be used. to
assess or grade you.
NAME ••••••••*••.•••,•.••........ •........s.....s...
YEAR L6 / TJ6	 i1X male / female	 (please circle)
0 level Mathematics grade A / B / C
Did you do Additional 0 level Rathematioa in your fifth year ? 	 Yes / No
If your last answer was 'Yes' ,then please give your grade
ire you doing ShP A level Mathematics? Yes / No
If your last answer was 'Yes' ,then please answer the following two questions.
Are you doing ?urther Mathematics ?
	 Yes / No
ire you doing S level Mathematics ?
	 Yes / No
Most of the following questions seem a little strange to people.Don't let this
put you off and don't worry about getting things wrong — we are interested in
what you think,not in what you know.
It is tempting to put unsure,(?),to every question.Try and avoid thia.Only use
? when you are really unsure.
We axe interested in your immediate response.Don't spend too long on any
question or look at you friend's answer.
Most of the questions have Y / ? / N after them (meaning yea,unsure,no).
Answer by circling one of these.If you change your mind simply cross out your
first answer and oirole another one.
Is there a largest number?	 Y / ? / N
Is there a smallest number ?
	 Y / ? / Ii
0
Whatis	 ?	 ______
Consider the two sequences of numbers 	 1,2,3,4,.... and	 2,4,6,8
(the dots ndicate that the sequences carry on)
Are there	 i) more numbers in the first row
ii) more numbers in the second. row
iii) same in both
iv) can't compare
Is 0. < 1 9
	 1 /?/ N
Consider the whole numbers 1,2,3,4,.....
Can we think of these as a single set
	 Y / ? / N
Consider also all 'the decimal numbers between 0 and 1
Can we think of these as a single set
	 I / ? / N
Are there	 i) more whole numbers
ii) more decimal numbers
iii) same number of each
iv) can't compare
Whatis	 9	 ___________
1-0.9
Consider all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1 and all the coordinate
points in the square below.Are there
	 i) more points than numbers
i.	 ii) more numbers than points
iii) same number of each
iv) can't compare
3
I,
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Infinity 00, means different things to different people.Suppose,for the
sake of arguinent,it exists as an enormous number.Then
Is oo+1)oC	 Y /?/ N
Does	 0 ?	 Y /?/ N
Is this how you think of infinity ?
	 Y / ? / N
8uppose,fo the sake of argument,that there is a number smaller than any
other number but bigger than zero.Call it a • Then i
Does 2+s=2?	 Y I?! N
Does 2xsa?	 Y /?/ N
Can you believe in such a number ? 	 Y / ? / N
Can you add 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + .....	 (the dots indicate continuation)
and get an answer ? 	 Y / ? / N
Can you add. 0.1 + 0.01 .1- 0.001 + ..... 	 and get an answer ? Y / ? /
1	 •	 1 _Just as we often write - 	 0.3 ,we can write	 0.1
Can	 be defined as 0.1 4 0.0]. 4 0.001 + .....
	
'1 / ? / N
Consider all the decimal numbers between 0 and 1 and all the decimal numbers
between 0 and 10. Are there :
	
i) more between 0 and 1
ii) more between 0 and 10
iii) same number of each
iv) can't compare
Complete the following sentences
1 + h tends to ______________ as h tends to 0
The limit of ( 2 + h )2 as h tends to 0 is ______________
1 ,
	 , * ,	 , •.... converges to 	 - --
tends to 0
has 0 as a limit
tends to 0
has 0 as a limit
converges to 0 Converges to 0
Y // N
Y /?/ N
Y // N
' N
Y /?/ N
Y /7/ N
Y / ? / N
-.	 N
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The next set o1 questions zsfer to the four curves below and. the two on
the opposite page.For each curve you are asked, four questions.
1T DS TO 0
Can we say the curve J 
HAS 0 AS A LIMIT	
as x gets larger and larger 7
CONVJRGS TO 0
I_AP1:%aOACHES 0
Don't speno. too long on any question, just put your first reaction down.
tend,8 to 0 •	 -Y /?/ N
	
tends to 0
	
Y // N
has 0 as a limit	 Y /?/ N
	
has 0 as a limit	 Y /?/ N
converges to 0
	
Y // N
	
converges to 0
	
Y /7/ N
approaches 0
	
Y / ? / K	 approaches 0
	
Y /7/ 11
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tendato 0	 Y /?/ N
	
tendsto 0	 Y /?/ N
has 0 as a limit Y / ? / N
	
has 0 as a limit Y / 9 / N
converges to 0	 Y / ? / N
	
converges to 0 Y / ? / N
approaches 0	 Y / ? / N
	
approaches 0	 Y / ? / N
Consider the triangles below(one inside the other,inside the otber,etc.)
We have only shown three but imagine the process continuing.
',\	 Is the limit	 i) a triangle
ii) don't know
iii) a point
Did you answer the last Question theoretically or in terms of actually
drawing the triangles 9
	
theoretically / ? / in terms of drawing
Two of these 'sums' don't belong to the rest.Put the letters of the odd
ones out in the boxes (the dots indicate that the process continues)
i) 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.]. + 0.1 +
B)
C) 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +
D) 0.1 + 0.01 + 0.001 + 0.001 +
E)
.1
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Consider the sequence of braphs below.We have only shown the first three
but imaine the sequence continuing.
Is the limit of this sequence	 i) a perfectly straight line
or	 ii) everso slightly jagged
ii
Did you answer the last question theoretically or in terms of actually
drawin& the graphs ?	 theoretically / ? / in terms of drawing
Consider the sequence 0.9 ,0.99 , 0.999 , 0.9999
Which of the following sentences are true of this sequence ?
It tends to 0.9
	
Y / ? / N	 It tends to 1
	 Y / ? / N
It approaches 0.9	 Y / ? / N	 It approaches 1	 Y / ? / N
It converges to 0.9	 Y / ? / N	 It oonverges to 1 Y / ? / N
its limit is 0.9	 Y / ? / N	 Its limit is 1	 Y / ? / N
Use the five possible answers to each of the following to indicate whether
you think the following are proper numbers,for example you may think 0
is a number but not be,completely sure,theri put 'think so'.
0.9	 yes/think so/ ? /think not/ no
00	 yes/think so/ ? [think not/ no
yes/think ao/ ? /think not/ no
1.0.9	 yes/think so/ ? /think not/ rio
yes/think o/ ? [think riot/ no
yes/think 80/ ? /thinlc riot/ no
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Consider the circle and. square below.
ire there	 i) more coordinate points in the circle
(,I	 %j 	 ii) more coordinate points in the squareiii) same amount in each- iv) 0jSj compare
For each othe sequences below say whether or not it has a limit.
1 , 0.1 , 0.01 , 0.001 , .....'
	 Y / ? / N
1, 0 , 0.1 , 0 , 0.01 , 0
	
Y // N
1 , 0.]. , 1 , 0.01 , 1 ,	 Y /?/ N
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 	 Y // N
Fcr each of the sequences below say whether or not it converges.
1 , 0.1 , 0.01 , 0.001 ......• 	 Y / ? / N
1, 0 , 0.]. , 0 , 0.01 , 0 , ......	 I / ? / N
1 , 0.1 , 1 , 0.01 , I .......I / ? / N
1 , 1 , j , 1 , ......	 1 / ? / N
We have used the phrases 'tends to ' , 'has a limit' , 'approaches' and
'converges' several times.Do you find, any of these confusing in the way we
have used them?If you do say which one(or which ones) and why Nou do.
(continue over the page i necessary)
END OF QUTIOMAIRE
4
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APPENDIX B
TH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS PROJECT (SMP) A-LEVEL SCHEME
SlIP is a national project founded in 1961 with the aim of providing
courses that reflect modern usages of mathematics. It provides books
and support materials for primary and secondary mathematics. The SlIP
A-level scheme offers academic 16 to 18 year olds a mathematics course
that integrates pure mathematics, mechanics and statistics.
The	 SlIP	 A-level	 scheme	 generally places more emphasis on
understanding than other A-level courses do. To do this it offers a
slightly	 reduced	 calculus	 component,	 compared to other pure
mathematics A-level courses (hyperbolic functions and curvature are
omitted; formal limit methods, series, integration and differential
equations are not taken as far as they are in some courses).
All subjects in the experimental group taking Questionnaire 1 were
doing SlIP A-level mathematics. Due to SMPs differences from other
courses it was considered necessary to ensure that subjects taking
Questionnaire 2 were also following the SlIP scheme. We provide this
appendix to give readers unfamiliar with SlIP an indication of its
nature.
The SMP A-level scheme usually runs for two years and uses three
books (SMP, 1978). Subjects in the present study will have covered
ju5t	 under	 half	 of	 the course at the time they took the
questionnaires. We thus deal only with the relevant (calculus or limit
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orientated) chapters that can reasonably be expected to have been
covered in this time. We outline the various topics with brief notes
as to their usual exposition. Teachers will, obviously, bring their
own ideas into class expositions but we cannot account for these. For
an analysis of problems inherent in the SlIP approach to limits see
Tall & Vinner, 1981.
Chapter t
	 Flow charts and sequences.
An infinite ioop is defined as one that will cause the sequence to
go on being printed out indefinitely (p.4). Note that this is
introducing infinity as a process. Infinite sequences are then studied
but are simply called sequences. N is introduced (p.13) as an entity
but there is no discussion as to whether infinite sets are legitimate.
The idea of a sequence as a function with domain N is introduced. The
behaviour of sequences for large values of n are studied. The word
limit is introduced:
In some sequences u,, approaches some fixed number. In 1/2, £15,
£18, i/il,... the limit is 0 and in u,	 6#1/n the limit is 6
For some sequences, u,. tends to a limit as n increases without
limit, but there are several alternatives. Look back at the
sequences of Exercise 0 ... Which oscillate infinitely ? Which
increase without limit ? (p.153
It Is left to the teacher to clarify the meanings of the words. Notice
that three of the four phrases we have studied arise on this page.
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Chapter 3
	 Graphs
Asymptotes and discontinuities are introduced. Infinity is not,
initially, referred to; rather, the text says the graph approaches the
line yx as x becomes larger and larger (p.39) and xO presents a
problem since we cannot divide by 0, and we say .3/0 is undefined
(p.40). Standard notation using infinity comes later He say that y
tends to 1/2 as x gets larger and larger, written y— . ii2 as x--*
(p.46). The approach is standard to many texts at this level.
Chapter 5	 Derivatives
The initial approach, after a set of exercises on rates of change, is
via scale factors with parallel axes graphs illustrating the basic
ideas. The chapter puts early emphasis on working out average scale
factors but suddenly jumps to the local scale factor as the limit.
Standard notations, gradients and maximum points all too quickly
follow. The text concentrates on functional notation in its exposition
but also uses Leibnizian notation.
The SMP books are supposedly self contained but it seems improbable
that any student could gain an intelligent grounding of the basic
ideas of differential calculus from this chapter.
Chapter 6	 Circular functions
sin b - sin a
urn
	
	 is examined in some depth. Practical numeric
b - a
and graphical investigations are carried out before the theoretical
result is explained. The argument is suasive and may encourage
students' dynamic conceptions.
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From the diagram, it seems that as P
approaches A and h —+O, the lengths of
PN and the arc PA become more and more
	
0
nearly equal to each other so that ho (PN/PA) = 1 (p.122).
The importance of radian measure is then seen. The remainder of the
chapter is given to deriving trigonometric formulae.
Chapter 7	 Klnematice
The approach is based on vectors. The introduction emphasises
practical examples and slowly builds up to the idea of instantaneous
velocity and acceleration. Here, however, it curtails the discussion
and simply utilizes the idea of a derivative to 	 obtain	 the
instantaneous	 results	 (in	 vector form). The chapter ends by
considering angular velocity. Again, however, the limits are presented
but not discussed in detail.
Chapter 9	 Sigma notation and series
Series are introduced via flowcharts. The text only considers
finite series.	 Infinite series are only introduced via exercises at
the end of the chapter.
Chapter 10	 Area and Integration
Approximate methods of obtaining the area enclosed by a curve are
examined and used to give upper and lower bounds for the true area.
The text emphasises the difference between the upper and lower bounds:
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What can you say about the limits of the sequences of upper and
lower bounds ? (p.204)
This leads to the integral as the limiting sum (p.208).
The chapter, in the opinion of the author, is far superior to the
introduction of integration in similar books. Nevertheless, nowhere is
the nature of this limit explored in more than a cursory manner.
Definite integrals, indefinite integrals and the Fundamental Theorem
of Calculus follow.
Chapter 13	 The chain rule and integration by eubetitution
The introduction is, as far the first chapter on differentiation,
via parallel axes graphs. This has an advantage here over Cartesian
graphs as the local scale factor (the derivative) of the composite
function can be ieen to be the product of the local scale factors of
the component functions. Only after this has been established is the
more usual Leibniz form introduced. Some attempt is made here to
consider what is really happening:
To find the value of the derived function, dy/dx, we have to
consider the limit as Gx - 0; Sy/6x -+ dy/dx, &y/6u - dy/du and
u/6x -+ du/dx. so it would be reasonable to conclude that
	 = J'L 4
To prove the result formally, which we shall not attempt to do
here, we have to cope with the limit of a product and also the
possibility that 6u might be zero even if 6x =0. (What difficulty
would this create ?) (pp.305-306)
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Integration by substitution is introduced via the transformation of
areas. Although this is a distinct improvement on many other texts
that regard it, more or less, as an algebraic trick, there is no
discussion on limits. The result is then formalised:
Suppose we are trying to find 	 y = $+cx	 dx	 where we can
express f(x) in the form g(u) x *t- Cu being a function of x),
then y= g(u) x	 * dx;	 so	 g(u) x g-.
But	 =	 x *.
Comparing these, we find 	 = g(u), so y = 5g(u) du.
That is
	 $f(x) dx =	 Jg(u)It dx = Jg(u) du.	 (p.317)
Note that limits are not explicitly considered. The example that
follows is $si.n 4x cos 3 x dx. The text states:
Substitute usinx, giving t=cosx. Replace cosx dx by du.
The text is presenting functional theory but differential practice.
This is highly likely to cause cognitive difficulties far the
students.
Chapter 16	 Product rules for differentiation and integration.
Chapter 20	 Calculus techniques and applications
Bath of these chapter are calculus techniques chapters. They
present	 nothing new by way of theory and are comparable, in
presentation, to other texts at this level.
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Chapter 22
	 Local approximation
The Newton-Raphson and other methods of finding an approximate roots
of an equation are introduced graphically. The emphasis is on getting
an approximation to any desired accuracy.
Finite polynomial approximations are gradually developed. These
lead into Taylor polynomials. Only nth order approximations are
considered, i.e. a theory of infinite series Ic not developed. This,
given the emphasis on finite series in Chapter 9, means that students
following the SMP scheme may rarely meet an infinite series.
A general analysis of errors is not developed; rather, errors
arising in particular cases are examined in the exercises.
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APPENDIX C
PATH DEPENDENT LOGIC
The idea of a Path Dependent Logic (F'DL) has been referred to
several times in this thesis. The concept arose in the process of
analysing the data. As we have mentioned (p.267), however, our data
collection methods did not permit an evaluation of the notion. The
theory presented here is thus a conjecture of which the basis in
reality remains to be tested. We include it because we feel it to be
an interesting theory but, because it is a conjecture, we include it
as an appendix and not as part of the main text.
We present the main ideas in two sections. The first deals with the
general idea of a PDL. The second considers how such a system might
function in the domain of adolescents' conceptions of limits, infinity
and real numbers.
The general theory of a Path Dependent Logic
Consider the following arquments
i) People should have equal rights, thus people should have
equal property, thus people should not be allowed to own any
property they like.
ii) People should have equal rights, thus people should have
equal liberties, thus people should be allowed to own any
property they like.
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The first argument may be schematized as A, A —> B, B - D therefore D;
the second as A, A —> C, C —> 0' therefore 0' (0' meaning not 0). We
conclude that D and D'. This is not, of course, logic in the formal
sense. We use the term logic in the sense of human rationalization -
which is often inconsistent. Moreover, and this is the important
feature of PDL, the same assumptions can lead to different conclusions
depending on the progression from the assumptions. We give these ideas
a syntactic form.
By the term cognitive proposition we mean not only the classical
linguistic vehicles for expressing truth or falsity (propositions) but
also the thoughts behind speech acts, be they instances of concepts or
schemas, 2 ( 5, or isolated facts, Jean hates curry. For brevity we
shall call these propositions hereafter. By a rule of inference we
mean a transformation rule that maps from the set of propositions into
the set of propositions. By a context we mean the sum of linguistic,
social and mathematical conventions that give a proposition meaning.
We may consider a context as a label on a proposition. Several
contexts can be attached to the same proposition. For example (0,10)
has iore nuibers than (0,1) may be viewed in a measuring context, in
which case it appears to be true, or in an arithmetic context,in which
case it appear that we can continue counting forever in both
intervals.
A PDL consists of a set of propositions (not
	 necessarily
consistent) with contexts and a set of rules of inference (not
necessarily logically valid). A belief is either a proposition or
follows	 from propositions or previously established beliefs by
application of a rule of inference. We shall refer to these as
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propositions hereafter except when we wish to call attention to
beliefs proper. A path is an ordered chain of propositions and rules
of inference.
As a simple example let proposition one (P1) be there is no nuiber
less than 1 and greater than 0.9, P2 be 0.9 j a non teriinatinq
deciial, P3 be 1 is a teriinating deciial and P4 be 0.91. Let rule of
inference one (Ri) be if there is no nuiber less than a and greater
than b, then ab and R2 be if a is teriinating and b is non
ter.inating then a^b. Two paths in this PDL are:
P1, Ri therefore P4	 and	 P2 , P3 , R2 therefore not P4.
Neither mortals nor logicians like accepting A and A'. Logicians
rule it inconsistent and dismiss it. Humans, however, on realizing
they have claimed or implied A and A' either decide to accept one of
them or claim indeterminancy in the form of I don't know. The word
realize is important here for it is not unusual for an individual to
hold two contrary beliefs but not realize it because they are not
evoked at the same time.
The definition of a PDL can be amended to take account of these
points. First we differentiate between three kinds of propositions -
latent, evoked and coipared. Latent propositions are propositions that
lie dormant in an individual. They may be used but do not enter a path
unless they are evoked. Evoked propositions may be used in paths (they
may be seen as irrelevant and not	 used,	 however).	 Compared
propositions must be evoked but are also such that they are compared
to other propositions with this status. Conflict occurs only when two
compared propositions imply A and A'.
The second amendment is the degree of certainty to which a
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proposition is held by an individual. As a convention let this be a
number between 0 and 1, where 0 is complete disbelief and 1 is
complete certainty. Context will generally be a factor in determining
the certainty of an evoked proposition (e.g. 	 the	 proposition
considered at the bottom of p.372 will have a high degree of certainty
in a measuring context but a low degree of certainty in an arithmetic
context). Let us denote the certainty of a proposition P in a context
C by c(P,C) or just c(P) when the context is clear or unimportant.
The degree of certainty with which propositions P and F' are held
certainly affects whether one accepts P, P' or claims indeterminancy.
A possible candidate for a decision rule for resolving conflict is
acceptP' ...............ifc(P)ismuchlessthanc(P')
acceptF	 ...............ifc(P')ismuchlessthanc(P)
accept indeterminancy.... otherwise
Apart from a decision rule it seems reasonable that there should
also be a rule to the effect that the degree of certainty of a
proposition should not be greater than the •axiiui degree of certainty
of any of the propositions deteriining the proposition. Whether one
wants to refine the quantitative relationship here depends on the
application to which the PUL is put. For our introductory purposes the
above is adequate. A computer model of some behaviour would require
further refinements.
The above definition of a NiL Is our starting point. 	 It may be
necessary to amend it by constructing a theory of subpaths where at
any stage in a path a new set of conditions can come in and replace,
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partially or wholly, existing propositions and beliefs. 	 It would
appear that there are links here with Fuzzy Sets and Many Valued
Logics but our interests are mainly syntactic while these variants of
standard	 logic are semantic deviations. It is the paths that
characterize a PDL. The idea of a Path Dependent Logic has been
suggested in relation to Catastrophe Theory models of mental activity
(Tall, 1977). This exposition, however, makes no use of this. We
proceed to consider these notions in relation to the present thesis.
PDL applied to adolescents' conceptions of limits and infinity.
The model below is intended to explain both trends and diffusion in
responses	 and	 from	 this locate a structure far adolescents'
conceptions of limits and infinity. As has been mentioned
The lability of the intuition of infinity can be explained by
admitting its intrinsic contradictory nature as a psychological
reality. (Fischbein et al., 1979)
The model is intended to go beyond this and detail how the intrinsic
factors come into play and interact. Unfortunately the evaluation of
this intention is beyond the scope of the present work. Nevertheless,
it is of interest to see how we could proceed.
The limitations of explanatory models in cognitive science and the
extent to which they model reality must always be kept in mind.
Moreover, care must be taken in making inferences about cognitive
structure from subjects responses (more so when using bath questionnaire
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and interview data collection methods since the questionnaire tends to
ask closed questions, e.g. is there a largest nuiber ?, while interviews
constantly ask the open and ubiquitous Why ?). Nevertheless, such models
are necessary if we are to analyse, and not merely report on, the data.
We differentiate between general and specific forms of knowledge.
General forms we call sche.as, specific forms we call principles.
By a scheia we mean a cognitive structure which permits concepts to
be understood, new and related concepts to be assimilated and which
allows for adaption (accommodation) to new situations. A basic cognitive
schema in mathematics is that of the number system (with the operations
+, -, x, —). As a child develops repeated addition leads to the
multiplication tables which in turn lead to long multiplication. This is
assimilation. When fractions are introduced the schema must adapt to
cope with the new situation. This is accommodation. We use the term
scheia in a somewhat looser sense to cover concepts such as one-to-one
association, the principles of logic (valid or not) and in general,
mental constructs which are not specific facts or beliefs.
By a principle we mean any proposition accepted (on authority or by
rationalization) by a subject in evaluating a proposition. At one
extreme a principle may be Hr K says i/O is undefined. At the other
extreme a principle can be part of a schema. Atoiic .ieights have integer
values may be a critical factor used by a child in evaluating a
proposition be it although it is part of the childs schema of atomic
structure. Principles may be implicit in the cognitive structure without
holding in the mathematical structure. For example, n	 n 2
 is held,
erroneously, by many subjects, as universally true.
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We can now state the assumptions of our model. We pose them in terms
of questions and answers because this is all we have to work on.
I) Questions are question pairs consisting of question plus
context.
2) Answers are path-dependent deductions based on cognitive
propositions and rules of inference belonging to a subjects' set of
schemas and principles.
3) Answers are answer pairs consisting of answer plus certainty
with both parts dependent on question and context. High certainty
answers are stable, others are liable to change.
We now move on to apply these ideas to an analysis of adolescents'
conceptions of infinity.
CONTEXTS , SCHEMAS AND PRINCIPLES
relevant in analysing subjects' concepts of infinity.
Contexts
1) Geometric, Arithmetic and Measuring These are some of the
contexts of elementery mathematics and are concerned, respectively, with
spatial figures, counting (and the fundamental operations of arithmetic)
and with the comparison of continuous quantities.
2) Universe of Discourse	 The context here is supplied by the subject
and is genuine or Real depending on whether the question is
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interpreted in the genuine world where 1/3=0.333333, to all intents and
purposes, or interpreted in the Real world of pure mathematics where 1/3
= 0.333333. The universe of discourse may change from question to
question and both worlds may be evoked simultaneously causing conflict,
uncertainty and confusion of meaning.
3) Language	 Not a context itself but a giver of cues and a pointer
to contexts. We single out three aspects:
i) Connotations of the words tends to, approaches, converges and
hut.
ii) Cues or pointers given by words or phrases, e.g. Hill 0.1, 0.01,
ever get to 0 ?. This is very different to Does it approach 0 ?. Of
course it will never get there (get implying finite attainment) unless
one uses an approximation in the genuine world.
iii) Open and closed questions. The basic distinction here is between
the questionnaire, where most of the questions were multiple choice or
simple answers, and the interviews, where most of the questions were of
the form Hhy ?• In terms of paths the former, by virtue of having given
possible ends to the paths, require shorter paths. We call this a
context for path reason in that a more discriminating choice of
propositions and rules of inference must be made with open questions and
this can make the question appear afresh in the subjects mind.
4) Static and Dynamic	 This is a very subjective distinction and
depends on how the subject interprets the question. If a process is
evoked, the end result of which is the answer, then the context giving
rise to this interpretation is dynamic. Far example Hhat is 1/(1-0.) ?
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A response from a static context would be 1-0.	 is infinitesimally
small, the reciprocal is thu5 infinitely large. A response from a
dynamic context would be 1/0.1 = 10, 1/0.01	 100,	 ..., the answer
becomes infinitely large.
Schemas and principles
We attach a certainty (high, medium and low - H, M and L) to each
stated principle. This is hypothetical and comes from close familiarity
with the protocol data. This is also averaged out over the subjects and
will actually vary from subject to subject.
1) The Piagetian schemas of conserstion, seriation, classification,
number and space. At a higher cognitive level are the schemas of
proportionality and function. The latter do not have a strong cognitive
effect	 in determining principles used in evaluating propositions
encountered in this study. The fact that the more elementary schemas
have long been established in subjects' cognitive framework gives a very
high certainty to cognitive propositions derived from them. Important
principles deriving from these schemas are: i) 11 association UI). This
needs to be qualified. Certainly acceptance of 1-1 association is high
but use of it as a principle in evaluating propositions is not high; ii)
infinite repetition of arithmetic operations, this includes infinite
subdivision. (H in arithmetic contexts, H in geometric contexts where
physical and finitist interpretations can come in). Physical and
temporal interpretations may arise, however, so that infinite repetition
of arithmetic operations is not seen as giving a final answer;
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iii)	 number properties, in particular ordering 	 (a+1>a, n 2 >n), place
value (giving rise to 0.9<1), existence of different types of numbers,
especially that of fractions and terminating decimals versus non
terminating decimals. These all have high degrees of certainty attached
to them.
2) Concepts of infinity. The fact that we are attempting to
determine these should not obscure the fact that, whatever they are,
their existence determines answers that we use in determining them.
Principles isolated from the protocol data are: i) infinity as a
generalization of a large number and infinitesimals as generalizations
of small numbers. This is accepted with medium certainty and presents
itself in arithmetic contexts; ii) infinity as a process is present in
all contexts and has a high degree of certainty attached to it. It can
lead to subjects viewing two infinite processes as incomparable, because
of their indefinite nature. This is held with medium certainty. We
hypothethize that incomparability is strengthened in the A-level
mathematics group but we are unable to state a cause; iii) infinity as a
process can also lead subjects to the idea that there is only one
infinity. This is held with medium certainty; iv) The generic law is a
high certainty schema when it is applied. It appears particularly strong
in arithmetic and measuring contexts; v) generic limit concepts have a
high certainty and have widespread use.
3) Reasoning	 schemas.	 Short deductive paths (syllogistic or
propositional) are, as noted, used by subjects. These include invalid
and indeterminate inferences (all with medium certainty). Other schemes
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are reductio ad adsurdum CL), inductive generalizations CL) and, most
commonly, simple instances of principles. There appear again infinity as
a process and the generic law (both of which are held with high
certainty when applied).
4) Taught concepts.	 Reception learnt concepts, concept definitions
and concept images. Worthy of particular note in our investigations are
the following:	 i)	 1/0 is undefined CM); ii) 1/0 is infinity CM); iii)
1/3=0.3 (H); iv) taught limit results CL, applicable to the mathematics
group alone); v) 0.9=1 CL applicable to the mathematics group alone).
How we might proceed
Let us consider, for example, the cardinality questions (questions 20
to 23). The important propositions here would appear to be:
P1	 There is only one infinity CM).
P2	 Each set contains an infinite number of elements (H).
P3	 We can't compare infinities (P1).
P4	 This set is a subset of that set (H).
P5	 There are the same number in each.
P6	 There are more in this one.
P7	 We can't compare them.
All questions are open to the inferences:
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1) P2,P1 —> PS
	
With medium certainty.
2) P2,P3 —> P7
	
With medium certainty.
The generic law is applicable in the arithmetic context of 020 and the
measuring contexts of 022 and 023, thus the following inference is open
in these questionsg
3) P2,P4 —> P6	 With high certainty for those who hold the
generic law.
Subjects would be interviewed to determine the degree of certainty with
which they held the propositions (and to determine other propositions
they might hold) and the rationales by which they determined their
replies. Interviews would probe propositions held, degrees of certainty
held, rules of inferences used and paths followpd.
